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abstract 

This exegesis frames my creative research. It details the cultural theories, 

histories, artists, arts practices and creative processes that have influenced 

the project. The exegesis provides an insight into the creative journey, 

conceptual thinking and arts products that have assisted me in answering 

the research question - Can artworks become a form of cultural agency 

whereby Aboriginal Place is realised not reconceptualised? 

 

Drawing from place-based methodologies, post-colonial theories, subaltern 

studies and Aboriginal ways of working, this research aspired to engage the 

viewer within a dialectic that realised the tensions and challenges Aboriginal 

artists have in presenting a sense of Place within artworks. It considered 

how Aboriginal art can both educe and challenge viewers’ cultural 

constructions of Aboriginal peoples, which impact on the reception, 

promotion and categorisation of Aboriginal art. The project asked, if 

whiteness is the imposed spatial aesthetic, how can Aboriginal Place, a 

culturally and communally held understanding of the world ever be realised?  

 

The creative research considered to what extent an Aboriginal artwork is 

both ‘a white thing’ and ‘a black thing’. The research interrogated 

knowledge intersections, Western and Indigenous, located within the 

cultural aesthetic interface. Through creative praxis artificial binaries 

existing within the Australian arts industry - traditional and contemporary, 

remote and urban, authentic and inauthentic, individual and collective - 

were challenged.  

 

The project investigated responses to space, my own and others, through 

exploring new ways of re-imaging space through site-specific art. Utilising 

everyday objects, historical texts, kitsch paraphernalia, natural and 

constructed materials, installations created as a part of this project exposed 

commonly held assumptions about Aboriginal peoples, Aboriginal artists and 

our artworks. Site-specific installation has assisted in mediating the power 

of the white spatial aesthetic, centralising Aboriginal Place within the 

artwork and exposing the murran (the life force) within the space.  

 

The creative praxis has explored the extent that an Aboriginal artwork can 

intervene within an imposed Eurocentric aesthetic, manipulate responses 

through an Aboriginal standpoint and create opportunities for Aboriginal 

Place to be realised. The research has created new discourses around 

Aboriginal art, artworks and artists by creating art works that exposed the 

cultural aesthetic interface.  
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Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical  

Gardens May 2010 
Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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section seven: Balimba-ba finding place  

5.0 Dreise (2008)  

Ground 1 [detail]  

Ephemeral Installation Ochres and sand   

3m x 2.5m  
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5.1 Dreise (2008)  

Ground 2 [detail]  

Ephemeral Installation Ochres and sand   

3m x 3.5m  
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5.2 Dreise (2008)  

Creation Spirit 4       

Ochres and acrylic on canvas      

70cm x 45cm  
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5.3 Dreise (2008)  

Creation Spirit 5      

Ochres and acrylic on canvas  

70cm x 45cm  
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5.4 Dreise (2008)  

Gamilaraay mans paint up      

Ochres and acrylic on canvas  

70cm x 90cm  
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5.5 Dreise (2008)  

Gamilaraay woman’s paint up      

Ochres and acrylic on canvas 

70cm x 90cm  
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5.6 Dreise (2008) 

Yeeralaraay Yinnar (Murray clan) paint up series 1  

20cm x 30cm (each panel)  

acrylic and gouache on canvas  
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5.7 Dreise (2008) 

Yeeralaraay Yinnar (Murray clan) paint up series 2  

20cm x 105 cm (each panel)  

acrylic and gouache on board  
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5.8 Dreise (2007) 

Ancestor Spirit Series - Baayami  

oil, acrylic, ochre, gum, gouache, sand and natural fibre on 

canvas 

120cm x 240cm  
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5.9 Dreise (2007) 

Ancestor Spirit Series - Birrangulu 

oil, acrylic, ochre, gum, gouache, sand and natural fibre on 

canvas 

120cm x 240cm  
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5.10 Dreise (2007) 

Ancestor Spirit Series - Ganhanbili 

oil, acrylic, ochre, gum, gouache, sand and natural fibre on 

canvas 

120cm x 240cm  
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5.11 Dreise (2008) 

Women’s place scar tree  

Oil on canvas 

120cm x 70cm  
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5.12 Dreise (2008) 

Mens place scar tree  

Oil on canvas 

120cm x 70cm  
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5.13 Dreise (2008) 

Scar tree Series (one of three)  

Oil and medium on canvas 

120cm x 150cm  
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5.14 Dreise (2008) 

Scar Tree designs (detail)  

Series of Photographs   

20cm x 30cm 
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5.15 Dreise (2008) 

Gamilaraay Sheild 1 

Oil on canvas 

60cm x 20cm  
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5.16 Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs [detail]  

steam bent spotted gum 

burnt suede  

image by Ross Annels  
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5.17 Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs [detail]  

steam bent spotted gum 

burnt suede  

image by Ross Annels  
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5.18 Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs  

steam bent spotted gum 

burnt suede  

image by Ross Annels  
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5.19 Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs  

steam bent spotted gum 

burnt suede  

image by Ross Annels  
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5.20 Dreise (2008) 

I am sorry 

Oil, wax and ochre on canvas 

130cm x 30cm (three panels)  
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5.21 Dreise (2007) 

Stolen 1  

Mixed media ceramic leather and wood  

24cm x 15cm  
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5.22 Dreise (2007) 

Stolen 2  

Mixed media ceramic, leather and wood  

30cm x 12cm  
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5.23 Dreise (2008) 

The Apology 

Mixed media ceramic and wood  

30cm x 22cm 35cm 
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5.24 Dreise (2008) 

Silent Witness  

Oil on Canvas  

70cm x 95cm  
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5.25 Dreise (2008) 

Bed time 

Oil on Canvas  

70cm x 95cm  
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5.26 Dreise (2008) 

Social Memory 

Oil on Canvas  

[2 panels] 40cm x 90cm each 
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5.27 Dreise (2008) 

Apple for the teacher?  

Oil on Canvas  

120cm x 80cm  
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5.28 Dreise (2008) 

Shop by a pencil  

Oil on Canvas  

120cm x 80cm  
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5.29 Dreise (2008) 

Assimilate 

Mixed media rat traps, ceramic and wood  

22cm x 18cm  
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5.30 Dreise (2008) 

Bound by Grief 

Mixed media ceramic string  

22cm x 12cm  
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5.31 Local News extract  

Toowoomba Chronicle  

July 2008  
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5.32 Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time  

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008) 
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5.33 Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time [detail panel 1] 

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008)  
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5.34 Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time [detail panel 2] 

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008)  
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5.35 Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time [detail panel 3] 

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008)  
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section eight: constructing space  

6.0 Dreise (2009) 

Yinnar balima installation (Ground installation) [detail]  

2500mm x 1800mm  

ochre, charcoal and sand  
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6.1 Dreise (2009) 

Yinnar balima installation (Yinnar Yulagi -woman’s dance) 

[wall detail]  

Photographic Prints black and white  

Various sizes 8in x  10in, 5 x 8in, 3in x 10in [20 images]  
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6.2 Dreise (2009) 

Yinnar balima installation (Yinnar Yulagi -woman’s dance) 

[wall detail]  

Photographic Prints black and white  

Various sizes 3in x 5in [50 images] installed in horizontal lines  
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6.3 Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [wall detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, 

various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 
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6.4 Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [floor detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, 

various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 
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6.5 Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, 

various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 
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6.6 Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, 

various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 
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6.7 Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, 

various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 
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6.8 Dreise (2009) 

cpk installation [detail]  

Photographic print, archers paper and acetate  

8in x 10in [30 individual prints]  
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6.9 Dreise (2009) 

cpk installation [detail]  

Photographic print, archers paper and acetate  

8in x 10in [30 individual prints]  
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6.10 Dreise (2009) 

cpk installation [detail]  

Photographic print, archers paper and acetate  

8in x 10in [30 individual prints]  
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6.11 Dreise (2009) 

Gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [exit cavity detail]   

Photographic prints 

Various sizes [24 individual prints]  
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6.12 Dreise (2009) 

Gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [exit cavity detail]   

Photographic prints 

5in x 3in [9 individual prints]  
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6.13 Dreise (2009) 

Gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [exit cavity detail]   

Photographic prints 

5in x 3in [9 individual prints]  
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6.14 Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [floor detail]  

mixed media ephemeral installation 

photographs, architectural forms, sand, plants, shells, bones, 

found objects, ochres, brush wood 
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6.15 Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [wall detail] 5in x 3in [170 individual 

prints]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, 

architectural forms, sand, plants, shells, bones, found objects, 

ochres, brush wood 
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6.16 Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [wall detail] 5in x 3in [170 individual 

prints]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, 

architectural forms, sand, plants, shells, bones, found objects, 

ochres, brush wood 
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6.17 Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [installation detail]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, 

architectural forms, sand, plants, shells, bones, found objects, 

ochres, brush wood 
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6.18 Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [floor detail]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, 

architectural forms, sand, plants, shells, bones, found objects, 

ochres, brush wood 
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6.19 Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [wall detail] photgraphs 8in x 10in [6 

individual prints]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, 

architectural forms, sand, plants, shells, bones, found objects, 

ochres, brush wood 
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6.20 Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [floor detail]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, 

architectural forms, sand, plants, shells, bones, found objects, 

ochres, brush wood 
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6.21 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.22 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.23 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.24 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.25 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.26 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.27 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.28 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.29 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.30 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.31 Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water coulour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and 

charcoal on chalk board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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6.32 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail Maniac wall] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.33 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail Maniac wall] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.34 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.35 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.36 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.37 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.38 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.39 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.40 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.41 Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, 

string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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6.42 Dreise (2009) 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa (tread lightly) [detail]  

various sizes photographic images [10 in total] 
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6.43 Dreise(2009) 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa (tread lightly) [detail]  

various sizes photographic images [10 in total] 
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6.44 Dreise(2009) 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa (tread lightly) [detail]  

various sizes photographic images [10 in total] 
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6.45 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.46 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.47 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.48 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.49 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.50 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.51 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.52 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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6.53 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 2 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including Browning Downing stocking dolls and 

nature  
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6.54 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 2 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including Browning Downing stocking dolls and 

nature  
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6.55 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 2 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including Browning Downing stocking dolls and 

nature  
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6.56 Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 2 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including Browning Downing stocking dolls and 

nature  
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6.57 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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6.58 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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6.59 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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6.60 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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6.61 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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6.62 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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 6.63 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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 6.64 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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 6.65 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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 6.66 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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 6.67 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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 6.68 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 2  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Ringtail Creek State Forest  
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 6.69 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 2 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Ringtail Creek State Forest  
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 6.70 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Casely-Hayford  

Mammy  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Pauline’s backyard Pomona  
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 6.71 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Casely-Hayford  

Mammy  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Pauline’s backyard Pomona  
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 6.72 Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Casely-Hayford  

Mammy  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 

80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Pauline’s backyard Pomona  
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 6.73 Dreise (2010) 

Photograph [5in x 8in]  

Construction site communal eating area Maroochydore 

botanical gardens 2009 [Stay White (2010) installation in 

background] 
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 6.74 Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-

Hayford  

Stay White Terra Nostalgia (2010) developed as a part of the 

larger Con-sign installation series [three works and public 

performance]  

Various sizes  

Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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 6.75 Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-

Hayford  

Stay White Terra Nostalgia (2010) developed as a part of the 

larger Con-sign installation series [three works and public 

performance]  

Various sizes  

Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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 6.76 Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-

Hayford  

B.A.Hooker TerraExotica (2010) developed as a part of the 

larger Con-sign installation series [three works and public 

performance]  

Various sizes Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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 6.77 Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-

Hayford  

Raide & Horde TerraAustralia 

(2010) developed as a part of the larger Con-sign installation 

series [three works and public performance]  

Various sizes Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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 6.78 Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-

Hayford  

Raide & Horde TerraAustralia 

(2010) developed as a part of the larger Con-sign installation 

series [three works and public performance]  

Various sizes Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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 6.79 Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-

Hayford  

Public Auction [Mrs Rusell Ourway] (2010) a part of the larger 

Con-sign installation series [three works and public 

performance]  

Various sizes Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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 6.80 Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-

Hayford  

Public Auction [Mrs Rusell Ourway] (2010) a part of the larger 

Con-sign installation series [three works and public 

performance]  

Various sizes Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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section nine: finding buwawila-li a changing discourse  

 7.0 Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009)  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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 7.1 Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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 7.2 Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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 7.3 Dreise (2009)  

IntaSpace (2009) [wall detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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 7.4 Dreise (2009)  

Dhiiyaan ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009) [wall 

detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 
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 7.5 Dreise (2009)  

Dhiiyaan ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009) 

[detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 
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 7.6 Dreise (2009)  

Dhiiyaan ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009) 

[detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 
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 7.7 Dreise (2009)  

Yinggil (2009) ephemeral wall installation in  

IntaSpace (2009)  

Cloth, paint, thread and spray paint  

1500mm x 1800mm 
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 7.8 Dreise (2009)  

mine 1 (2009) ephemeral wall installation in  

IntaSpace (2009)  

ochres, aluminium and rubber  

1700mm x 20mm  
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 7.9 Dreise (2009)  

mine 1 (2009) ephemeral wall installation in  

IntaSpace (2009)  

ochres, aluminium and rubber  

1700mm x 20mm  
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 7.10 Dreise (2009)  

mine 2 (2009) ephemeral wall installation in  

IntaSpace (2009)  

ochres, aluminium and rubber  

30mm x 20mm  
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7.11 Dreise (2009)  

mined (2009) ephemeral wall installation in  

IntaSpace (2009)  

Cloth, paint, thread and spray paint  

130mm x 1800mm 
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 7.12 Dreise (2009)  

Mined-dah (2009) ephemeral wall installation in  

IntaSpace (2009)  

Cloth, paint, thread and spray paint  

80mm x 1600mm 
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 7.13 Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, 

paddle pop sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and 

architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.14 Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, 

paddle pop sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and 

architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.15 Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, 

paddle pop sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and 

architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.16 Kelly, Dreise and students of Southbank TAFE (2009) 

Public art project  

Mixed media temporal installation 

IPU South bank Brisbane [extenal area]  

Grounds of the Southbank TAFE 
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 7.17 Dreise (2009)  

Messnullius  

Mixed media temporal installation  

Grounds of the Southbank TAFE 

IPU South bank Brisbane [extenal area]  

Mixed media including light globes, jar tops and paddle pop  

sticks.  
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 xxxv 

 7.18 Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, 

paddle pop sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and 

architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.19 Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, 

paddle pop sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and 

architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.20 Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, 

paddle pop sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and 

architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  

 

411 

 7.21 Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [detail] Kurilpa 

Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, 

paddle pop   

sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural 

mouldings.  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.22 Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.23 Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane Mixed media. 10m x 6m 

space image Carl Warner  
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 7.24 Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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7.25 Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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 xxxvi 

7.26 Dreise (2009)  

Reciprocity (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media light globs, nails , paddle pops and paper  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.27 Dreise (2009)  

Reciprocity (2009) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media light globs, nails, paddle pops and paper  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.28 Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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 7.29 Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  

 

427 

 7.30 Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, 

books, jars, kitsch objects, building materials and recycled 

plastic, 20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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 7.31 Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, 

books, jars, kitsch objects, building materials and recycled 

plastic, 20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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 7.32 Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, 

books, jars, kitsch objects, building materials and recycled 

plastic, 20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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 7.33 Dreise (2010)  

Dillybags (2010) in resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation 

[wall detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, 

books, jars, kitsch objects, building materials and recycled 

plastic, 20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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 xxxvii 

 7.34 Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [wall ledge detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery,  

books, jars, kitsch objects, building materials and recycled 

plastic, 20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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7.35 Dreise (2010)  

Space place time #1 of 3 from series space place time  

(2010) in resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation  

[wall detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including oil and ochres on canvas, zippers 

[1200mm x 190mm]  

20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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7.36 Dreise (2010)  

cult cha cha 1 – 3 (2010) in resnullius (2010) ephemeral 

installation  

[wall detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including oil and ochres on canvas, zippers 

[1200mm x 190mm]  

20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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 7.37 Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, 

books, jars, kitsch objects, building materials and recycled 

plastic, 20m x 10m2 space approx; image Carl Warner  
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section one:  introduction  

 

This exegesis examines the construct of place and placelessness within 

Aboriginal art and society. The research question asks; 

 

Can artworks become a form of cultural agency whereby Aboriginal 

Place is realised not reconceptualised? 

 

Creative works within this project affirm that a sense of Place (both 

placeness and placelessness) for Aboriginal people is trans-generational 

and interconnected to the past. Place is experienced through the 

physicality of spaces, which includes both constructed and natural 

objects, and phenomena. Objects, texts, Country, architecture, 

individuals, nature, artists and artworks are active participants within 

space. 1  

 

The methodologies used in the research were cross-disciplinary 

although primarily focused within praxis based creative research 

inquiry. Autoethnography and place-based methodologies including 

‘being on Country’ supported my research. This exegesis validates 

creative practice as a way of working and knowing and as a rigorous 

research method for investigation. The resolutions within my praxis 

contribute to new knowledge within the domain of ‘Aboriginal art’ and 

contribute to new discourses within the Australian art industry. 

 

The project explores whiteness, Western thought and Eurocentric 

paradigms as creating an imposed spatial aesthetic embedded within 

the fabric of Australian society. This Eurocentric spatial aesthetic 

mediates the Australian arts industry, and also the reception and 

promotion of Aboriginal art and artists. The project asked, if whiteness 

is the imposed spatial aesthetic, how can Aboriginal Place, a culturally 

and communally held understanding of the world ever be realised? The 

                                                 
1
 Country is a common term used by Aboriginal peoples to describe connection to land, 

seas, waterways and sky. It also is used to describe a direct link to traditional lands – my 

Country, in Country.  
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power of institutionalised whiteness as an imposed spatial aesthetic has 

been challenged through creative inquiry and resulting artworks. 

Eurocentric readings of Aboriginal art were challenged during exhibition 

processes, and Western ways of constructing Aboriginal people, the 

land and our art through simplistic binaries were exposed. The research 

and creative works argued that Aboriginal artists also mediate the way 

in which Aboriginal peoples are viewed and categorised within the arts 

industry and broader Australian society.  

 

The project extended Nakatas (2005) cultural interface theory from a 

conceptual space to a physical space, where arts objects (including 

architecture, fine art and craft) become a central focus for analysing 

space. The cultural aesthetic interface is presented as an alternative 

theory for understanding the complex intersections between Indigenous 

and Western knowledge systems from an Artists standpoint. Through 

installation, intersections within the cultural aesthetic interface were 

explored and my Aboriginal Place was confirmed.  

 

The creative research confirmed that Artists are influenced by and 

influence the cultural aesthetic interface. The products of artists’ 

performances, their artworks (including architecture and design) 

continue to impact on the cultural aesthetic interface well beyond the 

artists’ initial purpose. Creative outcomes of the project demonstrated 

how Aboriginal artists and artworks elicit audience reactions and 

responses to space. The project affirmed that Aboriginal art could be a 

cultural agent in challenging constructed positions, about Aboriginal 

peoples (and the power position of non-Indigenous peoples), by 

locating artworks at intersections within the cultural aesthetic interface.    
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format of the exegesis  

 

This exegesis is written in ten sections. Each section discusses the 

methodologies, theories, practical underpinnings, products and 

processes applied within the research.  Due to the nature of this 

creative research, theoretical framing is discussed in some sections in 

terms of cultural and social theories devoid of illustrations.  

 

However in the majority of these sections, relevant images are located 

within the text and associated appendices at the end of the exegesis. 

Digital files for this exegesis separate images into the associated 

sections and appendices. A list of illustrations as they appear in the text 

is found at the front of the exegesis, excluding those located within 

appendices. All bibliographical references are located at the end of the 

exegesis, which includes all cited texts and other crucial texts 

considered within this project. A brief overview of the contents of the 

exegesis by section is provided below.  

 

section one:  introduction 

 

Provides an introduction to the central argument of the research, 

detailing the format for the exegesis and a brief overview of the 

creative outcomes of the project.  

 

section two: patterns of connection  

 

Provides a background to the project, detailing three critical moments 

that led to the commencement of the PhD journey. A brief scan of my 

creative practice from 1989 to 2008 is provided within this section and 

associated appendix.  
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section three: tensions and adhesions: the scope of the study  

 

This section culturally and socially situates the research within 

academic discourse. It considers the relevance of colonial, post-colonial 

and subaltern theories in the research, as well as the wider discourses 

on Western and Indigenous knowledge.  

 

section four: methodologies of an Indigenous researcher 

 

This section details the approaches taken for the research based on a 

rigorous praxis-based methodology, which involved place-thinking, 

autoethnography, ethnopoetics and creative site specific practice.   

 

section five: images, interfaces and aesthetics - visual context 

 

A contextual scan of artists, exhibitions, artworks and objects, which 

have influenced this project, are detailed in this section. This scan 

provides a snapshot of the linear development of an Australian 

historical narrative and its impact on the reception of Aboriginal art 

overtime. A forming national identity and Australian aesthetic is 

discussed along with the acceptance and rejection of Aboriginal art.  

 

section six: place based praxis 

 

Highlighted in this section are place based approaches to art making. 

Communal and individual methods associated to Placemaking are 

discussed. This section explores the role of collective women’s 

gathering and the symbolic interconnectedness of ground painting 

within my praxis. It exposes the tensions existing within place-based 

research and creative practice within the academy. This section 

highlights the significance of place-based residences within South West 

Queensland within this project. Creative outcomes from residencies as 

a part of the Catchment Collective Art-in-Nature (2008-9) project and 

the Treeline Project (2009) are discussed.  
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section seven: balima-baa: finding place 

 

This section focuses on the methodologies used within the initial phase 

of the research and the outcomes of the solo exhibition Balima-baa - 

Finding Place (2008) held in the White Gums Gallery, Chinchilla. This 

exhibition aimed to question my own personal assumptions about 

others ideas of ‘what is Aboriginal art’, and to gauge audience 

responses to these constructed ideas.  

 

section eight: constructing space 

 

This section describes the project outcomes from various exhibitions 

and residences. Installation work and outcomes of the solo exhibition 

Nginu balaa yaal (2009) in the Whitebox Gallery, Queensland College of 

Art is discussed along with installation work Con-sign (2009) developed 

as a part of the Treeline project (2009). Installations and place-base 

performances, resulting from residencies on the Sunshine coast are 

also discussed. Work described within this section is representative of 

various theories of thought including Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay 

woman’s practice, colonial discourse, post-colonial and whiteness 

theories, and subaltern theories. Audience reactions to installation work 

and personal responses to space are considered within this section.  

 

section nine: finding buyawila-li – a changing discourse 

 

This section finding buyawila-li describes a new narrative of discourse 

evidenced within two significant solo exhibitions, IntaSpace (2009) and 

Resnullius (2010); it also includes the IntaFace (2009) artist-in-

residence program Southbank Institute of TAFE (September 2009 to 

December 2009).  Resolution in finding my buyawila-li, the constructed 

force behind my work, is evidenced through installation.  New 

discourses and possibilities within my practice are revealed.  
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section ten: desperately seeking the ephemeral - conclusion  

 

The conclusion discusses resolutions of the project by framing answers 

to the research question through creative outcomes of the project and 

future possibilities within the discourse.  

 

The exegesis presents the research as a distinct and meticulous period 

of creative praxis. Divergent paths within my practice have merged and 

re-shaped. The research has focused primarily on seeking solutions to 

cultural and aesthetic dilemmas posed within the research question. 

This exegesis is not written in any particular order nor is a chronology 

of events within the research. Rather it provides a window into the 

conceptual creative thinking and practices involved within this project.  

 

The exegesis outlines the creative praxis and, in particular, focuses on 

the choices made for materials and methods contributing to a 

significant body of work including public and private research, 

installation and exhibition. The progression within this body of work is 

documented through the consolidation and resolution of works, 

analyses of these, and the development of new work as a part of this 

process.  

 

The commencement of the project (and resulting artworks) was 

deliberately centred on divergent and disparate practices during an 

extensive research phase. This is explained fully in section two: 

patterns of connection and section seven: balima-baa: finding place.  

The convergence of separate practices was achieved through a cyclic 

approach whereby ideas and artworks are re-examined and 

redeveloped in response to audience reactions and personal critique. 

During and towards the final stages of the project, a resolution is found 

through a merging of concepts and materials through installation.  

 

The final outcomes of this project reside in the many resolutions found 

within the body of work - the exhibitions, critical instances, creative 

research, experiments, impulses, artworks and installations. These 
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have contributed to a creative practice and installation style, which is 

distinctively representative of my Place (placeness and placelessness). 

The project has exposed the constraints and possibilities located at the 

cultural aesthetic interface for Aboriginal artists.       

 

creative outcomes  

 

This exegesis reviews and clarifies the methodological developments of 

the research and creative processes involved in the project. It considers 

as one body of work, the private and public outcomes of the project. 

This includes; 

 

four solo exhibitions:   

1. Balima-baa Finding Place (4 weeks - July 2008) Chinchilla White Gums 

Gallery 

2. nginu balaa yaal (2 weeks - January 2009) The White Box Gallery 

South Brisbane 

3. IntaSpace (3 weeks - August 2009) Tribune Street Gallery South 

Brisbane,  

4. resnullius (3 weeks - February 2009) Project Gallery QCA 

 

one curated show:  

Oka Mindya Yumba (4 weeks - September 2008) Council Gallery 

Mitchell  

 

eight site-specific residencies:  

1. gayarra-gi Southwest Queensland [Dirranbandi, Thallon and St 

George] North West New South Wales [Angeldool and the Narran 

Lakes] (3 weeks June – July 2007)  

2. yugal wunn.guwi Southwest Queensland [Bungunya (May), 

Dirranbandi (June), Mitchell (July), Begonia (July) and Dulacca (July)] 

(2 weeks May - June 2008)  

3. nhalawilbayn Southwest Queensland [Dirranbandi, Thallon and St 

George] (4 weeks April [one week] (3 weeks May 2009) 
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4. Art-in-Nature The Cathment Collective Tewantin (1 week November – 

December 2009)  

5. yuwanma-li [Pomona] (five days January 2010)  

6. Golis day out [Pomona and Boreen Point] (five days January 2010)  

7. InterFace Kurilpa Gallery [Southbank Insittute of TAFE Indigenous 

Peoples Unit] ( 3 months September – December 2009)  

8. Treeline project  [Maroochydoore Botanical Gardens] (2010) 

 

The project outcomes include both experimental and public outcomes 

and acknowledge other incidental but relevant place-based research in 

Townsville, Abergowrie, Gove Peninsula, Palm Island, The Gap and 

other areas South West Queensland (from Toowoomba to Dirranbandi) 

and North West New South Wales. These creative outcomes, paticularly 

site based installations, developed as a part of the  Art-in-Nature 

Project (December 2009), Treeline project (2010), IntaSpace (August 

2009) and resnullius (February 2009) demonstrate a culmination of 

resolutions and a consolidation of my praxis aimed at answering the 

research question.  

 

Can artworks become a form of cultural agency whereby Aboriginal 

Place is realised not reconceptualised? 
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section two: patterns of connection  

 

My load bearing hips quiver tirelessly  

under the weight of my fear 

Loose shadows droop like an oversized 80s poncho around my shoulders 

What right do I have to talk from this voice? 

Who am I anyway? 

Big fat hair 

Too much heal?  

Too casual? 

I can’t feel the ground between my toes anymore 

Too conservative?  

Too radical?  

I didn’t even pass at school 

Too stupid?  

Too smart?  

What if I fuck this up?  

Who gives a shit anyway?  

Big fat guts  

If I stumble and fall  

who will catch me?  

 

Mayrah Yarraga Dreise  

(diary entry December 2007)  

 

situating my praxis   

In 1988, I was accepted into art school at the, now-called, Queensland 

University of Technology with a drawing and painting folio that focused 

on social-political works narrating family experiences and personal 

struggles with identity and racism. My experiences of the world since 

this seminal time have involved various occupations, roles and 

identities: Aboriginal education worker, curator, Indigenous education 

officer, grape picker, consultant, teachers aide, Yeeralaraay language 

researcher, community board member, lecturer, art teacher, graphic 

designer, teenage mum, song-woman, wife and artist to name a few. 
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The one area of my life that has remained constant has been my 

creative praxis.  

 

This praxis has spanned a lifetime of spaces and place-based identities: 

Redcliffe, the centre of the Northern Territory, Darwin, South-West 

Queensland, St George, suburban Goodna and Inala, Toowoomba and 

the Sunshine Coast, Brisbane and also work in Mexico and Korea, the 

Cape, Torres Straits and North Queensland. This transverse of space 

has influenced my everyday life experiences, informed my cultural and 

spiritual ontologies and, in turn, is integrated into my arts practice. 

Over the last 20 years, my works have been publicly displayed in 12 

solo exhibitions and numerous collaborative, group and community-

based exhibitions.  

 

My chosen studio area has primarily been sculpture, with painting and 

drawing informing and complementing the conceptual development and 

exhibition of sculptural works. In saying this, the popularity of my 

paintings has far outweighed the demand for my sculptural works, thus 

painting has been a major source of income from my arts practice.  In 

recent years my praxis has focused primarily on public art, temporal 

installation and site-specific art.  

 

In reflecting on my practice over the last twenty years, an emergence 

of various social, political themes and visual preferences are apparent. 

The recurring themes of country and place, Aboriginal tradition and 

family connections, are located against images and narratives of   

dislocation and removal from country, government policy and identity. 

Two divergent polarities seem to exist.  

 

On one hand, my work has focused on a sense of place and community 

and is supported by ceremonial practices ‘out home’ on the traditional 

lands of my country and my family, the Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay 

peoples of North West New South Wales and South West Queensland. 
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        illustration 1.0 

Dreise (2004) Yeeralaraay Dance Performance and Ground Painting,  
Dirranbandi, mixed media, image by Christine Knox  
collection of the artist 

 

This work draws on symbolism used in dance ceremonies, ground 

painting and scar tree designs.  At times this work is collective, 

involving members of the Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay inland communities 

of Dirranbandi, Thallon and St George; at other times, this sense of 

knowingness, and the artwork is individual and developed in isolation 

drawing on collective experiences and stories from my community. 

These art works represent and translate tradition through patterning 

and recreating known images within a ceremonial and/or communal 

context.  
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illustration 1.1     illustration 1.2 
Dreise (2001) Creation Spirit    Dreise (2001) Creation Story  
acrylic and ochres on canvas    acrylic and ochres on canvas  
40cm x 75cm      40cm x 75cm  
collection of the artist    collection of the artist 
 

They inscribe a sense of place in the now by reaffirming that these 

practices are not from the past, rather they exist in today’s society as a 

fundamental aspect of cultural responsibility. They recollect and 

transform an intimate understanding of country in its own language 

through the use on songs and stories from the local area. They create 

an understanding of timelessness by connecting us to the ancestor 

through dance, song, meditation and other cultural practices. Ultimately 

hey express communal, collective and individual responses to the 

spiritual and social worlds in which I exist.  

 

These arts practices, form an essential part of my family life, include 

dance, ground painting, ceremony, song, language use, body art and 

story telling. They impact on my personal epistemological, cosmological 

and ontological understandings of the world. Over time these practices 

have influenced my role within my community, as an artist and 

individual and too have influenced the development of the many 

community development arts projects. These communal and 
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ceremonial art practices have also influenced an individual creative 

practice favouring site-specific environmental works and installation.  

 

 

       illustration 1.3 
 

       Dreise (2004) Femine Country Installation Floating Land 2004 Noosa  

       mixed media image by Davina Kelly collection of the artist    
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On the other hand, since my first canvas painting in 1986 my artworks 

have responded politically in didactic resistance to colonisation, power 

and white privilege (nationally and internationally).   

 

 

  illustration 1.4 

 Dreise (1986) Why? 1986, acrylic and mixed media on canvas 
   40cm x 75cm image collection of the artist 
 

Paintings, sculptures and commissioned works not only describe family 

and individual stories but the collective struggles of Aboriginal peoples 

across our country (Australia). At times these works became narratives 

of history, at other times they reflected my personal response to 

colonisation.  
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illustration 1.5 

Dreise (1991) Genocide mixed media with ochre various sizes 

image collection of the artist 
 

Although diverse in style and form, these works explore common 

themes and narratives of invasion; massacre and dislocation from land; 

the impacts of government policies, including forced removals of 

children and incarceration; the struggle for land rights and social and 

cultural recognition; and the current and continuing colonisation of my 

people, including misrepresentation and homogenisation.  

 

 

 

illustration 1.6 

Dreise (2003) Mothers Revenge oil on canvas two panels 34cm x 70cm Collection of the 
Yugembeh Museum image collection of the artist 
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illustration 1.7 

Dreise (2001) Federate Assimilate Regurgitate  
Mixed media installation 3m x 3m x various heights up to 420cm  
image collection of the artist 
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illustration 1.8 

Dreise (1999) Someone’s Watching 2  
Oil on Canvas 1800mm x 3400mm  
image collection of the artist 

 

Appendix a, at the end of this exegesis, provides a brief visual sample 

of my arts practise prior to commencing this PhD.  

 

critical moments  

 

In 2002, 2004 and 2005, three critical moments forced me to reassess, 

reflect and commence a journey of analysis of my creative process. 

This journey has enabled me to analyse my own position as an 

Aboriginal artist, my creative process and conceptual thinking, my 

artworks, as well as their position within the industry and my 

community.  
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Critical moment one 

 

In 2002, Brisbane-based artist Richard Bell fashioned the now well-

known adage 'Aboriginal Art—It's A White Thing' which articulately 

sums up Bell's Theorem (2002) and his purpose and perspective for 

creating art. I knew of Bell before this time; I had seen him at rallies in 

Brisbane for land rights and NAIDOC gatherings, and being loosely 

connected to him via family association and country. Bell (2002) 

asserts that Aboriginal art is a product of white control, a commodity of 

the western world where ‘spirituality’ and stories from country, and 

tradition, become a deal-closer in the purchase of Aboriginal artworks. 

In Desperately Seeking Emily (2000–2), Bell attacked the work of Emily 

Kngwarreye. He suggested the splendor of her work was merely an 

invention of white interpretation and agents. Bell’s Theorem has 

evolved into a divergent tirade of art works, or as one might be led to 

believe, propaganda and activism.  In 2003, Bell courted controversy 

when he received the Telstra National Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Art Award sporting a T-shirt stating, ‘White girls can't hump’. 

In 2006, he wore a new shirt bearing the words 'Ooga Booga' - 

criticising the perceived primitivism of ‘these artists’, such as 

Kngwarreye (Moore 2006:1).  

 

The Ooga Booga phrase challenged me as an Aboriginal artist living in 

an ‘urban’ context but still sustaining traditions from my ancestral 

lands, my community and country. I did not disagree with Bell, as what 

he asserts is reasonably justified. I too had developed work in response 

to these imposed white constructs and ‘the industry’. See image 8. 

What confused me was what was missing from Bell’s work. His 

assertions, although primarily focused on the dominant consumerism of 

the western world, were also disfranchising and disempowering to 

many Aboriginal artists. Through omission, Bell ignores the sense of 

place and spirit that I and many other ‘urban’ Aboriginal artists know 

and understand. This deep connection to country and place seemed to 

be missing in Bell’s argument. Bell’s work in attacking a white industry 

also attacks traditionalism within the contemporary practices of 
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Aboriginal artists. In Desperately Seeking Emily 2000 Bell attacked the 

work of Emily Kngwarreye, suggesting the beauty in her work is a 

projection of the white interpreter. (Butler 2006:1) In this series, Bell 

presents Emily, and other similar ‘traditional / desert based artists’, as 

regurgitating a romantic past for a western purpose. He assumes that 

the role of ‘traditional artist’ is passive, rather than active in 

Kngwarreye’s process. Bells assertions deny the desert base (or 

remote) artist the ability to be able to project an individual standpoint 

or a sense of place in their work. He compartmentalises these works 

and limits them in presenting contemporary form or a new aesthetic 

rooted in tradition.   

 

 

illustration 1.9 

Dreise (2004) Truly Authentic 2004  
[Robin O’Chin Award 2004]  
Oil on Canvas 120cm x 120cm  
image collection of the artist  
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At this point of time, Bells’ assertions, created for me, his critics, and to 

an extent, many Blackfellas, a smorgasbord of unresolved questions, 

quandaries and a confused sense of artificial binaries between tradition 

and contemporary, urban and rural, past and present. These injections 

of critical discourse into my world made me question my position as an 

artist within the art industry. Did my position as an Aboriginal artist 

need to be defined? What category did I fit into? Did I need a category? 

How would I decide or would this be decided for me?   

 

Critical moment two 

 

In July 2004, the Queensland Art Gallery hosted the Blak Insights 

exhibition and associated conference. The exhibition featured over 140 

works, displayed in seven exhibition spaces, showcasing the gallery’s 

acquisitions over the previous twenty years. One of the forums, 

featuring Galuma Maymuru (the daughter of Narritjin) and Djambawa 

Marawili, discussed new work developed by Yolgnu artists over previous 

years. Marawili described how his works were perceived as ‘traditional’ 

and static, fixed in the past, as his paintings used symbolism from his 

local clan, family designs and drew on Yolgnu culture in their creation. 

Through this familiar symbolism, he showed how his works talked of 

invasion, dispossession, alcoholism and struggles in family life today. 

His application and technique were rooted in tradition and Country, with 

his stories connected to the past, reflective of the present and with a 

sense the future. Marawili’s ability to merge seemingly divergent 

content and contexts into one work of art was exciting and provided me 

with inspiration and a sense of direction. However, his lecture also 

made me deeply question the way in which ‘Aboriginal art’ is perceived 

and re-conceptualised by non-Indigenous people and ‘the industry’. 

Why was Marawili’s choice of symbolism, with encoded currency, 

perceived by some as a historical remnant lacking individual expression 

and framed as tied only to a collective past and traditional knowledge? 

I started to consider what influence my role as an artist had had within 

our own community practices and in the retelling of Country through 
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our localised Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay symbolism. How was my art 

work perceived by others?  

 

In contrast to this, Blak Insights hosted another panel of artists 

including Vernon Ah Kee, Richard Bell, Jennifer Herd, Bianca Beetson 

and others involved in the newly formed ProppaNow collective. This 

panel described the marginalisation from the industry felt by these 

artists - being ‘urban Aboriginal artists’ as opposed to being ‘from far 

north’, ‘traditional’ or ‘remote’. At the same time, the ProppaNow 

collective launched itself publicly through the use of the foyer space at 

the Museum of Brisbane. During NAIDOC week each year, the museum 

had designated a space for local and regional Indigenous artists or 

‘community artists’. After much negotiation with staff of the Brisbane 

City Council and the museum curator, artist and respected Elder Aunty 

Gloria Beckett (now deceased) had previously obtained this space as a 

venue for Indigenous artists, who had little exposure in Brisbane 

galleries, to showcase their work as a part of the cities NAIDOC 

celebrations once a year. The ProppaNow launch in 2004 within this 

space meant no community show for this year, and not one has been 

seen in this space since. This action created much frustration and 

disappointment within the Aboriginal community towards the newly 

formed cooperative, that otherwise would have had the full support of 

Aboriginal artists within Southern Queensland.    

 

Issues of racism, paternalism and institutionalisation were raised as key 

themes in the works from the ProppaNow collective, which saw artists 

manipulating western aesthetic tradition into distinctive ‘urban’ 

Aboriginal art forms. These, and other artist-run panels from the 

conference, highlighted the disparity of positions located in 

‘contemporary Indigenous art’. The Blak Insights conference and 

exhibition highlighted issues around the role and purpose of Aboriginal 

artists within ‘community’ and ‘industry’ constructs; the personal links 

of artists to identity and history, space and place, the position of 

‘Aboriginal art’ as political, social and cultural, as a ‘commodity’ and/or 
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‘tradition’; and, the mediated responses and reception of work by 

Aboriginal artists.   

 

In response to this, I developed some drawings (see illustrations 1.10 & 

1.11), but more importantly I refined my thinking. I started to question 

the constructs imposed on Aboriginal artists and our art forms, I sought 

to understand my own position within this chaos.  

 

 

illustration 1.10 

Dreise (2002) The Process of Segregation  
Ink on Arches Paper (Detail) 
Collection of Dijon Mundine  

image collection of the artist  
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illustration 1.11 

Dreise (2002) The Process of Segregation Ink on Arches Paper  

Collection of Dijon Mundine  
image collection of the artist  

 

Up until the last few years, my artwork had not been recognised by 

larger institutions and I been running quite solo, so to speak, in my 

own practice. I had put this down to the fact that I had been living in 

rural areas of the state up until then, and had also been focused on 

change within our communities and education systems. For the first 

time, I began questioning where my art was situated, not just in the 

industry but also within my community and my life. I sought to fully 

understand the quintessence of my work, outside of keeping me sane 

and grounded to my Country.  

 

How had my work been mediated over the years? Why had it been? In 

what ways had I influenced this process?  

 

This was a critical moment as I came to a point in my life where I 

needed to consider where my art practice was situated now and into 

the future. I soon resigned from my other job as Indigenous Project 

Officer for the Queensland Studies Authority and commenced my 

studies.  
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Critical moment three 

 

In 2005, while I was in Dirranbandi for a women’s ceremony at the old 

camp, I was asked by our main community song-woman to lead the 

ceremony. During the ceremony, she corrected me a little and 

encouraged me a lot. I led the development of a communal ground 

painting under her guidance, the paint-up of new girls to the dance 

circle, and the movement of some women to a more detailed paint up. I 

led some key story discussions of Country in language, while myself 

and twelve other women made dance sticks using family clan designs, 

local techniques and materials. This was not unfamiliar to me as I had 

been involved in such practices as a teenager and since my young 

adulthood I have participated in most of these small intimate 

gatherings.  

 

Through Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay language research supported by 

the Yugembeh language and cultural centre at Yatala, I had also 

worked with my husband, Elders and other community members from 

South West QLD to transcribe old songs and stories from recordings 

and personal interviews, to re-web these song lines into our current 

dance and arts practices.  

 

Not long after this ceremony, Aunt passed away. At the end of this 

ceremony, she asked me to take on her role to keep the stories going 

in the manner and tongue she had taught me. In a community where 

many people are not interested in participating in these types of arts 

practices, or many are too drugged-up or charged-up to have been 

aware of their existence, this is a hard task. At the time I wasn’t ready, 

and still now feel others can do this better than me. In saying this, my 

seemingly parallel worlds of separate identities and realities, which up 

until now had been managed by distance (in many senses of the word), 

were soon to collide and collapse in on me. This journey posed new 

questions.  
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Do these communal and collaborative artistic practices align to my 

individualistic and highly political practice? How would I mediate the 

performative and temporal elements of this collaborative experience 

within my individual work? Where would my role in continuing and re-

imaging woman’s song lines take me as an artist? Would these 

practices remain private or become part of the ‘industry’? If so, would 

my own and my communities, 'Ooga Booga' and ‘primitivism’ be 

publicly challenged as Emily’s had been?  

 

a dialectic    

 

These three points of time became critical moments of self-reflection 

and analysis for my arts practice. Consolidated together, they reveal a 

rich tapestry of contradictions, confusion, paradox, imposition, fears, 

institutional racism, cultural constructions and artificial dualities. 

Coupled with the fact that my practice had been on divergent paths for 

many years, I sought to resolve, fuse and consolidate my creative 

practice. I aimed to represent my place and understanding in the world 

as a cohesive whole - spiritual yet political, contemporary yet rooted in 

tradition, collective yet individual, didactic yet conceptual.  

 

I commenced my PhD with a vision rather than a question: To 

transform and intertwine divergent narratives in my life within my 

creative practice..… to create works which articulate my sense of 

‘place’, from my standpoint, exposing a dialectic artistic position. For 

my artworks to heighten the cultural, social and political consciousness 

of the viewer in a way that the intention of my work cannot be re-

conceptualised through an Eurocentric aesthetic... and for my work to 

remain within this tension …. always ‘a black thing’.  

 

I have defined my PhD process as dialectic. This process refers to 

Marxist thought where two apparently apposed ideas can become 

combined in a unified whole. This project has been an investigation of 

my truth, through discussion and creative practice, in working through 

the challenges of projecting seemingly opposing positions within my 
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work. In this project, I have drawn on individual and collective 

‘Aboriginal’ experiences, which, at times, are conflicting and in tension. 

They are the simple dualities imposed on colonised peoples including - 

traditional & contemporary, urban & remote, city & bush, authentic & 

inauthentic, white & black, political & cultural, assimilated & connected. 

These are ‘illusions’ of a constructed reality for Aboriginal peoples. 

Dualities such as these bear a semblance to truth, and are imposed on 

not only Indigenous peoples but too non-Indigenous Australians. They 

are binaries imposed within the everyday aesthetic used to describe 

and compartmentalise the place of Indigenous peoples within Australian 

society. These cultural constructions belong to the Australian art 

industry and are articulated by Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists, 

critics and connoisseurs. They mediate the creation and reception of 

‘Aboriginal Art’ within institutions, communities and by individuals.  

 

It is within this illusionary tension that my praxis has become located 

during this project and the PhD question arises.  

 

Can artworks become a form of cultural agency whereby Aboriginal 

place is realised not reconceptualised? 

 

theorising the ephemeral  

 

Over the last thirty years a global environmental consciousness has 

resulted in an increasing number of artists working within nature. 

Disparate processes and techniques - from working out of the natural 

environment by using materials from the space - ‘plonk art’ within the 

space and - a combination of both have been labelled as ‘environmental 

art’. The discourse of whether this art is ‘in’ nature or ‘about’ nature are 

quite separate to ‘from’ nature. This merging and swaying of definition 

seems to be located between the political and ideological preferences of 

the funding institution, the curatorial brief and the artist.  

 

Over the last ten years I have increasingly developed an individual 

creative process located ‘within’ nature rather than as a response to 
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nature (and to the space) as seen by Place based works. My praxis of 

the past involved a diversity of work developed as ‘public works’ 

plonked in nature.  

 

       

illustration 1.12      illustration 1.13 

Dreise (2002)      Dreise (2002) 
Standing Strong    Colonisation  
mixed media concrete steel tiles   mixed media concrete steel tiles  
no.5 of 7 Seven Silences series (2002)   no.2 of 7 Seven Silences series(2002)  
Woodford Folk Festival Grounds   Woodford Fold Festival Grounds  
Australia Council for the Arts funded  Australia Council for the Arts funded 

 

These included Seven Silences (2002) Woodford Folk Festival, Spirit 

Poles 1 (2001) and Spirit Poles 2 (2002) Woodford Folk Festival, The 

healing (2002) Rural Futures Building Pomona, Sufferance (2001) 

Perigean Beach, Uncle Lambert (2004) and Is that you Ruthie  (2004) 

in the Taigum Reconciliation Learnscape. These works were both 

permanent and ephemeral works, not necessarily responding to space, 

rather they were an imposed intervention on the spaces with a set 

narrative of art and ideology. ‘Plonk art’ as Tamzin Kerr (2010) 

describes, moves away from the sense of place and in doing so moves 

away from the understandings and intersections developed from the 

social memory of the locale. 
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illustration 1.14 

Dreise (2007)  
Aunty Ruthie  
mixed media installation slumped glass wood and steel  
Collection of the Noonga Reconciliation Group   
image collection of the artist  

 

In considering my past processes, from recent years, just prior to 

commencement of this project, I had sought to develop work more 

closely aligned to spaces and to nature, of nature for nature, from 

nature. In seeking the ephemeral I started to develop work in this 

context, some private and some public.   Wishing stones 1- 6 (2005-

2006) within the Conondale ranges, Place making 1-7 (2004 - 2006) 

Kenilworth, Making Space (2003) Wongi Festival Buderim, Together 

(2008) collaborative installation developed in the Dumley Walk festival 

for the Yugembeh Museum and Feminine’ Country (2004) Floating Land 

Noosa Woods were key works within my praxis that highlighted a way 

of working in nature, with nature that was centred in my own place-

based method. See illustrations 1.15 – 1.20.  
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illustration 1.15  

Dreise (2003) Making Space Performance and Installation  
Wongi Festival Buderim  

Mixed media ephemeral installation ochres sand  
image by Tamara Rossman  
 

In this project I deepened discussions around place-based work by 

considering how ‘the ephemeral’ in my (and others) art processes 

create tensions within the ‘industry context’ but too opens up new 

possibilities for the artist. The project involved several residences in 

spaces across Queensland where site-based works for different 

purposes where developed. As a part of this process I explored my 

personal responses to spaces and considered the role and advantages 

of work developed ‘from the site and within the site’, as against ‘plonk’ 

art.   
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illustration 1.16 
Dreise (2008)  
Together  
Collaborative installation Dumbley Walk  
image by Rory O’Connor Yugembeh Museum 
 

Kerr (2009:20) argues that,  

 

a deliberately ephemeral display constructed with natural materials 
….reflects our human condition in a very different way to large and 
permanent sculptures. This is neither the artist nor society trying for 

immortality. This is emplacement of brief lives amidst an 
acknowledged and inhabited space. The temporary object holds 

memory in ways that makes the object, maker, and place more 
precious.  
 

The process in creating site based ephemeral works has been 

significant to my practice and has informed the way in which I work 

both within a gallery and environmental context. During this project I 

have been able to elicit my buyawila-li, the force behind my place-

based practice, whilst developing ephemeral works. As you will see by 

the conclusion of this project, I exposed my vulnerabilities through a 

variety of different but interconnected site-specific installations. 
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Ephemeral work created within both the gallery space and external 

sites responded to the space and also reflected my sense of Place (both 

placeness and placelessness) within the work. Site based ephemeral 

work assisted in developing and interrogating a variety of responses to 

space and place and assisted in situating my work within the domains 

of ‘environmental art’, ‘fine art’ and ‘Aboriginal art’.  

    

illustration 1.17            illustration 1.18       illustration 1.19 

 
Dreise (2004) 
Place making 1 (2004) Kenilworth  
Site-specific work - natural materials, ochres and water  

 

Through a place-based reflective and reactive consciousness I was able 

to meld the dialectic located in my practise prior to the commencement 

of this project.    

 

illustration 1.20          

Dreise (2006) 

Place making 6 (2006) Connodale Ranges  
Site-specific work - natural materials, ochres and water  
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section three: tensions and adhesions: the scope of the study  

 

 

We are not all the same 

 

when we speak we are misinterpreted  

when we create we are homogenised  

when we follow tradition we are exotic 

when we talk in our language we are primitive 

when we write in English we are clever 

when we work we are an exception 

when we commune we are scrutinised 

when we run we are chased  

when we hide we are paranoid 

when we socialise we are drunks 

when we connect spiritually we are romanticised  

when we question we are activists 

when we design we are reconceptualised  

when we cry we are weak   

when we resist we are violent  

when we give up we are passive 

when we think we are a curiosity  

when we seek place in our own country  

we are forgotten. 

 

Mayrah Yarraga Dreise (Diary entry January 2008) 

 

 

This research has addressed how viewers interact with ‘Aboriginal art’ 

within contestable theoretical and institutionalised spaces. It questions 

whether or not Aboriginal experience or position, a sense of Place can be 

appreciated within the cultural aesthetic interface, when the ‘Aboriginal 

artist’, the ‘Aboriginal artwork’ and the ‘Western or Indigenous viewer’ are 

already positioned within a discursively bound and contestable cultural 

interface. It aspires to validate an Aboriginal standpoint within creative 
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practice reflective of Place by focusing on an Aboriginal aesthetic and 

decentralising the power relationships afforded to Western spatial 

aesthetics. In order to develop creative works from a clear theoretical 

position - postcolonial theories, Aboriginal standpoint theory, cultural 

theories, whiteness theories, Subatern studies and ethnoaesthetics have 

been used to guide my thinking and conceptual development. Relevant 

literature as they influenced my conceptual thinking is highlighted in this 

section.   

 

desperately seeking an Aboriginal aesthetic   

Aboriginal arts practice within Australia transverses a diverse peoples 

and cultural spectrums, reflective of individual and collective identities, 

and rooted in over one hundred thousand years of custodianship of 

country and more than two hundred years of colonial rule. This 

research project aspires to engage the viewer within a dialectical space, 

which realises the tensions and challenges that Aboriginal artists have 

in presenting a sense of place within our artworks. It considers how 

artworks can both educe and challenge cultural constructions of 

Aboriginal peoples held by viewers that cause a reconceptualisation of 

the work through Eurocentric epistemological paradigms.  

If whiteness is the imposed spatial aesthetic, then how can Indigenous 

place, a cultural and communally held understanding of the 

appropriateness of styles of behaviour and interaction within the world 

(Harrison and Dourish 2006) be realised?  

The research question considers a duality of standpoints, western and 

Indigenous, when creating and responding to artworks and art objects. 

The research considers to what extent artworks can intervene within 

the imposed Eurocentric aesthetic to manipulate responses through an 

Indigenous aesthetic, where placeness is realised and no longer 

illusory. The research project has focused on how communal, spiritual, 

environmental, historical and linguistic constructs can be generated by 

artworks that simultaneously emphasise the dialectic interactions 
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between Indigenous and non-Indigenous epistemologies and aesthetics.  

A range of visual and sociological methodologies have been applied to a 

variety of works and contexts in order to elicit audience and creative 

responses. Preliminary research and creative works assisted in 

exposing cultural constructions of Aboriginal people and Aboriginal art 

commonly held by viewers. From these responses, I reapplied visual 

and sociological methodologies. I developed a new series of works, 

namely installation, to re-test and re-conceptualise these responses 

within an expression of placeness and placelessness.  

Consequently this project is situated within a broader discourse around 

the position of Indigenous knowledges within a colonised space. The 

role of tradition, collective knowledges, Indigenous ways of viewing and 

responding to the world are explored within the research. The project 

considers ‘whiteness’ as an imposed aesthetic and its effect on the 

reception, defining and criticism of Aboriginal art.   

 

In On writing art history in Australia, Bernard Smith states, ‘I’ve always 

felt some hesitation in talking about and attempting to evaluate 

Aboriginal art because I am not Aboriginal’ (Smith 2005:10). This 

avoidance stance highlights the need for a clear position in recognising 

‘Indigenous aesthetics’ and training of western art critics so that they 

are not imposing a Western standpoint or aesthetic upon Indigenous 

arts works, or they are able to clearly and confidently criticise 

Aboriginal art from an informed position. Christopher Allen, who 

excludes Indigenous art in his extensive surveys of Australian art and 

artists, comments “you may like bright patterns…or misty 

suggestiveness… but this is obviously a superficial response since the 

works are meant to embody cultural knowledge…that knowledge is 

secret and reserved for initiates” (Allen 2008: September 27). This 

‘mystical Aboriginal aesthetic’ is illusionary; an imposed Eurocentric 

construct that exists in the white aesthetic and assumes ‘cultural 

knowledge’ is contained within Aboriginal arts works only. Invisibility of 

the embodiment of ‘cultural knowledge’ within Western art works is 
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critical to this discourse as it ‘normalises’ whiteness within the aesthetic 

and constructs viewer positions of Indigenous art through an impeded 

critique, one which homogenises Indigenous peoples, identity and 

‘place’, imposes purpose and questions ‘authenticity’.     

Richard Bell argues that “white people are being pretty lazy here in not 

developing this Aboriginal aesthetic, making it very clear what is 

acceptable and what is not” (Bell 2008:23). Bell’s position illustrates 

the power and position of the white aesthetic and its influence on 

Indigenous artists. Bell’s statement throws down the gauntlet to the 

white custodians the ‘Indigenous Art experience’. He suggests that 

standards are to be developed by non-Indigenous people to further 

mediate the creation, exhibition, promotion and response within this 

‘Indigenous art industry’. Bell’s position not only impedes an 

Indigenous voice in the discourse but assumes that non-Indigenous 

people recognise how Indigenous art is already positioned within a 

colonised space and an imposed Eurocentric aesthetic. This research 

furthers these public debates by investigating Aboriginal art as a ‘black 

thing’. This creative work and exegesis explores the role and positions 

of Indigenous peoples within these discourses - not as an ‘edge’ or 

‘marginalised’ voices within the institution of ‘Western art’ but rather as 

the driving force behind a new way of working and perceiving our 

creative practices.  

intersections and projections  

National and international literature reveals how knowledge systems 

assist in framing and constructing ideas and understandings about the 

world and that of Others. (Brandy 1996; Evens and Saunders 1975; 

Broome 1994; Hooks 1995; Giroux 1993; Agrawal 1995; Longley 1995; 

Markus 1994; Memmi 1994; Miles 1989; Nakata 2007; Russell 2005; 

Moore and Muller 1999; Christie 2005; Denzin 1992; Foucault 1970; 

Verran 2005; Reynolds 1995, 1989, 1987; Smith 1999; Myers 2002; 

McBryde (ed) 1985) Pairing with the domain of ‘Indigenous knowledges’ 

a counter binary seems to exist – ‘Western knowledge’. This binary 
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purports an often-undisputed logic that these systems are irreconcilably 

different on ontological, epistemological and cosmological grounds (see 

Verran 2005, Russell 2005 and Nakata 2007).  Strictly focusing on the 

‘differences’ of these knowledge systems within a gallery and arts 

industry context is problematic. If we are to investigate the contestable 

nature of Indigenous art and Indigenous artists place within the 

already-institutionalised knowledge space of the Australian Art 

Industry, we must consider the interrelationships between these 

systems – including their reciprocal impacts on Indigenous and non-

Indigenous artists, curators and viewers.  

 

Nakata describes the contested space between these two knowledge 

systems as the ‘cultural interface’ where things are ‘not clearly black or 

white, Indigenous or Western’ (Nakata 2007:200). Nakata coined this 

term, the cultural interface, during his PhD process in 1997 where he 

explored the intersection of Western knowledge systems and Torres 

Strait Islander knowledge systems. Since this seminal time this 

theoretical space has gained much ground within the academy and has 

influenced new ways of understanding the complex intersections 

between Indigenous knowledge’s and Indigenous studies within the 

academy.  Nakata's work is privileged here in this research. His book 

Disciplining the Savages Savaging the Disciplines becoming is a critical 

frame of reference (Nakata 2007) throughout this research. It has 

assisted in applying my personal understandings of this ‘third space’, 

which is neither black nor white, to my creative practice.  (Croft 2003) 

 

The cultural interface theory recognises the complexities in the ways we 

see and experience the world, and the ways we black, white, 

Indigenous or non-Indigenous, operationalise our knowledge within this 

interface. Nakata recognises that the multiplicities of discourses, social 

and cultural, practices, and knowledge technologies that exist in this 

contestable space, influence the ways in which both Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous peoples participate in, respond to and influence this 

space. In this way, the cultural interface provides a strong theoretical 

base upon which to commence an analysis of the intersection between 
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western and Indigenous knowledge and its translation into the creation 

of and an appreciation of Aboriginal art.   

 

Within the cultural interface we would expect a multitude of junctures 

where objects or actors, artworks and arts practices, carry and 

construct the legacy of the cultural interface itself. The ability and 

creditability of artworks and art practices (including fine art, craft, 

design, architecture and urban planning) within the cultural interface is 

important within a colonised world as they can dismiss and support 

arbitrary realities and categories of Indigenous people and our 

artworks. This aesthetic intersection impacts dramatically on the way in 

which Aboriginal people negotiate the cultural interface.  

 

The build environment and visual representations impacts on our sense 

of place within the everyday; within the arts industry, it mediates the 

reception and production of our work. Consequently in this research I 

investigate trajectories and intersections of Indigenous and non-

Indigenous knowledge within my everyday to reveal the dialectic I 

consciously and unconsciously represent in my own art. The research 

further explores the reception of my own work, and my personal 

reactions to these responses. The research has identified many 

questions. What is it that I want my work and practices to represent? 

What emotional responses will I favour from audiences of my work? 

How can I mediate this? Should I mediate this? What role might I have 

as an artist to change the way in which non-Indigenous people view 

‘Aboriginal art’?  

 

the cultural aesthetic interface  

 

For the purpose of this research, I have called my ‘art specific’ area of 

inquiry the ‘cultural aesthetic interface’. The cultural aesthetic interface 

extends Nakata’s work by deliberately scrutinising the roles and 

positions of the ‘Aboriginal artist’, ‘Aboriginal art’ and ‘Aboriginal object’ 

within the cultural interface (Nakata, 2002:281). Nakata argues to be 

able to capture the complexity of this theoretical space it is important 
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to conceptualise this as an interface rather than an intersection (Nakata 

2008:198).  

 

To connect with common understandings I use the term Cultural 
Interface but this is not restricted to cultural specificities. Neither 
can the Interface be viewed solely in structuralist terms though it 

does quite clearly have structural elements and effects, and it is in 
the structures of institutional practice that change and 

transformation is sort…. The Cultural Interface is constituted by 
points of intersecting trajectories. It is a multi-layered and multi-
dimensional space of dynamic relations constituted by the 

intersections of time, place, distance, different systems of thought, 
competing and contesting discourses within and between different 

knowledge traditions, and different systems of social, economic and 
political organization. (Nakata 2008: 198-199)  

 

Nakata's interface theory focuses on the personal and interpersonal 

relationships, the textual and intertextual, the discursive, the inter and 

intra discursive, the theoretical and the structural and the institutional 

frameworks through which people are understood, explained, 

regulated, and through which we understand, explain, self-regulate and 

uphold ourselves as Aboriginal artists (Nakata 2008:199). This 

theoretical space embeds art, craft, objects, architecture and design 

within the textual elements of the cultural interface and also exposes 

the artist, audience and arts institution within this space.  

 

The cultural aesthetic interface however diverts our attention within the 

cultural interface to ‘see’ how objects and audiences, artworks and arts 

practices, artists, curators and arts institutions impact on Aboriginal 

peoples placeness and placelessness within the cultural interface. 

Nakata's terms are theoretically broad; this research is physically and 

theoretically specific. The cultural aesthetic interface focuses on the 

aesthetic and physicality of the contestable space between two 

seemingly opposed knowledge systems in order to understand how 

‘Aboriginal art’, ‘Aboriginal artists’ and ‘Aboriginal place’ within this 

space is expressed, mediated or controlled.  

 

Nakata argues that within the cultural interface, attempts to 

understand the Indigenous experience remain ‘subjugated by Western 
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attempts’. He asserts that it is important to understand how Indigenous 

people and Others come to form understandings and how we work from 

assumptions in order to analyse the Indigenous position ‘entangled in 

the Western order of things’ (Nakata 2008 and 1997). For Aboriginal 

(and Torres Strait Islander) artists to know ourselves, the position of 

our art and arts practices more intimately, we must consider the 

intersection of our knowledges and aesthetic experiences as ‘entangled’ 

within Western systems.  

 

The Cultural Interface has been named as the space where 

Islanders live and act on a daily basis and is in this sense both the 

personal space and the civic space – the place where we make 

sense of our individual and collective experience. It is a lived 

location. However, lest we be tempted to begin thinking of the 

Interface as a physical space, it is important to reiterate that the 

Cultural Interface is the overlay of myriad intersections of sets of 

relations and in this sense it is also a theoretical space (Nakata 

2008:210).  

 

Where the cultural interface is defined as a personal, civic and a 

theoretical space the cultural aesthetic interface is physical, 

performative, tangible and intangible. The cultural aesthetic interface 

takes up Nakata's temptation in the translation of the intersection 

between western and Indigenous knowledges through a focus on the 

‘physical’, ‘visual’, ‘sensory’ and ‘spaces’ occupying our everyday 

experiences. The cultural aesthetic interface makes visible the imposed 

western aesthetic physically located within our everyday worlds and the 

environments we inhabit. It focuses our attention on the role of the 

designers of space, the actors, objects and artworks within these 

spaces and their role in patterning the cultural interface through 

physicality’s of spaces and creative works. In doing so the cultural 

aesthetic interface exposes the Place of Aboriginal artists and Aboriginal 

aesthetics, the position of non-Indigenous artists and western 

aesthetics as personal, communal and performative (Somerville 2008).  
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The physicality of the cultural aesthetic interface will always be rooted 

within the cultural interface, however, it shifts our attention towards 

the tangible, symbolic aesthetic interfaces; perceived and lived 

performances; and complex trajectories that are created and 

constructed by designers and artists and experienced by people, 

western and Indigenous, in the everyday, the gallery and the industry.  

 

As an Aboriginal artist I understand the translation of this physicality of 

the cultural aesthetic interface intimately.  Objects and artworks within 

this space project meaning across time and space into the cultural 

aesthetic interface. A simple example of this is Yuwanma-li 1 the 

returning (2009) a site specific installation developed as a part of this 

project which contained a variety of kitsch objects that translated 

meaning over time and space.  

 

            illustration 2.0 

                Dreise (2009) Yuwanma-li 1 the returning  
          Mixed media site specific installation  

                velvert paintings, plaster heads plates  
                Ringtail Creek State Forest Pomona  
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The meaning and production for the development of these objects (art)  

in the 1960s, is very different to how they might be percieved in the 

current day context. For some viewers this meaning of the past may 

not have shifted and therefore the work would be interpreted through a 

negative cultural positioning. Projections on artworks that have travel 

over time and space, can be negative or positive, and change over 

time, influencing the artworks performances within difference spaces.  

 

Where the physicality of a space imposes a Western aesthetic; 

boundaries for Indigenous peoples, artists and our artworks are 

culturally constructed. For instance when the gallery space is divided 

into two sections, Australian art and Aboriginal art, and within the 

Australian art section no Indigenous art is represented, this 

construction projects Aboriginal people as not Australian. This imposed 

spatial aesthetic makes it hard for Aboriginal artists and our art to be 

produced or seen in a true reality. As discussed in the previous section, 

Marawilli’s work which was based on contemporary stories of alcoholism 

and struggles in family life today, were interpreted as ‘spiritual and 

cultural’ as they drew on symbolism from his own family clan designs to 

re-tell stories. These stories, he asserts, rarely get hung with the work, 

and thus the true reality of the work is left to the interpretation of the 

Eurocentic Aesthetic, where symbolism in Aboriginal art is perceived as 

‘tradition’ and ‘tradition’ is seen as ‘authentic’, ‘exotic’, ‘mystical’ and / 

or ‘spiritual’.  

 

Without a focus on the cultural aesthetic interface Aboriginal people are 

often made invisible. The projections of ourselves, as Aboriginal,  and 

our artworks, as Aboriginal, are not our truth, rather they are illusions 

of another’s truth. Without constant scrutiny Indigenous art and artists 

fall prey to the power of the Eurocentric aesthetic and become 

interpreted and categorised through a Western frame of reference. An 

example of this is the interpretation that surrounded a series of 

paintings created by me in 2000. The works, colloquially known as the 

skin series (2000), depict various skins peeled and hung in Country.  
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illustration 2.1 

Dreise (2000) 
Skins   
Oil on Canvas,  
120cm x 60cm  

 

The paintings were commentaries on the power of Country in 

reclaiming Aboriginal peoples, and the way in which Country recognises 

our mob. The works were developed out of my own relationship with 

Country and the confidence I have as an Aboriginal woman. The works 

appeal to Aboriginal people to reconnect with homelands in order to 

understand whom we are and where we have come from, so to fully 

understand and know where we are going. Non-Indigenous viewers 

interpreted these paintings appositionally.  Commentaries on the work 

related to an insecure cultural and personal identity and in ‘being 

Aboriginal’ but ‘being lighter skinned’.  
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illustration 2.2 

Dreise (2000) 
Home   

Oil on Canvas,  
120cm x 60cm  

 

This interpretation demonstrated the imposed Eurocentric aesthetic, 

where skin colour is relative to perceived cultural knowledge and the 

identification of Aboriginal peoples. Black skin = strong cultural identity 

whereas light skin = low cultural identity. The cultural aesthetic 

interface exposes the complex trajectories and influences imposed on 

our artworks (as objects) and Aboriginal artists (as actors within a 

space).  

 

Consequently, the cultural aesthetic interface is always contestable and 

difficult to understand and explain, as it shifts and moves over time and 

space. Human performances including products of designers, curators 

and artists intersect the cultural aesthetic interface in different physical 

spaces, contexts and times. Maps within a suburban town or city 

completely ignore the Indigenous aesthetic. For example where a road 
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has been built over a burial site - the road is the current interpretation 

from a Eurocentric aesthetic however from an Indigenous standpoint 

the burial site will always be clear. If a city has a ‘China town’ or similar 

culturally situated area designated to a group of peoples - not 

Indigenous - this projection within the space creates a value continuum 

of cultures within a space where Indigenous peoples remain invisible 

and unrecognised. Another example is where an Australian art history 

exhibition featured abroad excludes works that consider the impact of 

colonisation or stories of invasion and focuses only on one particular 

version of Australian History, and selected types of Aboriginal art 

(‘spiritual’, ‘cultural’ and ‘exotic’) within this narrative. Contestable 

translations, misrepresentations of Aboriginal peoples and our artworks, 

such as these presented, are located within the spaces we occupy in 

the everyday – the built, constructed, aesthetic and natural worlds The 

cultural aesthetic interface helps us to see these complex trajectories 

located in the physicality of spaces within society. 

 

The cultural aesthetic interface provides evidence of an unresolved 

contestable space between competing knowledge systems within 

Australia, however it would be hard to argue that an equilibrium of 

power between these two knowledge systems is located within this 

space. Outside of the compartmentalised domains of Aboriginal art - 

traditional, remote, urban, political and so on - the cultural aesthetic 

interface within the everyday environment provides little evidence of 

the value of Aboriginal placeness. What is evidenced is a construction of 

‘Aboriginality’ through physical objects, memorabilia, tourist objects, 

texts and artworks, often constructed by non-Indigenous people in an 

illusion of Aboriginal people. Interpretations of Nakata’s cultural 

interface become therefore contestable when we explore the physicality 

of spaces, objects and artworks that reside there. Physical models 

representing the cultural interface as a venn diagram presents the idea 

that the intersection between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
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knowledge’s, the cultural interface, is based on equal power 

intersections.2    

 

Equality of power within the cultural interface between Western and 

Indigenous knowledges is illusory. The cultural aesthetic interface 

demonstrates that this intersection is less of an interface between two 

competing knowledge systems; rather, this physicality of space is a 

testament to the power, centralisation and normalisation of the 

Eurocentric aesthetic, imposed on Indigenous peoples, where Aboriginal 

aesthetics and values on space (and Place) often are invisible. Eastern 

spatial aesthetics influencing this space also creates a power positioning 

between Western, Eastern and Indigenous knowledge systems; where 

more often than not Indigenous knowledge’s are silenced to the Other.  

This is not reflected within a cultural aesthetic interface venn model, 

although Nakata does acknowledge this imbalance of power within his 

writings. (Nakata 2007:204 & 205) 

 

The position of ‘Aboriginal art’ within the cultural aesthetic interface is 

difficult to translate as it involves different ways of understanding 

reality (Verran 2005). This understanding transcends culture as it 

exposes various positions for understanding reality; communal, 

collective, connectivity (Phillips 2009), individual, related, performative 

(Somerville 1999), holistic (Grant 1999), unified (Casely-Hayford 2008) 

and so on. ‘Aboriginal reality’ or ‘Indigenous reality’; ‘Aboriginal art’ or 

‘Aboriginal art practices’, are not a homogenised whole, however as a 

part of the colonisation process, Aboriginal peoples of Australia (and 

our art practices) have been categorised and compartmentalised within 

the cultural aesthetic interface. This categorisation often becomes a 

rather obscure and all encompassing charter of ‘Aboriginal art’ or 

‘Indigenous art’. Over time Aboriginal artworks have been defined 

through symbols and practices; categorised according to connection to 

                                                 
2
 Venn diagram interpretations of Nakatas cultural interface has been used widely within 

various public lectures at Queensland University of Technology. At times I have also used 
this diagram to explain these intersections between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
knowledges.  The cultural interface (*) is the intersection between the two knowledge 

systems.  

* 
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Country and place; artworks have been mapped to Countries, regions 

and communities; they have been separated by geography; lineated 

physically and historically; they have been disconnected or re-

connected to the collective (but rarely the individual); they have been 

separated as artefact, craft and art; they have been organised as 

‘traditional’ or ‘urban’ and they have been excluded from various 

domains of ‘Australian art’. The compartmentalisation, defining and 

manipulating of ‘Indigenous art’, ‘Aboriginal art’ and associated 

‘Indigenous arts practices’ and ‘Aboriginal art practices’ has been 

achieved through an aesthetic based on Eurocentric beliefs and values. 

This imposed white spatial aesthetic, has assisted in creating a variety 

of positions for the artworks of Aboriginal peoples to be located within.  

 

Within the cultural aesthetic interface we, as Aboriginal artists have 

learnt from our colonisers and have, even in resistance become drawn 

into and confirmed these representations (and misrepresentations) of 

ourselves. It is this cultural positioning that this research has explored.   

 

post-colonial, whiteness and the subaltern   

An investigation of the placelessness of Indigenous people within 

Australia will naturally explore postcolonial perspectives and theories on 

whiteness.  Postcolonial theories provide insight into the intersections 

and conflicts around race and racism, colonialism and power, gender, 

politics, representation, cultural theory and language. (Prakash 1992; 

Allen 1997; Banton 1987; Barkan 1994; Batty 2006; Bernasconi 2001; 

Bhabha 1997; Brass 1991; DeLuca 1999; Eze 1997a; Foucault 1988; 

Levine 1994; McIntosh 1988; McWhorter 1995; Nakayama and Martin 

[eds] 1999; Omi and Winant 1994; Prakash 1990; Zack 1999) The 

continuing positioning of Indigenous people as Other further supports 

this work and is explored deeply by the academy. (Yadav 1989; Usuda 

1997; McWhorter 2005; Stowe 1996; Smith 1999; Rogall 1999; Phillips 

2005; Moreton-Robinson 2003; Langton 1993; Haebich 2006) 

Whiteness theory within the academy has developed out of colonial 

discourse and located itself within the frame of ethical research. Books 
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such as Smiths (1999) Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and 

Indigenous peoples, Moreton-Robinson’s (2007) Sovereign Subjects 

and the writings of bell hooks (1994 to 1996) have been critical in this 

respect.  

Studies on whiteness and whiteness theory make two major 

assumptions. The first is that white identity is socially constructed and 

functions as a racial norm within society. The second premise is that 

those who occupy white subjectivity exercise white privilege. This 

oppresses non-whites (McWhorter 2005). Theorists in this area see the 

whiteness as a function of normality, often unquestioned or 

unrecognised as a race itself. To be white is ‘to be human’, to share an 

unmarked sameness. This construction or non-radicalisation positions 

‘race’ as the coloured Other. In the late 1980s an understanding of 

whiteness emerged, where ‘being white’ became an epistemic subject.  

 

‘Whiteness has, at least within the modern era and within Western 

societies, tended to be constructed as a norm, an unchanging and 

unproblematic location, a position from which all other identities 

come to be marked by their difference’ (Bonnett 1996: 146). 

 

McWhorter states that ‘race theorists of the time explored and 

challenged the white subject as being the unmarked norm and exposed 

the racism implicit in having that status’. (McWhorter 2005:3) Theories 

developed to expose and decentralise racism and highlight the power of 

dominant thought and practice within everyday society. Whiteness 

theories emerged while theories of race and racism were also 

developing. (Chakrabarty 1993 and 1995; Bhabha 1997; Bernasconi 

2002; Omi and Winant 1994; Foucault 1998) In the early 1990s, Omi 

and Winant attributed racism to the moral failings of individuals rather 

than as part of sociological, political or economic systems (Omi and 

Winant 1994:69). This is demonstrated through their assertion that ‘the 

problem of racial injustice and inequality was generally understood . . . 

as a matter of prejudiced attitudes or bigotry on the one hand, and 

discriminatory practices on the other’ (Omi and Winant 1994: 69). By 
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the mid-20th century, racism had been relocated, mainly by 

sociologists, to the space of systematic and institutionalised structures.  

 

Discrimination was described as; 

  

‘far from manifesting itself only (or even principally) through 

individual actions or conscious policies, [it] was a structural feature 

of US society, the product of centuries of systematic exclusion, 

exploitation, and disregard of racially defined minorities’ (Omi and 

Winant 1994:69).  

 

However this academic and systematic analysis of race, racism and 

discrimination has done little to combat the oppression and 

placelessness experienced by Indigenous peoples; this impotence is of 

particular interest to this research. Eduardo Bonilla-Silva considers this 

dialogue as mute - ‘whether actors express “resentment” or “hostility” 

toward minorities is largely irrelevant’ (Bonilla-Silva 2003: 8). It would 

appear that the majority of ‘mainstream’ Australians do not consciously 

(or overtly) believe that Indigenous Australians are inferior to whites, 

one could ‘assume’ that few would even consciously discriminate 

against Indigenous people. Personal, family and recorded experiences 

of Aboriginal people paint a different picture.  

 

In terms of the function of racism as an active part of society this 

apathy seems to express a privileged position where institutionalised 

racism, paternalism, patronisation, omission and other forms of covert 

racism continue to impact greatly on the lives of Indigenous peoples. It 

is recognised that ‘racism can function quite well in the absence of any 

identifiable racists’ (McWhorter 2005:4). So whether overt or covert, 

conscious or unconscious, individual or collective or institutionalised the 

hegemonic systems of power that cause placelessness of Aboriginal 

people, and many (less desired or lucrative) forms of Aboriginal art, are 

very real and need to be considered within and beyond this research. 

 

Foucault, a leading critic of racialisation and power, struggled with ways 
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to understand how subjectivities of various kinds are formed within 

systems or networks of power. He asserts it is necessary ‘to arrive at 

an analysis which can account for the constitution of the subject within 

a historical framework’ (Foucault 1980: 117). He labeled this genealogy 

– “a form of history which can account for the constitution of 

knowledge’s, discourses, domains of objects, etc., without having to 

make reference to a subject which is either transcendental in relation to 

the field of events or runs in its empty sameness throughout the course 

of history” (ibid.). The Foucaultian notion of genealogy assists my 

inquiry into the cultural aesthetic interface. It theorises the trajectory of 

colonial power through the constant habitualisation of Western 

aesthetic values on images, objects, art and design within our everyday 

world and our everyday consciousness. This patterning of power 

relationships, representations, and cultural constructions limit the way 

in which Aboriginal art and artists are viewed and critiqued. It also 

negatively impacts on the ways which ‘Aboriginal people’ are 

understood by the mainstream and within our own circle of Aboriginal 

artists.        

 

In applying whiteness theories to my praxis I am cautioned not to do 

this in isolation. Whiteness studies and theories reveal their limitations 

when exploring the cultural aesthetic interface, where black and white 

oppositions become problematic (see Belinda McKay 1999). An 

investigation of whiteness alone provides little opportunity for 

privileging of Indigenous knowledges in its own right without a counter 

binary. Whiteness theorists, without a colonial or dominant narrative, 

rarely articulate the position of Indigenous peoples as central. This 

repositions ‘us’ in a marginal and powerless positions to whites. 

Therefore, an analysis of the Aboriginal arts industry becomes 

problematic when ‘whiteness’ is the centralised in debates. This critical 

approach to power based structures of ‘whiteness’ and Western thought 

may expose the cultural constructions of knowledge and critical 

theories, particularly in the study of the Other, but often without fully 

acknowledging or revealing ‘the Others’ voice in the process.  
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The work of Moreton-Robinson (2007, 2000 & 2003), Moffat (1987) and 

Watson (2002) might argue against the limitations of whiteness 

discourse raised here, by asserting that by providing critical insights 

into the ramifications experienced by Australian Indigenous peoples 

through the normalised power and privilege of whites we too expose 

the continual struggle for Indigenous sovereignty that exists within this 

imposed space.  

 

Through this research and my praxis I have found that I have been 

constantly pulled back into this ‘white’ space as a natural (and 

imposed) method of inquiry. Conceptually though I acknowledge that I 

can only fully understand and reject constructed labels of myself, when 

both black and white positions are premeditated equally within this 

space. This has been argued as impossible and therefore whiteness as 

an imposed aesthetic will almost always be more dominant. 

Understanding the intersections within and between these positions 

assists myself, and others, to identify and recognise the impact of 

dominant paradigms. I then can move to explore why and how these 

imposed paradigms and privileged practices impact on my being, my 

art and more broadly on Aboriginal peoples. Coming full circle then, 

‘Aboriginal art as a white thing’ is worthy of investigation.  

 

To argue however that ‘whiteness is the imposed aesthetic’ assumes 

that critique on Aboriginal art is expressed through this imposed 

Eurocentric position, privileging western aesthetic values and principles.  

In order to empower my own voice within the research, my praxis 

sought to move beyond this regulatory critique and into one which 

privileges my own knowledges alongside other marginalised peoples; to 

reveal aspects of my own standpoint, my own power and privilege 

within my work in order to demonstrated that Aboriginal voice can be 

heard within a colonised space. I did not want to be located in the 

margins with ‘whiteness’ as the centralised focus of my work rather, I 

aimed to ensure that my voice (my standpoint) was centralised and not 

mediated or controlled by a dominant paradigm.   Bell hooks challenges 

black artists to ‘open our mind, heart and spirit so we can know beyond 
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the boundaries of what is acceptable, so that we can think and rethink, 

so that we can create new visions’ (hooks 1994:12)  

 

Paralleled to this postcolonial paradigm, with the need to question and 

redefine the boundaries of marginalised peoples, Subaltern studies 

have emerged as relevant to my work. In the 1920s, Antonio Gramsci, 

a Marxist interested in political history writing coined the term 

‘subaltern’ when describing prisoner narratives and subordinate 

positions (Hoare & Smith 1971). Gramsci was also instrumental in 

extending the intellectual discourse on cultural hegemony. 

Consequently, subaltern theories have developed into critical inquiry 

into power and knowledge. In 1985, Guha argued that ‘subaltern 

theories have guided post-colonial thinking’ on a global level (Guha 

1985: 2056-2058). Today it is argued that these theories extend past 

the oppressive nature of dominant discourse by recognising the 

contributions and influences of Indigenous or marginalised voices in the 

shaping of dominant power structures (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin 1998; 

Spivak 1988; Chakrabarty 1993; Chatterjee 1995; Bhabha 1994 & 

1997)  

 

Subaltern studies reject and highlight the existence of simple binaries 

and the privileging of one knowledge system over another. Subaltern 

studies explore and negotiate spaces between white and black, to 

reflect ‘borderline’, ‘edge’ and ‘wild’ narratives and perspectives (Kerr 

2009:37) and their intersections. We know and understand through 

sociological and phenomological discourse that the urban and rural 

scape, the bush and the building, the street scape and the landscape, 

the artwork and the object can all be interpreted by individuals in very 

different ways. (Dumount 2005; David 1993; Dourish 2006; Gibson 

1999; Harrison and Dourish 1996; Hardiman 1986; Harvey 1993; 

Heelan 1991; Howett 1993; Hubbard, Kitchin and Valentine [eds] 2004; 

Carter 2009) These responses and reactions to space are varied 

according to time and space relationships and are influenced by cultural 

standpoints and worldviews. They mark the colonial landscape.  
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Subaltern studies assist us to explore these trajectories of space and 

time by considering the various voices, imposed and marginalised, 

historical and present, which exist. Awareness of Subaltern studies are 

revealed in the work of many academics, authors and artists. Spivak 

(1988) Can the Subaltern Speak? Hoffie (1991) Centres and 

Peripheries; Smith (1999) a Indigenous academic from New Zealand, 

Decolonising Methodologies Research and Indigenous Peoples; 

Somerville (1999) Body/Landscape Journals and Yarrawarra Place 

Stories (2000-2002); Phillips (2005) a leading Aboriginal academic 

from Australia Indigenous knowledge: making space in the Australian 

centre; Bourdier and Minh-ha (1996) Drawn from African Dwellings, 

Kerr (2009) Clues for our common future? Green art and Floating Land; 

Pandey (1995) Voices from the Edge: The Struggle to Write Subaltern 

Histories; Sandercock (1998) writes Voices from Borderlands; 

Bhattacharya (1996) Behind the veil: the many masks of subaltern 

sexuality; Carter (2009) Dark Writing and Material Thinking (2009); 

Chakrabarty (1993) Marx After Marxism: Subaltern Histories and the 

Question of Difference; Dirlik (1997) Confucius in the Borderlands.  

Through these writings (of Indigenous and Non-Indigenous academics), 

Aboriginal artists and researchers and non-Indigenous artists and 

researchers) can experience and understand the imposed spatial 

aesthetic and the cultural aesthetic interface through a broader 

framework of discourse.  

 

In considering an application of Subaltern studies to creative practice, 

Indigenous artists and arts workers, are charged with opening a new 

dialogue around what a shared experience of Place (placeness and 

placelessness) by working with and alongside non-Indigenous artists 

and arts workers. This mutual working together of Indigenous and non-

Indigenous artists creates an artistic discourse enabling artists, 

designers, architects, arts workers and others to re-examine past and 

current trajectories within the cultural aesthetic interface. By “declaring 

the existence of subjugated knowledges, recognising the ways in which 

‘western’ dominant culture can impose stories on peoples that negates 

them of their history and preferred ways of being’’ artists, Western and 
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Aboriginal, can create a new aesthetic and narrative of Place. (hooks 

1995:19) Together then artists can identify Western aesthetics and 

their influence on everyday spaces and creative practices; identify 

suppressed aesthetic positions of Aboriginal peoples within a space; 

analyse how these power relationships within spaces may be shifted 

and how Aboriginal aesthetics can influence the space and 

relationships, and manipulate the cultural aesthetic interface to re-

imagine future trajectories of spaces compensatory to both Indigenous 

and non-Indigenous knowledge systems and aesthetics. For this to 

occur, great shifts in the power of the Eurocentric aesthetic will need to 

occur. Subaltern studies do not steer away from post-colonial or 

whiteness theoretical approaches; rather, they push the boundaries of 

these to uncover the illusionary and invisible influences of black on 

white, of Indigenous on the colonial space, of Aboriginal art on the 

Australian art industry.  

 

Subaltern theories assist me to shift the power structures within the 

cultural aesthetic interface by enabling my voice and my position as an 

Aboriginal artist to be heard and validated. My voice however is not 

devoid of the regulatory critique of whiteness as presented by 

whiteness theorists; rather, Subaltern studies provide an avenue for a 

different discourse to occur in my work. As Croft points out visual art 

an visual narratives (art stories and texts) become a tool for 

remembering, reclaiming and healing, and a process of empowerment 

focused on renewal for wellbeing and wisdom of Aboriginal peoples. 

(Croft 2003:62)  Through considered approaches to practice based 

research, and applying Subaltern studies to my process, I have been 

able to investigate an artistic standpoint where my creatress of space, 

my Place, is centralised through my Indigenous knowledge and is 

representative of my Indigenous standpoint.  

 

‘I am inspired by the knowledge that I can take this pain, work with it, 

recycle it so it becomes the source of my power’. (hooks and West 

1992:78)  
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seeking a new aesthetic  

 

Within the cultural aesthetic interface, the domain of ‘Indigenous art’ or 

more specifically ‘Aboriginal art’ is discursively bound and has been 

ordered and organised as a domain ‘parallel’ and in opposition to a 

dominant aesthetic. This space is often invisible to non-Indigenous 

people but experienced as placelessness by Aboriginal people and often 

visible to Aboriginal artists. Overtime this Eurocentric aesthetic has 

been habitualised into the everyday and institutionalised within various 

institutions - the arts, educational, government, health and so on.   

 

There has also been an institutionalisation of ‘Aboriginal art’. Richard 

Bell asserts that Aboriginal art within the arts industry is ‘a white thing’. 

This research has addressed how viewers interact with ‘Aboriginal art’ 

within this contestable and institutionalised space. It questions whether 

or not Aboriginal experience or position, a sense of place (or 

placelessness), can be appreciated within the cultural aesthetic 

interface, when the ‘Aboriginal artist’, the ‘Aboriginal artwork’ and the 

‘western or Indigenous viewer’ are already positioned within a 

discursively bound and contestable cultural interface. 

 

A semiotic and semantic structural analysis reveals broadly that 

artworks, artists and audiences are intermeshed within a complex 

interrelationship of signs and symbols. (Brummett 2009; Cobley 2009; 

Chandler 2006; Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam 2009) Artworks carry the 

ideologies and cultural positions of artists and designers into the 

cultural aesthetic interface through codes, signs and signifiers. These 

works are positioned physically within a space or a text (an art work or 

design) to create new meaning. This meaning intersects with the viewer 

(reader, participant or group) whereby an affirmation of meaning is 

supported or a re-conceptualisation of the artwork occurs. (Brummett 

2009; Matthiessen, Teruya & Lam 2009) This socio-physical relationship 

transcends time and space and is recognised through a deep analysis of 

this relationship.  
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Bell hooks asserts that; 

 

..these processes of remembrance are organised and produced 

with practices of commemoration which initiate and structure the 
relationship between a representation of past events and that 
constellation of affect and information which define a standpoint 

from which various people engage such representations. (hooks 
1995:68)  

 

By identifying and exploring the complex power plays and intersections 

within the cultural aesthetic interface, we come to understand more 

deeply the imposed, constructed and imagined aesthetic values and 

knowledges attributed within meaning making (visual stories and 

remembrances) located at these interfaces. In describing the art and 

objects within installation, Frederick’s asserts that ‘each individual piece 

of artwork has its own story which is connected and intertwined within 

an art installation which becomes a larger story’. (Fredericks 1997:3) 

Through exploration we come to understand that objects, images, 

artworks, texts and spaces are not passive aspects of the cultural 

aesthetic interface where social, ontological and epistemological 

relationships are privileged. Rather they themselves become cultural 

agents that transcend time, space and relationships and transport, 

project and recreate meaning in many ways.  

 

The physicality of images, objects, artworks, texts, buildings, 

institutions and so on are powerful cultural and aesthetic agents within 

the cultural interface that have become habitualised within Australian 

societies. This physicality exposes complex relationships and 

intersections within the cultural aesthetic interface which transcends 

time and spaces. A new hospital built on a massacre site; a map of 

Australia showing states but not Aboriginal nations; images on 

mainstream television advertisements not including Indigenous (or 

black) peoples; a shopping centre built on a dance ground; a property 

designated by fences locking our traditional custodians; the images on 

our Australian coins where a ‘generic’ Aboriginal face is used alongside 

images of Australian animals; an Australian flag representing colonial 

power and not Indigenous peoples; ‘Aboriginal art’ designed T-shirts 
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and fabrics made by non-Indigenous peoples; a sign in a grandstand 

using the nickname “Nigger”; a book that teachers you how to paint 

‘like and Aborigine’; an Australian curriculum that separates colonial 

history from Aboriginal history; an ashtray with an Aboriginal face 

imprinted in the base; ‘skin coloured’ stockings or foundation 

(makeup); street signs making no reference to Aboriginal occupation 

and custodianship or stating ‘blacks creek road’, ‘black camp road’ or 

‘walkabout street’ an so on are all examples of the complex 

relationships and intersections located within the cultural aesthetic 

interface and habitualised within our everyday society. As objects, 

designs, architecture, images, artworks and texts move across time 

and space, the performances involved with them changes. When the 

physicality of spaces change, the human performances within the 

spaces also over time change.  

 

If western spatial aesthetics could not recognise Aboriginal spatial 

aesthetics in the first contact periods of colonisation then how can we 

expect to locate Aboriginal spatial aesthetics within this continuing 

colonial space? Western spatial aesthetics, imposed within Aboriginal 

space, has become habitualised within the everyday.  Today the 

cultural aesthetic interface reveals a variety of complex intersections  

between audiences and artworks; architecture and the public; 

constructed objects and spaces; artists and artworks; texts and 

readers; spaces and individuals; objects and objects; signs and 

symbols; signifiers and the signified; artworks and artworks. This 

habitualisation within the cultural aesthetic interface forces our analysis 

of this interface beyond the physical and into the abstract. It creates an 

opportunity to conceptualise the interface between Western and 

Indigenous aesthetic positions and their impact on the everyday 

experiences of Aboriginal and non-Indigenous peoples. This process of 

analysis extends to the reception and position of Aboriginal art within 

the cultural aesthetic interface.  (see Berndt 1998; Benitez [ed] 1997;  

Brown 1998; Clifton [ed] 1990; Drahos 1983; Dutton 1993; Goodman 

1968; Martin 1995; Messenger 1998; Myers 2002; Shiner 1994; Torres 

1994; Wheatly 1994; Young 1994)  
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There are distinctive links and interrelationships between artist 

intentions and artworks, their reception and impact as cultural change 

agents. (see Collingwood 1945; Coombe 1998; Chipp [ed] 1968; 

Cheesemand and Williams 2000; Rudinow 1994; Torres 1994; 

Radojkovic 1966; Woodmansee and Jaszi [eds] 1994) Overtime cultural 

constructions of Aboriginal peoples and western peoples change. 

Different images, objects, archetypes and art forms have been created 

by an individual and this individuals belief and value systems (and 

those before them) have inturn become patterned within objects 

creating powerful cultural construction physically present within spaces. 

A visual noise created by the physically of spaces intersects a viewers 

own perception (based on similar or different cultural constructions) 

and a resulting discourse (confirming or dismissing the values located 

within the space) is created.  This discourse is a meeting point between 

many discursive intersections and culturally constructed positions 

where the ‘language of the everyday’ and the aesthetic language, the 

‘correct’ fine art ‘language’ become intertwined. (Bahktin 1981:270)  

Through an analysis and critique of the cultural aesthetic interface, 

competing aesthetic positions are exposed and a diverse set of 

experiences and intersections within a space become visible. When 

hetroaesthetica is realised and the language of the cultural aesthetic 

interface is used, diversity is understood, socio-ideological 

constructions are re-framed, cultural assumptions are challenged, 

visual connections and tensions are understood, and the habitualised 

imposed cultural critique, power and positioning is decentralised.  

 

A focused analysis within the cultural aesthetic interface enables 

creative practitioners, Western and Indigenous, to identify power based 

discourses. These include imposed spatial aesthetics; marginalised 

positions; constructed representations; institutionalised habits; visual 

communication modes and preferences; domain and studio specific 

knowledge’s and practices and curatorial bias. This creative dialogue, 

and the exposure of hetroaesthetica may lead new possibilities and re-

imaging of spaces and with this an increased Indigenous participation. 
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For example understanding the cultural aesthetic interface may lead to 

collaborative creative practices whereby architects, urban designers 

and arts institutions come to recognise how Western aesthetically 

framed physicality of buildings and spaces are instruments of 

placelessness of Aboriginal peoples. Further, this analysis makes visible 

the impediments on the physical situating of Aboriginal art within the 

Australian Art industry context. This opens up possibilities for the re-

imaging of gallery spaces to invoke placeness for Aboriginal people. 

Critical discourse may lead to a hetroaesthetica that is a common 

language for all Australians, built on fundamental values and principles 

that value a variety of aesthetic positions; Indigenous, Western and 

Eastern. Hetroaesthetica creates an opportunity for Aboriginal art to 

become cultural agency of Aboriginal Place, without being re-

conceptualised by an audience or institution. 

 

Although this is an idealistic vision, the process of striving towards such 

a hetroaesthetic is important. By investigating the cultural aesthetic 

interface through my praxis, I was able to challenge the assumed 

power of the Eurocentric paradigm and its influence on my work as 

‘Aboriginal art’. This creative investigation focused on the complex 

intersections found in my life, has been on my own terms, and through 

this process I was able to locate and centralise my own truth, my 

personal Aboriginal aesthetic and Place within my work. A non-

Indigenous artist might also take up this challenge to consider how the 

Eurocentric paradigm influences their work, the reception, promotion 

and the presentation of their work and how they might be open to the 

influences of Aboriginal aesthetics.  

 

To understand my own ‘Aboriginal’ aesthetic I needed to become aware 

of the ways in which Western aesthetics impacted on my work. The 

cultural aesthetic interface created a omniscient position where I as an 

Aboriginal artist can come to understand how my beliefs about myself 

(Aboriginal artists) have been formed; how my work (Aboriginal art) is 

influenced and centralised; what constructions of myself (as Aboriginal) 

and others (including whites) do my works translate; how and why my 
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Place (Aboriginal placeness and placelessness) and art (Aboriginal art) 

is manipulated in our community and in the industry, and what control 

I (as Aboriginal artist) have over these. Through creative practice I 

have explored these discourses.  

 

Investigating and representing the cultural aesthetic interface through 

installation has created opportunities for power and shared 

performances within spaces to be realised. Through creative works I 

have been able to expose the fractured domains within the production, 

promotion and reception of Aboriginal art and recognise and value the 

Aboriginal experience as creatress of space. Works have provided 

audiences with opportunities to understand the different realities of 

space and how these impact on Place (placeness and placelessness) of 

individuals and groups.  

 

defining space, place and placelessness  

Considering the differences between geographical and sociological 

framed terms such as space, place, placeness and placelessness, have 

been critical to my praxis as this has assisted me in understanding how 

my work is located within the cultural aesthetic interface. Harrison and 

Dourish argue that ‘space is a natural fact – a collection of properties 

that define essential reality of settings’ (Dourish 2006:2). Drawing from 

this position, space, within this research is defined as the physical and 

emotional stimuli within a reality of a setting, inclusive of both natural 

and constructed objects, things and phenomena. This definition of 

space encompasses the natural environment, the physicality of the built 

environment, artefacts and other human objects located in a space and 

enables Aboriginal spatial aesthetics to be visible. Foucault describes 

this through his metaphor of the cultural archive, which is an 

architectural image containing artefacts of culture and is itself an 

artefact and cultural construction. 

Land and the ancestor are active aspects of space regardless of colonial 

forces. ‘Phenomena’ in space therefore may not be physically visible, 
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but they are recognised as physically present. (Baldwin 1987; Brady 

1996; Hooks 1995; Smith 1999; Croft 2003; Salmond 1985) Social 

memory (positive and negative), wind, heat, coolness, voices of the 

land, tree whispers and many other phenomena are located in space. 

(see also Kerr 2006 and Martin 2005) 

Harrison and Dourish assert that ‘place’ has a very different role to 

space. Place is seen as ‘a social product, a set of understandings that 

come about only after spaces have been encountered by individuals’ 

(Dourish 2006: 2). ‘The relationship, then, is one in which place comes 

after and is layered on top of space’ (Dourish 2006: 2). Dourish argues 

that a sense of place is developed out of communally held or cultural 

understandings centred on appropriate styles of behaviour, which are in 

reaction to spatial features, but are quite separate from them (Harrison 

and Dourish1996:3). Place can be seen as a complex system of social 

relationships between the living and the non-living that results in 

personal and collective responses ‘a matrix of life-giving relationships’ 

(Dumount 2005:1).  

The basic premise and difference between the notions of placeness and 

placelessness are significant in this research. Through art making, 

spaces manipulated and constructed expose and support various 

responses of placeness and placelessness. David Hummon's (1992) 

typology of place includes a category he calls place alienation.  

(Hummon 1992: 257) In this research, place alienation occurs when a 

collective group of people have been systematically alienated from 

spaces, either through removal or by the centralisation of an imposed 

Eurocentric paradigm within a space. Across our country are spaces 

where Aboriginal people regularly experience place alienation. This has 

occurred historically but also is experienced in the everyday, often 

unnoticed by non-Indigenous peoples. In the past land was tamed and 

brought under control, the landscape was altered, waterways were 

diverted, the land was renamed and the natural arrangement of the 

environment was changed for exploitation and to make it ‘more 

pleasing’ aesthetically. (Smith: 51 also see Chakrabarty 1998) These 
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changes in the spaces in which Indigenous peoples occupy and 

experience land are critical in causing place alienation. When individuals 

experience such place alienation a deep sense of placelessness is 

experienced. This emotional and physical response to space is worthy 

of investigation as it describes both individual and collective 

experiences of spaces over time and location. The term placelessness is 

used within this research to describe a metaphysical response 

(emotional, physical, intuitive, spiritual etc) my term and the sense of 

being [my term] experienced in the cultural aesthetic interface. (see 

Blauert 1996; Smith 1999; Breinberg 2000; Churchill et al 1998; 

Chidester and Linenthal [eds] 1998; Somerville 1999) 

I define place and placeness, which are used interchangeably within 

this exegesis, as the sense of belonging and connection within a space. 

Placeness is a physical response dictated by the space itself but also an 

emotional reaction to a space. Placelessness in the same way to 

placeness is a physical response dictated by the space itself but an 

emotional reaction to a space. Where placeness has a strong sense of 

belonging and connection to a space, placelessness is a strong sense of 

disconnection and alienation from a space.  ‘Space’ is regarded by 

Harrison and Dourish as ‘the opportunity’; ‘place is the understood 

reality’ (Harrison and Dourish 2006:2).  

In this project space is a physical reality of the cultural aesthetic 

interface. It has, as Harrison and Dourish suggest, the ‘opportunity’ to 

create a reality. This research argues that within a colonised society 

such as Australia, this ‘reality’ is constructed in a way that privileges 

Western spatial aesthetics. (Smith 1999; Moon 1999; Nakata 20007; 

More-ton Robinson 2003; Nakayama and Krizek 1999;Prakash G 1992; 

Phillips and Lambert 2005; Synder 1962; Supriya 1999; Polhlhaus 

2002; Mukherjee 1988; McInosh 1989; McWhorter 1995; Foucault 

1980) This reality then has the ‘opportunity’ to be created where 

placeness for Indigenous peoples is realised. As ‘whiteness’ is the 

imposed spatial aesthetic more often than not this ‘reality’ in space is 

placelessness of Aboriginal peoples.  
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Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999) presents the point that time and space 

within Indigenous communities are often seen as inseparable and 

cannot be seen as located within distinct categories of thought in the 

way Westerner perceive space and time. (Smith 1999:50) This belief is 

entrenched within my own family and supports my understandings of 

the world around me. Smith argues that Western aesthetics is 

entrenched and patterned within our society stating that ‘Western ideas 

about time and space are encoded in language, philosophy and 

science’. (loc. cit)  

Smith (1999:50) argues that; 

“Philosophical conceptions of time and space have been concerned 

with: (1) the relationships between the two ideas, that is, whether 

space and time are absolute categories or whether they exist 

relationally; and (2) the measurement of time and space. Space 

came to be seen as consisting of lines which were either parallel or 

elliptical. From these ideas, ways of thinking which related to the 

disciplines of study emerged (for example, mapping and geography, 

measurement and geometry, motion and physics). These 

distinctions are generally part of the taken-for-granted view of the 

world. Spatialised language is frequently used in both the everyday 

and academic discourses.” 

Compartmentalisation and ordering of the everyday world is a direct 

result of the Western Aesthetic imposed on the Australian space. Smith 

argues that the language of space influences the way the West thinks 

about the world beyond earth (cosmology), the ways in which society is 

viewed (public/private space, city/country space), the ways in which 

gender roles are defined (public/domestic, home/work) and the ways in 

which the social world of people could be determined (the market 

place, the theatre). By compartmentalising space, the West can better 

define and measure this. (Smith 1999:51 see also Grant 1999) Smith 

also argues that space within Western thinking is often viewed as static 

or divorced from time. (Smith 1999:53) Historical legacies are 
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therefore divorced from the current day realities and spaces are ‘fixed 

and without politics’. (loc. cit.) In Decolonising methodologies: 

Research and Indigenous peoples, Smith outlines a unique spatial 

vocabulary of a colonised society, in the nineteenth-century, which 

provides a good framework for understanding the impact of Western 

spatial aesthetics within the everyday. This language is defined as 

having three parts - the line, the centre and the outside. ‘The line’ is 

used to map territory, to survey land, to establish boundaries and to 

mark the limits of colonial power. (Smith 1999:53) The line includes; 

mapping, charts, roads, boundaries, pegs, surveys, claims, fences, 

hedges, stone walls, tracks, genealogies, perimeters and so on. The line 

is a physical reality demonstrated in the compartmentalisation of 

Australian spaces. ‘The centre’ provides a language to describe the 

orientation to the system of power. This is both a physical and 

ideological position. The centre includes; mother country, London, 

magistrates resistance, redoubt, stockade, barracks, prison, mission 

station, Parliament, store, Church, Europe, port, foreground, flagpole 

and so on. (loc. cit.) ‘The outside’ positions Indigenous peoples in 

oppositional relation to the colonial centre. ‘The Outside’ within an 

Australian context includes; empty land, terra nullius, uninhabited, 

unoccupied, uncharted, reserves, burial ground, bora ground, 

background, hinterland and so on. For Indigenous Australians to be an 

‘empty space’ was ‘not to exist’. (loc. cit.) 

The critique of ‘whiteness’ within space, and the impact that this has on 

Indigenous people placeness, particularly in Australia, has supported 

my praxis. Perec (1997) demonstrates how entrenched the construction 

of whiteness has become within the perspectives of space: 

We use our eyes for seeing. Our field of vision reveals a limited 
space, something vaguely circular, which ends very quickly to left 

and right, and doesn't extend very far up or down. If we squint, we 
can manage to see the end of our nose; if we raise our eyes, we 

can see there's an up, if we lower them, we can see there's a down. 
If we turn our head in one direction, then in another, we don't even 
manage to see completely everything there is around us; we have 

to twist our bodies round to see properly what was behind us.  
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Our gaze travels through space and gives us the illusion of relief 
and distance. That is how we construct space, with an up and a 

down, a left and a right, an in front and a behind, a near and a far. 
(Perec 1997: 80-81) 

This perspective focuses on the individual as the centre of the space. It 

highlights a linear, directional and physical understanding of space, 

which, is rooted deeply in a Western aesthetic value system.  

In the cultural aesthetic interface, images, symbols, signs, the ‘line’, 

the ‘centre’ and the ‘outside’ reaffirm colonised spaces as Western. 

Constructions of Aboriginal peoples, our art and our ontology’s are 

overshadowed by Western values; compartmentalisation of the land; 

representations of power and discourses within architecture, art, design 

and objects; and the separation of space and time.   Space, placeness 

and placelessness (place alienation) are human reactions to the cultural 

aesthetic interface, and in turn influence the cultural aesthetic 

interface.  

cultural situatedness and place  

Addressing the research question has involved engagement with critical 

discourses from several associated fields. I began by researching 

theories generated in the mid-1960s by Berger and Luckman (1966) 

who explored the social construction of reality in The Social 

Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge. From 

this seminal work, considerations of race and colonisation emerged (see 

Agarwal 2005; Allen 1997; Bagchi 1996; Bernasconi 2001; Bernasconi 

and Lotti 2000; hooks 1990; Kaviraj 1997) and attempts were made to 

present the dualism between ‘institutional facts’ and ‘external reality’ 

(Searle 1995; Bonilla-Silva 2003; Berleant 1992).  The omission of 

Indigenous perspectives limits this debate. While there has been 

significant scholarship on the sociological aspects of institutionalisation, 

and institutions as spaces of institutionalisation (Orren and Skowronek 

1988; Olsen 1989; Ethington and McDonagh 1995), it has not been 

until very recently that the social construction of space has been 

considered by built environment professionals (Koomburmerri 2006; 
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Mugerauer 1993; Munro 1991; Murrain 1993; Paterson 1993 a and b; 

Polhlhaus 2002; Porteous 1989; Rattner 1993; Seamon 1993a; Sherry 

[ed] 1990; Unwin 2005). ‘New institutionalism’ as a term emerges in 

the literature in the mid 20th centenary (Ethington and McDonagh 

1995). This term has expanded the notion of place and space, where 

urban design is seen as agents for social change within the field of 

architecture (loc. cit. and also see Unwin 2005). This creative research 

extends this work into the role of art and ‘the art institution’ as social 

and cultural change agents. The research explores how artworks can 

become a form of cultural agency whereby Indigenous Place is realised 

not reconceptualised. 

 

This research explores the ‘creatress’ of space through installation work 

where spatial aesthetics can be manipulated through a variety of visual 

and sensory cues. Within this project, the creatress of space has been 

centred on Aboriginal place (mine) and therefore although important to 

this critique, this project it is not framed through the diagnosis and 

critique of imposed whiteness alone. This creatress of space becomes 

open to the many performances (Somerville 2008) natural, human, 

ancestral and spiritual that are lived and experienced in space. These 

performances contribute to the placeness and placelessness 

experienced in spaces we occupy. Casely-Hayford (2010) in describing 

the experiences of her Ghanaian family within a colonised space argues 

that ‘ the Diaspora are never completely infused into their environment 

due to their attachment and affinities with Ancestors, and their culture. 

This creates an experience of living in the culture surrounding them, 

which creates a journeyer’s insight’ (Casely-Hayford 2010: 2).  In 

describing realities of my world through artworks, spaces are non-linear 

and interconnected with the past and present (Smith 1999:50 also see 

Grant 1999). Spaces within Australia have been over time transformed 

by the physical marginalisation of Aboriginal existence within the space. 

This physicality of spaces however does not limit the Place of the 

ancestor. The performances of our ancestors are still present within 

colonised spaces. The actions and memories of a shared history are 
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marked within the land and the social memory of a space and 

experienced as both placness and placelessness within a space.   

 

Physical transformations of spaces over time do not erase Aboriginal 

placeness within colonised spaces, rather they impose and expose 

Eurocentric spatial aesthetics within the spaces. The interfaces of 

Aboriginal placeness and western placeness and/or placelessness are 

still experienced in the space, even if not visible to the coloniser. As 

Carter (2009) points out, maps and urban design as Western linear 

forms of cartography have manipulated the cultural aesthetic interface 

and verified a reality into spaces that is ‘Western’. (Carter 2009:15-23) 

Nakata (2008) demonstrates that Western science confirms a dominant 

reality through use of ‘empirical evidence’, ‘tests’ and ‘experiments’. 

This scientific focus creates an ideological premise based on Western 

beliefs and values. ‘Supporting evidence’ is privileged within the 

Western frame of research where Western experience is validated. The 

compartmentalisation and affirmation of Western knowledge systems 

displaces any reality outside of this domain as belief, myth, untruth or 

inferior.  (Grant 1999; Smith 1999; Martin 2005)  

 

Consequently, anything located within the cultural aesthetic interface 

that provides a contradiction to Western belief; Western science or 

Western linear narratives must always result in a marginalisation of 

Aboriginal people and an experience of placelessness. ‘Evidence’ as 

such will always be situated within a dominant epistemological, 

ontological or cosmological frame.  (see Nakata 2007; Smith 1999; 

Cooper 1994; DeLuca 1999;  Eze 1997a; Foucault 2000; Glaser and 

Straus 1967)  

 

In exploring space, placeness and placelessness within my creative 

process I have located a quandary. As I developed works that focus on 

exposing my placeness within the cultural aesthetic interface it was hard 

not to slip into a marginalised position or in creating a 

compartmentalisation of my work within the artificial binaries that I was 

strongly trying to appose. Each time I developed site-specific work or 
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participated in communal gathering I connected with my ancestors. When 

I am a part of spaces I feel and see the performances of these ancestors 

and this experience contributes to my placeness or placelessness within a 

space. I believe, as many before me (Alfred 2004; Battiste 2000; Behrent 

1988, Chidester 1995; Chawla 1994; Croft 2003; Gibson and Dunbar-Hill 

1999; Deloria 2000; Gibson 1998; Hutchenson 1995; Magowan 1994; 

Meurant 1989; Morphy 1984; Monture 1995; Ryan 1990, Sullivan 2008; 

Sveibly and Scurthorpe 2006), believe that I connect with a shared social 

memory of the past in the present and engage actively with the collective 

placelessness (and placeness) of Aboriginal peoples (through voice, 

language, sounds and emotion) when I inhabit a space. To understand 

country deeply through the voice of the ancestor and to be connected 

spiritually to spaces then the voice of the collective as being marginalised 

is somehow silenced. This reality that is mine but not others creates great 

tensions within my work and has overtime caused me to censor what is 

revealed about my responses to a space within my artworks. This 

censorship stems from a concern that in connecting with the ancestors, 

my country and my place, that I will be perceived as representing a 

particular position of the self, which re-enforces an archaic and somewhat 

‘romantic’ version of who I am as an Aboriginal woman or Aboriginal 

artist?  Will my situatedness as an Aboriginal woman within the academy 

be questioned? (Monture-Agus 2004; O’Sullivan 2008; Lomawaima and 

McCarthy 2002)  I continually ask; is the position of placelessness, of 

being urban and disconnected from country more my truth? Can both of 

these realities be resolved in my work?  

 

Nakata’s theories demonstrate similar contradictions - in the cultural 

interface a paradox emerges. Within a colonial society the cultural 

interface will always privilege Western ways of understanding knowledge 

within an analysis of the interface. The creatress of space is located within 

Aboriginal placeness where the performative functions and capabilities of 

the ancestors and Aboriginal based spatial memories are realised. 

Performative functions of the ancestor are not only human and are not 

reduced to the role of an individual or collective within a space to realise 

this knowingness. The creatress of space centralises the role of the 
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ancestor and the land, trees, animals, plants, rocks, sky and other aspects 

of the space as active participants and contributors to spaces since the 

time before time.  

 

These ancestral performances interrupt the performances of the coloniser 

and create a layers of reality within spaces that is both of placeness and 

placelessness for Aboriginal peoples. During the project I removed the 

linear scale of connectedness to disconnectedness from Country and space 

ad as a result I redefined my understandings (and terminologies) of 

placeness and placelessness. The layering and inscription of time and 

space as inseparable became honored within my research. Place (with a 

capitalisation) better described a state of being as both placeness and 

placelessness within a space. Place, as a concept created a collapsing of 

time and space within the cultural aesthetic interface and resolved my 

position as an artist to represent many realities (positive and negative, 

placeness and placelessness) and relationships (spiritual, emotional and 

physical and also past and present) within spaces.    

 

Within the cultural aesthetic interface, ‘space’ encompasses objects and 

actors, which transcend time and Place (placeness and placelessness). 

These spaces we occupy are not just linear representations of a shared 

past, rather they physical realities of the now which involve performances 

of the ancestor, the spiritual world, social memories and lived 

experiences. These ‘worlds’ or ‘spaces’ are not separate. They do not only 

exist at ‘home on Country’ or in a ‘communal woman’s ceremony’ or in 

some exotic past. They are in the now and are experienced in all of the 

spaces we occupy. The ‘Dreaming’ as some call it (a term I rather not 

use), or our buura, our knowingness of all life, is not separated from 

death and does not separate the past from the present. In the spaces we 

occupy we experience Place as both placeness and placelessness which is 

timeless and multidimensional.  

 

The cultural aesthetic interface provides many Aboriginal artists (including 

myself) with the language to centralise Place through a shared experience 

that transcends realities and collapses space - time relationships through 
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an Aboriginal spatial aesthetic.  Where Aboriginal Place is realised and no 

longer illusionary, then the colonial narratives of space are lessened. As 

Casely-Hayford (2010) states,  

 

Since Diaspora have no separation and continue unity without the 

limitations of time and space they remain dissolved in their culture. 
Their personal experience in Western culture develop their attitudes 

and social behavior, as well as modify their expression.…. For the 
Diaspora, it is a continual seamless weaving of cultural dynamics; 
retaining and returning to cultural references while experiencing 

another. Eliminating the need for justification of connectivity with 
Ancestor groupings free creative expression and consciousness for 

Diaspora. (Casely-Hayford 2010:4) 
 

This continual seamless weaving of cultural dynamics as physicality 

present within spaces is not always visible to everyone. To some this 

knowingness in space is an illusionary reality, a search for confirmation 

of a pre-constructed existence, but for others it is a lived reality. 

(Battiste 2000; Deloria 2000; Monture-Agus 2004; O’Sullivan 2008; 

Lomawaima and McCarthy 2002; Sveiby and Scuthorpe 2006) 

This spatial position is not a belief that is irreconcilable with Western 

knowledge; rather it is a spatial aesthetic that becomes irreconcilable 

where Western aesthetics have become normalised and remain 

unchallenged. This creatress of space carries with it an ideological and 

philosophical premise that is not located within ‘being Aboriginal’ but 

rather opens up the possibility that Aboriginal ways of knowing and 

understanding the world, Aboriginal spatial aesthetics, will afford all 

peoples of the globe an understanding of spaces being other than 

Western; as non-linear, time interconnected, performative and 

changeable. (Carter 2009; Bortoft 1996; Casey 1993; Chidester and 

Linenthal [eds] 1995; Berendt 1985; Berleant 1992; Agarwal 2005; 

Alexander 1979) This is not to say that Western peoples will not be able 

to appreciate Aboriginal spatial and aesthetic positions, particularly 

from a localised perspective. So too Aboriginal people may be able to 

learn from and understand Western spatial aesthetic positions 

(Somerville 1999; Rose 2004; Nakata 2005; Croft 2003; Janke 2008). 

This research seeks to locate a common ground where western spatial 
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aesthetics and Aboriginal spatial aesthetics within the cultural aesthetic 

interface can be valued appropriately, where one is not favoured over 

the other.  (see Croft 2003 ‘bothways method’; Rigby 1997:11; hooks 

19994:12) 

The PhD creative practice based research project over time has 

generated tensions and questions. In searching for my Place, am I 

searching for an Aboriginal aesthetic where Western spatial aesthetics 

can become a marginalised position? How can I represent this tension 

in my praxis where the outcome of such a search needs a justified 

position centralised on an imposed aesthetic position of ‘empirical 

evidence’, ‘scientific principle’, ‘anthropological data’, maps, pure 

mathmatics, linear histories, typography, language and the like?   

Sandy O’Sullivan (2008) describes these dilemmas for Indigenous 

researchers as important. She asserts that ‘Indigenous researchers face 

an important challenge ….we must challenge the current dissemination 

processes within the academy and develop our own research protocols.’ 

(O’Sullivan 2008:55) She confirms that practice-based research on 

Country and exegesis are appropriate tools that are both rigorous and 

culturally appropriate’. (loc. cit.) Aboriginal knowledges within the 

academy may never be fully validated, however my creative based 

research has enabled me to expose the multidimensional 

understandings of the cultural aesthetic interface, and creative based 

praxis is a valid research methodology that is already well situated 

within the academy.    

In this research there were conflicting answers. There will always be 

tensions between Aboriginal artists, those who see and understand 

reality and spaces through Western spatial aesthetics and those who do 

not. Nakata (2008) suggests that there are Indigenous people who 

have developed their own standpoint, an Indigenous standpoint based 

on a Western frame of understanding who we are or what an Aboriginal 

person is like or how we should act, create or represent ourselves. 

(Nakata 2008: 231-237) This act of imagining and re-imaging the self 
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within the artwork and the art world is tied to Place and interconnected 

within the various spaces in which the artist engages. Western artists 

and non-Indigenous critics might then also recognise their role as re-

imagining spaces through Aboriginal spatial aesthetics. Rather than 

focusing on arguments of authenticity, honesty, placeness and space 

relationships within and between Aboriginal artists, more focus should 

be on the role of the non-Indigenous artist and critic in considering 

their authenticity, honesty, placeness and space relationships within 

this country, which is always tied to Aboriginal Place. The creative 

works of Tillers, Annels, Kerr, Somerville, Garrett, Coleman and 

Thompson provides some hints of this reconciled aesthetic.   

indigenous standpoint theory, a tool for critical analysis  

 

An application of Indigenous standpoint theory has been critical in 

answering the research question. Standpoint theory considers that the 

social position of the knower is epistemologically important. Its key 

premise asserts a knower who is socially positioned will both make 

possible and delimit knowledge. (Pohlhaus 2002: 285)  In Knowing 

communities: an investigation of Hardings’s standpoint epistemology, 

Pohlhaus states that; 

 

more objective knowledge is not a product of mere observation or a 
disinterested perspective on the world, but is achieved by 
struggling to understand one’s experience through critical stance on 

the social organiser within which knowledge is produced … 
standpoint accounts, then, depend on reflexivity and the distinction 

between experience and standpoint involving ‘investigating the 
social relations within which we as knower know. (ibid) 

 

Being an ‘Aboriginal’ (and ‘Aboriginal artist’) does not provide me an 

innate critical world view (Nakata 2008:214) or a predetermined 

approach to art making. Rather, this cultural situatedness provides me 

as an artist researcher with the questions from which I could produce 

more objective knowledge (Pohlhaus in Nakata 2008:214) and an 

ability to provide cultural agency to my artworks, reflective of a critical 

Aboriginal standpoint. This artistic standpoint does not refer to a 
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particular social (op.cit.:214) or aesthetic position, but rather is an 

engagement with the kinds of questions, choices and process located 

within my praxis, and within myself. This creative and personal position 

has to be produced through rigorous creative activity and self-analysis, 

and as an ‘Aboriginal artist’. This position does not simply reflect my 

experiences, cultural background or genealogical inheritance (Nakata 

2008:11).  

 

Nakata coined the term ‘Indigenous standpoint theory’ to assist 

Aboriginal researchers, students and others to investigate our position 

within the cultural interface in more than experiential ways. Nakata 

challenges Indigenous peoples to use Indigenous standpoint theory to 

examine how we influence and are influenced by the cultural interface. 

This theory exposes the ways in which Indigenous and Western 

knowledge systems intersect within our lives and mediate our personal 

standpoints. In applying this theory we as Aboriginal artists may find 

that the semblances of truth projected through our art, may in fact be 

illusionary. The awakening that ‘our truth’ may have in fact been 

culturally constructed through our own experiences and throughout 

history as a method of ‘Othering’ and mediating who we are within a 

colonised world, may expose hard realities for some artists to face.   

 

This inquiry is an ongoing analysis. Developing my Aboriginal (and 

artistic) standpoint through my creative practice is a continual personal 

process. It is a positioning that could not fully be unwoven in a short 

project such as this, nor is suited to the domain of the academy or 

public critique. As such I question this theory as a methodological 

approach for Indigenous researchers. Does the academy seek to reveal 

Western peoples personal standpoints in a similar public way through 

research? Or is unpacking ‘whiteness’ or Western standpoints 

considered off limits at an individual level? Is the normalisation of 

whiteness imposed in such a way that a Western artist would find it 

difficult for them to identify the ‘individual Western standpoint’ from a 

‘collective’ positioning? I acknowledge this research to be apart of an 

ongoing transformative process within my practice and in 
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understanding my personal cultural situatedness within the arts 

industry and society.  Indigenous standpoint theory does provide me, 

as an arts practitioner and arts researcher, with an avenue to 

investigate certain ‘truths’ in my own work and practices. In this 

research, it provides me with a means of self-analysis, which is not 

abstract to the dialectic being explored, but rather embedded within it.     

 

As a result, this project has interrogated my own and others’ 

standpoints in relation to the creation and response to my work as 

‘Aboriginal art’. Nakata describes Indigenous standpoint as a ‘distinctive 

form of analysis, and is itself both a discursive construction and an 

intellectual device to persuade others and elevate what might have not 

been a focus of attention by others’ (Nakata 2007:11). This analysis 

has created a dialectic process in interrogating my own personal 

standpoint and my  ‘artistic standpoint’ within the illusion of black and 

white dualities, epistemological and ontological oppositions and the 

impact of these on my praxis.  

 

This cyclic process has been necessary to recognise the physicality of 

space as multidimensional and its contribution to my standpoint. 

Through the research, I have been able to validate Aboriginal space as 

being cyclical, not functioning solely within a western liner paradigm. 

(Agarwal 2005; Alexander 1979; Carter 2009; Berendt 1985; 

Benterrak, Muecke and Roe 1984; Berleant 1992; Bortoft 1996; Casey 

1993; Chidester and Linenthal [eds] 1995; Deloria 2000; Grant 1999; 

Leuthold 1998) These Aboriginal relationships to spaces and the 

systems previously understood through relatedness and connectedness 

(Phillips 2006; Martin 2005; Leuthold 1998) to country and space have 

been explored through Place. Consequently, the multiple dimensions 

and positions in which ‘I’ as artist and subject and my praxis is located 

within the cultural aesthetic interface have been analysed.  
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the poetics of voice and place    

 

Situated closely to praxis-based research is ethnoaesthetics. This concept 

has been used to refer to a philosophy of beauty or taste that is grounded 

in peoples systems of values (Matereke and Mapara 2009: 214). The 

search for an Aboriginal ethnoaesthetic is an advancement of current 

beliefs and arguments, in both philosophy and art theory, which are not 

substantive enough to ground and accord full expression to Aboriginal 

epistemological, cosmological or ontological positions. Ethnoaesthetics 

seeks to find “coherence, credibility and foundations of a people’s systems 

of values and how they fit within their worldview” (Kaemer 1978: 121) 

outside of dominant discourses of beauty and aesthetics. Kaemer further 

suggests that the philosophy of aesthetics refers to the “concepts by 

which a social group ascribes value to human creative activity” (op.cit. 

:121). Subsequently, within an art industry mediated through dominant 

Eurocentric discourses, the language, and ascription of value is achieved 

and sustained within a normalised consciousness. Whiteness becomes the 

imposed aesthetic through which all artwork, art practices and artists are 

benchmarked, standardised and categorised. Bell (2002) critiques this 

well. However, as Matereke and Mapara point out, if we are ever to make 

sense of the cultural significances people make about artworks ‘of’, ‘about’ 

or ‘by’ Aboriginal peoples then we need to scrutinise the language, 

worldview and value system through which it was developed and received 

(Matereke and Mapara 2009: 214). This is not just a white thing.  

 

Within this research ethnoaesthetics provides a name for the way in 

which, as an Aboriginal artist, I can deeply explore my ontology, 

cosmology and epistemology. Through this process I am able to 

investigate the knowledges and influences specific to the far northwest 

area of the Yeeralaraay and Gamilaraay nations. This family association 

locates my study within the upper catchments of the Narran lake through 

to the Balonne River. Through ethnoaesthetics I can come to understand 

how my people from this area ascribe value to human creative activity. It 

affords me the opportunity to deeply inquire into Aboriginal value 

systems, which have emerged through my praxis; it also enables me to 
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consider the intersections between Indigenous and non-Indigenous value 

systems in my work and the work of other Aboriginal artists. Through 

applying ethnoaesthetics and Leuthold’s research on Indigenous 

aesthetics I have been able to validate and Place from my own personal 

standpoint. (Leuthold 1988) This inquiry then pointed to the cultural 

aesthetic interface in an attempt to locate the buyawila-li, the constructed 

force within my own Aboriginal aesthetic.  

 

Postcolonial theory asks the question; what allows us to understand 

Indigenous placeness and placelessness but dismiss them at the same 

time? Whiteness studies attempt to racialise whites alongside 

Indigenous peoples, and other races, while contesting power, control 

and normalisation over the Other. Subaltern theories open this 

discourse further to consider a merging of cultural knowledges and 

influences from a variety of considered standpoints, with less rejection 

or preference for one ‘race’ or culture over another. (Kerr 2006; Harvey 

1993; Heildke and O’Connor 2004; Kaviraj 1994; Koff 1996; Prakash 

1994) In doing so Place is redefined.   

 

Ethnoaesthetics refocuses our cultural positioning in the cultural 

aesthetic interface. It draws from cultural theory while philosophising 

about the values placed on aesthetics in the appreciation of art. It 

provides a platform to analyse the aesthetic value and impact of 

dominant discourses, encouraging Aboriginal researchers to develop 

and test Indigenous knowledges while working towards the 

development of an Aboriginal ethnoaesthetic. (Kaemer 1978; Matereke 

and Mapara 2009; Leuthold 1988) 

 

Ethnoaesthetics might be argued to be a strange and seemingly 

anthropological premise to situate this research, particularly from the 

position of an Aboriginal creative researcher. However, it is through this 

philosophical position that a new mode of working and understanding 

artworks, objects and their cultural situated-ness (the cultural aesthetic 

interface), can arise. This refines the understanding of an Aboriginal 

aesthetic - for out of ethnoaesthetics dominant discourses and values 
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emerge; out of Aboriginal ethnoaesthetics, once marginalised voices 

and Indigenous knowledges are privileged; and from here an 

understanding of an Aboriginal aesthetic can be exposed. If, as Kaemer 

(1978) suggests, I am to seek coherence, credibility and the 

foundations of my ‘Aboriginal system’ of values (how they fit within my 

worldview and influence my artwork), I must consider ethnoaesthetics 

within the cultural aesthetic interface from both Indigenous and non-

Indigenous value positions. It is here that the illusionary tensions and 

realities between both spatial value systems are revealed.  

 

As an Aboriginal artist and feminist, I live on ‘the borderlands’, which 

allow for ‘new experiences, new territories and new languages not know 

by those who inhabit only one world or speak in only one language’. 

(Espin 1995: 135) Existing in a colonised space, and coming from a 

mixed racial background (both white and black), being female, carrying 

both the language of my homelands and a colonised voice, inhibiting 

both placeness and placelessness, I sought a new voice in my work. I 

searched for a consolidated whole, a visual language that is truly mine 

and centred from my own Aboriginal aesthetic.  

 

Further questions then arose in the research - If this idealistic position 

within my artwork is achieved, how could I limit the way in which these 

works were re-framed or re-conceptualised through a Eurocentric 

aesthetic? Will my artworks ever have the cultural agency to stop or 

shift the hegemonic power located within this institutionalised space?  

 

 desperately seeking a new way of seeing  

 

It is through these theoretical and philosophical positions that the 

cultural aesthetic interface - the artworks, design, objects and spaces 

within Australian society and the Australian arts industry - can be 

understood. Praxis-based and place-based methodologies have enabled 

me to explore art making through my Indigenous standpoint. Post-

colonial theories and subaltern methodologies have created a vehicle 

where dominant discourses within the art industry, its values and its 
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habits, can be read, interpreted and challenged. Ethnoaesthetics has 

extended this critique by forcing me to seek a new voice to understand 

and name my buyawila-li, the constructed force within my own 

Aboriginal aesthetic.  

 

Patricia Seed (1993) asserts that post-structuralism exposes the 

problem of trying to understand the colonised using the only remaining 

records of colonial bureaucracies. Kerr (2007) states that language, 

literacy, and politics distort even the most neutral-seeming records of 

the colonial past and obscure the colonised realities, from the 

understandings ‘from below’. This is true of the artefacts and remnants 

of our colonial history found within architecture, the built environment, 

art and design. Subaltern theories, autoethnography and ethnopoetics, 

offer a way to reconceptualise these problems by changing the way in 

which texts are read.  Texts within this research include art, objects of 

the everyday, written word and spaces. Through relationships and 

understandings revealed in place thinking and place making, a 

reconceptualisation of space is realised. This is discussed fully in section 

six: place-based praxis where creative artworks show how this 

reconceptualisation of spaces can be realised. This project has shown 

how as an artist I become opened to an engagement in spaces, and 

come to know my Place (placelessness and place) within spaces, in a 

very different way. By changing the focus from the cultural 

constructions and imposed interpretations of spaces (and other texts) 

of white and black, I re-centralised space within my creative practice, 

and in doing so I was able to shift the colonial gaze and disrupt others 

(Aboriginal and non-Indigenous) interpretations of it.  

This research opened up possibilities for Aboriginal art to influence non-

Indigenous viewer perceptions of Indigenous peoples. By hypothesising 

that when the power shifts from the institutionalised contestable space, 

at the cultural aesthetic interface, through objects and actors (artists, 

design, art, architecture and the like), a repositioning of the artist 

results. Aboriginal aesthetics can make visible the ‘invisible influences’ 

(such as the land speaking, the voice of the ancestor, the social 
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memory implanted on spaces) within a space and therefore exposes 

‘Place’ of Indigenous peoples (and non-Indigenous peoples) within the 

space.  (see Leuthold 1998) When these hidden influences on space are 

revealed, the power of the Eurocentric aesthetic shifts. Within this new 

visibility in space (for Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants) the 

cultural aesthetic interface shifts and slides and the cultural interface 

re-shapes.  

 

This process of re-imagining spaces has implications not only for 

Aboriginal art or Aboriginal artists, but also for the marginalisation and 

placelessness of Indigenous peoples within Australian society more 

broadly. This re-imaging of the cultural aesthetic interface is at the root 

of this inquiry, which can only start to unravel within a designated 

project such as this. It will take time and collaboration beyond this 

project and within the arts industry (including design and architectural 

industries) for spaces to be re-imagined and for these to pattern a 

resulting and ongoing change (a shared placeness) within future 

societies. It is hoped however that this inquiry commences a new 

discourse for understanding buyawila-li, the Aboriginal aesthetic and its 

agency to change the culture of seeing and forgetting within this 

country.    

 

In the book Body/Landscape Journals, Margaret Somerville (1999) 

collapses the boundaries between post structuralism, whiteness, post 

colonialism and feminism. She opens up forgetting through a new 

discourse which involves both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal women in 

shared performances of space. Through exploring the question “How 

can I [as a white woman] have a sense of belonging in the Australian 

landscape?” (Somerville 1999: 128) she invokes us, Aboriginal people 

in sharing a space that has previously been intimately ours.  Aboriginal 

artists exploring a sense of Place through praxis, text and the everyday 

are challenged to seek to find ways in which our own understanding of 

Place do not completely fracture any opportunities for an 

‘Angloplaceness’ to occur, if that is what is being sought. Pamela Croft 

in ARTsong: the soul beneath my skin asks artiss and educators to 
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consider a ‘bothways’ methodology as reconciling differences and 

working together (Indigenous and non-Indigenous) in a way that values 

and respects both Western and Indigenous knowledge. (Croft 2003)  

We must be mindful of the role of non-Indigenous artists in connecting 

with Place, and the role of the Ancestor as active in assisting and 

supporting this relationship. Where, how and what is shared is less 

important then the question ‘why’ this necessity exists. This question is 

not for Aboriginal peoples to answer. However, if we are serious about 

opening an Aboriginal aesthetic and fracturing the Western aesthetic 

within space, a new shared hetroaesthetica may assist in resolving 

these place-based and culturally-based associations and questions.  
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section four: methodologies of an Indigenous researcher  

Mud 

 

The rivers edge oozes tales of the past – 

capturing stories of the now - 

lapping shamelessly against your sister and brothers 

All the while the cracked dry riverbank sleeps  

 

Your voice is muffled by the trample of feet - 

the bustle of industry - 

the discards of consumerism  

All the while the cracked dry riverbank sleeps 

 

Heavy around my feet you draw me into you – 

unknowingly your privilege envelops me 

Your cunningness blinds me 

 

Shocked- 

I scrape your gooiness from my eyes and the realization sets in 

Oblivious and yet aware  

you gargle your rights and place in the flowing stream of consciousness 

 

You clog lungs 

Smoother skins 

Leak through pores 

Spew from mouths 

 

You trickle through the pipes of our civilization 

You consume and they consume you  

And all the while the cracked dry riverbank sleeps 

 

Mud you are a silent but deadly imprint textured across our nation 

 

Mayrah Yarraga Dreise (diary entry August 2009) 

 

 
past as springboard   

The methodologies chosen for this project have evolved directly out of my 

arts practice. Their function is more specific and deliberate in their process 

by being linked to cultural theory and artistic expression for a set purpose 

and time.  This investigation examined the development of place based 

and experiential research with materials and techniques developed into 

site-specific installations and other creative responses. (O’Sullivan 2008) 

This project involved a reassessment of the situated-ness of my praxis 

over the last twenty years. Consequently, at the commencement of this 

project, I focused on the divergent points where my creative practices 

were located. Two key areas of my praxis became important springboards 
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to this project. The first related to my Gamilaraay and Yeeralaray 

tradition, community and connection to country and the arts practices 

(communal / social / cultural) that have developed out of these. Through 

these works I understood a deep sense of placeness and connection to my 

country. At this point of time, this understanding of placeness and 

connections to country focused on practices directly linked to traditional 

knowledges and practices. These knowledges have not been afforded to 

me by purely being a descendant of a particular group of people; this has 

come from years of investigation, hard work, listening and active 

participation within my own Aboriginal community (and others), and 

resulting cultural activities. Communal ground paintings, body design, 

ceremony, site-specific installation, Gamilaraay and Yeeralaray language 

and song, painting creation stories and representations of ancestral 

figures and photography all contributed to one key aspect of my praxis. 

The second related to individualised responses to the social and political 

history of Australia and the broad impact of colonisation on my family and 

Aboriginal people. In these works, I exposed a deep placelessness, 

sadness and resentment towards the power and politics of dominant 

paradigms. Paintings – depicting images and perspectives on colonisation, 

the stolen generation and government policies - feature as individual 

responses to a perceived collective placelessness of Indigenous peoples in 

sculptural, painted and installation works. These works reference family 

histories and extend to explorations of my own identity, family narratives, 

self-portraits and abuse.   

 

At the point of commencement in this project, my praxis was deeply 

representative of my experiences of the world - reactions and interactions 

that I now understand as Place. Although diverse, this creative expression 

revealed a strong ontological, cosmological and epistemological position. 

These creative works show resolution through a variety of practices and 

approaches to art making and an understandings of and relationships 

between these disparate parts of my life. Although these practices 

intersect on conceptual grounds, the works which developed out of these 

disparate conditions had, over the years, become quite diverse and 

located within specific time-based, cultural and social associations. Within 
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my practice, I ‘sold’ some work and I ‘maintained’ others. I believed, one 

benefited me individually, the other benefited my family and our whole 

community.  Some works were developed out of tradition and connections 

to Country, others were developed through political and social themes. 

The realisation of how and why my praxis had become so disparate 

became more and more crucial to this project over time through an 

application of Indigenous standpoint theory and methodologies rooted in 

the understanding buyawila-li and my own Aboriginal aesthetic. At first, I 

wondered if I ever would be able to find a way that fully reflected my 

truth, where these seemingly different aspects of my life could integrate 

and be represented through one form, one work. In working to resolve 

these initial questions, I sought methodologies in the academy that would 

suit finding my buyawila-li. I knew that I needed to ‘sit on Country’; I also 

knew that this was going to be hard to justify as a methodology within the 

Western academy.  

 

desperately seeking methods of place  

 

Have you ever known that you just need to do something? This is what 

happens to me when I need to think and renavigate my place in the 

world. I just go on country. What occurs is not special or exotic, it just 

is. I can reconnect, seek advice, listen to country, play and reaffirm my 

place in the world. This is not unfamiliar to Aboriginal peoples.  

 

In the academic world, this action of ‘being on Country’ has not been 

fully explored as a methodology of research; rather, it is seen as a 

conceptual differentia, a different way of understanding space and place 

relationships of Indigenous peoples compared to non-Indigenous 

people. (Deloria 2000 and 2007; Lomanwaima and McCarty 2002; 

Smith 1999; Benterrak, Muecke and Roe 1984; Alferd 2004) These 

relationship discourses often express ‘holistic’ and ‘cyclic’ connections 

(social, physical, cultural and spiritual) and relationships between 

nature, the environment and Indigenous peoples; they express the 

complexities of these relationships (see Deloria 200; Morphy 1991; 

Rose 1992; Arden 1994; Stanner 1966; Tripcony 1996; Somerville 
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1999; Rudder 1999; Langton 2002; Leuthold 1998; Phillips 2003; 

Bayet-Charlton 2003; Martin 2005 et.al.). What are not shown in 

Western academic discourse are the methodologies of ‘being in’ and 

‘learning from Country’ as a rational and rigorous mode of research 

inquiry. (Deloria 2007) To express this practice in words, mediated by 

discipline knowledge within the academy, may subjugate this 

Indigenous methodology and reduce it to a linear (and false) diagnostic 

relationship to country. Seeking methodologies, and supplying evidence 

to justify my practice ‘in Country’ and ‘on Country’ for the purpose of 

this research, at times became contestable and difficult.  

 

In the beginning of my research journey, I sought to investigate my 

own inhabitation of space (place-thinking). This personal commune with 

my own ‘sense of placeness and placelessness’ aimed to reveal how 

and why this Place is effected through artworks.  

This research led me back to my traditional Gamilaraay and 

Yeeralaraay homelands in southwest Queensland and northwest New 

South Wales. Although I had spent a great deal of time at ‘home’ on 

‘country’ already, this deliberate investigation through ‘place-thinking’ 

assisted me in applying reflective methodologies within my praxis. 

‘Place-thinking’, as Tamsin Kerr (2006) asserts, might be a confusing, 

fearsome, and hopeful methodology; however coupled with Indigenous 

standpoint theory, it has underpinned my research and assisted in 

framing my investigations and arts practice.  

Recording sounds, listening to country, drawing and photographing 

country, and reconnecting with family and familiar spaces that instil a 

sense of place within me, has been critical to my process. This project 

involved four distinct residencies ‘on Country’ in southwest Queensland 

and, later during my project, involved similar residencies and 

investigations on other Aboriginal lands in Queensland including 

Tewantin, Boreen Point, Pomona, The Gap and Buderim.  While in 

residence, I responded to space and created a number of works that 

enticed viewer responses to my sense of Place in a variety of ways. 
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These works have contributed to a body of work and research involving 

primarily site-based installation, drawing, photography, sound 

recordings, ground paintings, prose and, to a lesser extent, painting.   

The reflective methodologies of ethnopoetics (Turner 1983; Brady 

2003) and autoethnography (Ellis and Bochner 2003; Houston 2007) 

have been useful in justifying and centering my voice as an Aboriginal 

woman and artist within this place-based research. This method of 

place-thinking and self-analysis was privately journalised during the 

project; these reactions to space informed the ideological directions of 

my research and embodiment of works for major exhibitions and 

installations. Less common within scientific methodology, but prevalent 

within artistic research – and, I would argue, Indigenous research - are 

the personal intersections and diversity of issues arising from the 

project formed out of place-based experiences. (Alfred 1996; Blea 

1995; Trask 1993; Smith 1999; Morphy 1984; Stringer 1996; Paterson 

1993; Acoose 1995; Garrod and Larimore [eds] 1997; Deloria 2000; 

O’Sullian 2008; Pandey 1995; Phillips and Lambert 2004; Ryan 

1990;Lippman 1981) My method was quite clear and familiar to me; 

however, my task in recording and justifying this within a PhD study 

constantly raised contradictions and continued points for negotiation.  

exploring praxis through place-based methodologies   

Ethnopoetics originated among poets with an interest in linguistics and 

anthropology, many writers recognising Rothenberg as coining the term 

in 1968. Sherwood (2005) states that; 

Ethnopoetics has come to broadly designate writing that reflects: 

heightened awareness of the artfulness of oral and traditional 
poetries and the ways in which diverse verbal arts illuminate 
world cultures; innovative theorizing and practice of 

transcription/translation. (Sherwood 2005:1) 

As a visual artist, poet and language researcher, these methodologies 

suit my praxis well. Although set in a field related to text, voice and 

performance, ethnopoetics scrutinises the audience-artist interactions 

that give voice to a different mode of expression, removed from 
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Western discourse. This ‘innovative theorising and practice’ as 

Sherwood puts it, translates well into the visual praxis of the place-

based artist. In this innovation, the oral traditions of the ancestor and 

the performances of places over time can be realised. Tedlock argues 

that “practitioners of ethnopoetics treat the relationship between 

performances and texts as a field for experimentation” where texts “are 

reformatted and/or retranslated in order to reveal their poetic features” 

(Tedlock 1995: 1). Ethnopoetics not only scrutinises the features of 

texts but also considers the ‘silences, changes in loudness and tone of 

voice, the production of sound effects, and the use of gestures and 

props’ (op.cit). Art is text and, in the same way, ethnopoetic 

methodologies assist artists in scrutinising the normative side of the art 

and its features as designated through western rules of appreciation 

and aesthetics. Ethnopoetic methodologies can also help analyse the 

silences, the way in which our voice is muffled or revealed, the visual 

and cultural effects of the work on an audience, and the symbols and 

images we use to elicit these responses. Within the methodology of 

ethnopoetics, special attention is given to the dialogical dimensions of 

performances where an audience response is required or where a 

“single speaker produces multiple contrasting voices” (Tedlock 1995: 

2). As a visual artist applying these methodologies, I am able to give 

voice to multiple ways of saying, and representing, something (my 

Place) within my work. Thus, I don’t have to settle on the ‘right’ words, 

images or processes; my worldviews, language and art are treated as 

fundamentally conversational.   

Ethnopoetics remains open to the creative processes found within an 

artwork. It has helped me to recognise the role of mediation and 

performance within a work. Ethnopoetics validates Indigenous knowledges 

and has provided me with the tools to identify the features that may be 

rare, or even unique to my work and the context of my praxis. Appling 

ethnopoetics enables me to treat the relationship between space, 

performances and texts as a field for experimentation. Through my 

research, the emphasis has been located in site-specific installation and 

communal works developed through song and performance. This 
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ephemeral nature of my praxis, as revealed through an application of 

ethnopoetics, mimics the role and purpose of ceremonial dance and 

women’s gathering from ‘home’. It is here where the speaking and singing 

voices of the ancestor and the colonised are shaped and blurred within my 

praxis. Place-based methodologies of ethnopoetics, place-thinking and 

being ‘on country’, have assisted me in actualising my place and 

placelessness within my praxis. These tools assist Aboriginal artists in re-

connecting to and articulating buyawila-li, underpinned by explorations of 

spiritual relationships, talking with country, listening to country, play-

based art making, humour, metaphor, curse, praise and narrative. Most 

importantly for this research, place-based methodologies, have helped me 

to investigate and navigate the position and influence of my Aboriginal 

knowledge systems within my praxis and within academic discourse.  

autoethnography as method for Indigenous research   

In academia, autoethnography, developed out of authoethnography, has 

been validated as a useful method for marginalised voices, particularly 

women (see Pratt 1994; Denzin 1997; Reed-Danahay 1997; Spey 2001; 

Settelmaier and Taylor 2002; Gatson 2003; Olson 2004; Ellis and Bocher 

2006; Houston 2007). Authoethnography as methodology assists me in 

seeking alternative ways of defining and representing myself as “key 

informant”, “consummate insider” and “expert” in my field (Houston 

2007:47). Through an ‘anthopology of the self’ or authobiograpy, 

Indigenous women as researchers have been able to find a voice in the 

academy. This method has often been focused within the creative writing 

areas of the arts, but suits visual artist’s whose work seeks to express a 

personal standpoint based on experiences, ideological references or 

cultural paradigms. Houston (2007: 45) argues that autoethnography is a 

valid research frame for Indigenous researchers as it “is born of the ‘crisis 

of represententation’ motivated by postmodern consciousness, that is now 

charecteristic of much social science research”. Autoethnography differs 

slightly from authoethnography in that it connects the self experience to 

the cultural experience. Ellis and Bochner advocate for autoethnography 

as a form of creating that make(s) the researcher's own experience a 
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topic of investigation in its own right, rather than seeming as if they're 

written from nowhere by nobody (Ellis and Bochner 2000: 733-734). This 

is important to me as my research seeks resolution in my work and a 

consistent language for understanding its influence within the cultural 

aestheic interface. As a methodology authoethnography enables “displays 

[of] multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the 

cultural” (Ellis, Carolyn & Bochner  2000:739) where the ‘self’ is 

positioned as subject within a broader cultural and social frame.   

As an Aboriginal reseracher, female and Other, autoenthography provides 

me with a way to be made visible within a colonial land. Through my 

stories, I can reveal what would normally be invisible, as ‘performance’ 

and as an interaction of my body and landscape (Somerville 1999:207). 

This is “research from the inside-out; providing an authoritative 

voice…scholarly resistence…both method and text…a journey” which 

allows ‘Aboriginal women to speak for themeselves’ (Houston 2007:45). 

Autoethnography enables me as Aboriginal woman artist to study the 

social world in which I exist from the “perspective of the interacting 

individual” (op.cit.). It is through my creative process the truth of my own 

stories an position, my Place, is realised. Through my praxis I become 

aware of and engaged in creating works as a co-participant, active with 

the voices of the ancestor; in dialogue with the coloniser. The dialogical 

experiences and the creative products of this experience reflects the 

complex “multiple layers of consiousness” in which I exist; spiritually, 

morally, emotionally, aesthetically, and intellectually (Ellis & Bocher 2000: 

745).  

As a method of praxis, autoethnography, creates the vehicle in which my 

research can be articulated. Through autoethnography, I can articulate 

place-based methodologies and draw on ethnoaesthetics, 

authoethnography, postcolonial theories, whiteness studies and subaltern 

positions to critically analyse my praxis and, most importantly, my 

Indigenous standpoint, which mediates this praxis within the cultural 

aesthetic interface.  
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criticism and critique  

There is some criticism of these forms of research. Many consider 

praxis that emerge from these methodologies as sentimental, self-

indulgent, unscientific, and the product of postmodernist excess (Porter 

2004). As an ‘Aboriginal’ artist, exploring a contestable knowledge 

space and the interface of Aboriginal art within an imposed spatial 

aesthetic, I draw on my own Indigenous standpoint. In doing so, 

methodologies that support an analysis of my own practice and 

experiences as an Aboriginal woman are significant. Porter questions 

the “value of telling emotion-laden stories that will elicit a similar 

emotional reaction out of the reader” (Porter 2004: 1). This makes me 

think of my purpose and intended audience for my work. Within my 

installation praxis my first intention to enable my artwork to speak to 

Aboriginal people; myself, my family, my countrymen and woman and 

to other Aboriginal people. Space based work provides me with a way 

to communicate with my ancestors, to country and to the space. The 

products which I choose to become public create a new discussion with 

Aboriginal people and a way of engaging with art making that makes 

our experiences visible. It is hoped that this process of creating 

provides a way of working that will assist Aboriginal peoples in coping 

with experiences within our lives. Secondly, then I hope that my work 

challenges the normalised ways of viewing the world. In this sense I 

target Western audiences to rethink and reconsider the ways in which 

Aboriginal Place is acknowledged within their lives.  

Smith (1999) argues that we need to challenge the “established ways 

of acquiring knowledge and to honor the insight brought to research by 

an Indigenous researcher who has a capacity to write from the 

perspective of the ‘Other’, from the vantage point of the colonised” 

(Smith 1999:1). As an Aboriginal researcher I bring the insight of the 

‘Other’ the ‘insider’ to my project. Consequently, I focus on my own 

journey and my creative responses. I position myself as ‘subject’ and 

mediate the discourses around the cultural significances within my work 

and my community. In this way, I expose my sense of self fully but, in 
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doing so, I ethically and respectfully protect those “Others” around me 

from the anthropological, sociological, socio-political or post-colonial 

gaze. I cannot speak on behalf of other Aboriginal women, Aboriginal 

artists or Aboriginal people, nor can I speak on behalf of women artists, 

I can only represent my truth through my work.  

Similar to the exploration into ethnoaesthetics, the research methods of 

ethnopoetics and autoethnography within my research is logical. My 

need to be ‘on Country’, the ephemeral nature of my art, to capture 

critical moments in a space, has developed from a strong place-based 

process. This has been learnt through tradition and ceremony. By 

scrutinising the influence and the ethnopoetics of dance and communal 

ceremony within my work, opportunities to locate a deep sense and 

relationship to a space have been created. A creative process, as 

outlined in section V Place based practice, has developed during this 

project and has resulted in a process whereby I become part of the 

space, creatively respond to and implant new social memory on the 

space.  

This methodology of praxis extends through ‘place-thinking’ and ‘place-

making’ where my personal inhabitation of spaces has led to creative 

works and processes within the scope of the project. This interaction 

however has not been limited to the relationship between nature and 

artist. Through place-thinking and place-making as critical 

methodologies for my praxis I am able to explore the complex 

trajectories of both natural and constructed spaces. The inscription of 

Others movements within a space, visible or not, are always present. 

Subaltern theories and ethnopoetics reveal this. My knowledge and 

interactions within spaces understand this. As an artist my interactions 

within space seek to uncover what is invisible. Dr Margerate Somerville 

(1999:173) states that the “movement between self and landscape as 

other….is the same as this movement between self and other as person 

– across a space of difference". Place-making as praxis, has opened up 

new possibilities for myself as artist, and as a Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay 

woman, to understand and articulate space in a non-linear, holistic 
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presence. Through placebased methodologies I am able to expose Place 

based responses and movements that transcend time. 

creative praxis as methodology  

An investigation of Place within my project has resulted in negotiations 

within the tensions of various discourses and methodologies. Cultural 

theories and critical philosophies (whiteness studies, post-colonial 

theories, subaltern theories and ethnoaesthetics) have assisted in 

shaping my understandings of the social, cultural and political 

positioning of Aboriginal art and objects within the cultural aesthetic 

interface. Ethnopoetics (through place-thinking, being ‘on country’, 

reflection and site-based installation) and autoethnography (through 

Indigenous standpoint theory, prose and studio practice) have become 

fundamental methodological approaches. These have been inclusive of 

self-analysis and media exploration and have extended to praxis-based 

methodologies more likely to be situated within artistic inquiry and the 

creative process.  

In applying a praxis based-methodology, I used artistic inquiry methods 

including listening to country, multifaceted sensory experiences (place-

thinking and site-based work), observing and recording interactions in 

spaces (visual and sound), creating works (drawing, prose, painting, 

sculpture, photography), exhibiting works and observing reactions (my 

own and others), critiquing these interactions and creating new creative 

responses to these. This holistic and creative-based methodology has 

been cyclic. It has assisted in the reconceptualisation of ideas, findings 

and issues through a continual autoethnographic analysis at the cultural 

aesthetic interface. This praxis-based methodology has supported an 

investigation of personal and constructed ideological and 

epistemological assumptions (through ethnoaesthetics), the creative 

process and products (technical/conceptual, silences/responses - 

ethnopoetics) and the tensions and mediations involved here 

(standpoint).  
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My visual, theoretical and studio research (my praxis) has enabled me 

to identify and experiment with a range of methodologies and position 

artworks within and in response to the cultural aesthetic interface. My 

praxis has involved experience and experimentation on country to elicit 

and understand my Place (both placeness and placelessness). It has 

allowed me to reflect on the contradictions that exist within an 

opposing situatedness. I have developed work in response to the 

framing of Indigenous place through institutionalised whiteness. I have 

explored the trajectories of place-based research within this imposed 

framework, questioning the ‘norm’ or regulatory critique, which exists 

within the Australian art industry and society more broadly.  I have 

been able to develop works that comment on the ways in which 

whiteness is constructed and imposed (valued) on Aboriginal people 

through language, objects, spaces and histories. These installations 

have been exposed to viewer critique and responses have been 

developed through inhabiting (making works within) the exhibition 

spaces. From these responses, I have interrogated my own responses 

and then developed works from this process. The process has been 

cyclical and has resulted in identifying the buyawila-li, the constructed 

forces within my art. This has been applied to a critique of others works 

and has enabled me to mediate new responses and resolve particular 

aspects of my praxis.  

 

creative outcomes 

 

The project has focused on developing new works that mediate 

responses at the cultural aesthetic interface. At first, work was 

developed within a duality of contexts and positions. Initially, I 

developed works to consider responses to the imposed white spatial 

aesthetic, so that the artworks might educe viewer responses in 

confirmation or omission of these dominant aesthetic ideological 

positions.  

 

In understanding this terrain, I mapped my personal experiences of 

language and cultural constructions that had been imposed on me as 
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an Aboriginal woman during my lifetime. From this list of words and 

phrases I engaged with conversations with family and friends to add to 

the developing list. A morphological analysis of this assisted me in 

drawing conclusions about the ethnoaesthetic positioning of Indigenous 

people (and art) by non-Indigenous people.  From this early research, I 

developed work focused specifically on these constructs. I exhibited this 

work and observed audience responses, then created more work from 

these. And so this process continued. This process was never intended 

to be a scientific study or quantitative analytical enquiry; rather 

autoethnography methodology was about self-reflection and 

experiential learning through mediating my work, constructing and 

deconstructing it until all disparate responses and process became 

aligned in, or dropped out of, my praxis.  

 

Parallel to this process, I applied place-based methodologies to develop 

a series of site-based works engaged in women’s ceremony and 

communal ground painting and extended this to site-based ground 

work. I participated in place-thinking where sounds and images of 

country were recorded and analysed for their selection, self-mediation 

and ethnopoetics.  

 

In the initial phases of my project, these two processes remained quite 

separate. However, over time a cyclical process developed and my 

creative praxis, associated methods and processes, theory and cultural 

positioning began to merge.    

 

In an area so complex and disparate such as ‘Aboriginal art’, I have 

approached the experimental developments of my creative practice as 

cyclical. Place-based, autoethnographic and experiential methodologies 

have resulted in experiments and outcomes. These have further led to 

new experiments and outcomes. It has been an enjoyable, intensive 

and rigorous inquiry and approach. Early in my research, I was 

encouraged to focus on one aspect of my studio practice, to explore 

this deeply and critically through praxis-based research. Leaving out a 

particular component of my praxis, whether the communal, ephemeral, 
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permant, site-based, sculptural, painted or photographed, would have 

limited the research. It would have established pre-exisiting and 

artifical categories in my practice before the project outcomes could be 

realised.  Due to the complexity of the variables within the research 

(social, physical, political, structural, spiritual, personal, experiential, 

sensory, and so on), qualitative and creative methodologies have 

formed the primary research base. The inquiry process has involved 

exploratory research of a number of studio areas and exhibition 

contexts which have focused on exhibition, installation and this 

exegesis as the primary project outputs.     

 

Through this creative inquiry, my praxis has been able to evolve and 

develop a cohesive position. As a result this project has produced new 

creative responses. These have specifically focused on the cultural 

aesthetic interface. This is not a narrative of my experience but rather 

an analysis of this experience. These new works (processes and 

practices) are centred in, and framed by, Indigenous knowledge. They 

reflect my personal standpoint, my placeness, and are reflective of the 

collective struggles of Aboriginal peoples. These works target the 

imposed spatial aesthetic through a commentary on placelessness 

which is located at the cultural, social and political consciousness of 

mainstream audiences. Creative outcomes of this project contribute to 

the discourses on space by challenging whiteness as an imposed 

aesthetic, which result in the placelessness of Aboriginal peoples and 

our art. These works challenge the boundaries of the artificial binaries 

imposed on Aboriginal artworks and artists by further challenging and 

blurring the distinctions made between past and present, traditional 

and contemporary practice, urban and rural. The outcomes of this 

project, the artworks in their purposeful development and the ideas 

explored, will contribute to the debates in education, architecture, 

society, culture and philosophy. They will assist in reframing the study 

of ‘Aboriginal art’ through the cultural aesthetic interface.   

 

This exegesis reviews and clarifies the methodological developments of 

the research and creative processes involved in the project. It considers 
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as one body of work, the private and public outcomes of the project. 

This includes; 

 

Four solo exhibitions:   

1. Balima-baa Finding Place (4 weeks - July 2008) Chinchilla White 

Gums Gallery 

2. nginu balaa yaal (2 weeks - January 2009) The White Box Gallery 

South Brisbane 

3. IntaSpace (3 weeks - August 2009) Tribune Street Gallery South 

Brisbane,  

4. resnullius (3 weeks - February 2009) Project Gallery QCA 

 

One curated show:  

Oka Mindya Yumba (4 weeks - September 2008) Council Gallery 

Mitchell  

 

Eight site-specific residencies:  

1. gayarra-gi Southwest Queensland [Dirranbandi, Thallon and St 

George] North West New South Wales [Angeldool and the Narran 

Lakes] (3 weeks June – July 2007)  

2. yugal wunn.guwi Southwest Queensland [Bungunya (May), 

Dirranbandi (June), Mitchell (July), Begonia (July) and Dulacca 

(July)] (2 weeks May - June 2008)  

3. nhalawilbayn Southwest Queensland [Dirranbandi, Thallon and St 

George] (4 weeks April [one week] (3 weeks May 2009) 

4. Art-in-Nature The Cathment Collective Tewantin (1 week November 

– December 2009)  

5. yuwanma-li [Pomona] (five days January 2010)  

6. Golis day out [Pomona and Boreen Point] (five days January 2010)  

7. InterFace Kurilpa Gallery [Southbank Insittute of TAFE Indigenous 

Peoples Unit] ( 3 months September – December 2009)  

8. Treeline project  [Maroochydoore Botanical Gardens] (4 weeks May 

2010) 
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The project outcomes include both experimental and public outcomes 

and acknowledge other incidental but relevant place-based research in 

Townsville, Abergowrie, Gove Peninsula, Palm Island, The Gap and 

other areas South West Queensland (from Toowoomba to Dirranbandi).  

These creative outcomes, paticularly site based installations, developed 

as a part of the  Art-in-Nature Project (December 2009), Treeline 

project (2010), IntaSpace (August 2009) and resnullius (February 

2009) demonstrate a culmination of resolutions and a consolidation of 

my praxis aimed at answering the research question.  

 

Can artworks become a form of cultural agency whereby Aboriginal 

Place is realised not reconceptualised? 
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section five: images, interfaces and aesthetics   

 

Mapping country 

 

gidjiir, dhawurraa and guuwarr  

lay in the rhythm of country 

swept out by womans hands 

buwarr trills from tongues  

giin.gii ngarribaali girraybaa  

your ngurrrambaa calls  

 

street maps mark routes  

directions are forecast  

heroes in country are elevated  

intersections mark the landscape 

giin.gii ngarribaali girraybaa  

 

bagi on bodies  

reminds us of our ancestor 

journeys of country are written 

giin.gii ngarribaali girraybaa  

 

symbol and word collide 

word as symbol hides   

giin.gii ngarribaali girraybaa  

 

dark the leaves of history fall  

strong and proud reflections of whiteness 

cast shadows on the murmurs of mother 

giin.gii ngarribaali girraybaa  

 

Aboriginal voice echoes the silences   

Artworks mask the contradictions 

Artists privilege their position 

while institutions map our country    

giin.gii ngarribaali girraybaa  

your ngurrrambaa calls  

 
Mayrah Yarraga Dreise (December 2009)

1
 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 gidjiir - yellow ochre 

dhawurraa - white ochre  
guuwarr - red ochre  
buwarr - sacred things  
bagi - white pipe clay 
giin.gii ngarribaali girraybaa - bubble up battleground   
ngurrrambaa - birthplace  
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mapping and mediating the terrain  

The context for this research resides in a diversity of experiences, art 

practices and stimuli from the everyday. In mapping and mediating the 

terrain, various visual artists, artworks, texts, objects and writings have 

been critical in understanding the visual and theoretical context of my 

praxis. In deepening my understanding of the cultural aesthetic 

interface I have focused primarily on Australian artists and practices 

over a diverse span of time and spaces. These are discussed within this 

section. The Australian art industry, including the ‘Aboriginal art 

industry’, various collections, gallery contexts, architecture, and other 

industries have been crucial underpinnings to my research.  

 

Over the project’s duration I have sought to locate artworks, objects, 

texts and practices reflective of the varied tensions within the cultural 

aesthetic interface. My work within the field of ephemeral and site-

specific or place based art led me to investigate artists who explore 

land and place relationships, environmental art and installation as their 

primary praxis. Artists whose work (including writings) focuses on 

place-based experiences, create sound scapes and/or explore 

performative qualities of works, have been significant (Julie Gough, 

Pamela Croft, Fiona Foley, Archie Moore, Pauline Casely-Hayford, Doris 

Salcedo, Vibeke Jensen, Yhonnie Scarce, Anish Kapoor, Corrie Wright, 

Andy Goldsworthy, Elizabeth Poole, John Waldron, Margate Somerville 

and Paul Carter) because they have assisted me to understand how 

audiences respond to particular space based qualities within artworks.  

 

An in-depth consideration of the diversity of artworks and practices of 

Indigenous artists, both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, within 

Australian society would be impossible to navigate within the scope of 

this project. Rather, focused research had led me to artists and 

practices whose work supports a deep understanding of Aboriginal Place 

(placeness and placelessness) and express a personal or communal 

cultural situatedness. I have not been drawn to a particular studio area 

or style, rather I have been interested in broadly understanding the 
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ways Indigenous artists have projected edge and marginal voices within 

their practice and how these positions react to representations of 

themselves as ‘Indigenous’ or ‘Aboriginal’.  

 

I have also been drawn to the visual and physical representations of 

‘us’ within everyday objects including texts and crafts. The omissions of 

Aboriginal peoples within the urban environment and books have also 

been important aspects of my research. Due to my background and 

current location, my research focus has been mainly concerned with 

Aboriginal artists within Australia, primarily southern Queensland, 

however some deviation from this has included the work of selected 

first nations peoples and migrant artists within other countries. 

Categorisations of artists including self-labelling and imposed labels 

were important to the selection of artists.  

 

Originally, within my research, I was led to consider the voice of the 

most dominant Aboriginal artists who were currently gaining a myriad 

of media attention, particularly within Brisbane. My research initially 

was located in an investigative and sometimes oppositional approach to 

the Aboriginal male power positions reverberating within the Aboriginal 

art industry today. Later though, I explored gender more fully as a 

critical positioning tool imposed upon (and used by) artists within the 

cultural aesthetic interface, and as a distinctive influence within my own 

praxis. So therefore, female Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists and 

writers, became more important.  I particularly became drawn to non-

Indigenous women’s representation and understandings of place in 

seeking to understand my own.  

 

The map of the territory explored within the visual context of my 

project has been quite broad. The selection of artists and inquiry into 

historical and contemporary arts practices, has not been a haphazard 

approach in this research, but a natural progression of the way in which 

I draw influence and ideas from the everyday. To say that ‘one’ or ‘a 

few’ artists or their works influenced my praxis would limit my 

discussions and compartmentalise the way in which I work as an artist. 
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I see this process and influence as fluid, existing within and between 

spaces, time, placeness and placelessness. Rather than the art work 

itself, it is the artists themselves, or personal relationships I have with 

them that I draw inspiration from. I am interested in process. This 

relational influence is often hard to articulate in offering a testament of 

my influence from other artists or artist’s work. The process of 

influence is not just reactionary to others but as an active participant 

within a relational space. I also draw inspiration from historical 

misrepresentations of Aboriginal people in texts, objects and personal 

histories. And how these cultural constructions of the past are located 

in present day conversations, decisions, body language and other 

behaviours.   

 

Supervision within the Western academy requires empirical evidence to 

support conclusions made by students. I was advised to explicitly 

articulate the artists, artworks and exhibitions that influenced my 

creative process and to pinpoint where these influences resided. My 

reaction to this was to consider that all and everything in my everyday 

life, past and present, influence my praxis. Critical reading in 

postcolonial and whiteness theory has inspired me. Being ‘on Country’ 

has inspired me. Discussions with friends and family inspired me. So I 

wondered then why as an artist in academia we were limited to 

critically position our praxis alongside another artist’s work.  

 

Within discussions with my supervisor, I was challenged to find that in 

being ‘a student’ I was also ‘becoming’ an artist. My previous praxis 

and life seemed to carry little credibility, legacy or authenticity in the 

PhD process. My creative process involves building on previous creative 

works by bringing objects, tools and practices generated from my 

everyday (past) experiences and artworks into the studio, creating and 

re-imaging these objects and artworks into new works. In following this 

tried and tested creative process within this project, I was challenged 

by a supervisor to ‘credit’ this work to others who were using similar 

tools or practices now.  
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Within this discourse lies a contestable space where I am sure all 

‘students’ within a PhD process reside. This discourse exposed the 

power of institutionalised whiteness and raised questions around the 

validity of Indigenous knowledge within this contestable space in the 

domains of ‘art’ and the ‘academy’. Discussions focused on ‘attribution 

of others’ within my work discredited my age, my exhibition practice, 

my ontology, past influences, community work and shared practices. 

Other than making a small dint in my ego as not ‘being’ a ‘recognised’ 

‘professional’ ‘Aboriginal artist’ within the ‘industry’, this discourse 

wasn’t relevant. Although it did highlight my need to be more conscious 

about the way in which I was influenced by my interactions within the 

everyday environment. I became more and more conscious of the need 

to document and date each creative work within my growing body of 

work as a testament to my creative practice.  

 

During this project, a securitisation of my role and practice as an 

Aboriginal woman, artist and performer living in Brisbane was 

experienced. It seemed that the academy was unable to rationalise that 

an ‘urban based’ ‘fair skinned’ ‘Aboriginal artist’ had access to particular 

knowledges (Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay) and a confident preference for 

certain ways of working (communal, collaborative, process based and 

ephemeral). These communal and ‘traditional’ knowledges and 

practices located within my work and processes were argued to reside 

outside of the ‘fine art’ domain. Within the ‘arts academy’, throughout 

this project, these practices were interrogated through an 

anthropological frame. At various points within my research process 

(including within public seminars), my communal performances were 

challenged as ‘not new’ knowledge. Within my confirmation seminar a 

lecturer labelled residences on country as ‘nostalgic’ and a ‘search for 

self identity’. In response to my concerns the academy located an 

Aboriginal supervisor to support my project. This appointment from a 

studio position was extremely beneficial, however this appointment did 

not change supervisor – student relationships in critically articulating 

the discourses around the cultural aesthetic interface or the complex 

trajectories located there. Towards the latter part of my research 
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process, during the development of an installation focused on 

centralising the role of ground painting and communal practice within 

the gallery context, a supervisor challenged my right to have access or 

permission to particular ground symbolism and linguistic 

understandings of my people. The position of traditional knowledge, 

and the process by which they are passed down and inform an 

individual’s everyday life, remains questionable within the academy. 

(Smith 1999, Phillips 2005, Deloria 2007, Alfred 2004  and Nakata 

2007) I found the need to constantly explain my position in a simple 

way as critical discussions about my project became, at times, 

impossible to navigate. The ongoing imposed critique of my rights to 

cultural knowledge and the pressure to work from a ‘contemporary’ and 

‘urban Aboriginal space’, confirmed many aspects of my research. In 

framing my project this critique assisted me in moving away from 

sharing specificities of communal knowledge and art practices within 

supervisor - student interactions, and later through my exhibition 

praxis. This mediated critique exposes the limitations within which the 

project was undertaken and I write this exegesis.  

 

Within section six: Place-based praxis the visual survey located in this 

section of the exegesis is extended. I discuss the influences located 

within my communal and cultural experiences, however, I have chosen 

deliberately within this exegesis not to share full aspects of my place-

based and communal practices as they have influenced my project. I 

have removed exact names of locations, group participants and specific 

processes. Detailing culturally situated influences are not necessary for 

the reader to understand the individual creative outcomes of this 

project. Protecting communally held knowledge and sites are an 

important protocol to follow within my community.  

 

Within this exegesis I focus on a few key artists and artworks, objects 

and images, texts and environmental influences, which have provided 

me with the greatest challenges and affirmations in understanding the 

cultural aesthetic interface, my own work and, the cultural agency of 

my praxis. This visual context is not a review of what exists within the 
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realm of ‘Indigenous art’, ‘Aboriginal art’ or the ‘Australian art industry’, 

rather it is a snapshot into the struggles, influences and connections I 

have made between some of these and my praxis. These are 

elaborated on within the oral examination process of this PhD.  

 

I have mediated this visual survey towards a discussion about publicly 

available discourses and artists who have challenged and/or re-

enforced particular categories of ‘Aboriginal art’. I have located a few 

critical influences within my current praxis and these extend beyond the 

influences of Aboriginal artists and writers to consider the influence of 

non-Indigenous artists and writers, particularly women. I acknowledge 

the material thinking and the visual noises that have become imprinted 

in my work as a result of my daily experiences of the world. 

Unrecognised individual acknowledgement of particular artists and 

influences within my praxis (and this project) I leave to the art critic 

and their re-conceptualisation of my work as ‘Aboriginal’, as ‘urban’ and 

as ‘appropriated’.    

 

debates and challenges   

 

As previously discussed, it is within a contestable cultural aesthetic 

interface that the primary discourses on Aboriginal art are located and 

from which where this research originates. A variety of theorists 

present a continuum of views on Aboriginal art; from controlled to 

independent; sovereign to managed; authentic to rip off; political to 

spiritual; white to black and others. Since his seminal work Bell’s 

theorem (2003) has prompted a new discourse on the mediation of 

Aboriginal art by the white consumer. He states ‘that Aboriginal art has 

become a product of the times... a commodity…the result of a 

concerted and sustained marketing strategy, albeit, one that has been 

loose and uncoordinated’ (Bell 2003). Bell asserts ‘there is no 

Aboriginal art industry’. ‘There is’, Bell states, ‘an industry that caters 

for Aboriginal art with the key players in that industry not Aboriginal’ 

(loc cit). His work rightfully scrutinises the anthropological, 

ethnographic and western art trained connoisseurs and critics of 
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Aboriginal art and this project adds to the debates as presented by Bell 

and others including Altman (2005), Foley (2006), Nicoll (2006), Seeto 

(2006), Gough (2010), Yazzie (2006), Maiava (2006), Browning 

(2010), Haebich (2006), Neale (2010) McLean (2010), Croft (2010), 

Leslie (2010), Jones (2010), Mundine (2006), Kombumerri (2006) and 

Perkins (2007).   

 

A variety of contemporary Australian exhibitions have been relevant to my 

praxis and this project. Site-specific public art projects such as The 

Floating Land event (annually from 2005) by the Noosa Regional Gallery, 

National Indigenous Art Triennial, Cultural warriors (2009), Show your 

colours (2009), Half Light (2008), Shapiro (2007), various Telstra National 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander art awards (up to the 26th), Mildura 

Palimsests (1998 – 2010), Urban Blackness Noosa Regional Gallery 

(2002), Sculpture by the Sea (1997-2009), Strand Ephemera Townsville 

(2001–2009) and specific artists and artist works have been considered 

within initial surveys of Indigenous Australian art.  

 

Contemporary and historical cultural objects, texts of the everyday, 

sounds capes and collaborative discussions with artists and community 

members have continued to influence my work. This holistic analysis and 

research is not limited to Indigenous artists, art practices and 

representations but extends to non-Indigenous artists, authors, designers 

and architects. In addition the collectivist nature of spaces, including the 

performative and active presence of the ancestor and social memories 

within a space have been significant in informing my creative and sensory 

responses to spaces - my place making within my praxis. Collectively 

these experiences of the everyday, the ancestor, others and the 

institution have enabled me to explore the cultural aesthetic interface 

deeply through my own praxis and its autoethnographic analysis.     

Of the artists considered during the research, Aboriginal artists Julie 

Gough, Richard Bell, Pamela Croft, Judy Watson, Lin Onus, Fiona Foley, 

Davina Kelly, Yhonnie Scarce, Jenny Fraser, Archie Moore and Gordon 

Hookey have been significant. Non-Indigenous artists and writers such as 
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Doris Salcedo, Vibeke Jensen, Anish Kapoor, Corrie Wright, Andy 

Goldsworthy, Elizabeth Poole, John Waldron, Margate Somerville and Paul 

Carter have also been particularly relevant to this research and even if not 

explicit, their influences reside in my thinking and creative approaches. 

From a historical context, artists such as Browning Downing, Ainslie 

Roberts, Russell Drysdale, Margaret Woodward and Sidney Nolan have 

been of interest. These artists have all contributed to my understandings 

of individual representation and connection to country from exploring 

personal positions of placeness and placelessness within their work.  

Within this section I discuss some of these influences more deeply.  

My praxis during this project has scrutinised the contestable knowledge 

space that exists in the Australian Arts industry, by exploring and testing 

the ways in which audiences within an already discursive space respond to 

‘Aboriginal artworks’. Significant to this research are the discourses 

experienced within the cultural aesthetic interface. The writings ‘about’ 

Aboriginal art; the representations of ‘Aboriginal peoples’ in art, text and 

the everyday; the dismissal of ‘Aboriginal place’ in art, architecture, 

design and urban planning and the institutionalised imposed Eurocentric 

aesthetic which is imposed within the art industry are critical within my 

praxis. In this section I have briefly provided significant aspects of the 

visual context and discourses raised within my research and praxis.    

desperately seeking an Australian aesthetic   

 

Within the Australian art industry it is easy to maintain a position that 

separatism exists between western and Indigenous forms of art, on 

cultural grounds, even if this position is ideologically flawed, 

anthropologically based and practically impossible. The premise that 

whiteness is an imposed spatial aesthetic within a colonial space needs to 

be explored if we are to ever understand, dispute or fracture this 

hypothesis. But what is this ‘whiteness’ and where does this emerge? A 

contemporary debate would argue that the ‘whiteness’ is centralised 

within an ‘English based value system’ providing historical divide to 

current individual or collective ownership of institutionalised systems or 
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patterns of racism.  Therefore, to be able to critically consider the place or 

position of Aboriginal art or the Aboriginal artist within the ‘Australian art 

industry’ we must first put into perspective the historical development of 

Australia, and the ‘Australian Aesthetic’ from an historical narrative of 

colonial rule through to the development of an independent nation 

separate from English rule.  

 

It is not the task of this project to unravel the role of colonisation within a 

forming national identity, rather what is important is the way in which 

spatial aesthetics may have changed over time from English based to 

‘Australian’, and how Aboriginal people and artists may have contributed 

to this change. I write here not to retrace history but to present some 

debates that have currency in my work, to reveal how I come to terms 

with the different ways in which individuals view and interact with spaces. 

In seeking my Place, an Aboriginal Place, I must also seek to understand 

how this Place is represented or misrepresented by Others.  

 

In desperately seeking an ‘Australian aesthetic’ overtime writers and 

artists have attempted to project images of Australia to the world. These 

images of Australia have been imagined through a Eurocentric frame and 

this has inturn influenced the way in which ‘Australians’, ‘Australian 

identity’ and associated imagery has developed overtime. Arnold Haskell 

writes in Australia in 1941, that he is a self confessed “European” seeing 

the subject of Australia as his “second country”. This text demonstrates 

the view of Australia as slowly developing its own nation status away from 

the monarch and English rule. This plight of projecting an independent 

nation, different to the mother country is contradicted in this text, and 

this narrative is patterned over the course of Australia’s history. In writing 

a tourist styled manual on Australia for the world an imposed Western 

spatial aesthetic is exposed.  

  

There is nothing the Englishman dislikes more than the feeling that he is a 

foreigner and, if he is not of an inquisitive frame of mind, he can travel 

right across Australia without that unwelcome feeling, but at the sacrifice 

of seeing nothing of an independent culture, the result of a new 
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environment and a hundred and fifty years of separate history (Haskell 

1941: 11)  

 

Although recognising the need to be ‘inquisitive’ to uncover the culture of 

Australia, Haskell’s observation reveals the extent to which Australia 

translates the European aesthetic experience through the common, 

architecture and built environment. The legacy of terra nullius pervades in 

this text where “much of the land is uninhabitable…only suitable for 

grazing at certain periods, according to the rainfall” (Haskell 1941: 12) 

and so a Western spatial aesthetic privileging commodification of land is 

exposed. Today the legacy of our English past is located visibly within the 

cultural aesthetic interface through historical buildings, maps, housing, 

urban design and signage. But what about the Aboriginal experiences of 

place, where are these visible? 

 

To consider this we must question the development ideas of ‘Australia’ as 

a nation and Aboriginal peoples Place within this collective nationalisation. 

Again I draw from Haskell who asks, “Who are the Australians?” and in 

answering himself … “they are ‘the new Anglo-Saxondom’, those men of 

spirit and enterprise who felt cramped at home…they are always wiser and 

more enterprising than the home government. Australia was founded in 

an absence of mind, it required exceptional qualities in the men on the 

spot to make it succeed.” He continues, “They conquered, prospered, or 

at any rate made a living, and then settled down to enjoy the land that 

had in two generations become their country.” (Haskell 1941:12) In this 

narrative of colonial success the Aboriginal experience is silenced along 

with the voices of woman.   

 

Silencing is not uncommon within colonised historical records. What is 

important to consider here is the time and public spaces in which this 

omission resides. Joy William in 1962 wrote The Birth of a Nation, the 

story of early Australia, commissioned by The Sunday Telegraph, Sydney, 

NSW. In 1966 Michael Cannon wrote The Land Boomers published by the 

Melbourne University Press Victoria. These texts reside in my bookcase. In 

the 40s and 60s they were popular texts. No references to Aboriginal 
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people are located in these books, nor many other books from the period. 

This act of deliberate omission completely prevents knowledge to the 

general reader public about Aboriginal peoples experience of spaces within 

Australia. To borrow from Plato this ‘noble lie’ purports a non-existence of 

Place for Indigenous peoples, instead suggesting a deserved, ethical and 

hardworking Place of the coloniser within a harsh empty and formidable 

land. Sixty years ago this omission was normalised. Aboriginal Place was 

characterised by placelessness where Western placeness was affirmed.  

What happens then when this form of obscurantism is internalised or even 

institutionalised?  

 

Describing Brisbane in the 1940s Haskell describes a “dignified Municipal 

core, the 20th century city, but the suburbs surrounding it are more 

picturesque to European eyes with their houses, largely made of wood, 

propped up on stilts. And the streets are a mass of blossom, poincianas, 

poinsettia, bougainvillea, cascara, casting shadows from the palette of a 

Renoir (Haskell 1941: 40). The aesthetic values assigned to public spaces 

are filtered through the European, the civilised presence within an 

absence. Not just an Indigenous absence, rather an English absence. 

“There is no pretence in playing London here” (Haskell 1941: 41) he 

explains. This substitution of aesthetic norms across a Western scape 

uniquely Australian is located in a privileged position that conceptualises 

the Australian environment as devoid of Indigenous placeness, imposing a 

western aesthetic, a new Australianness (a multiculturalness) onto spaces. 

It is through the transformation of this aesthetic into text that this 

knowingness becomes embedded within the social consciousness where 

the Place of the coloniser and too the prospective newcomers cultural 

capital are recognised. If you were from a European country other than 

England then here in the Brisbane scape you will belong.  

 

As a nation we are drawn together by these forms of performative artistic 

expressions that have emerged out of very personal accounts, and very 

public applications of an imposed Western aesthetic. Banjo Patterson in 

1895 wrote Waltzing Matilda, Harry Nathan around the turn of the century 

writes another version and Marie Cowan in 1903 writes the popular 
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version sung today. After seven months in Australia 1936 Haskell returned 

to England to write his textual version Waltzing Matilda, a background to 

Australia and a critical text for the English gaze. In 1859, Belin born Carl 

Linger composed the Song of Australia, and in 1878 Glasgow-born Peter 

Dodds McCormick writes Advance Australia Fair with this becoming our 

Nations Anthem in 1977.   

 

This recent history impacts on the cultural aesthetic interface today as it 

situates the position (and omission) of Australian Indigenous peoples 

within a Eurocentric colonial agenda and an imposed western aesthetic. 

Between 1958 to 1960 the Australian Visual Educator developed a series 

of Pictorial Social studies cartoon texts for Australian schools. These 

educational materials transverse twenty fives volumes. The First 

Australians feature in volume one, volume 25 concludes with the more 

than familiar ANZAC story.  The accounts of Aboriginal placeness within 

these texts, within a developing nation are confirmed as native, romantic, 

primitive, savage and resistant to a civilized world. In some instances 

these historical accounts made visible the presence of Aboriginal people 

intruding on a developing national placeness, based on settling, farming, 

‘opening’ the land and ‘expanding’ the frontier. This history of Australia 

was to be the first of its kind within formal schooling written 

retrospectively outside of the ‘English’ frame of history and represented 

Indigenous people as less than passive recipients of an invading force.  

 

Until this point of time (the 1960s), popular texts and particularly 

education texts located the national history of this country in the 

motherland, nestled within a history focused on England, English rule, 

social values and political and social life. This xenophobic cultural 

representation of ‘Australia’ omitted debates on the rights of Indigenous 

peoples and consequences of British invasion and colonisation. In painting 

and imaging a benign picture of the colonial process these social studies 

texts did attempt to represent the placelessness of Indigenous peoples as 

the consequence of Eurocentric discourse and colonial invasion.  These 

English based historical accounts of Australia also presented a normalised 
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whiteness in attitudes towards Indigenous, new migrants and non-white 

minorities.  

 

In Volume 22: The story of Federation a cartoon depicts the June 21 

1899, referendum day where crowds gather as a Sydney polling booth for 

the referendum. Aboriginal men are paraded on a coach with a sign The 

Federalists will give Australia to the Black men wavering above their 

heads (Visual educator 1958: 17). The position of Aboriginal Place within 

civil rights is transported through the image. In a society where votes for 

women commenced in most states in 1902, Aboriginal people were to wait 

another sixty-five years for this basic human right.   

 

The notion of Australia having an independent history to England didn’t 

emerge until the mid 1930s. A Brisbane Courier article titled History of 

Australia provides us with a point in time when this shift from ‘English 

history’ of ‘Australian history’ was being publicly negotiated.  

 

In a paper on teaching of Australian history in schools, read to a 
joint meeting of the history and education sections, Mr. C. Daley 

said that the history taught to Australian scholars was almost solely 
confined to that of England, of far off things, and battles of long 
ago. Fifty years ago there was little thought of Australia having any 

history worthy of study, an idea which was slow to dissipate. 
(Brisbane Courier 1928:19).    

 

A full recognition of the ‘History of Australia’ as a subject within the 

academy did not occur until the 1940s ad this developed further until the 

1960s. Australian history as a ‘subject’ wasn’t a part of popular education 

and formal schooling until well beyond the 1960s. This progression of 

Australian society learning about itself is significant within my research as 

it assist me in understanding the cultural situatedness of people and 

artworks today.  The teachers, writers, artists and designers of this time 

were soon to shift their focus more closely to Australia and to Australian 

history than ever before. Artists and designers (and other occupations) 

who had studied in the 1960s or earlier were then practicing through a 

learnt aesthetic based on English values and position. This shift from 

British history to Australian history is significant and with this we would 
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assume that in opening this Australian history to the mainstream, 

understandings of Aboriginal Place and placeness was to result.  

 

Postcolonial writing and current realities demonstrate evidence that this 

Aboriginal placeness within this new ‘Australian’ agenda has been 

mediated within our forming national identity. Popular texts such as 

Arthur Baillie’s 1964 Our sunburnt country, An illustrated history of 

Australia provides a Western linier framework of Australian history. This 

linear narrative is below:  

 

Chapter 1, The Land of the Dreamtime is primitive, past and poetic. 
Chapter 2, New Visitors to an Old land privileges the English voice 

in a fearful country. Other than a quirky interlude between ‘settler 
and native’ Aboriginal people disappear from the pages of this new 

forming Australian history from here on.  
Chapter 3, They came - and stayed, a journey of Australian 

nationalism from this chapter through to Chapter 15, Advance 
Australia which poetically concludes the book with the first stanza 
of Peter Dodds McCormick Advance Australia Fair 1977.   

 

Baillie’s (1964) text was written for a migrant to gain a sound knowledge 

‘concerning this “new” country, and at the same time for “home-grown” 

Australians have come to realise that if they are to say with pride, “This is 

my own, native land”, they should possess reasonable knowledge of the 

country’s picturesque record. (Baillie 1964:Forward) The book targets its 

audience to be included in the school curriculum of each state and is 

supported by historians, teachers and librarians of prominent universities 

and schools (Baillie 1964: Preface). The text homogenises Aboriginal 

people and reduces Aboriginal contribution to nation building (as a 

primitive distant past) and privileges the voices of the white Australian. It 

was a popular text of the time and represents the formative textual 

devices and images of Australia known to the vast majority of Australians 

aged over fifty years.  

 

This type of Western linear history omitting the position of Aboriginal 

peoples in this country impacted not only on mainstream understandings 

of Aboriginal peoples but also Aboriginal peoples understandings of 
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ourselves.  Donna Leslie (2010), in writing about Lin Onus reflections of 

schooling within the Australian education system states; 

 

Lin Onus was to describe his experience as one where he was absorbed 

[in] everyone else’s ‘history’ and ‘values’; except his own. He wanted to 

counteract this experience by learning what has happened to Aboriginal 

peoples historically and by conveying this knowledge through the medium 

of art. His searching clarified the reality that historical anomalies – 

including the fact that school students were presented with curricula that 

reinforced non-Aboriginal role models – were issues that needed to be 

addresses. The absence of Aboriginal references and models in school 

history books not only influenced successive generations of Australians, 

but also denied Aboriginal children rights to their own ancestral heritage. 

Consequently, Onus became fascinated with the untold stories of 

resistance and freedom fighters. (Leslie 2010:29)  

 

Onus’s experience of school was not dissimilar to most Aboriginal peoples, 

as a result many Aboriginal artists, such as myself, find resolve in filling 

the gaps and silences of Australian history through our creative products. 

Our task often is to re-imagine ourselves to the viewing public to combat 

the stereotypes and cultural constructions of Aboriginal people thrust 

upon us.  

 

The Aboriginal Australian as ‘savage’ and ‘primitive’ is presented after 

Haskell’s 1941 representations of Australia where “its frontiers stretch into 

the tropical jungle where the aboriginal (sic) is still a savage and its cattle 

stations run into thousands of square miles where men know loneliness 

and danger” (Haskell 1941:41). Representations of Aboriginal people 

within these types of texts refer to Aboriginal people through a Darwinist 

frame, where images and descriptions of Aboriginal people are associated 

with the lowest evolved form of humanity.  

 

In, The Miserablest People in the World: Race, Humanism and the 

Australian Aborigine (2007), Anderson and Perrin considers how an idea of 

Australian Aboriginal people impacted upon the development of racial 
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thinking throughout the nineteenth century. They distinguish three phases 

of this development. Against the background of what was considered to 

be a distinctly human capacity to rise above nature, their central 

argument is that the extreme and irremediable savagery attributed to 

Aboriginal people led to the mid-nineteenth shift to a polygenist, or an 

innatist, idea of race. (Anderson and Perrin 2007:19) Anderson and Perrin 

analyse the early 1800s within Australia and uncover a ‘specifically 

humanist puzzlement at the unimproved condition’, ‘Aboriginal inclination’ 

and a capacity for 'improvement'. (loc. cit. 23) These authors argue that 

challenging the very basis upon which 'the human' had been defined, and 

the unity of humankind assumed, Aboriginal people could not be 

accommodated within a prevailing conception of racial difference as a 

mere variety of the human. The Australian Aboriginal person was, as 

Anderson and Perrin suggest, ontologically and inexplicably different to 

Whites. This position is traced back to evolutionary thought of the late 

nineteenth century and as a result Australia's Indigenous peoples came to 

embody the most devastating conclusion of evolutionary thought: that in 

the human struggle for existence certain races were destined not even to 

survive. (loc. cit. 23-39)  

 

The privileged Eurocentric spatial aesthetic is determined through a 

relationship to space. Land commodification, labour as farming, tilling the 

land and the land as vacant or void of anything resonate became an 

aesthetic based on absolute truth, civilised constructivist ideals and 

industrialisation. When this spatial aesthetic is the only frame of 

reference; maps, plans, plots, infrastructure and so on are privileged. The 

complexity to Aboriginal societies and use of spatial environments by 

communities is not recognised within a Western framing of Australian 

history. Because of a lack of ‘visible’ or ‘aesthetically recognisable’ 

industry and ‘use’ of the spatial environment, Aboriginal peoples 

relationship to spaces were not recognised and resulted in perceptions of 

a Aboriginal peoples as less capable (than whites), nomadic (not settled) 

and primitive (not civilised). We have been and will continue to be 

compared to ‘Others’ [blacks or coloureds] whom have adopted Western 

spatial aesthetics as less capable also.   
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The aboriginals (sic) lived on a diet of kangaroos, grubs, snakes, goannas. 

Tiling or stock-breeding was unknown and there were none of the riches 

of the South Sea Islands that come without work. Every sheep, every 

cow, every apple, every pear, every banana, sugar, wheat, maize – the 

list is inexhaustible-all have been brought in by the settler and developed 

by him. The climate can produce everything, the land had nothing. 

(Haskell 1941: 42) “The land had nothing” and yet it is now bountiful. 

What this translates into is that “the people had nothing” and the riches 

(and social order) of the civilised peoples are affirmed by this. (loc. cit.)  

 

Doubleday, Mackenzie and Dalby (2004) remind us that culture is codified 

not only in property rights and legislation, but also in the public artistic 

expressions of peoples and places. (Doubleday, Mackenzie and Dalby 

2004:389) It has taken time for non-Indigenous artists to reconcile within 

this country [Australia] and bring forth an image that is uniquely 

Australian, and not English based. Aboriginal artists on the other hand 

have not had to make this shift about understanding country. Artistic 

expressions of Aboriginal peoples have demonstrated associations to lad 

and country long before the presence of Whites within this country. The 

validation of this however has been mediated though Western discourses 

and the positioning of these Artworks within the museum and gallery 

contexts.   

 

The shift from ‘English History’ to ‘Australian History’ is mimicked within 

the developing Australian Art industry. Descriptions of the museum and 

gallery during this time provide testament to this shared reality. Haskell 

demonstrates this in his description of thee Museum of Melbourne in 1941    

 

The museum is exceptionally interesting, not only for its paintings, 

but for its large ethnographical collection. There is an interesting 
and profitable source of study in the unhappy aboriginal as an 
artist. Already we have seen the fine use of aboriginal motifs in the 

big hall of the Western Australian University. The French have 
shown the value of native art in their exploitation, sometimes over-

commercialised, of the more sophisticated art of the Gabun. 
America too has recognized the value of primitive art. Australia as a 
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whole is still unaware of its rich storehouse of information and the 
majority of anthropologists have been studying the aboriginal 

purely from the point of view of social organization and totemism. 
Whether the aboriginal artist decorated his weapons and utensils to 

satisfy an artist craving is doubtful, though one cannot rule out 
aesthetic impulse. His aim was doubtless to give them some secret 
power, but the fact remains that his drawings on bark and carvings 

in wood and rock are striking in pattern and colouring. The 
unfortunate black can still offer something of value to Australian 

culture, something that is Australia’s alone. (sic) (Haskell 1941:17)  
 

This ‘value’ of Aboriginal art is not attributed to the Aboriginal person as 

artist, and the resulting practice (or product) is not considered in terms of 

cultural or aesthetic advantage, but rather as a form of ‘pattern and 

colouring’ with benefits to the coloniser. The cultural context of Aboriginal 

art forms is not recognised and thus a surface level of reading these 

works is interpreted. The interest in Aboriginal forms of craft, artefact or 

art started around this time. So too did an increased interest of the 

images of Australia from the perspective of ‘white’ Australian Artists 

emerge.  

 

Myers in 2005 wrote Collecting Aboriginal Art in the Australian Nation: 

Two case studies which attempted to answer the question of how 

Aboriginal acrylic painting came to be reframed as "high art". In his paper 

he delineates the collecting practices and ideologies that lie at the 

foundation of two of the important early collections of acrylic painting in 

Australia—that of Tim and Vivien Johnson (which was gifted eventually to 

the Art Gallery of New South Wales) and that of Dame Margaret Carnegie 

(some of which was gifted to the Art Gallery of Victoria). Myers argues 

that by exploring differences in the ways collectors perceive and 

understand art, a more concrete analysis of the forms of cultural 

convergence between Aboriginal culture and particular formations in the 

larger social world in which it came to circulate are gained. (Myers 

2005:119) These selection processes involve Australia's distinction as a 

nation as well as its postcolonial emergence from British domination 

toward varying forms of nationalist cosmopolitanism. (loc. cit. 136-137)  
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A developing focus on the Australian scape outside of an English history 

assisted non-Indigenous artists of the mid 1900s to respond to the 

Australian scape through fine art forms and move away from Western 

referenced biological and scientific images. Although the Heidelberg school 

is seen as the cornerstone of Australian art in terms of changes in artists’ 

use of the uniquely Australian light conditions (outside of the English 

aesthetic), the influence of Impressionism in Europe cannot be ignored. 

Tom Roberts, Frederick McCubbin, Arthur Streeton, Charles Conder and 

later Jane Sutherland painted the land and the Australian landscape in a 

Western-framed aesthetic. They depicted the pastoral industry, the 

vibrant and harsh colours of the Australian bush and the seasonal 

characteristics associated to Australia rather than the mother country. 

Although this work was representative of a distinctively new relationship 

with the Australian environment, works still maintained a controlled 

English quality. The greatest changes to the representations of the unique 

Australian scape came later within the 20th century.  

 

The 1900s was a time where the popularity of the Australian decorative 

arts, watercolor painting, miniatures and functional objects became 

popular and polarised with the art scene. These artifacts of nationalism 

became objects of place making within the domestic and reflected shared 

representations of a country (Australia). These narratives of a forming 

Australian nationalism and an Australia aesthetic weave their values and 

intersections into a brave new world. Hans Heysen searched for a new 

Australian landscape outside of the Heidelberg school, while Australian 

narratives developed through popular children’s books. May Gibbs wrote 

Gumnut Babies in 1916 and Snugglepot and Cuddlepie in 1918; Norman 

Lindsays in 1918 wrote Magic Pudding and in 1939 Dorothy Walls wrote 

The Complete Adventures of Blinky Bill. Rex Batterbee in 1934 introduced 

Albert Namatjira to Western forms of painting with watercolour and 

influences between Western and Aboriginal culture and art styles were 

exchanged. The Hermannsburg School is established in the same year and 

opened to the public. This was a time that saw oil painter and printmaker 

Margerate Preston push the boundaries of appropriation and 
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representation by using Aboriginal symbols and designs within her work. 

In 1934 in Sydney’s Hyde Park the sculpture The Sacrifice by Rayner Hoff 

was built as an ANZAC memorial. Through artistic expressions the 

narrative of Australian nationalism was developing. 1921 saw the founding 

of Australia's most famous art prize for portraiture in the Archibald Prize. 

In 1937 Max Dupain photographed his friend Harold Salvage as bronzed 

head and shoulder ‘Sunbaker’ on the sand at Cullburra Beach. The works 

of Arthur Boyd, Albert Tucker, Hoy Hester and Sidney Nolan projected a 

new 'Australianess' in painting different to the Heidelberg school and in 

responses to war.  

 

In 1948 an art centre was established on Anangu, Pitjantjatjara, 

Yankunytjtjara lands at Ernabella in South Australia. In 1952 Jackson 

Pollock created Blue Poles and in 1954 Russell Drysdale represented 

Australia at the Venice Biennale. In 1955 the film Jedda was released 

nationally then internationally the following year.  In 1956 William Dargie 

won the Archibald Prize for his portrait of Albert Namatjira. In 1962 Ainslie 

Roberts painted Aboriginal ‘myths’ collected by Mountford for various 

publications and then illustrated Douglas Lockwoods 1962 book I the 

Aborigine. In 1968 John Olsen established the Bakery Art School.  

 

The place and position of Aboriginal art within the early and middle part of 

the 1900s is haphazard. Images of Aboriginal Australia as constructed by 

non-Indigenous artists was starting to emerge and along with this the 

appropriation of Aboriginal forms of art. The Australian Aesthetic devoid of 

Indigenous art has developed and affirmations of Aboriginal culture within 

‘Australian culture’ have been ignored. This is significant to this research 

as it provides a framework to consider audience understandings of 

Aboriginal art, the cultural situatedness of Aboriginal art within the 

Australian arts industry and the personal reactions to my work.   
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moving towards recognition of Aboriginal art?  

 

When considering this trajectory of an emerging Australian aesthetic in 

the 1940s to 1960s, limited space of Aboriginal art or Aboriginal artists 

was afforded. Aboriginal art as a homogenised collective was generally 

excluded from the gallery context and managed within the museum or 

cultural heritage domains of universities. Ruth Phillips would argue that 

the material objects and visual images that survive in museums and 

archives as a deposit of a moment of heightened colonial encounter and 

contestation, reflect both the increased power and the reductionist 

tendency that characterise visual representation in modernity. (Phillips 

2004:693-694) Aboriginal creative practices up into the late 1960s were 

seen in as primitive forms of craft and not afforded high art status.  

 

Exclusion started to change in the 1970s. This was due to a new emerging 

history of Australia where local histories became popular within 

communities and schools. The role of Aboriginal activism in influencing 

change within society was significant and so too the role of key artists and 

teachers in focusing on Aboriginal art as a commodity was significant. Also 

the early 70s was a time representation of spaces [country] through 

landscape painting was being superseded by abstract, symbolic and 

emotive forms.   John Olsen in the 1970s for example deeply engaged 

with Australian space, physically and aesthetically. The Lake Eyre series, 

Golden Summer and Salute to Five Bells create a legacy of abstraction 

that Olsen demonstrate an exploration of the totality of landscape. This 

new forms of landscape representation assisted in opening up the space 

for Aboriginal art to be view in ‘contemporary’ and ‘high art’ terms, rather 

than ethnographic and anthropological. Lin Onus was the key ‘urban 

based’ Aboriginal artists of this time who was starting to receive acclaim 

for his paintings such as Musqito series (e) White mans burden 1979-82. 

 

In 1971, teacher Geoffrey Bardon, encouraged Papunya men, Pintupi men 

from Haasts Bluff, Mt Liebig and other men from surrounding Papunya 

stations to paint creation and ‘Dreaming stories’ onto scraps of masonite 

and doors (and eventually canvas). These works were sold through the 
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Pupunya Tula Artists Pty Ltd with agents including Daphne Williams and 

Dick Kimber (based in Alice Springs) scoping the works. (Stanhope and 

Strocchi 2009) The movement from depicting songs, oral stories, ground 

and ceremonial art into a public setting, for the Papunya, Pintupi and 

others, led to a new manipulation of style and communication. 

Agreements were made about what symbols would be allowed, and what 

aspects of culture would remain omitted from public gaze. With the 

development of the Papunya Tula company came an emergence of the 

familiar western desert 'dot and circle art' which has overtime become 

highly recognisable as ‘owned by’ or attributed to ‘Desert’ peoples of 

Australia. (Eccles 2009: 150-151) The interesting fact in this 

transformation of performative works to the mainstream industry was the 

role of the western mentorship within the production. Nowadays 

assumptions are made about the works of the Papunya Tula artists and 

other ‘remote’ Aboriginal artists as being ‘traditional’ in ‘style’. (Stanhope 

and Strocchi 2009) The irony of this is that dots, circles, cross hatch and 

other similar forms of ‘traditional art’ are significant representations for 

Aboriginal culture and art around the country, and have been recorded 

and used in various forms of cultural practice. The cultural, communal and 

individual negotiations that Papunya Tula artists had to make in order to 

re-image their culturally situated art forms into fine art have been 

significant. This process is one in which my own research and creative 

practice has had to negotiate. Unfortunately remnants of the legacy of 

these negotiations of the past (from the 1970s to the late 1980s) has 

created a polarization of ‘western desert art’ and affixed particular styles 

to these regional areas. (see Rigby 1979) 

 

The movement of a body marking or plant material from a ground 

painting into a dot onto a canvas has become an insignia of ‘tradition’ that 

in aesthetic practice and vision is as contemporary as Olsen’s abstractions 

of the Australian landscape. This construction of western desert artists 

and their regional style, compartmentalises the artists into a popular 

package where individual conceptual intelligence; stylistic development; 

and negotiation within the cultural aesthetic interface are ignored; and a 
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primitive romantic illusion is maintained by Others. Gabrielle Pizzi a 

prominent Aboriginal art collector from this period of time (1970s and 

beyond) argues that a study of an artist’s oeuvre over a period of time 

allows one to clearly gauge these developments and they are substantial 

and impressive. (Pizzi 2009:51) She asserts that over the last thirty years 

desert community art has shown outstanding developments and a 

movement away from early twenty first centenary classic desert 

iconography to a more personal and individualized style. (op.sit. see 

artworks of Nigura Napurrula, George Tjungurrayi, Tjunkiya Napaitjarri, 

Ada Bird Petyarr and Alice Nampitjinpa) 

 

The 1970 and 80s saw an immergence of alternative stories of the 

Australian narrative. Australian filmmakers were slowly gaining popularity 

with more funding for Australian arts focused on Australian literature and 

film. The decline in the film industry became almost terminal in the late 

fifties and early sixties with the industry coming to a virtual stop. The 

intervention of the Gorton and Whitlam governments in the early 1970s 

rescued the industry from its probable oblivion with the establishment of 

the film funding bodies and the training of filmmakers through the 

Australian Film and Television and Radio school. (Australian Government 

2007) The 1970s saw a huge renaissance of the Australian film industry 

with Australia producing nearly 400 films between 1970 and 1985 - more 

than had been made in the history of the Australian film industry. (loc. 

cit.) The complex relationships and narratives of Place are exemplified by 

the work of the Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, Long Jack Phillipus 

Tjakamarra and William Sandy who began their practices at Papunya. 

These narratives of space were not reduced to Aboriginal artists as Tillers 

represented Australia internationally in the São Paulo Bienal in 1975; 

Documenta 7 in 1982, and the 42nd Venice Biennale in 1986. In the 

1970s Tillers work started to shift and move with his relationships. He 

became very close to many Aboriginal artists, and become scrutinised 

(which continued well into the late 1990s) for misappropriation of 

Aboriginal art. His artworks talk to a third space of representation, and he 

opened up debates around the role and cultural ownership of Aboriginal 
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art during this time.   The opening of the Sydney Opera House in 1973 

and the National Gallery of Australia in 1982 created access to and a 

promotion of Australian artists as Nationally acclaimed, and with this a 

crystallization of the Australian identity within public spaces occurred. Oral 

histories, connections to country, travels of ancestors, stories of nation 

building are transformed through art collections, public performance, film 

and other media and projected as an image of Australia to a global 

market.  This image of Australia purports separate histories; an Aboriginal 

history and an Australian history. (Phillips 2005) 

Debates between Gordon Bennett and Imants Tillers emerged publicly 

through their art over many years, where Bennett challenged Tillers’ use 

of Aboriginal imagery in his work, particularly Bennett’s. This was a 

particularly important time for my own practice and I found myself being 

influenced greatly by these ongoing debates, between a well-known 

Western and Aboriginal artist, and the localised exhibitions that resulted 

from these held in the IMA at Fortitude Valley and other galleries in the 

city of Brisbane. Bell joined this contest later. This debate commenced in 

the 1980s but developed fully in the 1990s assists us to understand the 

unique relationship between Aboriginal art (and knowledge) and Western 

Art (and knowledge) and their perceived irreconcilability. Tiller’s role in 

the arts as a ‘plagiarist’ rather than a political artist will always be 

debated. His work has at the very least created an opportunity for other 

politically active artists to emerge based on similar models of 

appropriation and deconstruction of pre-existing art, centered within the 

cultural aesthetic interface.      

 

The 1980s saw a significant time in the development of Aboriginal art as a 

part of the Australian image projected internationally. In the late 1980s 

art teacher Rodney Gooch in association with the Central Australian 

Aboriginal Media Association (CAAMA) introduced acrylic paintings and 

batik to the Utopia community of Alice Springs. (Crawford 2009) Here the 

lessons of the Papunya artists were revisited. Community people tackled 

the task of re-imaging local stories and traditions into new forms of art. 

These forms were very different to those located within traditional 
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practices, with the same and modified stories located in the work. Artists 

negotiated the cultural aesthetic interface in a way that both protected 

and opened their knowledges into the western world. Emily Kngwarreye 

(c1910 – 1996) an Anmatyerre woman was part of this movement. She 

commenced painting when she was in her 80s, with her work gaining 

public acclaim due to the global interest, and a heightened recognition of 

Aboriginal artworks within the domestic and international markets. This 

old aunt was an artist whose adaptation of personal narrative and 

connections to Place and Country were shown through a distinctive style 

where ‘dotting’ as a symbolic representation was used in a multilayered 

fashion (see Wild Potato Dreaming 1990), and later her works developed 

into a more distinctive style with horizontal and vertical stripes, which 

influenced other Utopia artists.  

 

Kngwarreye negotiated the cultural aesthetic interface, she moved away 

from compartmentalised images of herself, and the regional styles 

associated to Utopia. This was a brave move and her work moved from 

intricate controlled brush strokes to loose movement across the canvas. 

She delivered her marks with a fuller and larger brush. She became 

comical in her interviews and discussions about her work moving 

audiences away from creating simple ‘traditional story’ associations to her 

artworks. Kngwarreye coined the term ‘dump dump’ and mimicked body 

paint, the looseness of groundwork, the crisscross of country and the 

ornate plant forms that are known intimately by many Aboriginal women. 

(NMA 2008) She negotiated the cultural aesthetic interface well.  

 

Kngwarreye’s work has over time been described as becoming more and 

more abstract, more and more contemporary; being compared to Jackson 

Pollock the American Abstract Expressionist painter. Bells’ responses to 

Emily’s work in 2000-2002 in Desperately Seeking Emily assumed a 

position that Emily was managed and controlled by white interpreters. 

Emily’s abandonment of the already constructed ‘dots and circle’ style, 

came from a negotiation of the cultural aesthetic interface not any fixed 
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homogenised tradition. This creative negotiation and process created an 

environment where Kngwarreye became highly scrutinised by her own 

community for moving away fro the ‘Utopian’ way of working. (op. cit.) A 

culturally constructed norm was already imposed on Kngwarreye however 

she was able to push beyond these limitations placed upon her by others 

to expose a fluidity of cultural transformation. Lessons learnt from 

Kngwarreye can impact on all Aboriginal artists, as she was able to expose 

the possibility of seeking and exposing an Aboriginal aesthetic, a Place 

that is individual but never devoid of the past and its influences.     

 

aboriginal artists negotiating the cultural aesthetic interface  

Debates between ‘urban Aboriginal art’ and ‘remote Aboriginal art’ 

emerged from the 1980s. Leading this debate were artists including 

Michael Riley, Jeffrey Samuels, Fiona Foley and Euphemia Bostock. The 

exhibitions Koori Art (1984) at the Artspace visual arts centre in 

Wooloomooloo and the 1986 exhibition Urban Kooris assisted in the 

recognition of Aboriginal artists in cities and urban centres. Boomalli 

Aboriginal Artists Cooperative (BAAC) was established not long after these 

exhibitions in 1987, partly in response to the emergence of urban 

Aboriginal artists and the negative reviews of the work. (Croft 2000:52) 

Brenda Croft (1999) highlights these discussions at the time describing 

viewer responses to these exhibitions and works by the artists as “a 

passing fad” of “second rate art”. Since this time many Aboriginal artists 

became involved with the Cooperative including Bronwyn Bancroft, Brenda 

Croft, Fernanda Martins, Arone Raymond Meeks, Tracey Moffatt, Avril 

Quail and Gordon Hookey.  

The Cooperative gave Aboriginal artists an exhibition space and 

professional dialogue with other artists to explore ideas of identity, 

imposed constructs of Aboriginality with a freedom of expression coupled 

with political, social and communal activism. In 1988 the De Facto 

Apartheid exhibition at Boomalli exhibition performance space, Sydney 

sought an acknowledgement of Australia’s black history. It aimed to re-

write the Australian narrative with inclusion of Aboriginal voice and 
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acknowledgement Australia’s hidden histories. Aboriginal academic and 

activist Marcia Langton's paper of the same name became the core 

impetus for this exhibition. The Collective continued to readdress historical 

narratives of Indigenous peoples in the 1989 exhibition Taken Away that 

addressed the effects of government policies on the stolen generations.  

 

The 1990s brought a newly emerging agenda in the Australian art 

industry. The Australian history narrative continued to unfold during this 

time, while Indigenous Place within this history and the arts industry 

remained in a state of emergence (or limbo). (Altman, J. and Taylor, L. 

1990) The 1990s saw the binaries of ‘traditional Aboriginal art’ as opposed 

to ‘urban Aboriginal art’ forms become implanted in the language of the 

emerging Indigenous art industry. Individual artists living in urban 

situations or pursuing new forms of art, such as Tracey Moffatt, Destiny 

Decon, Gordon Bennett, Lin Onus, Ron Hurley, Julie Gough, Julie Dowling, 

Robert White, Thankupi, Sally Morgan, Robin O’Chin, Richard Bell, myself 

and many others were becoming known for these different forms of art.  

 

Many suburban, city based, rural and remote based Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander art centres have emerged since this time. In Brisbane in 

the early 1990s Aboriginal Creations supported by artists and curators 

such as Ron Hurley, Pamela Croft, Richard McCarthy, Gloria Beckett, 

Marshall Bell, Gordon Bennett, Robert White was established. The 

Fireworks Gallery promoted the Campfire group with Jo-anne Curry, 

Laurie Neilson, Vincent Serico, Richard Bell and others. In 1999 I was 

involved in the development of the C-ART Community Artists for 

Reconciliation and later in 2001 ICAN Indigenous Coastal Arts Network. In 

2000 the C-ART Collective created a 10 metre gunya on Noosa main 

beach and claimed land rights for a day an night as a part of an Olympic 

protest.  

Over the next ten years ‘Urban art’ had increasingly paralleled work from 

The Cape, Western Desert and Northern Queensland. More galleries were 

exhibiting political and satirical works created by Aboriginal artists.  
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In October 2002 I curated Urban Blackness for the Noosa Regional 

Gallery. The exhibition was developed out of a response to the 

compartmentalisation of Indigenous Australians, a demand in the market, 

as well as a need to represent voices of marginalised Others existing 

within Australian society (Other Indigenous & ‘Black’ peoples living within 

Australia).  

 

 

illustration 3.0 

Dreise [curator] (2002) Urban Blackness  

Noosa Regional Gallery (gallery view)  

Arts Queensland funded  

 

This was the first time the regional gallery had exhibited works from an 

‘urban black’ position. Artists in the exhibition included; Davina Kelly, 

Pauline Casely Hayford Sheldrake, Vincent Serico, Joanne Currie, Macca, 

Laurie Nilsen, David Jones, Lisa Martin, Richard Bell, Micheal Red Shirt 

Semchison, Gloria Beckett, Robert White, Rona Scherer, Sharna Sirris, 

Joanne Driessens, Julie Dowling, Archie Moore and Douglas Watkin.  

 

In the early 2000s Black Peppers Gallery, Brisbane, was opened. This 

exhibition space created new possibilities for Aboriginal artists to 

showcase work within a metropolitan context. Located in the heart of the 

Brisbane City the gallery functioned much like an artist run co-operative 

with reduced exhibition rates and a key focus on providing a voice to 

Indigenous and Other marginalised groups. The gallery pushed a 

contemporary edge and enabled artists on limited budgets to showcase 
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their work. In 2003 Jarren Borghero curated Being Black a tribute 

exhibition focused on showcasing significant Aboriginal community 

members from the Brisbane area. In 2002 five artists were selected and 

commissioned; Jenny Fraser, Archie Moore, Laurie Nilsen, Davina Kelly 

and myself, to develop work about a selected community member for the 

exhibition. Narratives and stories of Elders within our community filled the 

gallery walls. Later in 2003 Jarren Borghero curated Where is it, a 

collaborative exhibition between myself and fellow countryman Archie 

Moore.  The focus of the exhibition was on the use of language as a tool 

within art, and consequently it was financially supported by the Yugambeh 

Cultural and Heritage Museum. In the forward for the exhibition catalogue 

Borghero wrote;  

 

Much of our cultural identity revolves around language and in particular 

individual dialects and colloquialisms.  Anyone would know that this is an 

Australian exhibition; quite simply, from the first word.  Indigenous 

languages and the many dialects once spoken by over 700 groups 

(Nations) throughout Australia helped forge an individual identity and 

sense of belonging to thousands of Indigenous Australians.  The demise of 

these languages has contributed greatly to the feeling of displacement 

within our Indigenous population.  Now just a handful of dialects are 

active and being taught to future generations however in the last few 

years steps have been taken in preventing these languages from 

completely dying out.  How can one’s culture and history be passed on 

without the words to accurately describe it?  Two artists, Archie Moore 

and Mayrah Dreise, explore their language and together present an 

exhibition that is personal and yet speaks to everyone.  The 

acknowledgement of whom and what we are is inherent within our 

language and symbol systems.  To be Australian means to talk Australian 

and through the works produced in ‘Where is it,’ we may see how 

Indigenous language and culture has made a vital contribution to what it 

means to be Australian. (Borghero 2004:1)  

 

Borgheros analysis of the exhibition describes Moore’s playful use of 

language, structurally and aesthetically. Moore was a leading artists of the 
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time (early 2000s) in using text and language in a way that reduced it to 

its bare symbolism, both metaphorically and aesthetically. He pushed the 

boundaries of art through textual devices and repetitive use of language 

imposed upon him as a child. After this exhibition the ‘urban Aboriginal 

art’ movement became saturated with text based work. In describing my 

works within the exhibition Borgheros states ‘Dreise’s work on the other 

hand is more confronting. In some cases it utilises English as tool to tell 

us where it is. Like in the blood of her people. In other works though she 

uses a symbology understood by her, as being hers. In doing this she 

indicates that unlike the structure of verbal communication there are 

some forms of language that cannot be taken away and will remain 

forever inherent within a culture and a person.’(Borgheros 2003:3)  

 

In 2002 the Indigenous Coastal Arts Network (ICAN) hosted a large multi-

arts exhibition Which Way U Fla? with 42 Indigenous artists from around 

the Sunshine Coast and Brisbane areas exhibiting. The space for this 

exhibition, the Nambour community centre, was not an ideal space for the 

exhibition, however it provided a much-needed outlet for Aboriginal artists 

whose work had not been previously shown within a gallery context. 

Curators Dreise and Kelly became pivotal in curating similar types of 

exhibitions at the Woodford Folk Festival annually each year from 2002 to 

2005 on behalf of the collective. By the end of 2004 C-ART (Community 

Artists Re-Thinking) had produced and curated four significant exhibitions 

of Indigenous artists work on the Sunshine Coast including Dialogue 

Cooroy Butter factory 2005; Country Place and Kin 2004 Noosa Regional 

Art Gallery; Blak 2003 Pomona Rural Futures Centre and 2002 U Fla 

Listen Sunshine Coast Indigenous Association. In 2003 C-ART created 

AMP Another Murri Protest within a festival in Noosa and coordinated a 

covert operation of exhibiting an installation featuring red, black and 

yellow poppies and a 3 metre black hand and 1 metre wreath within a 

roundabout outside of the Tewantin RSL. In 2005 the Collective ran 

Sunburnt a three-day festival event showcasing Indigenous artists and 

performers. This event hosted at the Butter Factory on Cooroy, included 

the Dialogue exhibition (Dreise 2005).  
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These cooperatives, networks and artist-run initiatives provide support 

and collective voice for Indigenous artists. This support assists by 

providing advocacy and collective influence within the arts scene. Mark 

Alice Durant has commented that community-based art collectives such as 

these ‘gives voice to the voiceless’. (in Neal 2004) Professional dialogue, 

criticism, shared resources, collaboration and exploration are central to 

artist collectives. The conservative are challenged, the political are 

moderated and the group is motivated within a collective. This process 

has become visible within the ProppaNow collective of Brisbane (formed 

March 2004) where static and emerging artists have become mobilised 

through associations with the group. Margo Neal (2004) argues that the 

ProppaNow collective developed out of a ‘sense of discriminatory 

abandonment’ that motivated a group of Brisbane based Aboriginal artists’ 

and this strategy was a ‘strategy for cultural survival’ to claim space for 

marginalised and excluded peoples within the public spaces of mainstream 

cultural institutions (Neal 2004: 34 & 36) Neal argues: 

 

Like a tricky virus, discrimination mutates into complex forms 
adapted to avoid detection. Undoubtedly many of the racist ideas of 

previous centuries have filtered through to the present day. In this 
way one particular pernicious idea, which rose out of the 20th 
century, is that Aboriginal populations can somehow be divided 

along a North-South axis of authenticity. In its most vulgar form 
this is expressed in the belief that only Aboriginal people living in 

remote communities are ‘real Aboriginals’. Only these communities, 
perceived as ethnographically black, are seen as leading authentic 
cultural lives with attendant authentic cultural expressions. The 

double-edged racism of this paradigm presents Aboriginal people in 
remote communities as museum artifacts while portraying urban 

Aboriginal people as culturally extinct. They are clearly not white 
Australians, nor are they Aboriginal. Left to haunt the grey zones, 

the decedents of our Aboriginal communities most heavily displaced 
by colonization are now effectively rendered invisible, marginal and 
mute by the hegemony of the colonizing state.   (Neal 2004:34) 

 

Interestingly though, from its foundations, this group contained some of 

the most formidable and well-known artists from Queensland; Richard 

Bell, Jennifer Herd; Vernon Ah Kee; Bianca Beetson, Fiona Foley and 

Jenny Fraser, all of who had already experienced the success and fame 

associated with being an artist (an ‘Urban Aboriginal artist’).  With Foley 
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and Fraser leaving the group, the Collective has grown to include other 

well-known artists Gordon Hookey and Laurie Nilsen and also emerging 

artists Andrea Fisher and Tony Albert. As the Australian arts industry 

seems to affirm a presence of masculinity through privileging of male 

artists and artworks within this collective, an interesting study would 

involve the capacity and role of women within mixed Aboriginal artist 

collectives.  

 

The establishment of these collectives and the emergence of a commercial 

Aboriginal art since the 1990s is not just a response to political or social 

needs of Aboriginal artists. These initiatives and the place of Aboriginal 

voice within the Australian arts Industry cannot be separated from the 

social and cultural movements in the academy of this time. In the 1990s 

postmodernism and cultural studies were popularised under the Keeting 

and Hawke governments. These governments established new universities 

and a reform agenda within the curricula of the academy. Humanities and 

fine art courses commenced a movement into the ‘creative industries’ and 

more homogenised courses. Cultural studies and creative praxis within the 

academy became co-existent. As a student at this time, between 1988 

and 1991, the dissolving of studio specific disciplines created much 

concern with academics, however as one of the first Aboriginal students 

within a fine arts degree at my institution this merger created a space for 

‘Aboriginal studies’ to become a part of my study. This opened my mind to 

my own constructions of myself and gave me a language to describe the 

‘gut feeling’ and perceived ‘negative actions’ taken by Others towards 

myself or members of my family. Vocational humanities separated the 

health practitioners from the theorists in these units and this created an 

opportunity to think and expose ideas, cultural constructions and 

whiteness in a way never attempted within the academy before. The 

1990s was a time where the boundaries of fine art, postmodernism, 

culture and post colonialism were explored, challenged and debated. It 

was a time where Aboriginal voices started to move from victim, the 

margins and the borders to positions of power (in theory). As discourses 

changed, the Australian art industry became more inclusive and 

representative of Indigenous peoples. The 1990s was a time that 
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‘whiteness’ and ‘institutionalisation’; ‘power’ and ‘privilege’ challenged the 

system within the academy and society more broadly. A re-imaging of 

spaces, Place and past injustices were commencing; not just on black 

terms but through a new understanding of coloniser. Semiotics, 

consumerism, political power, feminism, appropriation, masculinity, and 

craft verses art debates were all significant to the thinking of the time.  

 

During the 1990s and into the early 2000s, Tracey Moffatt became the 

most celebrated and internationally acclaimed Australian contemporary 

artist. She moved from identifying herself as an ‘Aboriginal artists’ to an 

‘Australian artist’ during this time as a comment against the 

compartmentalisation of Indigenous artists globally. Moffatts’s work 

pushed the boundaries of postcolonial theories by commenting on the 

position of Indigenous peoples throughout history, nationally and globally. 

Her success has continued through to current times. Moffatt’s work 

explores power-based discourses, gender identities and global issues 

relevant to all Indigenous peoples. The universal themes in her work 

make her art accessible to a global audience. Fiona Foley developed Red 

Ochre Me (2003), Bring it On a.k.a. HHH (2004), No Shades of White 

(2005) and Nulla 4 Eva (2009). Foley has been a leader in the arts in 

Queensland and nationally. Her works have developed to skillfully blur the 

boundaries and imposed constructs placed upon Indigenous peoples and 

our art. Not dissimilar to Moffat, her international appeal has increased 

overtime and Foley is one of the most respected Aboriginal artist, curator 

and writer of this century.  Likewise, Destiny Decon, Richard Bell and 

Vernon Akee, have gained international acclaim for their work.    

 

The Aboriginal art industry has matured over the last twenty years and a 

balanced representation of Aboriginal arts practices and products are 

located within the gallery context. Black Insights (2004) Queensland Art 

Gallery, Culture Warriors: National Indigenous Art Triennial (2007-9 NGA) 

curated by Brenda Croft; the Biennale of Sydney 2009 and regular 

exhibitions within the National Gallery of Australia and the Institute of 

Modern Art provides a tapestry of viewing artworks from Aboriginal 

peoples as diverse, trans-generational and interconnected with the past. 
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This is a very different picture of Australian art  (and Aboriginal art) that 

was provided to the viewing public in the 1970s and prior to this.  We still 

however have a long way to go.  

 

There are many debates and challenges faced by Aboriginal artists not 

presented in this selective narrative. In desperately seeking an Australian 

aesthetic within our national history, we have forgotten to locate 

Aboriginal people and our art within this process. Aboriginal Place has 

been avoided and ignored into the late 1970s and 1980s. The acceptance 

of Aboriginal art was marred by a Eurocentric ideal, a ’usefulness’ of this 

art within Australian culture in our forming global identity. The decorative 

and ‘traditional’ fitted well into these narratives of place making across 

the country, whereas political and activist art works including those 

uncovering hidden histories were ignored. Through the 80s and 90s 

marginal and borderline positions of minority groups were being accepted 

and the voice and representations of Aboriginal peoples as victim were 

carried through our art. From the 1990s and into the 21st century 

Aboriginal artists all over Australia have been pushing the boundaries of 

the cultural constructions (our own and Others) and influencing the 

Australian aesthetic.  

 

Regardless of how strong the voice of Aboriginal peoples and artists have 

become, the famous Australian narrative entrenched within Australian 

society still prevails. In 2010 a new National Curriculum within Australia 

emerged. The pre-1970s version of Australian history has re-emerged. 

‘Chapter one’ of this national story is confirmed through the western 

desert art movement, even though the cultural aesthetic interface has 

already created a shared discourse and aesthetic representation, the 

writings ‘about us’ at this time reflect an archaic view of who we were in 

the 1970s. In the 1980’s our marginalisation emerges through the politics 

of the activist – the urban artist. This is in contrast to the traditional 

artist, where the parameters of our existence already had been dictated. 

With this urban marginalisation new questions of authenticity, reliability 

and Aboriginalism emerged. Then in the 1990s our notions of a separate 

history, Australia has a black history (and a white history) surface. Later 
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in the 1990s and into this centenary this construction is challenged. 

Aboriginal artists increasingly demonstrated that we are in fact engaged 

within the cultural aesthetic interface. Some of us are starting to realise 

that the images of ourselves are cultural constructions imposed on 

Aboriginal peoples by non-Indigenous peoples for specific purposes.  

 

Bell (2002) recognises these constructions and their impact on Aboriginal 

artists.  

Consider the classification of "Urban Aboriginal Art". This is the 
work of people descended from the original owners of the heavily 

populated areas of the continent. Through a brutal colonization 
process much of the culture has disappeared. However, what has 
survived is important. The Dreamtime is the past, the present and 

the future. The Urban artists are still telling dreamtime stories, 
albeit, contemporary ones. The Dreamings (of the favoured "real 

Aborigines" from the least settled areas) actually pass deep into 
urban territories. In short, the Dreamings cannot be complete 

without reciprocity between the supposed real Aboriginals of the 
North and the supposed Unreal or inauthentic Aboriginals of the 
South. Many Urban artists have rejected the ethno-classification of 

Aboriginal Art to the extent they don't participate in Aboriginal 
shows. They see themselves as artists - not as Aboriginal artists 

(Bell 2002:2 own emphasis). 
  

These binaries and perceived positions developed as a product of 

colonisation are already secured in the language of our nation and the 

framing of Indigenous art and arts practices. In the late 1990s and early 

this decade we have exposed the role of the coloniser, the whiteness that 

is privileged in our society and its place within institutions. We have 

demonstrated the diversity within and across our own communities and 

our art forms. Colonisation within our country continues and we as 

Aboriginal artists, academics, writers and activists continue to expose this. 

Our non-Indigenous supporters have also publicised this. But still in light 

of this realisation the systems and industries have changed little.  

 

As artists we may need to come to terms with the linear narrative of 

Australian history in order to make sense of the cultural aesthetic 

interface. So the story goes…  
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The ‘First Australians’ exist romantically in the past, and ‘primitive art’ is 

located here; new comers arrive and occupy the ‘empty lands’; art of 

botanists, scientists and anthropologists navigate this strange world 

through their eyes; the  ‘Australians’ (Aboriginal people at this time) are 

‘savages’ and ‘angry’; conflict occurs, some is recorded; conflict abruptly 

finishes with the ‘settlement and exploration’ of the new world; English 

and European history is taught in schools; the opening of the ‘Australian 

wilderness’ occurs; ‘convict and explorer art’ emerge in institutions; the 

‘Aborigine’ is no longer ‘Australian’ nor a citizen, rather the newcomers re-

label themselves as ‘Australian’; vacant land is given away in land 

lotteries, gifts and purchased by Australians; Aboriginal Affairs - ‘soothes 

the dying pillow’, ‘protects’ the ‘natives’, ‘resettles them together’, assists 

in ‘assimilating’ and ‘civilizing these people’ and providing ‘them’ with 

better education and prospects for work, all the time carefully ‘managing 

their affairs’; Australian artists describe this new world, in paint, word, 

theatre and design; Australian artists continually visit ‘homelands’ abroad 

to ensure they keep up with current debates and the happenings of the 

international world, Australia is such a long way from civilization still; 

Australia federates; The Australian art industry opens up, new Australian 

and state art institutions establish; Australian art is represented in these 

galleries; ‘Australian history’ as a subject emerges in universities; A global 

war creates a new consciousness and affirms our nationalism; ‘Australian 

history’ moves into schools; Aboriginal people gain citizenship rights; 

Asian and migrant positions are affirmed in art and in education 

(particularly languages); Aboriginal art centres start to emerge; 

‘Australianess’ is affirmed and ‘un-Australian’ becomes popular; Aboriginal 

studies emerges in schools as ‘contact history’; The global world asks 

questions about Australia’s Indigenous peoples; The academy presents a 

new perspective on Australia’s black history, separate to the white 

history;  Aboriginal art becomes polarised as ‘an industry’ with ‘tradition’ 

as a popular descriptor; Aboriginal studies becomes popular in 

universities; Aboriginal art galleries emerge in cities; Aboriginal studies 

moves into schools with a new ‘Reynolds and Langton’ view of history 

expanding some schools curriculum of Australian history; ‘Urban 

Aboriginal art’ emerges in the industry, this is separate to the current 
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postmodern Australian art movement; Indigenous perspectives and 

Indigenous knowledges start to emerge in universities and slowly in 

schools; ‘Urban art’ cooperatives form; debates around ‘Aboriginal art’ 

within the Australian Art Industry emerges; Australia monitors and 

legislates to protect the cultural heritage of Aboriginal peoples and 

copyright of artists; universities fight for a ‘shared narrative of history’ to 

be taught, with disadvantage of Indigenous peoples studied against white 

privilege; the national and state governments champion ‘close the gap’ 

policies; the Australian government sets a narrative of Australian history 

for all schools in the country to follow – this ‘separates’ this Australian 

history again where common themes include - ‘the First Australians, 

conflict, settlement, gold rush, Australia at war, migrant perspectives, 

Australia Asia and the Pacific…..   

 

Like flicking the pages of a 1950s history book we have come full circle. 

Indigenous voices have been lost for decades, while the national 

representations of ourselves as Australian were created. The Australian 

bush, landscape, movers and shakers are all immobilised in art. At first 

the ‘foreign’ artist depicted ‘us’; then the ‘Australian’ artist depicted us; 

then we as Aboriginal people depicted ourselves through the constructions 

of the coloniser; and today we search for a new common ground, in a 

system that really does not support any complex images of ourselves.   

 

Aboriginal people and Aboriginal artists have shifted the representations 

of ourselves and to move beyond the roles that the industry, and our own 

community, has given to us. Today the ‘Australian art industry’ itself 

questions ‘our role’ and ‘our Place’ in the Australian art world. The 

systems that have created and constructed ‘us’ now look to ‘us’ for 

answers. In the cultural aesthetic interface it is Aboriginal artists who are 

coming to terms with and attempting to sort out this mess, to fix the 

problem that was created by an imposed white aesthetic.  The layering of 

history, academic discourse, national identity, power and privilege within 

Arts industry practices have been recorded and re-patterned in industries, 

urban design, educational institutions, texts and objects of the everyday.   
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The cultural aesthetic interface therefore is a contestable space that is 

complex, non-linear, both Aboriginal and western, but never devoid of 

complex intersections or negotiations. Many Aboriginal artists have and 

continue to make sense of the cultural aesthetic interface. Some however 

may never be able to do this, as this requires time and space to 

investigate and form a personal Indigenous standpoint. Within the cultural 

aesthetic interface we come to understand that our art has been and is a 

contributor to this contestable space and it is here that we become 

burdened by the cultural constructions of ourselves; the way we represent 

and negotiate who we are and what how we choose to represent 

ourselves; the constructions that we create, dispute or affirm within our 

work; and the way in which it will be received by our community, other 

Indigenous peoples, non-Indigenous peoples and ‘the art industry’ 

(locally, nationally and globally). Within this cultural aesthetic interface we 

confront the fact that ‘Aboriginal’ is a construct, ‘tradition’ is a construct 

and ‘urban’ is a construct, and we try to make sense of why this has 

occurred and what we are to do with this knowledge.  

 

In returning to Haskell, one might think that the 1940s version of ‘native 

administration’ has also come full circle (particularly in the Northern 

Territory);     

 

The Australians have tackled the problem of native administration 

with skill and success, though in the early days of settlement there 
was much suffering and harsh suppression of the native tribes. The 

modern Australian practice is in the forefront of intelligent 
administration: when trouble broke out in the Northern Territory, 
one of Australia’s leading anthropologists was sent to live in the 

district, make friends with the natives and gain their confidence; 
this he succeeded in doing, and the new administrative system, 

based partly on tribal customs, works to the satisfaction of all 
parties. (Haskell 1941: 44)  
 

So then my praxis asks, who are the parties included in this search for an 

Australian Aesthetic and what will work to the satisfaction of all parties?  

Who and what should be my key influences?  
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critical artist influences  

 

Many artists have influenced my creative process within this project. A 

few artists whose work and conversations have influenced my project 

will now be discussed. I also acknowledge particular artists who have 

assisted in my research. They understand their involvement – Judy 

Watson, Debra Porch, Corrie Wright, Ross Annells, Pauline Casely-

Hayford, Ross Woodrow, Tamzin Kerr, Elizabeth Pool, Sue McCarthy-

White, Robert White, Richard McCarthy and Tamara Rossman. My 

husband, Jason Dreise, although not artist is a great influence in my 

work, and our conversations often transform into conceptual 

collaborations within my work. This project hasn’t been an exception. In 

the discussion below I haven’t included images because works of these 

artists should be well known and images discussed are easy to locate 

within various publications and the web.  

 

Davina Kelly  

 

Davina Kelly is a Yiman woman who I drew a close association with 

when moving to the Sunshine coast in 1996. We were involved in the 

collective ICAN (Indigenous Coastal Arts network) and later established 

C-ART (Community Artists Re-Thinking), which still exists in an informal 

way. Kelly’s work has changed over the years I have known her and 

nowadays she pushes the boundaries of Aboriginal representation 

through a re-imaging of Golliwogs, which she has collected since she 

was a child. I particularly draw strength from her work as an Aboriginal 

‘valley girl’, a street-smart woman who grew up in Brisbane city, which 

provided an intimate knowledge of this way of life for Murris from the 

city and the suburbs. Our stories of teenage hood connect us; my Inala 

experiences and her Brisbane experiences create a shared discourse 

within very different family situations and contexts. I get pleasure from 

Kelly’s The Gin and the Captain series (2004), where she draws from 

family histories and personal narratives of the Brisbane pub scene in 

the 1960s and 1970s to expose a variety of relationships between white 

men and black women. In these works a dichotomy exists; on one hand 
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you are led to believe that white men are in control of the situation, 

with their power, money and privilege; on the other hand the strength 

and role of Aboriginal woman is exposed. It is here that the role of the 

white man becomes subservant to the wishes of the black woman. This 

work confronts similar discourses as located within Tracey Moffatts Nice 

Coloured Girls (1987) film. Another work that resonates is Warrey 

Street (2005) a collaged series of small works that expose the life and 

times of the comings and goings of Kelly’s home, Aunty Peggy Bell’s 

place. This representation of nanna’s place is familiar to most Aboriginal 

people. It demonstrates Davina’s ability to be able to resolve Place 

within her work, not just physically but metaphorically. In this project I 

seek this resolution.  

 

Kelly is my greatest critic. It is with her that conceptual ideas are 

shared and challenged, fears and insecurities are revealed, limitations 

and possibilities exposed. Kelly is one of the few people who know me 

intimately and who understands my fragility and frustrations as an 

artist. Kellys’ commentary on developing ideas is often harsh; creating 

a tension that pushes me beyond boundaries that I alone would be too 

fearful to attempt.   Kelly is an accomplished artist and teacher. At 

times we have been criticised by others as being ‘too close’. Particularly 

when our loyalty to each in the past has impacted upon professional 

opportunities. We have at different times been told by curators that one 

of us (and our works) were accepted for an exhibition but the other 

artist wasn’t. Polite refusals to participate in these cases ensured that 

our relationship was maintained as a priority, however have limited our 

participation in some public exhibitions. This reality is more of a 

testament to our relationship than a criticism of the lack of rigor or 

fearlessness held by many curators and galleries. Amongst a political 

background (particularly due to my tenable relationships within the Arts 

industry Kelly has always stood by my side. Her influence on my work 

is important, and in this project she has assisted me in negotiating hard 

issues (including student-supervisor relationships) and topics as well as 

problem-solving my aesthetic and material issues within the many 

installations developed as a part of this project.   
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Julie Gough  

 

Julie Gough would not know this but I have been a passionate follower 

of her work since her university days in Tasmania. In 2005, during the 

Floating Land event at Noosa, I could not afford the ticket to the 

Creative Connections conference where Gough was providing a public 

lecture. As I was an artist involved in Floating Land, I convinced 

(begged) Kevin Wilson, Curator of the Noosa Regional Gallery, for me 

to attend the lecture. This embarrassing and out of character candour, 

fortunately confirmed my expectations of a woman I had never met. 

Gough was a strong Aboriginal woman who understood the complex 

intersections located within the cultural aesthetic interface. During the 

lecture she discussed Whispering Sands Ebb Tide 1998 an installation of 

sixteen life-size portraits made from plywood. She had burnt the 

figures and installed them in the tidal flats at Eaglehawk Neck, 

Southern Tasmania as a part of the 'Sculpture by the Sea' exhibition. 

The role of the coloniser is reflected in this work along with the many 

layers of Tasmanian history. I was interested in the ephemeral and 

site-based nature of the work. I had never considered Gough as an 

ephemeral installation artist before, as until this time I was only aware 

of the mixed media sculptural work, from which I drew influence. I was 

also interested in the fact that she had been to England, an Aboriginal 

woman overseas in England, where so many records of ‘our’ history 

would have been kept. Gough since this time has had several 

exhibitions and residences internationally. This investigation of 

Australian histories and trace memories within spaces we occupy seems 

to be a similar inspiration in our work.  

 

After completing my arts degree at QUT in 1991, I had become 

absorbed with Gough's works. In the mid 1990s she used familiar 

objects from the home and re-shaped these within her art. These 

kitchen items aimed to shock and elicit confusion with audiences, for 

me the created a connection, a memory of something familiar. These 

objects were both sad and inappropriate, but were also comical and 
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funny. These objects had been a part of my life and now were a part of 

someone’s art.  In my final year I produced a floor installation Wild 

Things (1991) that used a combination of teapots and plumbing 

materials to describe sexual experiences of Aboriginal women within 

family violence scenarios. This link (tea pot to rape) for my male 

lecturers was confusing and comical suggestions that the work 

expressed my phallic obsession were not received well. Gough’s work 

maintains seriousness within her choice of materials and objects. This 

was an aspiration creative outcome for my praxis.   

 

The way Gough used these objects to affirm her feelings about them 

and what they represented was new for this period of time. Brown 

Sugar (1995/6) a mixed media work with acrylic paint on ply, which 

was based on the two-year journey of her ancestor Woretemoeteyerner 

who travelled from Bass Strait to Maurilins Australia from 1825 – 1827 

resonated with me. mOTHER (1995) vanity case with mixed media 

photographs of Aboriginal Children taken in 1966, connected to my own 

personal family histories. In Pedagogical (Inner Sole) Pressure (1996) 

she used shoes and other school based objects and photos in a 

repetitive installation to comment on the control and role of schooling 

on our people, and all children. In Bad Language (1996) Gough 

installed fifty-six paperback books into a display shelf to express the 

sexualization of Black women in media and text. This work resonates 

well with current works of Tracey Moffatt where relationships between 

black woman and white men are explored. The Trouble with Rolf (1996) 

a mixed media musical script installation exposes the hidden history 

and politically incorrect lyrics of Rolf Harris’s song, “Tie me kangaroo 

down sport”.  

 

These works are few of the installation and sculptural works that 

influenced my early arts career. In revisiting my influences during this 

project I was particularly reminded of Bad Aboriginal art (1999) five 

hand made works developed from the How to make Aboriginal Arts and 

Crafts (1974) book. I looked to my shelf and found this book and then 

next to my television where Mayrah and Jason were standing (the 
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names of my handcrafted Browning Downing Dolls I collected a few 

years back). I wondered if the question of involving these types of 

works back into my art would raise similar questions than they did in 

the late 1990s. Would they confirm the already held cultural 

constructions of Aboriginal people or had we as a nation moved on from 

this? Stereotypes of the ‘sublime’, ‘childlike’, ‘naive’ and ‘whimsical’ 

align closely with these Browning Downing Dolls. This was question was 

considered later as a part of this project.  

 

In the mid 1990s Gough's work led the way in the use of kitsch 

memorabilia of Aboriginal peoples. As a ‘collector’ of objects and items 

from the 1940s to 1970s, I have been inspired by this approach to re-

image these objects into an art form. I have many memories associated 

with these types of objects as over many years they have appeared as 

a part of ephemeral works within various contexts. Differently to 

Gough, I have always used these objects in an ephemeral way, where 

the works themselves are dismantled and replaced on my shelves and 

in cupboards after an exhibition. An irony exists where the young Tony 

Albert’s work has recently emerged and created critical acclaim for his 

use of velvet paintings and these types of kitsch objects. His artworks 

are beautiful transformations of a similar narrative explored by Gough, 

Deacon and many others including myself in the 1990s. This new way 

of working in re-imaging Australian memorabilia by Gough et al was 

projected into a society, and arts industry, not readily equipped to 

respond to debates located within these works. This seminal work of 

Gough and Deacon still inspires me and creates a sense of nostalgia, 

taking me back to the early days of my career and back to art school 

where anything and everything was attempted and opposed.   

 

Recently I have become interested in Gough's use of natural materials 

and performative relationships within various spaces. She has been 

able to find resolution in use of natural materials in a minimalist way. 

This is an area I struggle with in my praxis, often finding myself over 

working the materials within a space. In the past I have often looked 

for a didactic approach to creative outcomes where the viewer can 
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understand the conceptual frame of my work. Within this project I have 

become more and more “of” space rather than “in” space. This process 

has created a resolution in my work and a minimalization of material 

use and concept. Intertidal (2005) exhibition at the Gallery Gabrielle 

Pizzi Melbourne, was a particularly interesting exhibition for me as it 

confronted time and space relationships. The exhibition and associated 

works assisted me in two ways. Firstly, it confirmed how a sense of 

Place within an Aboriginal artwork is about both placeness and 

placelessness. The exhibition confirmed place marking and place 

thinking as effective methodologies to connect Aboriginal artists with 

colonised spaces. Works became a testament of performances with our 

ancestors in space. Intertidal (2005) also showed the impact of 

colonisation on Indigenous lands and the resulting placelessness 

experienced by Aboriginal peoples.  

 

Gough’s (and other artists) ability to powerfully move art from nature 

into a gallery space is of interest to me. Within the time limitations of 

this project this has not been resolved in my work. This resolution is 

similar to other artists of interest to me such as Corrie Wright and 

Elizabeth Poole where they have been able to move works eloquently 

into the gallery space, transforming the performances of the work whist 

retaining the essence of place-based praxis of the work. After this 

project I am sure that this line of inquiry will find resolution in my work.  

 

Vernon Ah Kee 

 

Vernon Ah Kee is a Kuku Yalandji, Waanji, Yidindji, Gugu Yimithirr Artist. 

Recently new to the Australian art scene he progressed quickly into a 

highly publicised and professional role as an artist upon completing his 

Bachelor of Visual Arts (Honours) at the Queensland College of Art at 

Griffith University in 2000. As a language researcher with an interest in 

textual representations, Ah Kee’s work appeals to me as it draws upon 

semantics, other language features (phonics, grammar and form) and 

political correctness to create works that are conceptually complex yet 

aesthetically simple. His work speaks for Aboriginal people in a 
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marginalised position, exposing the continuing politics and complex 

relationships between black and white.  His play on humour and poetics of 

language mimics those explored in ethnopoetics.  

Ina gallery lecture at the Queensland College in of Art 2006 Ah Kee 

discussed the importance of re-labeling. The power of re-labeling spaces 

has been particularly important to this project as it involves a re-

imagining of a space where Place can be realized and experienced by new 

audiences.    

In 2009 Ah Kee exhibited as part of a group exhibition of four early 

career Australian artists including Ken Yonetani, Claire Healy and Sean 

Cordeiro in 53rd Venice Biennale, Italy. In Once Removed he presented 

an installation of ten painted surfboards, with shield designs on one 

side and family portraits on the other. This installation included a video 

work referencing the bush and beach icons of Australia. The text "hang 

ten" and "we grew here" located in this work responded to the Cronulla 

riots of 2005. Once Removed created a tension between Western and 

Aboriginal forms of representation. Ak Kee presented the interface 

through the use of traditional symbolism and portraiture. These 

apparent binaries were drawn together though the use of an Australian 

icon, the surfboard. The trajectories of Place (placeless and 

placelessness); Western and Indigenous knowledge; race and racism 

are threaded beautifully within the installation. The works create a 

glimpse into the cultural aesthetic interface in that many Aboriginal 

artists avoid representing.  

 

Aside from Ah Kee’s work, I am particularly fascinated in his conceptual 

thinking. His conversations lead non-Indigenous people to have new 

discussions about Aboriginal art and Aboriginal representation. Ah Kee’s 

ability to maintain currency in the political and social aspects of 

Australian life are particularly important, with his advocacy for Palm 

Island, North Queensland and other migrant positions not lost within his 

‘urban’ art agenda.  
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Richard Bell 

 

Richard Bell is a Jiman/Kamilaroi man from Charleville area in South 

West Queensland.  His arts practice reflects his life as activist and 

propagandist. His work and commentary speaks to the existence of the 

cultural aesthetic interface, one filled with contradiction, condemnation 

and confrontation.  It is not from an aesthetic narrative that I focus on 

Bell’s work, rather I respond to the theoretical stance he takes on 

“Aboriginal art as a White thing” – and how this concept is shared and 

responded to within the public domain.   

 

Gertrude Contemporary Art Space presented a diverse set of works by 

Richard Bell in Window Shopping (2008), which was an exploration of 

the cultural aesthetic interface in the Aboriginal art and the Western art 

world. These works, paintings and videos offered a critical context for 

discourse upon the nature of Western and Indigenous aesthetics, 

placeness and placelessness and the appropriation of Indigenous image 

and stylistic functions. 

 

With the publishing of Scientia E Metaphysica - Bells Theorem of 

Aboriginal art: it’s a white thing in 2003 Bell, receiving the 20th Telstra 

National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Award, caused great 

public critique around the authenticity and place of Indigenous art in 

Australia today. The text based prize winning work, “Aboriginal Art It’s 

a white thing” was overshadowed by a t-shirt Bell wore to the awards 

ceremony which stated; “white girls can’t hump”. The reception of Bell’s 

shirt, lead to an outrage with feminists and white women. With this 

mediated response, the clever message referencing the treatment and 

objectification of Aboriginal women was lost. Although Bell’s works 

make strong statements about Aboriginal art and Aboriginal people 

within the canon of Western art and the Western world; the works 

themselves often create more questions and tensions to viewers rather 

than providing solutions to the problem - if at all they intended to do. 
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What is pertinent to this research is the contradictory position that Bell 

and others such as Ah Kee and Gordon Hookey make as part of the 

‘white art market’. As leaders in discursive debates and discourses on 

Aboriginal art; being part of the white arts market; developing work for 

this market could be argued as a ‘white thing’. I would argue that this 

type of work is still located in a black aesthetic with a focus and 

theoretical response to institutionalised whiteness within the cultural 

aesthetic interface. The position of being both marginalised and 

privileged as known artists who are afforded the benefits of the 

industry that they purport to oppose creates tension and contradictions 

in Bell’s position. Bell’s analysis of the arts world is important to this 

research as it presents inconsistencies in such binaries as “traditional” 

and “urban” Aboriginal arts practice. Although he disputes the place of 

the ‘urban’ Artist in his writings, his speeches often use this language to 

reveal a marginalisation of ‘urban’ artist positions as opposed to 

‘traditional’ and ‘remote’ Aboriginal artist positions.  

 

This project argues that these simple binaries need to be removed from 

our language and challenged within the art world; they are constructs 

of an imposed Eurocentric aesthetic that is constantly attempting to 

position ‘us’ as Other in marginalised positions. What is purported as 

problematic by Bell et al becomes problematical when articulated 

through cultural constructed categories (‘urban’, ‘traditional’, remote’ 

and so on). If Aboriginal artists are to oppose and confront White power 

structures in a critical way, our standpoint must not reinforce the 

images of ourselves we are attempting to dissolve. These contradictions 

on what is and isn’t acceptable practice for an ‘Aboriginal artist’, what is 

‘Proppa’ needs to be resolved individually by each Aboriginal artist if we 

are to present a public position within the contestable cultural aesthetic 

interface.  The stance of Bell and others artist spokespeople within the 

ProppaNow Collective is important, as this collective position often 

affirms an illusionary collective voice of Aboriginal artists (particularly 

those residing within urban centres). The role of this collective and 
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others in presenting an ‘Aboriginal voice’ is also significant as it can 

confirm or deny Aboriginal artists’ place within the forming Aboriginal 

aesthetic.  Leading from this research could be an inquiry into; how 

strong Aboriginal voices representing an ‘urban position’ could 

potentially cause a placelessness of Aboriginal artists within the current 

contemporary arts industry.  

 

Fiona Foley 

 

The work of Fiona Foley over her extensive career is important to me 

not only as an artist but as an Aboriginal woman. She is situated as a 

female ‘Aboriginal’ Queenslander; ‘urban’ yet connected to country, and 

therefore is an inspiration at both an artistic and individual level. Like 

mine, Fiona’s work is immersed in a cross section of discourses, 

histories and studio practices. She straddles the cultural aesthetic 

interface from within, not as an edge voice or victim but one of power 

and strength in exposing the cultural constructions of race through 

historical, political and social commentary; including confronting 

themes such as hate and racism. Foley also develops works that move 

away from these tensions of cross-cultural discourse and into one that 

expounds Place, with connection to country of her people, expressing 

an ethnopoetic response to place-thinking.   

 

Foley’s demonstrates both a diversity of praxis and an intimate 

understanding of the cultural aesthetic interface. Her paintings and 

pastels draw inferences and iconography from country and evoke a 

sense of placeness with the audience; creating cultural agency for a 

sublime, individualistic but also connected spiritual legacy. Her 

photographic works in contrast express the subaltern voice, drawing 

reference to historical and cultural narratives and cultural constructions 

of marginalised peoples. Foley’s sculptural works, namely her public 

art, seems to combine a collective voice of dispossession and a 

relatedness to country. Together her works and the legacy of her praxis 

align to her reality and represent her Place within distinctly Aboriginal 
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centred works. This Place, manifested in the cultural interface is 

influenced by her Aboriginality, her connections to country, her family, 

her femininity and her power to manipulate the collective narrative of 

colonial discourse and imposed representations of oppressed peoples.  

Foley’s exhibition Wild Times Call in the Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery 2002 

consisted of a selection of small pastel drawings, blanket pieces, large 

paintings, aluminum wall sculptures and a series of seven large sepia 

photographs which were first exhibited in 2001 at the University of 

South Florida Contemporary Art Museum. The validity of an artist being 

able to sustain and work across a number of studio areas and concepts 

is exciting and provides me inspiration to continue my own explorations 

across a variety of media.    

No Shades of White (2005) exhibition at Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery drew on 

the classical Western anthropological style of portraiture as a trope to 

lure audience reaction. Significant in this exhibition was Foley’s series 

of HHH (Hedonistic Honky Haters) photographs which a first glance 

reference the Klu Klux Klan as a powerful reflection on racial hatred. 

These works provide cultural agency for creating a sense of 

placelessness within the viewer. From my perspecive, they shift your 

senses from fear to hate in fleating moment of resistence to the work. 

A fellow artist friend of mine commented that these works made her 

feel guilty and ashamed. Collectively these responses are powerful and 

reflective of the tensions located within them. Responses to the work 

are culturally grounded for the viewer, either black or white. As Carroli 

(2005) asserts, ‘we do not so much respond to those photographs as 

we do to our knowledge about other images such as the documentary 

photographs of murderous abomination’ (Carroli 2005:1)  

This, Carroli states, 

..installs fear in the audience; Photographing race, in that quasi-
scientific way, is one thing but what if they start coming for us? 

Fear rising. Freedom rides. A million black men. Sorry Day. 
Freedom from hatred and freedom from the shackles of white 
virtue. Hedonistic Honky Haters are not so much the mirror 

image of the Ku Klux Klan but an inflection a kind of Right back 
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at you, brother. You can see it might be humorous but the laugh 
knots in your throat (loc. cit.).  

The knowledge of the HHH as a secret society founded in 1965 is well 

known as the movement was once publicised through a national body in 

the United States. Although inactive today the social memory of the 

group is embedded into the stories of many black activists and artists 

alike.  Carroli suggests that in this work and Red Ochre Me, Foley has 

deployed an aesthetic strategy, which will not cause re-

conceptualisation of her work “as part of a non-Indigenous aesthetic 

regime, rather she is endeavoring to stop meaning inscription in its 

tracks through a challenge to its own sense of virtue” (Carroli 2005: 2). 

She further argues that “although the art world will either continue to 

reject these images or default them (re-conceptualise them) to the 

vapid recidivism of backlash or culture wars, Foley’s work here is about 

inquiring into the processes of telling and performing other histories in 

other languages through art” (Carroli 2005: 2).  What is interesting is 

that even when the artist and curator state the intention of the work, 

they are aware that the audience will re-conceptualise this in a variety 

of ways. How audiences have respond to various artworks labled 

‘Aboriginal’ is signifcant to this research, and therefore the commentry 

that follows Foley’s works are important.  

 

Pamela Croft Warcon  

 

Pamela is a fellow countrywoman and is an Elder to many from our area. I 

first met Pamela briefly in the early 1990s with Richard McCarthy and 

Robert White at Aboriginal Creations. She had some work in the exhibition 

and was so charismatic and vibrant that her persona overshadowed the 

work. Croft Warcon has inspired me not only from an art perspective, but 

also from the fact that she has the language, a presence and a way to 

enable people to stop and listen. She was the first Indigenous Australian 

to be awarded a Doctorate in Visual Arts in 2003 from Griffith University 

(Gough being the first from the University of Tasmania in 2001) and this 

has inspired me to pursue my studies. During my undergraduate studies 
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at university, Croft Warcon,  Leah King Smith, Fiona Foley and Avril Quail 

were amongst the Aboriginal artists who featured in our studies of ‘urban’ 

Aboriginal artists. Croft Warcon’s  work has developed over time since 

those early images shared with me at university such as My story, my 

place (1990).  

 

In the early 1990s her work drew on the familiar symbols (to me) of 

Aboriginal art in re-telling stories of placeness and placelessness. Over 

time she has gained national and international acclaim, through 

residences and arts related projects where she continues to travel 

extensively. These visual performances across the world influence her 

work greatly, by providing new stimulus and commentary of global issues 

as they relate to her Place in her work and her world.  

 

Croft Warcon’s works provide me with a way to negotiate the cultural 

aesthetic interface. Her works often talks of placelessness; they reflect the 

impact of government policies, particularly assimilation and protection 

policies on Aboriginal people. Tracing her ancestral heritage and 

reconnecting to her lands has created a re-imaging of placeness in her 

work and a reflection of Place is evidenced in her current work. Recently 

in her exhibition Belonging (2008) at the Tandanya Gallery of the National 

Aboriginal Cultural Institute in Adelaide, South Australia Croft Warcon 

created a collaborative installation with fellow family member Cheryl 

Robinson. This work, the Sorry Wall (2008), was an ambitious project on 

many levels. It was an installation of over fifty birdcages with found 

objects installed in each cage. Each individual cage told a story, a 

narrative of placeness and placelessness, of family stories and 

connections to spaces and institutionalised structures. The imposed spatial 

aesthetic featured in the work through a layering of the impacts of 

colonisation; power and politics; fragility of family history; cultural 

degradation and the destruction of Australian environments as a result of 

colonisation.  

 

This work is a testament of the way in which the contestable cultural 

aesthetic interface can be represented through artworks, where Aboriginal 
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Place (of both placeness and placelessness) is invoked. The use of 

materials and the layering within an installation appeal to my process as 

they create multiple realities for viewers to engage in and voices to be 

represented. The fact that this work was collaborative and performative 

within a space is important. Generally, the role of collaboration and the 

ephemeral within Aboriginal art and its centrality to Aboriginal aesthetic 

values has become lost in the imposed white spatial aesthetic. Croft 

Warcon and Robinson demonstrate that these important performances for 

Aboriginal woman can be resolved within a commercial gallery context.   

 

During this exhibition Croft Warcon also showed a series of monoprinted 

‘mud maps’. Mangroves, waterholes, creeks and floodplains (2008). As a 

part of this Mud Map Series a soft marred ground is developed with mud 

and ochre’s. The work depicts a meeting place with divergent tracks 

leading to a central place. This performance across spaces is familiar to 

me. Where we as Aboriginal woman and artists locate or centralise our 

placeness, our central meeting space, may differ. What is similar though 

is how, even over time, through generational distance Aboriginal woman 

can connect through Place. I believe this role is not just a representation 

or autobiographical narrative of our selves, rather, it is a spiritual, 

emotional and cultural connection that is carried through the work; a way 

of our ancestor’s voices speaking to us and each other which transcends 

our own understanding of reality. In viewing this work on the computer 

and continuing to connect deeply with it, I wonder how much closer to the 

artists’ Place might I have felt if I was face to face with the work in a local 

setting. As this work is ephemeral, I wonder if I will ever have the 

opportunity to see it full form. Tensions between permanent against 

ephemeral is exposed again in this thinking. Within this project I struggled 

with the idea that the ephemeral installation could be packaged up ready 

for display in another space. As my installation work is site-specific and 

responsive to space, this problem has not been resolved through this 

project.  
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Gordon Hookey  

 

During the PhD process I had the pleasure of sharing studio space with 

Gordon Hookey an Aboriginal artist from the Cloncurry and Mt Isa 

region. Hookey’s work, painting and installation, has always inspired 

me. I enjoy the didactic nature of his work and the levels of intellectual, 

political and social discourses they traverse. In the first stage of my 

project I reverted back to my painting practice as I find this enables me 

to conceptualise my process quicker by dumping excess ideas and 

thoughts onto a canvas. I also feel very restricted within a small studio 

space and for some reason painting and drawing become more logical 

responses to this space. These ‘visual thought’ paintings are generally 

hidden from others. I face them to the wall upon completion while I 

develop small sculptural works and conceptual drawings for 

installations. Part way through a canvas Gordon propped himself up 

against the wall of my studio and sighed. “What” I said, spinning 

around to him looking at my series of brain dumps on various sized 

stretched canvases. “Gee you work like a trogon.. a maniac”, he said 

“It’s so great to see someone painting like me,” he said and then he 

walked out of the studio.  

 

I wondered what Hookey meant and his painting, A painting for the 

underdawg (2005), came to mind. When I look at this painting I think 

my red car (a Holden of course), my life and my personal vendettas in 

“proving ‘em wrong” and having the courage just to say “fuck ‘em” 

occasionally.   Just like Gordon does. “Paint like him?” I questioned. I 

have always been fearful of my painting. It makes me vunerable by 

exposing my truth in a way that I am often not comfortable in sharing 

publically. I only wish that I had courage; the strength that Hookey has 

in representing his truth. His ability to talk to our mob through his work 

is inspirational and aspirational. Many conversations with him has 

supported my development in finding my Place. His influences although 

maybe not overtly evident in my recent work, will overall be obvious.  
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Hookey’s paintings and mixed media installations are overtly political 

and provocative. They draw heavily on iconic Australian imagery, 

imagined and created characters, language and text embedded deeply 

in a rich ‘blak humor’. Hookey’s work is situated in the cultural 

aesthetic interface between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australian 

imagery, symbols, cultures and knowledges. The alignment of my 

painting in this project with Hookey’s work has been more in content 

and subject matter rather than style or narrative. His works transverse 

both national and international Indigenous injustices and affairs, whilst 

mine generally remains situated within a national and localised context.  

 

Hookey’s works are not just for a white audience, but talk to me the 

‘underdawg’ – not the victim, rather me as a part of a subjugated 

collective. We collectively get the jokes and puns that may in first 

glance be missed by the white observer. It is in this position that the 

basis of the Aboriginal aesthetic is realised. This is an aesthetic that 

talks to ‘our’ mob through ‘our voice’. Within this project my developing 

Aboriginal aesthetic aims to do this.  

 

Not all of Hookey’s works however operate from this position. Like Bell 

and Foley he often comments directly to the imposed white spatial  

aesthetic. It is his ability to transverse a diversity of audiences, both 

black and white, within the cultural interface which is of interest.   

 

Speaking with Hookey you cannot not be inspired. His maturity as an 

artist resonates not only within his work but within his manner and his 

position. He has developed a unique Indigenous standpoint which is 

both conscious and critical of marginalised positions in this country and 

abroad. Hookey explores Indigenous placeness and placelessness in a 

variety of ways including through historical and contemporary 

narratives and whimsical humour. His layered imagery also express the 

liminal position of Indigenous peoples, one that I strive to represent in 

my own works. This liminality refers directly to the cultural aesthetic 

interface experienced everyday by Indigenous peoples. Hookey has 
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encouraged me to paint more and during my PhD process Hookey’s 

professional and technical support has greatly influenced my praxis.  

 

Destiny Deacon  

 

Destiny Decon has pushed the boundaries of representation of Aboriginal 

people for over a decade. She explores complex trajectories within the 

cultural aesthetic interface through black dollies and golliwogs, and more 

recently actual bodies of friends and family. Her comical and satirical 

approach has often shocked many people, Indigenous and non-

Indigenous. Decons work as being of both placeness and placelessness 

creates a tension that has inspired particular pieces within this project. 

Come on in my kitchen (2009) Deacon creates a narrative of Place in an 

inkjet print. This work places ‘dolly’ in a woman’s world, a kitchen scene, 

a normalised place of the domestic. This work brought me to think about 

the ‘black dolls and gollies’ I had in my collection. I had normalised their 

place within my home. These dolls had also transformed my domestic 

space. They remind me of a time in 1996 when this obsession with black 

dolls and gollies commenced. It was the time of the birth of my third child 

Rahnia and I wanted to find her a doll to commemorate her birth. I 

wanted a doll to represent our family and our heritage. I wanted a black 

doll (or even a brown one). I searched toyshops, markets and garage 

sales and the only black doll I could find anywhere was a golliwog; a 

loosely knitted, old second-hand gollywog. The doll metaphor became 

important in my work and although I didn’t use the gollywog I resented 

the fact that at this time it was the only type of doll that represented 

blackfellas that I could find. Since then I have collected many black dolls. 

Time, money and location have supported me in this search, which 

continually adds to my collection. Deacon’s work as an autoethnographic 

experience or narrative of herself brought me to consider how these dolls 

might feel being marginalised. I developed a series of works where some 

of these dolls went out to play, had a day at the beach, and went back to 

the bush. This performance had been done before with my artist friend 

Davina Kelly where, ‘Dolly’ a life sized black mannequin was dragged 
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around Noosa for a day out in 2002 to the beach, the pub and to the 

shopping centre. In the same way, my dolls in Gollis day out (2010) were 

not objects or representations of a former past, rather they became active 

participants in spaces during a collaborative and dialogic residency with 

other female artists. This process is further discussed later in this 

exegesis.   

 

Archie Moore  

Fellow countryman Archie Moore’s work has influenced me for a 

number of years. Since our collaborative exhibition Text and Art (2002) 

at the Black Peppers Galley in Brisbane, I have been interested in 

Moore’s approaches to art making. I have become particularly attracted 

to his processing of materials. In 2002 Moore was looking at the 

arbitrary connections between phonetics and the language of power, 

mainly English. Over the past few years his text based responses to 

placeness and placelessness of Indigenous peoples have extended into 

an area that I have been passionate about; local language. A large part 

of my life and great influence on my performances within spaces 

involves a re-connection with and the revitalisation of our Gamilaraay 

and Yeeralaraay languages. While my work has looked at the inclusion 

of ‘traditional and home languages’ for sometime, Archie’s work had 

been focused on the colonial use of language in imposing and 

controlling Indigenous peoples and our identities.  

Titled (2000) is a good example where Moore pokes fun at the colonial 

language English and Russian, which Moore was learning at that time. 

Racist jokes and taunts are re-conceptualised in Moore’s work to 

provide social commentary on cultural construction of Indigenous 

people. Moore bravely puts back in the face the language of the 

coloniser and racist. After the collaborative exhibition Text and Art 

(2002) I started using Standard Australian English (SAE) in my work, 

realising that this language of power connects with a wider audience 

than my traditional and home languages. This process has greatly 

influenced the production of works during my preliminary research.  
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Archie’s use of a variety of media to transport his concepts is also of 

interest to me. From crafted paper sculptures, film, painting, computer 

aided designs and photography Moore communicates common 

experiences of Aboriginal peoples by referencing colonisation, Christian 

indoctrination and western educational processes. Moore doesn’t just 

talk of his own experiences from this collective standpoint, rather he 

draws on historical narratives of famous Indigenous Australians to 

provide a perspective on placelessness. Sacred sites (the first 

intervention) (2008) for example contextualises the current Northern 

Territory intervention in the biography of renowned Arrernte artist 

Albert Namatjira. 

During a residency at Fire-Works Gallery’s in 2005 as part of the 

“NewFlames” program, Archie developed a series of six painted works 

on canvas called The Archie comic book series. These images have 

been re-formatted and printed with archival inks onto soft cotton paper 

as a limited edition print series. The work exposes the problems within 

the cultural aesthetic interface where American cultural domination and 

hip hop black culture has contributed to the loss of Aboriginal identity in 

youth in Australia. The imposed placelessness on Aboriginal people 

within a paradox of the cultural aesthetic interface is exposed within 

this work. It points to an alienated individual, located in a 

dysfunctional, contradictory, violent and hegemonic world (Moore 

2005). This expression of placelessness is a sad, confusing a lonely 

space. A position that many Aboriginal people, including myself 

understand intimately. Moore’s honesty and openness in sharing this 

dialectic yet liminal position is one I admire. His use of cartoon, naive 

and childlike imagery assists in emphasising his standpoint in a 

complete subornative position.  

In this project I developed work from this complete desperate sense of 

placelessness. Works such as the white room (2009) created deep 

emotional responses from audiences and elicited reactions that I was 

not comfortable with. I did not want to leave this negative reaction 
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implanted within the social memory of a space. I therefore discontinued 

this type of confronting approach within this project.   
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section six: place-based praxis    

Mulga 

 

Twisted black fingers point to the sky 

Lollypop floss green cushions your tips 

Strong scented stories sing salutations to the sky 

A warm breeze trickles through your silence 

Your shadows sway across my mind 

Your arms embrace me 

 

stop  

silence  

listen 

 

giyal ngaya 

wait another day for resurrection from your solace 

 

your transformation beckons me 

your strong black fingers stroke my ego  

softly I sense you in the echoes of time  

slowly I shape your withering bones 

 

a cool breeze suffocates me 

they are here with us  

your handcrafted rebirth completes you 

and you complete I  

 

Mayrah Yarraga Dreise (January 2008)3 

 

 

being ‘on country’  

 

The logical point of entry to this study was a return to country, my 

traditional Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay homelands in southwest 

Queensland and northwest New South Wales. A deliberate and conscious 

focus on understanding my sense of place was needed. Although I spend 

a great deal of time at home, this purposeful investigation through place 

thinking assisted in the application of reflective methodologies within my 

praxis. As previously discussed these place-based methodologies are 

diverse.  

 

While in residence, I developed a number of works that have enticed 

viewer responses to my sense of place in a variety of ways. These have 

                                                 
3 giyal ngaya – I am afraid 
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contributed to a body of work involving photography, drawing, sound 

recordings, ground paintings, installation and, to a lesser extent painting.   

 

For the purpose of discussion, I have given the four most significant 

residencies on country names: gayarra-gi – search for (June – July 2007), 

yugal wunn guwi – songlines (May – June 2008), nhalawilbayn – reflection  

(April – May 2009), and, yuwanma-li (January 2009). Although I worked 

in country many more times, these residencies (periods of intense praxis) 

were most vital to the research project. These are all discussed in this 

section.  

 

Developing works in country and on country is an extremely personal 

experience. With the exception of ceremonial practices and a few 

random moments where I have dragged my close friends into my 

strangely private world, installation works and creative research in the 

environment have been primarily developed in isolation. Articulating 

this seemingly isolated practice can be quite misleading. I never feel 

alone when developing ephemeral works, installations or site-specific 

work on country or in nature. To experience my placeness intimately 

means to inhabit this space fully.  

 

I applied autoethnography and place-thinking during these place-based 

residencies in my ancestral homelands (Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay).  

This created opportunities for narratives of place to emerge from 

country and through my artworks. The resulting narratives express a 

sense of familiarity with particular spaces on my country. However, 

they also expose a great sense of loss and anxiety because I am not 

able to live on my country or understand and relate to her more deeply. 

A key part of my methodology has been the development of creative 

responses to country through communal and individual creative 

activity. The documentation for this project focuses primarily on the 

individual aspects of this activity but acknowledges the influences of 

communal art making, ceremony and dance in this work.  

ceremony, dance and community  
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Subaltern theories argue that Indigenous voices can be heard and 

affirmed outside of hegemonic power structures (imposed white spatial 

aesthetics). Through place-thinking, ethnopoetics and autoethnographic 

methodologies, I have applied subaltern theories (including Nakata’s 

cultural interface and standpoint theories) within my praxis.  

 

Critical to this work was my early investigation of women’s dance 

practice in Dirranbandi. Yeeralaraay and Gamilaraay songlines are 

taught through dance and gathering. I will provide a brief description of 

the gathering and give particular reference to those aspects, which 

have transformed into my individualised practice because this 

resolution was key to my project.  

 

The process involved in one of our ceremonies is holistic and tied to 

traditions connected to creation time. Collecting materials, creating 

garments and instruments, and preparing the space is critical to the 

process. Ochres are collected, ground and prepared for use; dance 

belts are fashioned with emu feathers and skins; dance sticks and other 

objects are made; fires are created. These purposeful art-making 

practices are situated in a particular moment, event or experience. 

They are holistically part of, not separate from, the dance or 

performative aspects of the creative process. The works and the actions 

of the collective become part of the space (the placeness), which is 

collectively understood, experienced and maintained.   

 

Through a Yeeralaraay or Gamilaraay ceremony, dance or gathering, 

permissions are sought from our ancestors through song and through 

the use of fire and smoke. This is done prior to any dance occurring. If 

permissions are not gained, the gathering does not take place. I 

followed this process when creating other site-specific works as detailed 

further in this section. Once permissions are given, a ground painting 

through communal performance is developed. This looks different each 

time, depending on the participants and the stories elicited through the 

songs and dances. In saying this the symbols used, the layout and the 

design elements remain true to a tradition pasted on as a part of the 
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songlines. At the same time, body designs are completed and 

participants become engaged in the process. Older women paint 

younger women, who in turn paint the girls, they then paint up the 

older women or senior song women. Age in this case is not the 

determining factor of who paints who or the type of paint up given to a 

person. Clan group relationships and seniority in cultural knowledge is 

the key factor for this including rights of passage the woman has been 

involved in. If men are involved in the ceremony they paint up away 

from the women and have their own processes associated to the song 

or dances being performed. They are not directly involved in the ground 

painting development. Different ground works for male ceremonies, 

female ceremonies and shared ceremonies exist. All ground paintings 

are completed whist a gathering song for the ancestors is sung. No one 

speaks in English from this point or in any language during this initial 

gathering song.  

 

Once the ground painting is complete many songs and dances are 

performed. The time for the gathering (or ceremony) can vary from a 

few hours to a full day, from a day and night to many days and night. 

This time depends on many factors, but mostly by the way spirit leads 

the gathering.   

 

At the end of the ceremony, the ground painting is removed through 

dance and stomped back into the ground. This is done through song. 

The objects created and used specifically for the dance are buried, 

given away or left on-site. This is a wonderful process. It completes the 

cyclical process of affirmation of country and imparts social memory 

onto the space.  

 

These important ceremonies are open to women, and sometimes men 

from our area. In visiting the old camp with aunties, elders and 

younger women, I feel a sense of pride in the richness of our songs, 

their survival, and in the knowledge that they are collectively carried by 

many of our women today in private. Being a part of song and dance 
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has influenced my art praxis by forming positions and practices that 

privilege and mimics the ephemeral nature of these gatherings. 

 

These communal dances, ceremonies and gathering practices create for 

me an opportunity to reconnect with family, community and my 

country. They influence the way I perceive the world, my ontological 

and cosmological beliefs and the values I attribute to epistemological 

knowledge.  This privilege and more so how this influences my thinking 

has often been scrutinised by others. When presenting my confirmation 

seminar for this PhD, I was challenged to stop looking in the past and 

to seek my truth as an ‘urban Aboriginal artist’ living in Brisbane. The 

questioning of these practices was confronting but also extremely sad. 

It showed me that there was a limited understanding around the 

relatedness and connectedness Aboriginal people have to our 

homelands and how placeness is often located in a strong continuing 

relationship to country. As we collectively dance as woman at the old 

camp, or in other parts of our country, I know that songlines are 

opened up for those involved. These songlines cannot be broken and as 

such they continually connect us to home. As suggested in my 

confirmation these tracks of placeness are not illusionary or some part 

of a mystical past. They are very real and don’t just exist purely by 

biological or family lineage to an area.  

 

These tracks need to be constantly developed and maintained; they 

need to be worked on collectively.  Country needs to know me as I 

need to know her. From my experience, and I talk autoethnographically 

from here, this is bloody hard work. In order to be able to understand 

this relatedness fully, ‘being on country’ needs to be habitualised and 

normalised within your life. It is physical, metaphysical and spiritual. 

It’s not a ‘journey back home’ from the big city, a family holiday or trip 

disconnected from the mundane in your life. It is part of your life. It is 

not some ‘search for nostalgia’ or ‘identity’, as quoted to me within my 

public seminar. It is of the now and strengthens our identity as 

Aboriginal women.  In turn it strengthens our country and the songlines 

and stories associated to our country. It is a sense of being, a 
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placeness, an understanding of who I am and how my Aboriginal 

knowledge systems influence my life in the everyday.   

 

Between 2007 and 2009, I participated in five significant dance 

ceremonies with Yeeralaraay and Gamilaraay women. These gatherings 

have enriched my praxis. Through this project, I aimed to explore this 

area of my life more through individualistic creative mechanisms 

whereby the role of these ceremonies in my life could be understood 

without the specified nature of these practices publicly revealed.  

 

Significant to this project was the yugal wunn.guwi – songlines (May – 

June 2008) residency. Here I gained permission to develop site-specific 

(ground paintings) in order to gauge audience responses. A tour of five 

sites in southwest Queensland was sponsored by the Queensland 

Murray Darling Committee in a move to heighten the understanding of 

traditional owner perspectives in the region. To our knowledge, this 

type of ground painting from southwest Queensland had not been seen 

publicly for over fifty years.4 The works created during this residency 

were primarily individually-developed. However, the processes of sing 

up and smoking (asking permission), and returning the works to the 

ground was still followed by the group as per the protocols of our 

country. Twelve countrymen and women (including my husband and 

teenage children, a few cousins and friends) were involved in this tour, 

which had other educational and cultural elements embedded as part of 

the itinerary.  In developing these works, a similar process to the 

communal gatherings were followed.  While the ground paintings at 

each location were developed differently, they shared the same story 

within a simple symbology. The story chosen for this residency spoke of 

Burruguu - the creation time when, Baayami (the creator) and his 

wives Birrangulu and Ganhanbilli shaped our country. This ground work 

shows specific areas of land from around the top of the Narran lakes to 

Dirranbandi, and the associated waterways. It tells of the stories and 

travels of ancestors as they linked to other countries across the 

                                                 
4 The last being recorded at Angeldool possibly around the 1920s and Dirranbandi around the 1930s.  Obtained 

through personal conversations - Flick and Nobel families 2006 
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continent. In this sense, the ground paintings still used ochres and sand 

located from our area. However, they were developed using a fixed 

story with uncomplicated symbolism and reducing the narrative to a 

limited layer to ensure that inside knowledge was not shared publically. 

Reduced symbolism was applied to the works which enabled a general 

understanding and appreciation of the process of ground paintings. 

They were able to be shown publicly, without jeopardising the stories 

and community knowledge around specific symbols and practices. 

Yeeralaraay womans place 1-5 were developed at five locations in 

southwest Queensland including Bungunya (May), Dirranbandi (June), 

Mitchell (July), Begonia (July) and Dulacca (July). See illustrations 4.0 

to 4.4  

 

 
 
illustration 4.0 

Dreise (2008) Yeeralaraay womans place 1 Bungunya (May)  

yugal wunn guwi – songlines residency (May - June 2008) 

ochres and sand  

3mx 4.2m   
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illustration 4.1 

Dreise (2008) Yeeralaraay womans place 2 Dirranbandi (June) [detail]  

yugal wunn guwi – songlines residency (May - June 2008) 

ochres and sand  

3mx 2.5m x 2.5m  

 

 

illustration 4.2 

Dreise (2008) Yeeralaraay womans place 3 Mitchell (July)  

[detail in progress]  

yugal wunn guwi – songlines residency (May - June 2008) 

ochres and sand  

3mx 2mx 2.4m   
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illustration 4.3 

Dreise (2008) Yeeralaraay womans place 4 Begonia (July) [detail]  

yugal wunn guwi – songlines residency (May - June 2008) 

ochres and sand  

3mx 2mx 3.5m   

 

 

illustration 4.4 

Dreise (2008) Yeeralaraay womans place 4 Dulacca (July) [detail]  

yugal wunn guwi – songlines residency (May - June 2008) 

ochres and sand  

4mx 4mx 3.5m   
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Initially, the intention was to create works solely as individualised site-

specific works. However, in response to the audience, who were 

primarily children, parents, school and council staff, I invited them to 

participate in the final aspects of the ground paintings. The need to 

involve people in the paintings addressed my unfamiliarity with 

developing these works in a solo capacity. This process enabled the 

audience to be a part of the work, to appreciate and understand the 

work on a more intimate level. The works developed were 

photographed, manipulated and later used in installations.  

 

The colours and textures created through ground painting, using freshly 

crushed ochres and sand, is sensational. The process of developing 

these works created a new sense of place in the five locations, and 

opened up songlines as part of the process. Because the role of the 

artwork was for a different purpose, the work itself became 

aesthetically different. The looseness found in ceremonial groundwork 

seemed to lessen and a more structured tight appearance in the ground 

paintings appeared. The participatory role of the audience, whose 

hands were placed to surround the works, was an interesting approach. 

This has been done previously in ceremonies to mark a ground painting 

but not as a decorative tool. The audience reaction was positive. Any 

questions about the work were diverted to an extensive artist talk and 

discussion around the production of ground paintings and the 

relationships they had with dance and our community practices at 

home.  

 

After this residency, I reflected on the roles and positions of this work 

within my current praxis. I was interested in how these works would be 

received by audiences outside the educational and cultural discourse. 

How were works and symbols from ground paintings able to influence, 

or become a part of, my current practice, and not be located in 

opposition to this?  

 

It is interesting to note that many Aboriginal communities have moved 

their ground painting into a public forum, in similar formats, as a 
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teaching or tourist tool and also into the gallery context through 

representations on canvas. Although there has been scrutiny and varied 

positions asserted about culturally located artworks such as these over 

the last thirty years,   they have been accepted as fine art and are 

located within the gallery context.  

 

I was interested in how this ground work would be received by the 

Brisbane based art community. How would perception of being an 

‘urban Aboriginal artist’ limit the recetion or critique of this work? I had 

(and continue to have) significant support from my own family and 

community in maintaining this practice and developing it further as a 

part of this project and my general arts practice. This work however, as 

demonstrated within my public research seminar, demonstrated a less 

than favorable response to the work. My cultural situatedness of being 

‘urban’ created a critique that positioned this practice in anthropological 

terms. Although this reception will be further examined throughout this 

section, generally speaking, the process of developing individual works 

directly out of my communal dance practice led to interesting and 

conflicting viewer responses: These have ranged from ‘nostalgic’ and 

‘exotic’, ‘spiritual’ and ‘folk art’, ‘sacred’ and ‘you people should teach 

us more of this’. 5These receptions have influenced my work greatly 

and challenged my role and position as an Aboriginal artist and that of 

my art works, and practices, within an already- constructed contestable 

cultural aesthetic interface.  

 

At the time of this residency, I jotted in my diary; …note to self, don’t 

do this again. I feel like my heart and soul are being ripped out from 

my feet. The reaction is good, others love this, so why do I feel so 

lonely in this contradiction? I suppose at the time I felt like we were 

showing something that, while important to a community of people, did 

not really involve all of the community. This was something I needed to 

resolve and I hoped that this project would assist me in doing this.  

 

                                                 
5 verbal comments at various times during this project 
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place thinking and place making   

 

In nhalawilbayn – reflection  (April – May 2009), and again in January 

2010, I returned home to Country to develop some site-specific works 

and responses to known spaces. I intended to bring unfamiliar objects 

into spaces along the river and to various sites along the top of the 

Narran lakes. My car was full of boxes of books, dolls, and other found 

objects. Instead of cracking open the boxes, I sat on Country and 

explored Country in the way that was familiar to me. I developed a 

number of works, with the materials located in nature, over a series of 

days. These are discussed next. These place-based works opened up 

Place in spaces that were both unfamiliar and familiar to me. I slept a 

lot and played a lot during this time. After four days of making leaving, 

and remembering, I realised that I needed to photograph this journey 

as a record of my praxis. In doing so, I started to question this 

arbitrary response to place-making and the intention behind taking 

photos of something made for a specific time and space, for my Place, 

not really for others. This role of photography in my work had never 

really been critical in the sense that ‘making a record of praxis’ was not 

part of my process. For the last ten years, this record had been left in 

Country for Country; works had been developed for the space out of 

the space and were left there, leaving memory within the space.  

 

During this project, this need for creating a record of practice has 

become an increasingly conflicting tension in my work. I had been 

challanged by my supervisor that taking good photographs of my work 

would create a legacy of practice and I would be seen as a “serious 

artist” and “professional” artist. I had never questioned my 

‘seriousness’ or ‘professionalism’ within my praxis prior to this. I was 

very serious about my work. This discourse made me question and 

consider how the role of temporal artwork, or the ephemeral in nature, 

was perceived by the art industry.  

 

In considering the ability to comodify a work of art from the ephemeral; 

from a moment in time; a contradiction around the intent or function of 
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the work is exposed. In this sense, the artist, rather than the artwork, 

becomes the commodity; and until now, this is where my praxis had 

been located. I experienced space, related to space, developed work to 

create my placeness from materials out of the space, then left this 

memory on the space to return and be absorbed by the space. I hoped 

that, in doing this, I might somehow influence the healing of these 

colonised spaces and ultimately the healing of our country.  

 

The process of art making, of creating from and with the space, was 

important to me; it was not the end point, the product of the work as 

such. For me, the work did not finish when I was ready to leave a 

space; it continued well after I had been there. It was a continual cycle, 

and part of a cycle of Place already existing in the space. My 

involvement was a mere injection of maintainace within the space. So 

when would I take the photo? “During...before, during and after?” to 

show the transformation of the space as my supervisor suggested? 

Unforetuneately I couldn’t do this. I knew that stopping my praxis to 

take a photo would interupt the creative process. When I create in this 

way, I sing, I play and I am led. At this early point in time of the 

project, the concept of photographing my work during the creative 

process was seen as impossible. This project challenged me to consider 

how I might resolve this tension.   

 

homage   

 

In sharing my work publicly, I decided that I would provide a snapshot 

of one work which had been developed over time. This work started 

prior to the commencement of this project (although I have no 

photographic record of it); it has developed during this project and will 

continue after this project. Along the river in Dirranbandi there is one 

space that draws my attention. As it is part of a riverbed, it is 

completely covered with water many times of the year. I have been to 

this space several times and had developed works in response to this 

space. As a part of this project, I developed three new works on this 

site. These works within this space have always been similar in shape 
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and form, and build on other previous work in this space. They pay 

homage to creation spirits and to the essence and legacy of the survival 

of peoples from southwest Queensland, particulary Dirran.  

 

In May 2008, I developed yaydja (skin cracks). See illustration 4.5 

Yaydja (skin cracks) did not impose any ‘objects’ into the space, rather, 

an impression was made within the ground’s surface. This indent 

created a sense of memory where once someone has laid. It reminded 

me of death and rebirth at the same time. The rough texture of the 

impression against the dry clay of the river’s edge exposes cracks in 

the skin of the mud. It replicates the impressions ‘Aboriginal culture’ 

make within society. I photographed this work.  

 

 

illustration 4.5 

Dreise (2008)  
Yaydja (skin cracks) May 2008  

Dirranbandi 
earth 
part of the nhalawilbayn – reflection  residency (April 2008 – May 2009) 
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Another work, Dharramalan (meditation spirit) April 2008, used limited 

materials when marking the space. See illustration 4.6  

 

 

illustration 4.6 

Dreise (2008)  

Dharramalan (meditation spirit)  

April 2008 Dirranbandi  

Ochres and earth 

part of the nhalawilbayn – reflection  residenecy (April 2008 – May 2009) 

 

Two ochres, yellow and brown, were used to expose an image of the 

ancestor. This image reflects off the ground like an imprint from the sky 

layered onto the surface of the earth. This shadow on a space made me 

consider the cultural construct imposed on Aboriginal people. Remnants 
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of the past exist but they are devoid of all colour and essence. They are 

hollow memories, shadows of a distant past, which leave a nostalgic 

sense of longing. In my belief, this is an illusion. Like shadows cast 

from buildings, they elude us to think that there is something new or 

current here, towering over us. But they are just remnants of an old 

world order which seeks currency in the permanent and the tangible.    

 

Homage 1 and 2 January 2010 were developed from these earlier 

works and site based investigations. See illustrations 4.7 & 4.8.  

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

illustration 4.7 

Dreise (2010)  

Homage 1  

Dirranbandi  

Ochres, charcoal and earth 

3.2m x 2m  

 

In Homage 2 (2010), the spirit figure returns, boldly making a 

statement about living and breathing in the now. Combinations of local 

ochres were used to create a work that speaks of ceremony and 

currency. The work becomes a testament to the knowledge of the local 

environment, its relationship with the Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay 

peoples, and its lasting legacy in everyday lives.  In developing this 

work, one of my cousins invited me to come out to Dirranbandi to 

develop a ground painting to show his guests, who were first nations 

people from America.  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

illustration 4.8 

Dreise (2010)  

Homage 2 

Dirranbandi  

Ochres, charcoal and earth 

5.4m x 3.8m  
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I was initially asked to develop this work at the ‘old camp’ in 

Dirranbandi so I planned a two-week track within my Country with my 

daughter Rahnia. I filled my car with books, dolls and other mixed 

media to install on country after this communal performance. However 

the rain had brought a small flood to the old camp so another location 

was sought. The river was chosen due to the BBQ facilities. The 

riverbed site was so close and I hoped that I could work in this space 

once more. Interestingly, even with all the rain, this site was 

uncovered. The river was dry. After finishing this work my daughter 

and her cousin fell into the exposed riverbed so I spent the next few 

hours at the Dirranbandi hospital, and then back to Brisbane, so 

Rahnia’s hand could be operated on. The ‘process’ influencing my praxis 

is interesting here. This was the second time I had tried to impose 

objects into my country to develop site-specific work. Both times, the 

distractions had been too great and it didn’t happen. I resolved myself 

to the fact that spirit was telling me that my current process ‘on 

country’ was fine. It was, as Rahnia would say, “all good”. I didn’t need 

to bring anything into this powerful space; I just needed to be in the 

space and work from this space.  

 

This analysis of my creative responses to Place is, in a sense, in direct 

opposition to the need for an artist to create works for sale – to make a 

livelihood and leave a legacy and narrative of working. This project has 

enabled me to consider the ways in which my love of the immediate, 

my ephemeral and place-based experience, could exist in my praxis as 

a record of inquiry ‘outside of country’ and the environment, within 

unfamiliar spaces.  

 

How could my process be manipulated within a gallery space to 

privilege both the ephemeral and the permanent? How could my 

placeness, which was currently located within the process of art making 

in nature, be located within a gallery context? How could I capture my 

experiences of country ‘on country’ to an audience without them 

walking alongside me in these spaces?  
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During my place-based residencies, I started to consciously make 

records of country and place. I explored ways in which I could 

manipulate country and the ephemeral within the gallery context.  

 

selecting and mediating images from country 

 

Brown Water 

 

Brown water 

Your stillness beckons me 

Cries of my ancestor wallow deep in your muddy arms 

Childlike giggles bubble up to the surface  

bursting your cool allure 

Shimmering in the moonlight  

dhaggay the yellowbelly 

slices through the maze of matted branches  

and twisted roots in your gasp 

Yabbies snap from below 

Mossies from above 

Long necked turtule slowly wades 

Brownwater you are my oasis in paradise 

 

Mayrah Dreise 2008 

 

The harsh country in southwest Queensland and northwest New South 

Wales mostly reveals itself through a dry and drought-tarnished 

landscape. Within this supposedly hopeless environment, the brown 

rivers, creeks and waterholes snake through the country as a testament 

to survival. The brown yabby-ridden waterways provide welcoming 

relief against the cotton-farmed soils of our country. To me they are 

like nectar to the bee.  

 

Time in Country enables you to think, meditate and capture a sense of 

placeness that is truly experienced by sitting on the bank of a river or 

lagoon. In forcing myself to consciously select sites to make a ‘record in 

country’ for this project, I found myself drawn to the less ‘aesthetically 

beautiful’ elements of Country - those areas and spaces that may be 

regarded as ‘ugly’ or unappealing to the tourist gaze. Brown water with 

muddy crevasses and tangled roots of trees suffocating in the heat of 

the sun drew my attention. So too spindly mulga and native grasses 

spearing clear blue eye burning skies on barren dry paddocks allured 
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me. The bindis on rocky ground, burrs in the barren grasslands and the 

sure promise of goat’s heads spurring my already tender feet are all 

part of a day in our Country. These do not bring to mind a picturesque 

postcard image of the bush.  However, these aspects of country are 

beautiful to me and remain constant influences within my praxis.  

 

To those who know this country intimately, specific spaces, formations, 

plants and animals express narratives of place that describe stories of 

ancestors, creation spirits and a legacy of survival in a harsh formidable 

environment. During this project my own personal record of praxis ‘on 

country’ has involved personal responses to selected spaces through 

photography, drawing and prose. These investigations have contributed 

to my understanding of these spaces and assisted me in scrutinising my 

placeness.   

 

Place-based photography in this case has been able to affirm my 

understandings of country in both participant and observer roles. The 

collection of images, through digital photographic devices, enabled me 

to understand the relationships I have as artist working in Country, the 

relationship that the country has with me, and the mediation that 

occurs when capturing and selecting images for further use, 

manipulation and exhibition.  

 

During place-based research, I noted how I am particularly interested 

in the textures and tonal qualities of the environment and the contrasts 

created by crevasses, holes and layers in and on bark, grasses, foliage 

and rock formations. Holes, within the land or vegetation, particularly 

remind me of the voids in society, the tensions between what is 

included and what is omitted. To capture these intricacies, I needed to 

zoom in close to objects and omit elements of the environment to focus 

on one part of the space. This process became almost mesmerising and 

took the focus away from the ‘object’ or ‘actor’ inhabiting the space and 

into the textural and tonal qualities of the new image. See illustration 

4.9 
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illustration 4.9 

Dreise (2007 – 2008)  

Various photographic images taken while on residency  

Top left to right [Narran Lakes, Dirranbandi, St George, Hebel, Thallon]  
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Various photographic taken ‘on Country’ were later used for homage to 
country series 2008.  
 

In contrast, I took photographs from a planned voyeuristic position. 

This approach considered the totality of the spatial environment in 

which I was engaged. Within the confines of the camera lens, the shot 

became all-inclusive of the space. As a tourist might capture a moment 

in time of a passing scene, I too developed works that created a sense 

of the spatial environment I in which I was engaged. See illustration 

4.10 gurra-li gunigal 1 - all consuming Boobera Lagoon 2007 and 4.11 

gurra-li gunigal 2 (all consuming Balonne) 2008.  

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

illustration 4.10 

Dreise (2007)  

gurra-li gunigal 1 (all consuming Boobera Lagoon)  
colour photograph 8 x 10  

 

Back in the studio, these images became critical in specific installations. 

They became a tool for reflection on space and place. In terms of 

manipulating these photographic images, I focused only on cropping 

and in some cases converting the colour images to black and white. 
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This process was for two reasons. First, not manipulating the image 

was deliberate. If I was to show the audience my sense of place, I 

needed my work to be raw. Second, the reduction of colour in some 

photographs enabled the tonal qualities, shapes and textures located 

within the image to be highlighted, however this purposeful reduction 

of colour was essentially portrayed a response to the artificial 

representation of my sense of place within these images. In observing 

these photographs, memory and emotion becomes charged if the 

viewer of a work can connect to the signifiers within it. For me, these 

photographs were powerful; others may have perceived these as pure 

environmental (landscape) representations of the bush. By reducing the 

colour of some images to black and white, but not all, I prompted the 

viewer to question why this was done.  Removing colour from the 

images  enabled me to offer to the viewer my sadness for them in not 

being able to fully experience this space - this tree, this sound, this 

smell and this narrative of placeness.  

 

 

illustration 4.11 

Dreise (2008)  

gurra-li gunigal 2 (all consuming Boobera Lagoon)  

colour photograph 5 x 8  
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This process of recording country motivated a deep reflection into the 

ways in which the cultural aesthetic interface may mediate viewer 

understandings of an Indigenous artwork. The selection of a specific 

way of seeing was mediated by my preferences to control and record 

space from a specific moment in time. Initially in my praxis, this 

occurred quite deliberately as a record of my place-based research. 

However, over time and throughout the residencies, this place-based 

photography process became the natural way I absorbed these spatial 

environments through the lens of a camera. After a while, I recognised 

that mediation through the camera changed the way in which I 

experienced spatial environments. It mediated my relationship to 

country, with country, ‘on country’. I not longer felt, or was conscious, 

of my ‘placeness’ or ‘placelessness’ within a space; rather, I become 

focused on what perspective my lens of camera would capture in my 

journey. This response to space over time created a forced aesthetic 

into my place-based research. I no longer experienced space, instead I 

mediated it for a purpose. In therefore I no longer experienced 

placeness. I was indeed becoming arbitrarily alienated from the space 

and overtime placelessness was resulting.  

 

The ways in which this process relates to Aboriginal art (albeit all art) is 

significant. When images and ideas about Aboriginal people and 

Aboriginal art are constructed in a particular way, how is it ever 

possible to appreciate (or experience) new images or ideas presented in 

a similar context? What had I missed while peering down the lens of a 

camera to photograph that perfect crevasse within a rock? When 

considering Aboriginal art within a gallery context, without knowing the 

artist or the artists’ context, what is that the viewer misses? What ideas 

about photography and recording the environment did I bring to these 

spaces? What do audiences bring to the ‘observation’ and mediation of 

Aboriginal art, of Aboriginal people? Where has this come from?  An 

understanding of the power and function of the cultural aesthetic 

interface was deepening for me as the project developed.   
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Up until this point in the project, my praxis had previously centred on 

responsiveness to the environment and to the spaces I inhabited in a 

very local way. I developed works out of the space, for the space, and 

left social memory in the space. I didn’t take this home with me or re-

construct it in a gallery setting. The process just became part of who I 

was - it was separate to, but embedded within, my studio-based praxis. 

I started to question and consider how other environmental artists 

understood this relationship and resolved the recording of place-based 

works.  

 

My involvement with The Catchment Collective has been critical to this 

inquiry. The group is described is comprised of six environmental artists 

- Elizabeth Poole, Corrie Wright, Wendy McGrath, Richard Newport, Jan 

Dunlop and myself. All of these artists have very different ideas on the 

role and relationships of the artists within place-based contexts. 

Wendy’s process was particularly interesting to me as she described 

how she developed site-based work “for the photograph”. Her praxis as 

a photographer obviously impacted on her place-based experiences – 

this was a very different process to the way in which I worked.   

 

During this project, I recognised that the camera had been vital in 

capturing moments in time and the texture of the landscape. As a tool 

and process it provided me with a wealth of stimuli that will 

undoubtedly support future works.  However the camera didn’t 

represent my sense of placeness to ‘the viewer’, which was important 

to this inquiry. Consequently, I resolved that photography did not 

validate my praxis of being ‘on country’ and the creation of ephemeral 

works from space to be left in the space as a part of my ongoing praxis. 

In fact, the role of the camera and, in a sense, the visual journal 

process inhibited my process and was contradictory to my place-based 

methodologies. This is discussed next.   
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journaling - drawing country, drawing concept  

 

The visual diary for many artists is a key tool in recording, processing 

and testing ideas and concepts to be developed into artworks. Within 

my praxis, journaling is a means to express thoughts, visual concepts 

and prose, to connect theoretical underpinnings to new insights. 

Journaling is a very personal experience and, as a part of my process, 

journals are often destroyed once my works have become finalised. My 

journal is not “a book” as such; rather, it is scattered remnants of 

papers, visual diaries (usually incomplete), scraps of card, napkins and 

shoe boxes of bits and pieces of surfaces upon which I have scrawled 

ideas and images. During this project, journal and diary entries have 

expressed responses to placeness and placelessness in both text and 

image. These impressions have continued out of my everyday way of 

working and stimulated the development of artworks, many of which 

are yet to be realised.  

 

illustration 4.12 
Dreise (2007) Visual diary entry Dirranbandi   
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The ephemeral nature of my praxis is assisted by the use of journals, 

particularly through the process of reflecting and recording emotional 

states and concepts related to a body of work. These ramblings expose 

fears and insecurities I have in unfamiliar places, but they also reveal 

the way in which I look at the world:  

 

I know not where I am going, but I have faith in knowing  

I will get there in one piece. Diary entry Dirranbandi January 2008 

 

My hands ache from the charcoal and my vision  

is blurred to this place. Diary entry Ingham July 2009 

 

 

illustration 4.13 
Dreise (2007) Visual diary entry Dirranbandi   
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Saltwater 

Saltwater I taste you, I feel you, I sense you 

Salty, sticky and bitter  

Sand creeps unrepentantly up in between my bum cheeks 

Hot fiery sun burns my view 

 

Saltwater I see you, I hear you, I sense you 

Cool blue, gentle rolling freedom 

Saltwater you are a contradiction to my inland identity.  

 

Mayrah Yarraga Dreise 2009 

(Diary entry in relation to Palm Island 2009)  

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

    

 

illustration 4.14 
Dreise (2007) Visual diary sample entries  
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I can’t recall when I started to doodle in this way; I just know that I 

have always done this. Each year, I commit to having ‘one’ journal and 

keeping it. Each year the pile of shoeboxes grow. And then, as an 

insurgent wind blows through my studio, they are discarded - not all 

but most.  
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illustration 4.16    
Dreise (2008) Visual diary entry    

St George  

 

Over the last few years, within this project, my journals have become 

full of images of Country. Strong pastel, pencil and watercolour images 

illustration 4.15 
Dreise (2008) Visual diary entry 
The Gap 
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extruded from my journals - a sense of my relationship to the natural 

environment and the love of the textural and tonal qualities of these 

spaces I have inhabited. In themselves, these works are quite 

beautiful. However, they represent a way of working unfamiliar to me. 

Previously, I had not spent much time ‘observing nature’ – instead my 

focus was to be a participant within the space where I would develop 

works with the space, not as an observer of the space. Outside of this 

project, my journaling was done at night before bed, in cafés, while on 

the phone, watching a movie or in a meeting. This project changed this. 

I started to take journals to country with me. I sat, I observed and I 

drew.  

 

 

illustration 4.17 
Dreise (2008) Visual diary entry    

Narran Lake  

 

I looked at other artists who had worked in this way, particularly 

Australia artists who have been seen as mapping out the course of 

Australian art.  I questioned how artists such as Margaret Wooward, 

Russell Drysdale, Elizabeth Durack, Mary Durack, John Olsen, Vincent 
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Serventy and Alex Bortignon related to country. How did they connect 

and mediate the landscape? How did they see country while they were 

drawing country?  

 

Journaling in this way was definitely a nostalgic journey for me that 

opened up new possibilities for drawing and mark-making within my 

praxis. In all honesty, I had previously dismissed the work of these 

artists as supporting the sublime and romantic representations of our 

country and, for some, the naive representations of Aboriginal people. 

As the roles of who was being observed and who was the observer 

shifted, I found a variety of different artistic relationships to country 

and an expression in drawing from country that I had not investigated 

before.   

 

    

illustration 4.18      illustration 4.19 
Dreise (2008)      Dreise (2009)  

Visual diary entry      Visual diary entry 

Narran Lake       Dirranbandi  

 

During this time, my mark-making and observations of spaces had 

become quite lucid and powerful, which may support my painting and 

drawing processes in the future. My drawing, which had been very tight 

initially, freed up, particularly when the panoramic view of ‘the scape’ 

moved to a more concentrated focus on the mark-making, the line, 

movement, colour, tone and textures gained when drawing from 
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nature. A focus on these qualities in my place-based research enabled 

basic ‘nature drawing’ to become a method of recording - a minimalist 

search for an abstraction from nature that concentrated on the tension 

between lines and marks. Pushing my boundaries in the studio has 

been left to the next stage of my praxis and I hope to form these 

resulting images into new works describing this tension; a tension that 

parallels the cultural aesthetic interface. In saying this, the process of 

nature drawing, and the freeness felt in creating lines on a page, has 

impacted on this project by influencing the way in which I shape natural 

materials, ochres and clays in my site-specific works. As a result, I 

have noticed over time a change in my work from being quite static and 

circular to having greater movement.   

 

 

illustration 4.20 
Dreise (2009) Visual diary entry    

Dirranbandi  
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Similar to my place-based photography, these drawings and 

experiments have recorded an engagement in spaces and a sense of 

place within these. They are a textual reminder of the selection and 

manipulation of the space for a specific purpose and incidentally 

support my observations and understandings of the design qualities I 

favour in my work. A presence of both the geometric and organic, the 

ordered and yet haphazard, nature of my drawing is a true reflection on 

the way in which I conceptualise and respond to space, as well as the 

way in which I create. In total, the combination of prose, English, 

Yeeralaraay and Gamilaraay languages, simple images, designs and 

concept plans provide a glimpse into a methodology for translating my 

sense of Place into text and image.  
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illustration 4.21 

Dreise (2009) Visual diary entry    

Dirranbandi  
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new possibilities  

 

In June 2008, my consciousness around the role of photography, and to 

an extent drawing from nature, as mimicking a mediation of Aboriginal 

art and artists was heightened. I was lying on my back on the bonnet 

of my commodore along the banks of the Balonne river in St George 

looking at my camera and the clouds through its lens. As I started to sit 

up, I noticed my feet in the viewfinder as a part of the river scene.  

 

I captured this moment and, with great excitement, understood my 

sense of discomfort in the selection and manipulation of images ‘on 

Country’. See illustration 4.22  As I have already suggested, to be in 

Country, with nature and the environment is experiential. It is a 

sensory experience that cannot be captured on film but rather needs to 

be lived and understood. At no point can anyone understand, or an 

artwork conveys my sense of Place without personally experiencing this 

themselves or through my eyes. I realised that until now I had been 

approaching this ‘record of Country’ from the wrong angle. I had 

actually been imposing a way of working, which was not mine, on my 

experiences of space and Place. I was being the observer and had 

unconsciously taken on the aesthetic values of my coloniser. I had even 

researched their process to try to understand what my relationship to 

country should look like.  

 

Ironically, in a split second, this forced relationship I had imposed on 

my praxis became clear. The question ‘Can artworks become a form of 

cultural agency where Aboriginal Place is realised and not re-

conceptualised?’ should not be considered from an observer standpoint. 

If Place is an emotional and sensory response to space, then, in this 

moment, of capturing my feet on film, I knew that I needed to develop 

works that had me in it. I was a key subject of this project, so why had 

I dissolved my role within the research?  
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illustration 4.22  

Dreise (2008) New Possibilities June 2008  

#1 of 175 Ngagya minyaayawaa I am Somewhere At Series (2008 -2009)  

Balonne River 

Photographic Print  
80cm x 120cm  
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I applied two main approaches. The first approach was to become 

conscious about how I experienced space and the sensations I gained 

from this. I would stage the camera in a position, which was able to 

capture my new responses to the space within a set moment in time. I 

would then mimic this experience and the camera would catch the 

image, and experience, artificially. The photographs are seemingly 

happy snaps of me in country. The works however pose the questions; 

Who took the photo? Who is observing me? These images manipulated 

my placeness for a set purpose and response. I became both subject 

and researcher at one time. The art product, Contemplating the 

Balonne series 2008-2009 and Contemplating Brisbane series 2008-

2010, twenty photographs in each series, become a fabrication of an 

experience, a record of the power of the artist and image to construct a 

representation of the self. See illustration 4.23 the first photograph 

taken as a part of Contemplating the Balonne series 2008-2009.  

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

Illustration 4.23 

Dreise (2008) 

#1 of 20 Contemplating the Balonne series (2008-2009) 

Photographic print  

80cm x 120cm  
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The second approach involved me photographing my feet in situations 

where I felt extreme placeness or placelessness. These images are set 

in real time. However, they provide a view to the audience devoid of 

context, or any sense of the emotional state involved. In this sense, 

without digitally manipulating the photograph after the event, I have 

been able to manipulate the situation by becoming an actor in the 

space and constructing an image within this space. This transposes my 

physical relationship to country and space but leaves the emotional 

response, my placeness or placelessness, in a state of ambiguity. The 

Ngagya minyaayawaa (I am somewhere at) 2008-9 series developed 

out of this process. See illustrations 4.22, 4.24 to 4.29. This series is a 

raw document of my sense of place and placelessness in various spaces 

within Australia. Through the process of exhibition, they will be re-

configured and re-conceptualised by the viewer in a variety of ways. 
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 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

illustration 4.24 

Dreise (2008)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa I am Somewhere At Series (2008 -2009)  

Tasmania 2009 

Photographic Print 

80cm x 60cm  
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illustration 4.25 

Dreise (2008)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa I am Somewhere At Series (2008 -2009)  

St George 2009 

Photographic Print 

80cm x 60cm  

QuickTime™ and a
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are needed to see this picture.

 
illustration 4.26 

Dreise (2008)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa I am Somewhere At Series (2008 -2009)  

Palm Island 2008 

Photographic Print 

80cm x 60cm  
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illustration 4.27 

Dreise (2009)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa I am Somewhere At Series (2008 -2009)  

Brisbane CBD 2008 

Photographic Print 

80cm x 60cm  

QuickTime™ and a
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are needed to see this picture.

 
illustration 4.28 

Dreise (2008)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa I am Somewhere At Series (2008 -2009)  

Tasmania (Dog Line) 2008 

Photographic Print 

80cm x 60cm  
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illustration 4.29 

Dreise (2009)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa I am Somewhere At Series (2008 -2009)  

Degan 2008 

Photographic Print 

80cm x 60cm  

 

Later in 2009 the Ngagya minyaayawaa (I am somewhere at) 2008-

2009 evolved to include photographs of myself in spaces with my head 

and face covered. This process references the artwork of Rene Margitte 

and the period in time when he was creating paintings of peoples with 

covered faces (mid 1900s). This was a time when Aboriginal people 

experienced great placelessness within Australia. The Ngagya 

minyaayawaa (I am somewhere at) 2008-2009 Series 2 developed 

from a tension in representing parallel realities from global and 

Australia histories within a current day space. See illustrations 4.30 – 

4.33 for the initial images as a start of this process. Fellow artist 

Pauline Casely-Hayford took these images. They image a new dialectic 

where artist as object can mediate the material (camera and 

photographer in this case Casely-Hayford) to convey my sense of Place.  
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illustration 4.30 
 
Dreise (2009)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa  

(I am somewhere at)  

2008-2009  

Series 2 
Boreen Point 2008 
Photographic Print 

80cm x 120cm  
photo by Casely-Hayford 

 

illustration 4.31 
 
Dreise (2009)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa 

(I am somewhere at)  

2008-2009  

Series 2 
Boreen Point 2008 
Photographic Print 

80cm x 120cm  
photo by Casely-Hayford 

 

illustration 4.32 
 
Dreise (2009)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa 

(I am somewhere at)  

2008-2009  

Series 2 
Boreen Point 2008 
Photographic Print 

80cm x 120cm  
photo by Casely-Hayford 
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illustration 4.33 

 

Dreise (2009)  

Ngagya minyaayawaa (I am somewhere at) 2008-2009 Series 2 

Boreen Point 2008 

Photographic Print 

80cm x 120cm  
photo by Casely-Hayford 
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This series continued over the duration of the project with many other 

friends, family and artists taken photographs of me in spaces where my 

facial responses to space remain hidden. Cloths, flags and other objects 

have been used to layer this imagery and expose the multi-dimensions 

of a space. On submission of this exegesis, eighty-two works for this 

series had been completed.  

 

These new approaches to photography and the recording experience 

have challenged the way in which post-colonial positioning enables my 

voice (and Place) as an Aboriginal artist to be realised within the work. 

By centralising myself as both the subject and manipulator of the text I 

am in control of my own representations. Through this creative process 

I am able to protect my experience in a space by obscuring the 

Eurocentic gaze whilst also being able to represent myself in a play-

based ephemeral way.   

 

Nakata’s theoretical writings suggests that in order to gain a 

sophisticated view of the tensions created between Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous dualities, we need to recognise the ways in which the 

cultural interface both limits and informs discourse (aesthetic and 

otherwise) in the everyday. He argues that this should be done  

 

..not as a literal translation of what is said or written in 

propositions, but the physical experience and memory of such 
encounters in the everyday, and to include them as part of the 

constellation of a priori elements that inform and limit not just that 
range but the diversity of responses from us (Nakata 2007: 12).  

 

The Ngagya minyaayawaa (I am somewhere At) 2008 – 2009 series 1 

and 2, the Contemplating the Balonne series 2008-2009 and the 

Contemplating Brisbane series 2008-2010 critically question how 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous dualities at the cultural aesthethic 

interface both limits and informs the viewer. My physicality of spaces, 

my sense of placeness and placelessness creates tensions around the 

physical experience and memory I am imparting through these works, 

which have been conciously mediated.  
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The two processes of place-based photography and memorising have 

been interesting for me as they have created works that respond to and 

critique the uncertain nature of understanding Aboriginal place within 

artworks. In talking about Leah King Smith’s work and her use of the 

layered photographic image, O’Reilly states, that “by consciously 

constructing a sense of ambiguity the artist intends a conceptual and 

perhaps political strategy of movement around and through categories 

of identity, and multiple historical truths, as much as abstraction away 

from them” (O’Reilly 2005).  In this sense, in the Ngagya minyaayawaa 

(I am somewhere at) series (2008-2009), I was doing just that. I 

abstracted the multidimensional histories and memories located in the 

Australian scape, which I have experienced and participated, and 

reduced them to a point-in-time-image, without allure or mystique.  

 

How could the viewer know that the small patch of grass with native 

daisies on which I stood faces a massacre site; or the brown ground 

under my feet is a sacred site and the image was taken just before a 

ceremony; or the carpet was in my ‘dads’ room in the nursing home on 

the first day of his arrival; or where my shoes sink in the sand marked 

the location of one of the saddest histories of Australia’s past? A 

feeding of Aboriginal children to dogs used to support the dog line 

along a penal colony in Tasmania.  

 

Although these works present for me a sense of Place, to another 

viewer the deep knowledge of space can only be revealed through 

conversation. I questioned then how can the feelings associated with 

these spaces, this history, this experience and the narratives of Place, 

the social memory that cries out from these spaces, be realised in an 

artwork?   

 

I wondered if my research question was redundant? Could my search to 

show my Place within an artwork ever be realised without a shared 

experience or discussion with the viewer or a thesis attached to the work?  
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the catchment collective  

 

The process in creating site based ephemeral works has been 

significant to my practice and has informed the way in which I work 

both within a gallery and environmental context. During this project I 

have been able to elicit my buyawila-li, the force behind my place-

based practice, whilst developing ephemeral works. I exposed my 

vulnerabilities through six distinctly different but interconnected site-

specific installations. Developing and interrogating a variety of 

responses confirm my Place within the domain of ‘environmental art’ 

through a place-based reflective and reactive consciousness.   

 

Catchment has become the colloquial name of a small group of artists who 

were initially drawn together through circumstances and involvement in 

the first Floating Land Event (2002) hosted by the Noosa Regional Gallery 

under the foresight of the then Director, Kevin Wilson. The first 

collaborative project, relevant to this research, was held over tens days 

between November – December 2009 on a private property in Tewantin, 

home of artists Richard and Justine Newport.  

The group initially comprised of Elizabeth Poole, Jan Dunlop, Corrie 

Wright, Richard Newport, Wendy McGrath, Jonathon Fuller and myself.  

The project, aptly labelled ‘Art-in-Nature’, commenced a new journey 

within my praxis. I heightened my awareness of my own (and Others) 

creative processes within nature and too collaborated with non-Indigenous 

artists in ways I had not before. This art-in-nature residency seemed to 

reconnect a disconnected circle in my praxis. Over the process of ten days 

and then through my analysis of this I came to understand my processes 

in nature, in spaces, more deeply. I had been searching for a way to move 

beyond my homeland based collaborative place making which had 

emerged out of our communal dance and woman’s song practice, to an 

individual practice privileging ground painting, the ephemeral and in a 

sense the communal. Through the art-in-nature project I was to continue 

this journey, but in doing so I would reconnect with my buyawila-li in a 
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very different way. The circle would close in my practice and the 

collaborative, through the ephemeral and my place-based experiences 

would reconnect.  

On day one of the project I was extremely apprehensive in approaching 

the site. Although excited about the possibilities involved in engaging with 

space at an intimate level, I too was conscious that my presence as the 

only Aboriginal member of the group might limit the reception of my work 

or my engagement within the group. I have few non-Indigenous friends 

and in a whole ‘white’ environment I often found myself cautious and over 

critical. This was the case initially in this new space.  

By the time I arrived the other artists had all ‘selected’ their site. Wendy 

had chosen a shallow domed crevasse under the tree canopy; Richard a 

swaying track through dense grasses; Elizabeth was already working 

solidly on the edge of a dense bush area which led into a small gully; Jan 

was dancing within the long grass and palm trees; and Corrie was 

scurrying like a bush turkey across the grounds collecting leaves to take 

back to her pod of sewing machine and thread. The camp was set up and 

my arrival prompted a cuppa and a food break. From this initial discussion 

I realised that for most of the artists a set idea of the work they were 

developing in nature was preordained. Previous experiences of the site 

had assisted this but too aside from this familiarity, many of the artists 

seemed to me have a set formula for working in nature.  

I on the other hand had no set ‘idea’ or knowledge of the space. I knew 

from my own process that place-thinking and gaining particular 

permissions would assist me in this. I spent time in the afternoon walking 

around the property. It seemed to be divided into four sections. One 

aspect was the family home with domestic garden and driveway, which 

then led to a communal open space area of grass, shed and our new 

campsite. On either side of this was a large section of bushland, which 

was obviously not a lifetime remnant of a distant history, rather a 

resurgence of strong regrowth spatted with some large unassuming tress 

and tree stumps. The last area was the watercourse. A densely foliaged 

dammed area that had an amazingly natural quality. Its edges were 
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cropped by loosely swaying reeds and a central island within the middle of 

the tear shaped waterway, showed signs of weathered trees and bushland 

which once met the property. In taking a kayak down the water way the 

sense of its grandeur was spectacular. The waters wound and lapped the 

back of several properties and created a sanctuary for bird life amongst a 

quite built up area. In the midst of this ‘natural’ setting though you could 

hear the drum of the road, the cars serving in numbers along the highway 

between Cooroy and Noosa.   

The art-in-nature project was not a public event but rather a recognisance 

mission on the part of this newly emerging collective.  It aimed to bring 

the artists together in an attempt to consider environmental art processes 

and to open up the discourse between artists who would later be involved 

as a collective of lead artists in the soon to be launched TreeLine project 

(2010).   

Held as a part of the Caloundra Regional Art Gallery’s ten-year 

anniversary celebrations, TreeLine aimed to promote a new discourse 

between artist, nature and audience around environmental sustainability.   

TreeLine will be a challenging, interdisciplinary and interactive 
art/science/community event that will highlight the impact of our 

lifestyle choices on our ability to sustain a healthy planet.  TreeLine 
will involve visual and new media arts, theatre, dance, music, 
sculpture and storytelling, and will actively involve participants in 

the creative process. (Caloundra Regional Art Gallery 2010)  

This is not to say that the artworks and their processes would not be 

documented. Photographers Paul Sawkins, Pancho Colladetti and Ross 

Annels, film-maker Peter Rogers, and Tamzin Kerr as arts writer were 

engaged on the project over the ten days. It was envisaged that written 

articles and a short film would record and expose audiences to ‘green art’. 

As a method this process fitted well with environmental art and also my 

practice. I hoped that this ‘recording’ would enable me to focus on the 

process of my art marking in the space and remove the artificial need for 

stopping this process within the critical junctures in which a photograph 

would be best taken. This process of recording, however, was not without 

its own inherent problems. In my case my being ‘Aboriginal’ assisted the 
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mediation of my artwork, which as discussed later caused some peculiar 

issues.  

Although the allure of the waterway excited me, on the second day I was 

drawn back into the dense bush on the site. In order to get through I 

found a small pathway near Elizabeth’s work, which during the week 

became the pivotal portal through which I emerged from my solace. In 

looking for a site I followed the country. Listened and was led. Inside this 

sanctuary of bush land I saw an amazing relic of a tree through a stump 

that by circumference was estimated to be about four meters. I looked at 

this tree and it spoke to me. I could see in its remnants the legacy of the 

past, but still an implanted memory of the now. I laid the paperback and 

moist leaves down on the ground and collected some twigs to make a 

small fire. In the process of permission as I had always done I asked for 

permission through song and dance, to develop work on this site. To be in 

this place. In doing so I believe the song lines are opened up from my 

country to this land and together our ancestors are able to commune and 

to speak. They then can lead me in the way they feel necessary. Through 

this process the spirits of the land moved me, they spoke to me and I 

picked up my smoldering paperback and fire and moved further into the 

bush land until a living tree towered in front of me. This was the site. This 

was the space for my Place making to occur.  

The large tree was surrounded by long blade grass and small saplings of 

paperback trees and eucalyptus were seen. A lemon myrtle and a couple 

of gravillias were also present. In front of the large red gum were three 

another smaller trees spiking from the ground in a V shape. I allowed the 

country and the trees to talk to me in this space. Firstly I wove the 

grasses together away form the front section of the trees. A natural 

twisted path was created and leads to the four trees, wrapping itself up 

the stem of one. The trees seemed to ‘open up’ under this revealing. I did 

not remove any grasses or foliage, rather I helped to fashion them in the 

way they flowed. With grass cuts on my hands I set off to find ochre’s and 

clays from around the local area. Over the next few days these, with 

charcoal from the campsite became textured on the trunks of trees, the 
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ground and the site. My Placeness here developed and the symbols from 

home became embedded on the space where the fire once laid. So too the 

tracks of scar trees marked the tree and made a signpost to the viewer. 

Warranggul gayaandhi was developed, a tribute to the strong and 

powerful peacekeeper. See illustration 4.34 and 4.40.  

 

 illustration 4.34 

Dreise (2009)  

Warranggul gayaandhi (strong powerful peacekeeper)  
Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency 

– Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 Ochres and nature  

Photographic Print 240cm x 120cm  
photo by Ross Annells 
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His wives and daughters twisted carelessly in front of him, while the 

saplings and textured path led the visitor cautiously to his place. See 

illustrations 4.35 and 4.39. Like a tapestry of confetti at a wedding, white 

ochre was scattered along the paths and foliage leading to this space, a 

preparing for the serenity and grandeur, the power of this tree. See 

illustration 4.37. The work pays homage, marrarrama-li, to the tree and is 

a celebration, a marra-gi-gi, of its survival. Through this praxis I made 

what was know to the tree and the land, visible to the visitor. In doing so 

I implanted myself within the space and left a legacy of Placeness in the 

country, this Gubbi Gubbi country. Though my process I opened up the 

song lines between countries, stretching vast distances and in doing so 

helped, I hoped to ignite the strength and healing powers of mother earth 

on this place.   

 

illustration 4.35 

Dreise (2009)  

Warranggul 
gayaandhi (strong 

powerful 
peacekeeper)  
[detail] Ephemeral 

installation developed 

as part of the Art in 

Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective 

Tewantin 2009 Ochres 

and nature  

8in x 10in 

Photographic Prints  
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illustration 4.36 

Dreise (2009)  

Warranggul gayaandhi (strong powerful peacekeeper)  
[detail] Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency 

– Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 various images Ochres and nature  

8in x 10in Photographic Prints 

 

   

illustration 4.37 

Dreise (2009)  

Warranggul gayaandhi (strong powerful peacekeeper)  
[detail] Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency 

– Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 various images Ochres and nature  

8in x 10in Photographic Print  
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illustration 4.38 

Dreise (2009)  

Warranggul gayaandhi (strong powerful peacekeeper)  
[detail] Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency 

– Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 various images Ochres and nature  

Photographic Prints  
photo by Ross Annells 
 

 

illustration 4.39 

Dreise (2009)  

Warranggul gayaandhi (strong powerful peacekeeper)  
[detail] Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency 

– Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 various images Ochres and nature  

8in x 10in Photographic Print  
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illustration 4.40 

Dreise (2009)  

Warranggul gayaandhi (strong powerful peacekeeper)  
[detail] Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency 

– Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 various images Ochres and nature  
8in x 10in Photographic Print  
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The campfire for me became a new meeting place and a site of Place 

making. All of my fears of ‘whiteness’ disappeared in the love and 

companionship with the other artists of the group. The female energy was 

particularly alive with the chatter of experiences and ways of working 

assisting in sparking deep conversations of place and space. Most of the 

artists believed that art mimicked nature, but as I watched and listened to 

country, the activeness of this place was exposed. The trees near to the 

campsite were mimicking us. Gaay gawaa-y, the mimicking, was 

developed with the conversations and collaborations.   

 

illustration 4.41 

Dreise (2009)  

Gaay gawaa-y (the mimicking)  

[detail] Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 various images Ochres and nature  
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On my forth night I started to dream of pods wavering amongst the trees. 

What was interesting about this pressing vision was that I had not seen 

any seedpods or shapes similar to this on the site. I wondered if I was 

receiving a message about the kurrajong tree. Not knowing what this 

meant I developed five seed like pods, woven with pandanus leaves and 

reed grass. I installed these high in the trees near the campsite and 

named them Yiya yii-gi (seed shiver). It was not until returning home that 

I realized where these works had emerged. In walking past Elizabeth’s 

work daily I somehow connected with her process. During the residency 

she had been developing circular shapes and wistful layering of reeds 

within the crevice of the water run off. In the past however she had a 

deeply embedded practice of responding to the environment and this 

‘seed pod shape’ was hers, not mine. For me not knowing her work at the 

time and unsure of the message, I felt that the work spoke of a new birth, 

of new relationships forming and emerging from nature for nature. After a 

long email trail between Elizabeth and myself, I became astonished that 

her pods had emerged through me. This realisation for both of us was 

hard to describe, but it did provide a testament of the power of country 

and an artists ability to engage deeply with not only nature, but to the 

surrounding influences and forces located within the space.  

 

 

 

illustration 4.42 

Dreise (2009)  

Yiya yii-gi (seed shiver) [detail] Ephemeral 

installation developed as part of the Art in 

Nature residency – Catchment Collective 

Tewantin 2009  

Pandanus, Mat Rush, Sticks, String   
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illustration 4.43 

Dreise (2009)  

Yiya yii-gi (seed shiver) [detail]  

Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009  

various images  

Pandanus, Mat Rush, Sticks, String   

 

    

illustration 4.44 

Dreise (2009)  

Yiya yii-gi (seed shiver) [detail]  

Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009  

various images  

Pandanus, Mat Rush, Sticks, String   
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Below yiya yii-gi lay a bed of green wistful grasses that as a descendent of 

the grass eaters I was drawn to. In silent contemplation around the 

campfire, I loosely wove some mat rush and pandanus into a basket. This 

temporary object, Gayarra-y, meaning transform, was laid in the grass as 

a memory of my becoming. During the ten days I had allowed myself to 

play, to connect but ultimately to create within country.  

 
illustration 4.45 

Dreise (2009)  

Gayarra-y (transform)  

Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009  

Woven Pandanus and Mat Rush 
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illustration 4.46 

Dreise (2009)  

Gayarra-y (transform) [detail]  

Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009  

Woven Pandanus and Mat Rush 
 
Over the next few days I conceptualised deeply the relationships found 

between artist and the environment on the site. I connected closely to 

Corrie and to Elizabeth who seemed to share similar place making 

paradigms as me. I questioned the approach of some artists within the 

collective in bringing an idea and set of objects into the space. Was it art-

in-nature, or nature art? Or was it art from nature or art about nature? 

What the relationship between artist, artwork, country and audience?  

    
illustration 4.47 

Dreise (2009)  

Gayliyaay guliman (generous coolamon) [detail]  

Ephemeral installation developed as part of the Art in Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective Tewantin 2009 Woven Dried  

Pandanus and Sticks  
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These interactions created further tensions for me, particularly in 

considering my past praxis. I wanted the country to know how thankful 

we were as artists in a collective, for enabling us to be a part of the 

country in this way.  Gayliyaay guliman or generous coolamon was 

created. Made out of raw materials the coolamon was strung between the 

trees at eye-level to the lake. In doing so I offered a gift to the 

environment, a thanks from the artists.  In saying this I was in turmoil. I 

questioned my self and my own standpoint in pushing (or imposing) a 

‘more authentic’ experience within a space, within country. I wondered if 

some of the artists had not just used the country as a ‘subject’ to be 

manipulated for the self or another hidden agenda. Was gayliyaay guliman 

then developed to appease my own guilt in bearing silent witness to this 

process, or was it truthfully an offering of peace? Was my own heightened 

awareness of my process in desperately seeking the ephemeral limiting 

other possibilities for working in space?  

I knew that I would need to investigate this further in my praxis and 

within this project.   

 

 

Illustration 4.48 

 

Dreise (2009)  

Gayliyaay guliman  

(generous coolamon) 

  

Ephemeral installation 

developed as part of the  

Art in Nature residency – 

Catchment Collective 

Tewantin 2009  

Woven Dried  

Pandanus & Sticks  
Photo by Tamzin Kerr 
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mediating and recording the ephemeral  

 

The art-in-nature project with the Catchment collective saw a resurgence 

of issues surrounding the recording of artwork and practice within an 

ephemeral space. Artists such as Wendy McGrath had resolved to pre-

design the work for a space, ‘for the photograph’. Her photographic 

practice has impacted on the way the viewer the process in the 

ephemeral, but with this focus on the product, she was easily able to 

resolve issues around recording her process and work. Richard on the 

other hand had organised a photographer to take photos of his work after 

it had been ‘installed’. His work made up of a series of carved wooden 

fish, which undulated within the grasses and created an aesthetically 

pleasing image of the work. In my case the product was less important 

than the process. The residency was a time for me to create and Place 

make where the end product was unknown, and the process always 

responsive to the elements, the spirit and the space. In developing my 

work I did not take a camera with me. To stop and take a photo during 

the creation of the work for me would be the same as asking me to stop a 

song mid sentence to write the words down. Interrupting the process, I 

knew from my previous place-based research, can have dramatic on the 

totality of experience and the work. But this did not solve the ‘necessity’ 

of recording the work particularly as there was an intention to show the 

work after the fact, which also brought new complexity to this recording.  

The art-in-nature project was developed into a Catchment Exhibition, 

which was held from November to December 2009 at the University of the 

Sunshine Coast. This exhibition provided an avenue for the public to view 

the film developed from the residency and engage with photographs and 

remnants of the work. For me this was an artificial representation of this 

residency, which seemed to belong more in a museum than an art gallery. 

Artists approached this differently. Those artists whose work was 

developed as more permanent responses to the space, Richard and Jans, 

were re-installed in the gallery. Wendy’s product was the photograph as 

so huge photos re-presented her work as a new art form. Elizabeth made 

some more work, while Corrie and myself left a legacy of our work in the 
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photographic snapshots we had taken. In arriving at the gallery my 

designated space was a small wall and partial part of the floor.  I 

attempted to install my photographs in this space as a wall of water falling 

down the wall into a whirlpool of colourless photographs. This coupled 

with the introduction of wax particles express my disapproval of exhibiting 

these memories in this space. I felt like we had as artists taken something 

very special, located in a moment of time and in placeness, away from its 

context. I felt like we had made our art and our practice a ‘subject’ to be 

observed and critiqued in a way so foreign to the process of its original 

intent that it suffocated and mediated it into a new form.  

 
illustration 4.49 

Dreise (2009)  

Art-in-Nature Project 2009 Exhibition Installation view  

Wax beads and photographs  

Art-in-Nature Exhibition University of the Sunshine Coast 2009  

Image by Tamzin Kerr  
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illustration 4.50 

Dreise (2009)  

Art-in-Nature Project 2009 Exhibition Installation view [floor detail]  

Wax beads & photographs  

Nature Exhibition University of the Sunshine Coast 2009 

Image by Tamzin Kerr  
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This process made me question the role of film in the work. During the 

residency issues around the mediated of artist process were discussed in 

many heated debates. I was a contributor to many of these. One night, in 

discussing my process during a campfire meal I was asked by Peter 

Rogers, the film maker if I would consider ‘restaging’ the process of 

asking for permissions through the use of fire, smoke and song. Although 

I said no to this, as this would be artificial and against protocols, I was 

asked several times via email to re-consider this position.  

This experience and understanding that the role of an ‘observer 

photographer’ to my process, would then credit them with the copyright 

to my work was concerning. I grappled with this role of recording the 

ephemeral and how this might then be taken out of context or used for a 

completely different purpose. As an artist I had never privileged 

photographing my ephemeral work. My record then is a mere memory 

within the various spaces I have occupied, and my minds eye. I started to 

seriously consider this recording of my process.  

Also my work within this collaborative yet individual residency highlighted 

further issues around the representation of myself within, and my work 

within print media. The writer, Tamzin Kerr’s response to my work posed 

other questions for me. Kerr (2010) in Weaving up country: the process of 

Catchment writes,  

Mayrah’s ochres are already fading, but they have played a critical 

part in this process. Her work with the spirits of the land has set 
the agenda for this site’s project – the trees have their own 
conversations on this place and Mayrah has managed for a brief 

moment to expose the land, tree, spirit, human continuum. 

Mayrah has made many woven pieces over the last day. Her final 

piece, Gayliyaay guliman (generous coolamon) is a loose basket 
hung between the trees at eye-level to the water; it represents a 

thankyou from the artists to this bit of nature, a return gift from 
human to the environment. All the sculptors mention Mayrah’s 
offerings as having caught the spirits and the emotions of 

Catchment. Mayrah Dreise’s major work, at the dawn of the first 
day, established Catchment’s agenda. Warranggul gayaandhi 

(tribute to the strong and powerful peace keeper) recognised the 
protective spirits of the place as well as paying homage to the tree 
in celebration. Perhaps too, Catchment is the beginning of a deeper 

cross-cultural understanding; a true reconciliation in which 
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mainstream Australia might move closer to Indigenous 
understandings of place. (Kerr 2010) 

The question of representation and recording of the ephemeral in my work 

will always create tension. In considering Kerr’s complimentary words I 

am drawn to the last line in ‘beginning a deeper cross cultural 

understanding’ a ‘move closer to Indigenous understandings of place’ and 

I wonder if my involvement as an ‘Aboriginal artist’, or a ‘Gamilaraay 

artist’, or a ‘female artist’, or an ‘environmental artist’ is significant here. 

Is there in these words a clue to the perceived Indigenous aesthetic? In 

this sense is my connection to country an inherited ‘racial’ attribute or has 

this been something developed overtime though my own specificity of 

practice? Where does my role as an ‘Aboriginal artist’ end and my role as 

‘cross-cultural mentor’ begin? Or is this inherent in my work, a legacy of 

my pedagogical background? Is this cultural agency in my work for me to 

mediate, or should the work and place-based relationships expose these 

anyway?   

I wondered how different my work would have been if the catchment 

collective was predominantly an Indigenous group. I questioned my 

process and responses in this residency. Did I mediate these parameters 

within my work under the guise of place making or worse yet 

‘Aboriginalism’ or did my process represent a true connection to country 

and Place?  

These questions and many more expose my vulnerability as Aboriginal 

artist within an imposed spatial aesthetic. They too expose the extent to 

which I reflect on my cultural situatedness, which in itself begs the 

question do ‘white’ artists reflect on their own practices in this way? 

What is critical here is that there seems to remain an assumption that 

non-Indigenous peoples can attain experiences of ‘Aboriginal Place’ and 

that through discourse and ‘cross-cultural’ collaboration a ‘secret’ wisdom 

or connection will be exposed. This resonates a little in Kerr’s words, that 

by privileging the role of the ‘Indigenous’ process the exotic emphasis re-

emerges. On the other hand a homogenisation of the artists as a 

collective whole would have undermined the strength of ‘Country’, which 
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is ‘Aboriginal Country’, in being an active participant in this discourse and 

art making.  

In fighting against the ‘spiritual’ ‘cross-cultural’ emphasis, I would argue 

that although my praxis is located in an ephemeral experience of Place, 

my praxis is uniquely mine. This praxis has not stemmed from an 

inherited right of being  ‘Indigenous’ or ‘Aboriginal’, rather it has 

developed from my personal relatedness to country and community, a 

work ethic that is tireless and a Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay based 

ontological and epistemological position, which has developed over time, 

that has afforded me the opportunities of understanding space in my own 

way.  

This argument is logically justified assuming that if ‘Aboriginal artists’ such 

as Richard Bell, Judy Watson, Fiona Foley, Thankupi or Julie Gough and so 

on, developed work in this space over ten days under similar conditions 

that the artists process would result in a very different type of work, and 

too a different consciousness about ‘Aboriginal Place’ may have emerged.      

So then to answer the question, “Can artworks become a form of cultural 

agency where Indigenous Place is recognised and not reconceptualised?” 

We find limitations in both the notion of ‘Indigenous Place’ as a 

homogenised position, and in the purpose of ‘Aboriginal art’ as ‘cultural 

agency’.  This brings forth two distinct questions.  

Are there some commonalities in an ‘Aboriginal Place’ or is this critique 

mediated by non-Indigenous peoples attempt to seek an understanding of 

country that is located outside of their control?  

Is there an imposed assumption that ‘Aboriginal art’ is always located in 

or discursively bound to a cross-cultural or reconciliation agenda?  

Is there not a role for non-Indigenous artists and artworks within the 

Australian space and reconciliation agendas?  

I find answers to my questions in the work of Dr Margaret Somerville. She 

is non-Indigenous but somehow knows my country. In her book Body / 
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Landscape Journals she describes the intersections and collaborations 

between black and white, the land and writing. Talking about Aboriginal 

women’s connections to land Somerville writes All these women seem to 

have derived their status and authority precisely from that conjunction of 

femaleness, Aboriginality and the land...They were female, they were 

Aboriginal and they were the land, and for many ordinary and 

extraordinary reasons they inscribed their own story on the landscape. 

(1999:99). This is how I feel about my work in the environment and 

particularly when I am on country. For me creative praxis (including place 

making) inscribes my story ‘into’ the land, rather than ‘on’ the land, and 

in doing so I am led by the story of the land itself. It is a cyclic process, a 

reactionary and interconnected process within space. These interactions 

becomes both mine and at the same time belonging to my country.  The 

legacy of our collaboration is then forever inscribed then into this space. I 

wonder when Somerville questions, how can I [as a white woman] have a 

sense of belonging in the Australian landscape? (1999:128), if this 

belonging too is already not inscribed on the spaces she has inhabited. 

Further, I consider how the inscriptions of Others, white and black, have 

impacted on my own Place. As an artist seeking my Place in my art, these 

complex trajectories of space and time, Western and Aboriginal, female 

and male, collapse in on me again.  

yulagiyu-baa 

 

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) (May 2010) was a site-based 

installation developed within the Maroochydore botanical gardens as a 

part of the lead artist program for the TreeLine project 2010. This work, 

informed by CSIRO scientist Tim Vercoe, focused on the possibilities 

that surplus DNA within trees presents.   The project was based on the 

premise that; “Trees will be promoted as organisms we do not fully 

understand with potentially significant messages for the future stored in 

their DNA”. (Caloundra Regional Gallery 2010) In a creative 

investigation and response to this statement, Yulagiyu-baa (place of the 

now) (2010) was developed. See illustrations 4.51 to 4.67.  
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illustration 4.51 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view [detail]  

Ochres and ball clay  

80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  

 

By connecting with and exposing the yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) in 

a space and in the trees inhibiting the space, we come to understand 

the tree itself, and also the social memory of space that has bore 

witness to the various movements, trajectories and intersections of 

Place over time.  

 

In this work I applied place-based methodologies once more.  Not 

limiting myself however to the environmental materials within the 

space, but bringing to the space materials (ochres and clay) from other 

spaces that may assist me in realising the yulagiyu-baa in the space. In 

developing this work on the site over five days, objects from other 

parts of the site (ochres and clay) and sounds from previous visits to 

the site (botanical gardens), were used in the space in order to collapse 

the time-place relationships within the work.  
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illustration 4.52 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[start of installation detail]  

Ochres and ball clay  

80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  

 

As part of my process I visited the space three times before. The first 

day visit with family and friends was social, communal, collaborative, 

creative and intellectual, and opened the space to my relationships. 

Soundscape artist, Pauline Casely-Hayford, assisted in a re-imagining of 

this space by integrating the sonic memories and reactions to yulagiyu-

baa within the space. The resulting soundscape included voices of 

woman and men moving around the gardens during our visits and also 

sounds from the environment including the beat of the earth.  The 

second visitation was as a part of the Catchment Collective and in 

collaboration with Sheldrake considering opportunities located within 

the space. These interactions were further interlaced within the 

ephemeral installation. The last visit prior to developing the site based 

work, was alone. I had found it quite difficult to engage with the space, 

as various elements in the space, the gardens and particularly the 

‘sculpture garden’, were formalised and unfamiliar to me in working in 

an environmental context. During this visit I came to know the space 
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more intimately. I listened to the sounds of the space ad considered the 

layout and lines within the space created by the gardens, pathways and 

architectural forms. Interestingly, from this visit I the conceptual 

development for a second work, Con-sign (May 2010), was realised. 

This was installed as a part of the same Treeline project 2010 and after 

the completion of Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) 2010. This work 

however responded to the ‘garden’ aspect of the space and the 

numerous construction works located within the space. This is 

discussed further in section eight constructing place.  During this visit I 

chose the space in which I was to work. I made a small fire and asked 

permission to inhabit the space and create a work within the site. I 

considered how this space (the site) might respond to me, and I to it 

during the installation period.  

 

 

illustration 4.53 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[start of installation detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) (2010) was developed over a five-day 

period and has became a response to space and the collective memory 

of place-based interactions. These interactions weaved the past into the 

now, located my personal and family relationships within the space, 

enabled the land and the ancestor to speak, recognised the ‘material 

thinking’ (Carter 2004) within the space, exposed the feminine 

(collaborative voices of two strong ‘black women’) and enabled the 

communal and collaborative aspects of Place making to exist.  

 

As already seen within my research, murrun (living activity) already 

existed in this space, the botanical gardens at Maroochydoore. A 

creative process, performance and interaction within this space, pre-

dated my involvement. This was not some hidden wisdom out of 

current reach, waiting to be uncovered by an artist. It was not as 

Vercoe (2010) suggests, something we do not fully understand with 

potentially significant messages for the future stored, rather it is a 

Place (a placeness and placelessness) in the now, already marking the 

space.  

 

 

illustration 4.54 
 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the 

now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[walk path of installation detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 

10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore 

Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron 

Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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It was my role as artist to engage with this murrun of the space to 

uncover the yulagiyu-baa of the space, which was linked to the past, in 

order for it to be understood and collaborated with within my creative 

process. Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) May 2010 flowed from a 

walkway within the botanical gardens to a crescendo of colour, white, 

which had been spattered and painted (with ochres and clay) on trees 

and plant surfaces. At the start of the installation, a soundscape of 

voices and discussions about place, space, art and the environment 

resonated within the air.  

 

 

 

illustration 4.55 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[walk path of installation detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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illustration 4.56 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  

 

This soundscape reverberated like birds in the trees and it was not until 

you stood close to a tree and listened to the sounds that the voices 

became clear. Walking up the pathway you are greeted by a series of 

white ochre painted trees with closed clay zippers implanted within the 

bark. As you progress through the walk these images and interfaces of 

whiteness became more intense and visible. They were associated with 

more trees hosting closed white zippers within their trunks.  
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illustration 4.57 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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illustration 4.58 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  

 

As you travel further up and over the path another soundscape with 

whispers of the ancestor and beats of a heart (Country) filled the air. 

The markings of whiteness become more and more frequent and the 

zippers on the tress started to open up as you progress further into the 

bush along the path.  
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illustration 4.59 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[walkway and central aspect detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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illustration 4.60 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[walkway and central aspect detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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In the central point of the installation, the viewer stands in between a 

haze of whiteness, foliage and trees fully covered by white ochre. 

Selected trees have zippers opened up fully revealing coloured ochres 

and traditional symbolism of the Gamilaraay nation.  

 

   

illustrations 4.61 and 4.62  

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[walkway and central aspect details]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  

 

 

Around the bases of some of the trees coloured ochres were sprinkled 

on foliage in circular forms, not unlike those found in ground paintings.  
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illustration 4.63 

 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[walkway and central aspect details]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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illustration 4.64 

 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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illustration 4.66 

 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[detail]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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illustrations 4.66 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[details]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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illustrations 4.67 

Dreise (2010)  

Yulagiyu-baa (place of the now) Ephemeral Installation view  

[details]  

Ochres and ball clay 80m long and 10m wide approx 

Treeline Project Maroochydore Botanical Gardens May 2010 

Project director John Waldron Caloundra Regional Gallery  
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This site-based work commented directly on the Place of Aboriginal 

people within a colonised world. The white ochre was used to enclose 

the installation within the environmental context, commenting on the 

ways in which land and the environment are compartmentalised within 

an imposed aesthetic. The DNA of the trees spoke. They talked of the 

ancestor, the patterns of connections of Aboriginal peoples to this site, 

the patterns of forgetting as a result of colonisation. The memories of 

space were located within the installation and the murrun was revealed.  

As you moved through this space along the path, the whiteness starts 

to disappear and you are suddenly located in a dense bushland 

approximately 100metres from the initial start of the installation. 

 

The work asked a series of questions relevant to this research: 

   

In this space, are the trees murrun illusionary?  Has the blood, the 

DNA, the memory of the tree and yulagiyu-baa of the space been 

exposed?  

 

From developing work in an unfamiliar space (to me),  

 

Can Aboriginal Place as dialectic be realised? Does this work ignite the 

murrun of the space and create a new aesthetic dialogic, impressed 

within the space, within the land?   

 

And finally I asked,  

Can you, as viewer and participant within this space come to know this 

space through my Place? Does this knowing and seeing change the way 

you might have previously engaged in this space? Does it change the 

way in which you may have understood Aboriginal Place before and into 

the future?  

 

Within an imposed Western spatial aesthetic, the constructs of the 

‘catchment collective’, the ‘artists brief’, the ‘garden’ and the ‘scientific 

hypothesis’, this place-based site-specific collaborative work, Yulagiyu-

baa (place of the now) installation developed.  
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section seven: balima-baa finding place  

balima-baa exhibition  

 

Balima-baa (Finding Place) (2008) was the first of several solo 

exhibitions developed in response to the research question. Held in the 

White Gums Gallery in the small rural town of Chinchilla in July 2008, 

the exhibition was constructed as an investigative tool to survey 

audience responses to Aboriginal art within the gallery context. The 

theoretical work of Nakata and Phillips on Indigenous knowleges was 

useful to navigate this exhibition and to understand how and why 

cultural constructs of and about Indigenous people (and art) had 

developed. (Nakata 2008; Phillips 2005) The exhibition helped to 

discover what means I might use to elicit responses from an audience 

in order to consider how viewers reacted to these constructs.  In a 

sense, this exercise (the exhibition) was more of cultural critique of the 

context in which my works were situated, rather than a creative activity 

for the purpose of extending my studio practice and technique.  Works 

were constructed and manipulated for the specific purpose to answer 

questions and elicit responses from audiences focused on cultural 

constructions of Aboriginal art and Aboriginal artists. Not unlike a 

survey used in social science research, this visual survey categorised 

and manipulated ‘Aboriginal art’ through specific domains of thought, 

contexts and studio practices. I developed work focused on perceived 

and known representations of Aboriginal art. While remaining true to 

my own style(s) and cultural practices, the resulting works were so 

varied that they could have been developed by a number of Aboriginal 

artists.   

 

The perceived belief that Indigenous knowledge systems and Western 

knowledge systems are irreconcilable and unable to be compared on 

cosmological, ontological and epistemological grounds was considered 

in this exhibition (Russell 2005 and Verran 2005). It was particularly 

interesting to see how Western knowledge systems (and to a degree 

Aboriginal knowledge systems) contributed to a viewers understanding 
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of Aboriginal art. The focus of the exhibition was to develop works that 

specifically to represented notions of placeness and placelessness from 

my own Aboriginal standpoint. The studio practices and techniques 

were different across these works and included painting (various 

styles), mixed media sculpture, photography and installation (both 

communal and individual). These art works were seen as visual survey 

tools to test my understanding of the contestable space, the cultural 

aesthetic interface, as located within the gallery context.  

 

Balima-baa (finding place) (2008) constituted 65 works and included; 

painting, mixed-media installation, sculpture and photographic works. 

The works were diverse in content and considered various responses to 

ceremonial, personal, communal and colonial spaces. The works 

presented were constructed to evoke viewer responses and were 

aligned to preliminary discursive boundaries of the ‘imposed Eurocentric 

spatial aesthetic’.   

 

Artworks broadly targeted categories of Aboriginal art seen within 

industry and educational discourses.  

 

These included: 

 Aboriginal art as symbolic (body designs and ground painting 

designs on canvas and card);  

 Aboriginal art as cultural;  

 Aboriginal art as spiritual (creation spirits and stories on canvas);  

 Aboriginal art as tradition (ground painting – internal and 

external, photography and paintings of scar trees);  

 Aboriginal art as activism (political discourses in paintings);    

 Aboriginal art as historical (paintings, sculptures – stolen 

generations); 

 Aboriginal art as installation;  

 Aboriginal art as text (using language in prints and 

photography); 

 Aboriginal art as sculpture (mixed media works); 

 Aboriginal art as narrative and so on.  
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As an exhibition, Balima-baa (finding place) hung together like a 

collaborative show of diverse Aboriginal artists. I liken it to a 

representation of the contents of one of my shoeboxes, hidden in the 

corner of the studio, suddenly spewing out onto the walls and floor of 

the gallery. In this initial phase of my project, its intent was significant 

as this provided me with a creative way to consider responses to 

Aboriginal art through praxis and exhibition, without resorting to 

sociological and scientific methods. Although a little unorthodox within 

practice-based research, this qualitative inquiry method of constructing 

an exhibition for my own purposes (and the observation which 

followed) provided a strong base from which my praxis could evolve 

within the project. It also provided me with an opportunity to reflect of 

my preferred stye and modes of working.  

 

navigating the exotic 

  

Two ground paintings were developed for the Balima-baa (finding 

place) (July 2008) exhibition. See illustrations 5.0 and 5.1.  These were 

an extension of the gayarra-gi – search for (June – July 2007) and 

yugal wunn.guwi – songlines (May – June 2008) residencies. These 

works retested the process of representing a communally based 

practice through individualised work. They aimed to elicit audience 

responses and revel the tensions located in taking ground paintings out 

of the communal context. I wanted to consider how audiences 

responded to this type of work and how their own cultural constructs of 

Aboriginal art influenced their understanding of the spiritual and 

cultural beliefs and practices associated with the work.  
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illustration 5.0 
Dreise (2008)  

Ground 1 [detail] Ephemeral Installation Ochres and sand   
3m x 2.5m  
 

 
illustration 5.1 

Dreise (2008)  
Ground 2 [detail] Ephemeral Installation Ochres and sand   

3m x 3.5m  
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Ground 1 (2008) and Ground 2 (2008) were constructed in very 

different ways. Ground 1 (2008) was developed within the gallery 

context. See illustration 5.0. This was the first time I had attempted 

groundwork within the confines of an indoor space. The work used the 

same locally-sourced materials but was built up using sand on a plastic 

film to protect the gallery floor. The work engaged the gallery staff, 

where their hands were used to mark the space, in the same way as 

the yugal wunn.guwi – songlines (May – June 2008) had involved the 

communities. Before commencing the work, the gallery staff were 

briefed about the process. I requested that I not be asked any 

questions or talked to during the development of the work as this 

experience was very personal and I needed to connect within the 

space. I deliberately proposed these conditions, as these were the 

protocols from our country in the development of ground paintings. 

However, during the process of developing the Ground 1 (2008), I was 

asked questions several times about the work and the processes being 

used. This indicated a lack of understanding around the process and 

cultural context of art making from some of the staff working at the 

gallery. It also heightened the need for non-Indigenous people to 

‘know’ everything about a process and the cultural conditioning that 

imposes a belief that all knowledge should be shared. My responses to 

questions were mediated and this made me consider how and what 

type of information, or knowledge, is and should be shared outside of 

our community and family.  In discussing this work I was extremely 

conscious about what I could and couldn’t share with others.  

 

This work, as in most Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay ground paintings, 

depicted the three significant ancestral figures, Baayami, Birrangulu 

and Ganhanbili. They are seen as arched    shapes wrapped around the 

centre circle. 6 Yuurri and Galligurunha are also depicted within the 

concentric circles. 7Each line, colour and symbol represents a feature of 

the songlines and stories that have been passed down through these 

                                                 
6 Baayami (the all knowing, God and creator) Birrangulu and Ganhanbili (Baayamis wives)  

 
7 Yuurri (spirit of Yinnar all woman), Galligurunha (spirit of creation forming specific landforms in 

Yeeralaray country) 
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paintings describe places and sites from the top of the Narran Lake to 

Dirranbandi. The ‘hand prints’ mask, where family symbols would 

normally reside, and other symbols within the ground painting are 

simplified for the context of the gallery space.   

 

Ground 2 (2008) was created in a similar way. See illustration 5.1. This 

work however was developed with the permission and participation of 

the local representatives of the Barunggam peoples, the traditional 

custodians of the Chinchilla area, along with song and dance led by 

members of my family and fellow countrymen. This work was 

developed on the grounds outside of the gallery and involved a dawn 

smoking.  

 

To read these works, understandings of specific aesthetic codes are 

required. Audience reactions to the work concluded that, when a viewer 

had a familiarity with Aboriginal ground paintings and dance, they tried 

to make sense of the works by drawing on their understandings of 

symbology used in this type of art. This knowledge caused a surface 

reading of the artwork, but became a reading of which the viewer was 

conscious. This observation showed that some viewers (Aboriginal in 

this case) were able to apply their understandings of ground painting 

and dance, and the protocols surrounding these, to the work, even 

though they didn’t fully understand the significances it held within the 

particular work. When Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay visitors to the 

exhibition saw these works they created much dialogue around family 

and community business. During the exhibition reactions from many 

Aboriginal participants heightened a sense of shared understanding 

across language groups and across people; in some cases they 

articulated a “disconnection to culture”. As I was seeking Aboriginal 

placeness in my work, as well as exploring an Aboriginal aesthetic, this 

realisation was particularly important. Aboriginal participants knew and 

connected with the works in familiar ways. I was pleased to confirm 

that my placeness, expressed through art, could be understood without 

being reconceptualised by many Aboriginal viewers to the exhibition.  
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Non-Indigenous viewers reacted in a completely different way. 

Groundwork was described as “exotic” or “spiritual”. Some participants 

described the work as “eerie”. This mysterious emphasis placed on 

these works extended to the reading of paintings developed from these 

ground paintings and dance practice; including Creation Spirits 1 to 6 

(2007-2008). See illustrations 5.2 and 5.3. A few visitors to the 

exhibition compared these Creation Spirit works and the ground works 

to Christian belief. The notion that God the Father, God the son, God 

the Holy Spirit, Mary and so on were depicted in these works as 

Creation Spirits as was unrealistic, however this response to the works 

demonstrated how ones standpoint can influence the mediation and 

reception of a work of art or a new cultural belief.  What was interesting 

to note was that, most non-Indigenous people asked questions about 

these works but made little inquiry into other works in the exhibition.  

           

illustration 5.2     illustration 5.3 
Dreise (2008)      Dreise (2008)  
Creation Spirit 4     Creation Spirit 5  

Ochres and acrylic on canvas    Ochres and acrylic on canvas  
70cm x 45cm      70cm x 45cm  
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For the first time in this exhibition, I developed works directly out of 

body art used in dance practice. See illustrations 5.4 and 5.6.  

 

 

illustration 5.4 

Dreise (2008)  
Gamilaraay mans paint up      

Ochres and acrylic on canvas       

70cm x 90cm  
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illustration 5.5 

Dreise (2008)  
Gamilaraay woman’s paint up      

Ochres and acrylic on canvas       

70cm x 90cm  

 

Two approaches were used; one involving acrylic & gouache paints the 

other involving ochres. The raw ochres and gum on paper, with looser 

lines and softer textures, contrasted with the acrylic and gouache 
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artworks. They mimicked the layering of ochres on the body better than 

the acrylic paint. This transformation of the application of ochres on the 

skin to papers and card for the gallery context aroused many mixed 

emotions within me. On the one hand, I was proud that the broader 

public were able to see these designs; on the other hand, I felt like 

their removal from their performative context lost a significant aspect 

of the creative process that was situated within a communal context. In 

saying this, the sensation gained from creating the loose lines on paper 

using ochres and gum appealed to me. The lines were charismatic and 

the combination of rough against smooth created a raw textured 

surface with a handmade quality often hard to achieve with oils. From 

observations and conversations with viewers these works however were 

not appreciated for their mark-marking qualities or the aesthetic 

appearance, rather they were viewed and discussed from the cultural 

context from which they had evolved. 

 

Most viewers wanted to know what each line or symbol meant; viewers 

regularly asked for “the story” behind the works.  The body design 

works, Yinnar (Murray clan) paint up series 1 and 2 (2008), were 

symbolically quite beautiful. See illustration 5.6 and 5.7. The contrast 

between horizontal and vertical lines and blocks of colours created a 

warm sensation against the stark white walls of the gallery. These 

works were simple representations of specific clan designs for women 

used in dance practices. These complemented the symbols and colours 

found in Ground 1 (2008), within the gallery space and created a 

cohesive narrative within a complex exhibition. Being hung together in 

this way solidified the purpose and interrelationships seen within the 

practices of visual art, communal dance and performance.  

 

Observing viewer responses to the work created questions within the 

research. If ‘whiteness’ is the imposed aesthetic, and Eurocentric 

aesthetic principals has a focus on design knowledge, then why were 

these artworks not critiqued as a whole?  Why weren’t these works 

critiqued for their aesthetic qualities; lines, colours and marks as well 

as the cultural meaning?  
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Face (woman) 

 

  

Legs 

 

Arm (girl) 

 

Face (Girl) 

 

Arm (woman 

 

Illustration 5.6 

Dreise (2008) 

Yeeralaraay Yinnar (Murray clan) paint up series 1  

20cm x 30cm (each panel)  

acrylic and gouache on canvas  
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Illustration 5.9 

Dreise (2008) 

Yeeralaraay Yinnar (Murray clan) paint up series 2  

20cm x 105 cm (each panel)  

acrylic and gouache on board  
 

Hirst and Wooley (1992) suggest that the role of individual experiences 

influence the objectivity and subjectivity of a viewer by organising the 

attributes of Others into ways of knowing and acting.  This adequately 

takes into consideration the various histories experienced by Others.  

Muecke (1992) asserts that these Western ways of describing human 

behaviour are set on a privileged position which limits the ways in 

which knowledge on ‘what Aboriginal art and people might be’. He 

suggests that historical accounts and narratives of people and societies 

describe Others as “exterior to” the modes in which they are 
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represented in images while the meanings “remain interior”, “forever 

beyond the reach of anything but ‘feelings’” (Muecke 1992: 20).  

Viewer responses highlighted this as well.  References to Baayami, 

Birrangulu and Ganhanbili as “God the father, God the son and God the 

holy spirit” were ontologically irreconcilable, however this occurred.  

This exterior representation was also demonstrated when these 

artworks were seen as describing something from “the past”, rather 

than situated in the present.  Whilst engaged in one-to-one 

conversations with viewers, the responses to body designs and ground 

paintings suggested that myself as subject and the object became 

interchangeable (Muecke 1992).  

 

Some viewers were confused when ‘I’, as subject of ‘Aboriginal artist’, 

did not fit the presupposed archetype of the subject ‘Aboriginal dancer’.  

How could an ‘Aboriginal’ subject know, or use, these ‘old’ past 

‘traditional’ artistic modes, or objects, in the present time? Questions of 

authenticity arise from non-Indigenous viewers when these exterior 

modes of reception of Aboriginal art (and Aboriginal people) were 

described and navigated.  

 

This was the first time I had attempted to develop works from localised 

symbols. Although I have experienced great pressure in the past from 

community members to do so, I have never been interested in this 

mode of expression.  My Western training has been able to substitute 

and sustain any desire I have for creating artworks for exhibition or 

sale. In exhibiting these works, I felt like I was giving away something 

(not the artwork but the knowledge) that was important to me as a 

dancer but also sustaining a legacy for my local community whom 

make a small part of the Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay nations.  

 

Over the last fifty years, many Aboriginal people have developed fine 

artworks based on and inspired by cultural traditions and art practices, 

including dance.  These modes of expression, body design and ground 

painting, have been taken from the communal arts practice into a fine 

art context. Generally speaking, work from many communities and 
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individuals have succeeded in this transformation of performative texts 

into gallery space.  These have included art from the Walpiri, Pintupi, 

Papunya, Lajamanu, Ramingining, Kuwinjku, Daygurrgurr-Gupapuyngu, 

Utopia, Kurntumaru, Aranda and Yolngu peoples.  

 

I had not previously considered the difficulties of this process. As an 

independent object, the ‘artwork’ becomes an expression of a practice 

(symbolic / communal) that has had to change and meld to fit into a 

new set of constraints and systems. It seems that the reception it 

receives is not focused on the aesthetic sense but rather the context in 

which it is situated. This could be argued to be an anthropological 

perspective on how specific arts practices are defined within the gallery 

context. It has also been used as an argument for certain archetypes of 

‘Aboriginal art’ to remain in the museum, outside of the fine art or 

modern art gallery contexts. In today’s arts industry this is a mute 

point in the discussion, position and reception of ‘Aboriginal art’ as 

historical and current bark and acrylic works that represent clan 

designs, ground designs and topographies of country reside in both of 

these institutional structures. They become interchangeable depending 

on the curatorial brief.  

 

The ability to re-organise and reconceptualize a performative, site-

specific text into a permanent fine artwork takes much negotiation on 

behalf of the artist and their community. The extent to which the 

communal ‘tradition’ influences individual expression and style of an 

artist is constantly in question.  

 

During this exhibition I became I became increasingly interested in the 

way that some Indigenous artworks presented a cyclical creative 

process, where an individualised practise is privileged whist continuing 

to retain a communal and collective narrative or performative quality to 

the work. I started to consider the deep processes involved in 

developing and reworking country and place based stories and 

knowledge’s into artworks and forms almost unrecognisable from its 

initial intention. The way in which cultural and spiritual knowledge’s 
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were transported by different materials and techniques from 

community into fine art products was intriguing.  

  

Was this the answer to my research question? Should I re-work and 

scrutinise the visual language of these place based communal 

experiences into a new form of art in representing my Place? I 

wondered however how would I ensure that these works were not re-

conceptualised through a Eurocentric aesthetic.  

 

scrutinising representations   

 

In reflecting on my praxis, I had been struggling with and attempting to 

resolve the representation of communal practices within individual 

artworks for many years. See illustrations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. The 

Ancestor Spirit Series 2007, a series of three mixed-media paintings, 

focused on the essence of place felt when developing a ground painting 

and laying the lines of ochres in homage to Baayami, Birrangulu, 

Ganhanbili and other ancestral figures. These paintings, included in the 

balima-baa exhibition, were quite large and dominated the main wall of 

the gallery. The textures and fibres used in these works created a 

sense of the organic ground as experienced in sand and ochre 

paintings. The pink and white hues of the oils and acrylic mixtures 

created light refractions and a sense of mystery and allure to the 

works. The strong termite-like shapes dominated the canvas as a mere 

impression of their existence, a shape and sense of being, there but not 

there. These works create a tension familiar to me, a sense of 

placeness and intimate knowingness of the position of the ancestor in 

my everyday life.  
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Illustration 5.8 

Dreise (2007) 

Ancestor Spirit Series - Baayami  

oil, acrylic, ochre, gum, gouache, sand and natural fibre on canvas 

120cm x 240cm  
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Illustration 5.9 

Dreise (2007) 

Ancestor Spirit Series - Birrangulu 

oil, acrylic, ochre, gum, gouache, sand and natural fibre on canvas 

120cm x 240cm  
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Illustration 5.10 

Dreise (2007) 

Ancestor Spirit Series - Ganhanbili 

oil, acrylic, ochre, gum, gouache, sand and natural fibre on canvas 

120cm x 240cm  
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The ‘communal verse individual’ relationship and the application to a 

new context of symbols steeped in tradition were explored further 

through representations of scar tree and shield designs in various 

artworks. Scar trees and shield designs were chosen to be developed 

into art works as part of this visual survey as they are significantly 

related to the marking of space and place in country. Two types of scar 

trees are generally described in southwest Queensland. The first type of 

scar tree has been carved to remove bark for a shield, bowl, canoe or 

other type of tool or implement. The resulting removal leaves an 

imprint or ‘scar’ within the tree. The second type of scar tree is 

developed from marks and symbols related to specific sites and tracks 

of country. These are important to me as they represent our localised 

designs. These designs are also used in the marking of spaces: 

buurrabang (bora grounds), women’s spaces, men’s spaces, gumbu 

(dance grounds), ngurrambaa (clan land), dhaymaarr (homelands), 

communal spaces, camp sites, dhanmurr (mourning spaces), dhiil 

(sacred trees / sites) and so on.   

 

In our area, far north of Gamilaraay nation and the Yeeralaraay nation, 

scar trees of this nature have geometric and organic shapes and 

concave designs. Each symbol and mark describes a relationship to a 

family or clan, community or space. These scar trees are signposts of 

space, but they also represent placeness within our communities 

describing patterns of behaviour of our peoples over many thousands of 

years.  

 

For this exhibition, I developed a series of paintings in response to scar 

trees and shield designs. See illustrations 5.11 to 5.15. Photographs 

and explanations about the scar trees, and their significance in place-

making within Southwest Queensland and Northwest New South Wales, 

hung beside these marks. Some of these works used pink-and-white 

hue sgraffito into the thick oil surface to create the scar design. 

Textures were embellished by the use of additional tints, tones and a 

white translucent glaze. Others were developed from an applied 

impasto surface to the canvas, where deep brown and red ochre 
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coloured oils were rubbed into the surface. These works also 

represented the same symbols used on possum and kangaroo skin rugs 

in the past and some shield designs.   

 

  

Illustration 5.11 

Dreise (2008) 

Women’s place scar tree  

Oil on canvas 

120cm x 70cm  
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Illustration 5.12 

Dreise (2008) 

Mens place scar tree  

Oil on canvas 

120cm x 70cm  
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Illustration 5.13 

Dreise (2008) 

Scar tree Series (one of three)  

Oil and medium on canvas 

120cm x 150cm  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Illustration 5.14     

Dreise (2008)  

Scar Tree designs (detail)  

Series of Photographs   

20cm x 30cm 

 

These works became useful tools in understanding the relationship 

between ‘Aboriginal art’ and the cultural constructions of the viewer. In 

the context of this exhibition, these scar tree inspired works elicited 

varied responses that were surprisingly familiar. Critical and linguistic 

theory suggests that discourses about art (public ways of speaking, 

writing about and interpreting art) are rooted in ideology belief 

systems. Muecke states that “discourses are produced by ideological 

apparatuses (for example religious institutions and colonial economies), 

such that the meaning effects are generated which make coherent 

classifications of institutional structures and the behaviours of 

individuals within them” (Muecke 1992: 21). In this way, the meanings 

affected within an Aboriginal artwork are realised through the symbolic 

selections, formations and transformations of Aboriginal symbology and 

ideology. Subsequently, the reception of the work is mediated through 

the symbolic and aesthetic codes dictated through Western art. 
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Illustration 5.15 

Dreise (2008) 

Gamilaraay Sheild 1 

Oil on canvas 

60cm x 20cm  
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The discourse surrounding these scar tree and shield designs (whether 

taken from the photographs or the artist-impression) revealed an 

already culturally-bound language for describing ‘Aboriginal art’. Viewer 

comments like “they don’t look very Aboriginal”, “they look like Maori 

designs” or “I didn’t know that Aborigines used diamond shapes” 

became common elements of the discourse. These responses reflected 

a predetermined understanding ‘what Aboriginal art looked like’. When 

questioned or asked for clarification, most viewers suggested 

‘Aboriginal Art’ involved, dots, circles, xray figures, bold lines of colour 

and simple shapes. In the case of this exhibition, the ground paintings 

and body designs found on canvas in the gallery were ‘more Aboriginal’ 

than the photographs of the scar trees themselves. Consequently, what 

the viewer perceives to be ‘Aboriginal Art’ becomes more ‘Aboriginal’ 

than the art itself.  

 

Cultural theory applied to symbolic forms of Aboriginal art aims to 

reveal the condition of the emergence of forms and objects as 

artworks, their accumulation and connection, the rules for their 

transformation and the discontinuities that articulate them (Foucault 

1972:7).  Therefore discourse around Aboriginal art at the cultural 

aesthetic interface creates tensions where social forms of organisation 

of the artist engage with systems, symbols and signs in the production 

of art, which in turn reproduce or change the sets of meanings and 

values which make up a culture (Hodge and Kress 1988: 6) of both the 

artist and viewer.   

 

If Western parameters give shape to Indigenous knowledge discourse, 

the usefulness and value of a variety of contexts, including Indigenous 

contexts (Nakata 2007:8) needs to be questioned. Viewing Aboriginal 

art through a Western aesthetic will always impede and limit the way in 

which the work is received and critiqued.  

 

How can Indigenous knowledge, art practices and a sense of place be 

valued through Western systems of aesthetics, symbols and 

understandings of space if these systems are indeed irreconcilable? 
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The influence of the popular media, and the concentrated effort in 

representing Aboriginal art from the centre and northern Australia 

nationally and globally, is significant to this discussion as it has 

polarised a version of the truth of Aboriginal art. This belief on what is 

Aboriginal art will always impede a viewer’s response to any work 

labelled ‘Aboriginal’. As Richard Bell states Aboriginal art is a ‘white 

thing’ and in this exhibition this adage reared its ugly head.   

 

This constructed idea of ‘what is Aboriginal art’ is has been central to 

this research.  As an Aboriginal artist, I also contribute to the 

development of new meaning about what constitutes Aboriginal art. 

Here lies the paradox. To define myself, and my work, as Aboriginal is 

to seek a place that is unique to my own worldview and knowledge of 

my peoples. In representing these views and knowledge to a broader 

audience, I must decide to either oppose the constructs and limitations 

imposed on me as an ‘Aboriginal artist’ by the white community or 

reflect in my practice the position and Place of the collective.    

 

The exhibition also highlighted the rationale behind the categorisation 

of Aboriginal art or Indigenous art for the purpose of curatorship, 

exhibition and discourse. Establishing a domain of Indigenous art, as 

opposed to Western art or, even worse, Australian art is problematic. 

However assimilating Aboriginal art into the constraints of Australian art 

also poses problems. Time is needed to question the roles and 

relationships of ‘Aboriginal artworks’ alongside each other and the ways 

in which galleries use race to develop a ‘collection’ or survey 

Indigenous arts practice. In saying this, I would argue for the sub-

categorisation of Indigenous art. If we are looking at changing 

representations of Indigenous peoples in society, then curate exhibits 

that redefine these parameters by using locale, studio or cultural 

context categories and not only under the broad parameter of 

Aboriginal Art.  
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commercialism vrs tradition  

 

In contrast to this response to artworks based on scar trees and 

shields, viewers seemed more accepting of their use on a functional or 

craft object. Viewers expressed an excitement about the collaborative 

works, mayrahs chairs (2008) that depicted scarring as a part of the 

upholstery design within a furniture series. See illustrations 5.16 to 

5.19. This was a series of 8 hand-crafted dom chairs created by the use 

of steam bent spotted gum, developed in collaboration with Ross 

Annels a furniture designer and artist from Cooroy. The upholstery on 

the chairs features an interpretation of scar tree designs, shield designs 

and ground painting designs burnt into the surfaces. Fine-burnt line 

work singed the micro-fibre fabric leaving a unique indented mark on 

the surface of the seat. These works represent contemporary signposts 

for placeness - sitting with family around a table, gathering and 

communing.  I gained a sense from viewer responses that the 

Aboriginal “designs” in this context, perceived as craft based and 

commercial, were more acceptable than the fine art representations of 

these practices and images.  Viewer responses may have also been 

influenced by the quality of the works and the fusion between Western 

and Gamilaraay design within this collaboration.  

 

 

 
Illustration 5.16 

Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs [detail]  

steam bent spotted gum 

burnt suede  

image by Ross Annels 
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Illustration 5.18 

Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs  

steam bent spotted gum burnt suede image by Ross Annels 

 
Illustration 5.17 

Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs [detail]  

steam bent spotted gum 

burnt suede  

image by Ross Annels 
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Illustration 5.19 

Annels & Dreise (2008) 

Mayrahs Chairs  

steam bent spotted gum 

burnt suede  

image by Ross Annels 
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bordering in the gallery, domains of aboriginal art  

 

Post-colonial writings position Indigenous voice within the margins, 

centralising the place of dominant paradigms against this edge position. 

Within the 2008 solo exhibition, Balima-baa (Finding Place), I 

developed some small sculptural works and paintings from this 

marginalised position. See illustrations 5.20 to 5.30.  I was iinterested 

in viewer responses to these socio political works and felt that the 

viewer critique of these sculptural works was impeded by a lack of 

understanding and experience with the modes and mediums located in 

sculptural discourse and to political commentary in art. I noted that 

previous exhibitions in the gallery had consisted mainly of landscape 

painting, folk art, quilt design, tapestry and local student paintings. The 

position of the gallery in a small rural town was therefore brought into 

question. Audience responses were impeded by a general lack of 

audience experience with contemporary sculpture, particularly found 

object works and to socio political contexts of these works.   

 

 

illustration 5.20 

Dreise (2008) 

I am sorry 

Oil, wax and ochre on canvas 

130cm x 30cm (three panels)  
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illustration 5.21 

Dreise (2007) 

Stolen 1  

Mixed media ceramic leather and wood  

24cm x 15cm  

 

 
illustration 5.22 

Dreise (2007) 

Stolen 2  

Mixed media ceramic, leather and wood  

30cm x 12cm  
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illustration 5.23 

Dreise (2008) 

The Apology 

Mixed media ceramic and wood  
30cm x 22cm 35cm 
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illustration 5.24 

Dreise (2008) 

Silent Witness  

Oil on Canvas  
70cm x 95cm  
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illustration 5.25 

Dreise (2008) 

Bed time 

Oil on Canvas  
70cm x 95cm  
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illustration 5.26 

Dreise (2008) 

Social Memory 

Oil on Canvas  

[2 panels] 40cm x 90cm each 
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illustration 5.27 

Dreise (2008) 

Apple for the teacher?  

Oil on Canvas  

120cm x 80cm  
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illustration 5.28 

Dreise (2008) 

Shop by a pencil  

Oil on Canvas  

120cm x 80cm  
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These works provided me with the opportunity to reflect on the role 

of the gallery context and the way in which the ‘Aboriginal art 

industry’ mediates and provides exposure to particular types of 

Aboriginal art works and studio practices (Bell 2002). This mediated 

exposure to certain types of Aboriginal artworks creates a cultural 

construction around Aboriginal art by controlling the access, 

omissions and ultimately the way the general public understands and 

receives ‘Aboriginal art’ and ‘Aboriginal Artists’. This in turn regulates 

the critique of Aboriginal art within the public domain.  

 

 

 

illustration 5.29 

Dreise (2008) 

Assimilate 

Mixed media rat traps, ceramic and wood  
22cm x 18cm  

 

There is a difference between the receptions of ‘Aboriginal art’ from an 

industry position as apposed to an individual response. My research is 

located within the latter. However, it is important to be consciously 

aware of the impeding boundaries imposed on the individual (and my 

work) from social, intellectual and institutional discourses. To 

understand the way in which my artworks elicit viewer responses, I 

consciously seek to understand how ‘I’ am discursively bound to 
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specific domains of knowledge and knowledge production. It is only 

then that can I understand how my artworks are problematically 

situated within the cultural aesthetic interface and how a viewer’s own 

situatedness impacts on the reception of this work.    

 

 
 

Foucault describes anthology and ethnology as discourse that consider 

the impact of transcendental concepts on humankind “where modern 

philosophy consists in doubling over dogmatism, in dividing it into two 

different levels each lending support to and limiting the other” 

(Foucault 1970: 341).  In this sense, ‘Aboriginal ’ is both defined by 

and limited by Eurocentric ideals of being ‘human’. Consequently 

‘Aboriginal art’ is defined and limited by Western aesthetic principles 

and structures. Aboriginal art is situated within the cultural aesthetic 

interface and is bound by Eurocentric constructs, whiteness as the 

imposed spatial aesthetic: 

 

Illustration 5.30 

Dreise (2008) 

Bound by Grief 

Mixed media ceramic string  

22cm x 12cm  
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….the Western nation establishes with all other cultures; and from 
that starting-point it avoids the representations that men in any 

civilisation may give themselves, of their life, of their needs, of the 
significations laid down in their language; and sees emerging 

behind these representations the norms by which men perform the 
functions of life. (Foucault 1970: 378)    

 

An analysis of Aboriginal art within the cultural aesthetic interface will 

be difficult to define and translate as it involves different ways of 

understanding multiple realities.  Within an arts context the study and 

appreciation of works by Aboriginal artists and communities have 

extensively been classified and described through various disciplines 

including the anthropology, geography, ethnography, cultural studies, 

history, linguistics and science.  In terms of ‘the arts’, this discipline-

specific narrative of ‘Aboriginal art’ is contestable.  Much of the 

discourse around ‘Aboriginal art’ is bound to these aforementioned 

disciplines. This was evident throughout the exhibition Balima-baa 

(Finding Place) 2008 where the social science and anthropological 

constructions of knowledge about ‘Aboriginal people’ and art was voiced 

regularly by the viewer.  

 

The arts, and to an extent the creative industries, as a critical domain 

for discourse around ‘Aboriginal artworks’ and ‘Aboriginal arts practices’ 

has limited this knowledge by creating a sense of homogeneity to 

‘Aboriginal art’ as a genre or ‘industry’. This artificial homogenisation of 

Aboriginal art has forced it location outside the studio genres and 

movements located in ‘Western art’ (colonial, post-modern, sculpture, 

drawing, installation and so on) that is found within the Australian arts 

industry.  This mediation of Aboriginal art, outside the regulatory 

critique of Australian art, has led to the development of a western 

epistemological frame and benchmark for defining and controlling the 

acceptance (and rejection) of ‘Aboriginal art’.  These cultural 

constructions of ‘Aboriginal art’, created through domain specific criteria 

have cyclically influenced all facets of Indigenous art production, 

promotion, exhibition and sale. This ‘Othering’ of Aboriginal art has 

mediated the position and responses to Aboriginal art based on a 

mishmash of Western aesthetic principles and knowledge domain-
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specific criteria including anthropological, ethnographic and sociological. 

Hence, the emergence of categorisations within ‘Aboriginal art’ as 

specifically located to the knowledge domain including urban, remote, 

traditional, social, political, spiritual and cultural.  

 

It would be foolish to assume that ‘Aboriginal artworks’ can be ‘plonked’ 

unproblematically within already discursively-bound studio genres and 

movements located within Western framed gallery systems and 

histories. Differences between and within these genre’s and movements 

also provide a Western-framed data set on which Aboriginal art could 

be mediated (Nakata 2007:8).  

 

Within a gallery context, we “subscribe to the institutional 

arrangements and practices of Western and scientific knowledge 

traditions”, which mediate the way in which viewers learn about 

‘Aboriginal art’ (Nakata 2007:8).  It was interesting that in the paper-

based responses to Balima-baa (Finding Place) 2008, the exhibition at 

the Chinchilla White Gums Gallery, little was mentioned about the role 

or significance of the artwork or the exhibition with the major focus of 

the writings centring on the socio-political context of the works.   

 

The Local Chinchilla paper described the exhibition in terms of 

‘displacement’ with no mention of a sense of place projected in 

artworks. The article did not focus on the content of the exhibition or a 

critique of the artworks, rather the story highlighted local relationships 

between traditional owners and builders of the new gas pipeline. The 

article highlighted placelessness caused by but landowners not allowing 

local Indigenous people access to sacred sites, thus creating 

displacement of the Indigenous peoples and causing unrest. Similarly, 

the local gallery newsletter moved away from a discussion about the 

‘Art work’ or curatorial design, rather it described the exhibition as a 

discovery “into understanding about the spirituality of Aboriginal 

people” and how this was “similar to Christian beliefs.” (CWGN 2008)   
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For an exhibition containing a diversity of styles and artworks from a 

solo artist, one would have assumed that criticism would have focused 

at some point on this absurd reality. However, the general response to 

the exhibition was mediated through an anthropological and social 

history gaze; appreciation of the artworks and practices was less about 

the artwork and more about the ‘Aboriginal’ context from which they 

had arisen. This specific narrative of ‘Aboriginal art’ is contestable as it 

limits an appreciation and critique of the works from a contemporary 

arts perspective. In this context the discourses around ‘Aboriginal art’ 

were discursively bound to the fields of social science and cultural 

theory and limited the ways in which the works are understood as 

objects of fine art. This constructed reality, public critique, reflection 

and the intimate discussions and the place-based observations of 

viewer responses to the work were together successful in providing a 

strong base of research and creative inquiry to support further aspects 

of this project.  

 

Balima-baa (Finding Place) – a visual survey into my minds eye, my hearts 

place, my hands truth and Others misguided realities. LOL  

 

 Diary entry July 2008 

Illustration 5.31 

Local News extract  

Toowoomba Chronicle  

July 2008  
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finding place 

 

‘Western parameters give shape to Indigenous knowledge discourse, 

which is based on Western ideology (epistemology, ontology and 

cosmology)’ (Nakata 2007:8). This indicates that Western aesthetics 

mediates the development of and discourses on Indigenous art. 

Knowing that ‘Aboriginal art’ is already discursively bound through an 

intertwined history of colonialism and power makes it easier for me as 

an Aboriginal researcher to understand how my standpoint has been 

shaped within this Western knowledge framework. Nakata argues that 

the multiplicities of discourses, social practices and knowledge 

technologies which exist in the cultural interface are visible.  They 

influence the ways in which we see and experience the world and the 

way we operationalise our knowledge of it (op.cit). From the exhibition, 

Balima-baa (Finding Place), we can see that multiplicities of discourses, 

social practices and knowledge technologies are also visible within the 

cultural aesthetic interface and that the cultural aesthetic interface is 

not just located at the site between an artwork and a viewer, nor within 

the gallery context alone.  

 

In reviewing previous work from the last 20 years I noticed that 

evidence of questioning and pondering the cultural aesthetic interface 

was already visible. For the purpose of the Balima-baa (Finding Place) 

exhibition I revisited one such work, which had lain unfinished in my 

garage for a few years. This large painted work, his story burra time 

(2005-2008), consists of three panels (6000mm x 1800mm) which 

expose a layering of imagery. See illustrations 5.27 to 5.30.  Narratives 

of placeness and placelessness, history and identity, are found within 

the work. Set deep in the background of this work are spirit figures and 

significant people in my life.  These large faces provide the viewer a 

gaze from within the painting and projects a sense of Otherness to the 

observer. Elements of a fractured history are scattered through the 

work with fragments of government policies and cultural narratives 

intersecting and weaving a shared history within the work. The 

depiction of domestic servants are symbolised by washing lines, 
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baskets and pegs. These scream about stories of stolen generations 

and domestic service interlaid with symbols of communal dance and 

human rights. These images are contrasted with mousetraps and beer 

bottles symbolising institutional and social placelessness of my people. 

Warm and cool colours create tension in the work and created a deep 

interaction with the viewer. These diverse images merge and intersect 

in a disconnected yet fully connected, flowing motion.  

 

This approach in representing the contradictory positions and 

circumstances found within the cultural aesthetic interface are 

heightened by my selection and mediation of images and symbols for 

this purpose. Through this work, an ‘Aboriginal standpoint’ is clear.  The 

discursively-bound aesthetic privileges Aboriginal voice but uses 

Western techniques of image making and art production.  This work 

questions the role of the artist within the creation of artworks. It 

presents dualities, contradictions and influences between Western 

knowledge systems and Indigenous knowledge systems and questions 

the possibility for a viewer to intimately understand the cultural 

interface from where Indigenous peoples and our knowledges are 

located.  

 

illustration 5.32 

Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time  

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008)  
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illustration 5.33 

Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time [detail panel 1] 

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008)  
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illustration 5.34 

Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time [detail panel 2] 

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008) 
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illustration 5.35 

Dreise (2005-2008) 

his story burra time [detail panel 3] 

6000mm x 1800mm  

oil, acrylic and found objects on canvas  

(purchased by the Maranoa Shire Council 2008)  
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Within his story burra time (2005-2008) images linked to cultural 

constructions of Indigenous peoples enticed a variety of responses and 

interest in this work. Viewers were interested in engaging with the 

political and cultural histories consciously layered within symbols of 

relatedness to country and spiritual belief. I felt the allure of the 

‘illusionary exotic’ initially drew people into the work but then facilitated 

an engagement with the political and social messages in the work. The 

discourse of this work, presenting Place as both placeness and 

placelessness at the cultural aesthetic interface, was critical to this 

project and would soon become more significant within my praxis. From 

the development of this work I started to understand and reaffirm my 

Place as being both placeness and placelessness. Nakata and others 

already gave answers to questions I had about my divergent creative 

practices. To be true to my art and myself I could communicate my 

standpoint - in tension, in conflict, as a shared history narrative and as 

a complete truth not devoid of one aspect of my life or the other.  

 

Consequently, my task was to discover how this resolution located 

within my painting could be achieved through installation and 

ephemeral practices or if indeed this resolution was needed.  
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section eight: constructing space  

 

 

we blak u dum joe 

Hey u fla listen up 

you bin tinking we dum? 

we dum ha? 

fancy car we no need it joe 

red fast one do us la 

big suit lookin stupid 

na we all good  

yu fla blind 

blind like a bat 

not likem those fancy womens  

and der wine la 

big fat fruit bat 

blind one yaal  

which way im cum 

sneaky way la 

u em tinkin we way bak la 

we em blak doe  

not way bak  

lik em ogga bogga one eh? 

Well u fla listen up la 

U fla dum  

me country lokin afta me joe 

big mutta one la 

em seein u lyin yaal 

em seein it wit him own eye ball 

u fla got no chance yaa  

gamil no chance  

we sneaky fruit bat u joe 

big mob us la 

u go on 

keep em going wit migloo lies la 

we sneaky u wen u lest lookin 

jarr u up big time 

u fla u thik we dum 

ha murri clever joe  

lokkem in ur own bak yard doe 

ur all fenced up  

lockem ya in la 

how dum u r fla 

all feced up lik a boorahma  

caged up bi time 

by ur own maps and briks  

u so dum la  

 

Dreise (diary entry Jan 2009)8 

 

 

                                                 
8 migloo (white woman) boorahma (dog)  
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nginu balaa yaal exhibiton scope  

 

The solo exhibition nginu balaa yaal (your white lies) Whitebox Gallery, 

QCA January 2009, affirmed and raised new questions within the 

research and created new opportunities for consolidating my praxis. 

The exhibition featured individual work, predominantly photography, 

and five distinctively different installation spaces through which the 

viewer navigated. This process of steering the viewer through a variety 

of spaces within the exhibition was deliberately designed to mediate the 

reception of the work and create a distinctive narrative of my praxis to 

evoke audience response.   

 

By creating distinctive spaces and works, I was able to retest findings 

and creatively reflect on questions raised during place-based research 

and Balima-baa (Finding Place) exhibition of 2008.  I could also test 

new concepts and methods emerging from the project and my creative 

practice. Reconfiguring concepts, ideas and theories raised in the 

cultural aesthetic interface in which my praxis resides was a key 

outcome from this exhibition.  A rigorous exploration into the position 

of my art within a contemporary context and the way in which I 

mediate the responses to my work was required. In order to do so, I 

had to continue to analyse viewer reactions to my praxis and critically 

reflect on my own standpoint of creatively and deliberately 

manipulating processes and discourses.  

 

Developing a greater understanding of the role of ‘Aboriginal art’ and 

‘Aboriginal artist’ in mediating viewer responses (educating, enticing, 

challenging, dismissing and so on) to Aboriginal standpoints was central 

to the development and public critique of this exhibition. The nginu 

balaa yaal (2009) exhibition deepened my insight into the way that 

‘Aboriginal art’ is conceptualised (or re-conceptualised) by both the 

artist and various audiences. I began to focus on the ways in which my 

praxis could represent or elicit specific responses.   
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I chose to call the exhibition nginu balaa yaal which meaning your 

white lies. This decision was made after much deliberation and once the 

works developed for the white room (an installation within the exhibit) 

had been completed. I did not translate this name on the invitations, no 

image was included on the invites, nor did I discuss this labelling with 

visitors until after they left the space. In using the power of my own 

language to disguise my intentions and concepts, I was intentionally 

mediating my standpoint for the purpose of manipulating the audience 

into coming to my exhibition. Vernon Ah Kee uses common language 

(English), text and font, to capture and educe audiences to reconsider 

the power of the language used. I, on the other hand, like to privilege 

my own Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay languages by using these in ways 

that omit some audiences and groups of people from being able to fully 

enter my work. This is very personal tool as I am able to present very 

strong messages linguistically in a didactical way (political and moral as 

opposed to advice or instruction); in a way that only allows particular 

groups of people to engage with my work (family and linguists who 

know these languages).  This shift of power in my use of non translated 

Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay language may however be re-

conceptualised by others as the use of my language to express some 

form of nostalgia. This response may be reactionary to the shift of 

power located in not being able to access the text.   

 

Through the application of cultural theory and the analysis of my own 

praxis, ten different but interconnected premises emerged. Within the 

nginu balaa yaal (your white lies) 2009 exhibition in the Whitebox 

Gallery, QCA, I chose to focus these conceptual understandings and 

questions that had come to light within my research. These common 

assumptions and understandings included;  

 

1. Indigenous peoples translate common aesthetic and cultural 

understandings into a shared appreciation of art works by 

Aboriginal artists (as seen in the balimba-baa finding place 

exhibition 2008);  
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2. Aboriginal Place within artworks will always be re-conceptualised 

through Western spatial aesthetics, which exist in the cultural 

aesthetic interface. These have developed from patterns of 

behaviours (collective and individual), power discourses, cultural 

values and histories. These tracks of knowingness ‘about’ 

Aboriginal people have developed collectively through visual 

objects and creative practices. They are evidenced within the 

physical spaces (objects and actors of the everyday) located 

within society: the domestic, the maps, the signs, the texts, the 

institutions, the landscapes, the roads, the architecture, the 

plans and many others;  

3. Aboriginal Place is a construct representative of both connections 

to country (placeness) and disconnection from country 

(placelessness). Place within a colonised society is always 

mediated by both placeness and placelessness;  

4. Aboriginal artworks developed out of current-day communal 

practices will often be seen as either inauthentic, exotic or 

nostalgic by those who do not have inside knowledge of the artist 

or the artist’s local community;    

5. There are multiple realities for understanding and responding to 

Aboriginal art. Western spatial aesthetics privilege Western 

knowledge domains of anthropology and ethnology in the reading 

and reception of ‘Aboriginal’ artworks; 

6. Aboriginal art attempts to decolonise and deconstruct tropes and 

archetypes of ‘Aboriginal people’ as elicited within colonial and 

post-colonial theory. These continue to be represented in the 

everyday;  

7. An imposed Eurocentric aesthetic delimits the power of the 

artwork to break cycles of Aboriginal (and non-Aboriginal) 

representation located within the cultural aesthetic interface;   

8. Aboriginal art can project the experiences and standpoints of the 

artist through either centralising dominant paradigms or 

centralising the voice of the artist (or Aboriginal peoples);  

9. ‘Aboriginal art’, ‘Aboriginal artists’ and ‘Aboriginal arts practices’ 

are discursively bound to a complex sets of social relations, 
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visual archetypes, Indigenous knowledge systems, Western 

knowledge systems and imposed spatial aesthetics. This both 

limits and creates possibilities within the cultural aesthetic 

interface. Power within the interface shifts fluidly between the 

artist, the work and the viewer. The institution and context 

(space) also creates power in the cultural aesthetic interface by 

mediating the modes of production and display; and,  

10.In a colonised country - the process, production, exhibition, 

reception and criticism of ‘Aboriginal artworks’ is mediated by 

Western industrialised ideology. This includes principles of 

commercialism, consumerism, globalisation, modernism and 

postmodernism as located within the Australian society and the 

Australian arts industry.  

 

The scope of the nginu balaa yaal (your white lies) 2009 exhibition was 

to develop artworks in response to these assumptions as a way to re-

test and consider my responses to these. The exhibition also aimed to 

clarify my buyawila-li, the force and creative process within my praxis. 

I wished to explore my buyawila-li (my standpoint) more fully for the 

duration of the project, and possibly beyond.  

 

Installations and associated art forms for the nginu balaa yaal (your 

white lies) 2009 exhibition were developed to elicit audience responses 

but, more importantly here, to test my own creative responses within a 

gallery space and challenge the way I mediated audiences to engage 

with my work. This methodology involved objects and art forms being 

installed and situated within a formal gallery space. For the duration of 

the exhibition viewers experienced the work while I listened to and 

observed their reactions and responses. In many cases, I had a 

dialogue with visitors after they had left the space. I was interested in 

exploring how I felt when people were discussing my work. I had never 

previously been bothered about these feelings in a real way.  

 

Sometimes I was an active observer within the space; at other times I 

was an active participant. In this exhibition, specific disparate works 
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were hung in close proximity to elicit audience reactions to the work. I 

questioned the viewer’s understanding of the work and what they liked 

and didn’t like about it. This assisted me to clarify how the cultural 

background of the viewer and the conditions (values and knowledges) 

around ‘Aboriginal art’ and ‘Aboriginal people’ may influence the 

reception of the art. From this exhibition, I hope that my active role in 

the research process might develop into a deeper appreciation of the 

cultural aesthetic interface. My focus was to consider the raw reactions 

and emotions (mine and others) that emerged out of my own praxis 

and the discourses that surrounded these. I also wanted to understand 

how these ten highlighted assumptions were located within the cultural 

aesthetic interface (edge, marginal, centralised, hidden, visible, 

embedded and so on).   

 

Nginu balaa yaal 2009 contained five key installations and some 

associated smaller works aimed at exploring these ten assumptions. In 

Once again, the exhibition involved a variety of techniques and 

materials, however the exhibition was primarily focused on installation.  

 

Below is an aerial layout of the exhibition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following sections describe each section as a viewer was able to 

navigate through the exhibiton.  

 

 

The white room  

 

Gaawi-li 

Yinnar balima   

Intaface  

Kangarutrublu  

Entry   

 Maniac  

 wall   

Cpk series    

Scar tree 
photographs     
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yinnar balima 

 

Yinnar balima (woman’s place far away from here) was an installation 

that represented a specific sense of Place located in communal dance 

and ceremony from our country. During Balima-baa (Finding Place) 

2008, I had mixed emotions when developing a ground painting within 

the confines of a gallery context. I wanted to test the reactions of an 

audience from Brisbane to this type of work and resolve my position in 

exploring traditional-based symbolism and communally shared 

practices within my praxis. After much discussion with family and 

friends, I decided to develop another ground work for this exhibition. 

This installation, Yinnar balima, imposed a ground painting and 

significant imagery of my own Yeeralaraay and Gamilaraay dance 

practice within the space. See illustration 6.0.  The ground painting 

itself featured six ancestral figures and two significant sites within the 

Baluun (Balonne) area. Rich local ochres from home (reds, yellow, 

white and browns) vibrantly glowed on top of the beach sand which 

needed to be brought into the space to start the ground painting.  

 

illustration 6.0 
 

Dreise (2009) 

Yinnar balima 

installation (Ground 

installation) [detail]  

2500mm x 1800mm  

ochre, charcoal and 

sand  
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Like Ground 1 (2008), the work became quite vibrant but clinical in 

appearance. This aesthetic qualities of the ground painting was 

unfamiliar to me as the ochres and sand did not naturally dissipate into 

the ground as part of the normal cyclical process found within this form 

of art making.  

 

Over 100 photographs of various sizes were displayed on the walls 

within this yinnar balima space. See illustrations 6.1 and 6.2.  These 

referenced women’s dance, site-specific ground painting (developed in 

south-west Queensland during various residencies) and women’s body 

designs currently used in dance and ceremonial practice in our area. 

    

illustration 6.1 

Dreise (2009) 

Yinnar balima installation (Yinnar Yulagi -woman’s dance) [wall detail]  

Photographic Prints black and white  

Various sizes 8in x  10in, 5 x 8in, 3in x 10in [20 images]  
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The photographs had been digitally manipulated and were devoid of 

colour which left only black and white impressions on the walls. The 

photographic images themselves commented on the loss experienced 

by artworks and communal practices when decontextualised within a 

gallery space. In the photographic images, the tonal qualities of the 

ground paintings and the contrasts between light and greys, created an 

alluring sense of pattern and repetition. This interplay appealed to me. 

These works were displayed as a linear border around the walls of the 

ground painting which made viewers move close to the walls to 

consider the images. The line created by the images constructed a 

boxed-in feel within the space and made reference to the reduction and 

constraint felt by this performative practice within the confines of the 

gallery.   

 

The yinnar balima installation elicited various audience responses and 

many questions from non-Indigenous visitors to the exhibition. Some 

viewers directly compared the images to those of women artists from 

the Northern Territory and ‘central desert’ areas. I felt the potential 

beauty and significance of this work was lost in the legacy of the 

Aboriginal women’s art movement from central Australia. Women’s art 

from southwest Queensland had been overshadowed by the ‘more 

authentic’ known constructs of another Aboriginal people. Communal 

works by women from small communities in Dirranbandi and 

surrounding areas, have rarely been recorded or taken outside of the 

community or dance context. Mainstream focus on central desert art 

has protected the significance of these ground painting works over the 

years, but in doing so, has mediated their reception today – this had 

been ‘done before’. Another key response to emerge from viewer 

responses was the return of the ‘exotic and spiritual’ constructs of 

Aboriginal art. 
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illustration 6.2 

Dreise (2009) 

Yinnar balima installation (Yinnar Yulagi -woman’s dance) [wall detail]  

Photographic Prints black and white  

Various sizes 3in x 5in [50 images] installed in horizontal lines  

 

The yinnar balima installation was perceived by non-Indigenous 

audiences as a very ‘different culture’ to non-Indigenous culture. 

Something sacred and connected to Australia that was not located 

within a white psyche. The resurgence of the cultural artefact and ‘the 

past’ was unsurprisingly raised. This link to ‘tradition as being extinct’, 

highlighted a re-occurring belief that an Aboriginal person living in a 

city or suburb was ‘assimilated’, that we have been removed from 

country and had no direct association or involvement in localised 

tradition. As an artist living in The Gap, twelve kilometres from 

Brisbane CBD, this falsity raised many questions for me. I was 
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particularly concerned about how this belief might impact on Yuggera 

and Turrabul peoples of Brisbane, or other Aboriginal groups whose 

traditional lands are located in spaces that have been re-imaged as 

cities, suburbs and the ‘urban’.  

 

Through continually framed questions focused on the anthropological 

aspect to this installation and not the aesthetic qualities, the existence 

of multiple realities for understanding and responding to ‘Aboriginal art’ 

was heightened. Indigenous viewers did not ask questions about the 

work, rather they discussed the layout and design of the installation 

and sought to define the subliminal messages located within the work. 

On the other hand, non-Indigenous viewer responses confirmed that 

Western spatial aesthetics privilege discipline-specific knowledges 

‘about’ Aboriginal people (anthropological, ethnographical, linguistic 

and others) and these assumptions impacted greatly on the way the 

work was received.   

 

Yinnar balima was discussed during the exhibition and also within a 

public seminar held after the exhibition. The terms ‘folk art’ and 

‘nostalgia’ used in reference to this practice indicating that a western 

aesthetic was imposed on the reading and reception of these particular 

art works (and practices). This aesthetic compartmentalises the past 

and present into a linear format and provides an artificial distance 

between artists cultural knowledge’s and communal practices based in 

tradition and that of modern practices. 1 These reactions made me 

question the place of these works within my own praxis and whether I 

would continue to explore groundwork within a contemporary gallery 

setting. The position of Aboriginal arts practices (performative and 

communal), and the validity of particular types of art (ground painting, 

body art) developed by an ‘urban Aboriginal artist’ were continually 

criticised during the public phase of the exhibition, but more 

importantly during public seminars. The boundaries for the 

                                                 
1
 The same standard associated to western artistic tradition (realism, surrealism, impressionism, expressionism and so on) does 

not seem to exist here. A double standard exists where a Western tradition of artistic practice is able to be located in the present 
without scrutiny, whereas if an Aboriginal artist follows a similar patterning of tradition then this is seen as anthropological or 

historically located.   
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performative and communal aspects of my praxis, within the constructs 

of the gallery or contemporary arts industry, were defined by others as 

‘craft’ rather than ‘art’, and ‘collective’ rather than ‘individual’ and 

therefore unable to be substantiated within the PhD process. Response 

to my work seemed to be mediated by an artificial construct which tied 

me to ‘urban’ = ‘contemporary’ = ‘cultureless’ and these ground 

practices as ‘rural’ = ‘past’ = ‘connected’, so therefore if am ‘urban’ 

then I should be working in ‘contemporary forms’ and if I didn’t the 

work was not ‘authentic’. Although I have the permissions, the rights 

and the responsibility to elicit such knowledges through a creative 

work, I did not have the placeness to do this. The cultural aesthetic 

interface spoke explicitly to this.   

 

I felt that scrutiny of these works through a mediated anthropological 

position could potentially damage their role and validity within our own 

community. The fragility of this practice within our community was not 

one that I wanted to jeopardise.  The discourses surrounding this 

practice and mediation of this as an artist and from the viewer provided 

a focused insight into the cultural aesthetic interface.  This discourse 

would impact greatly on my future praxis.  

  

 gaawi-li 

    

The second installation space focused on the various visual tropes and 

archetypes of Aboriginal people that have emerged from colonial and 

post-colonial discourse. The work drew on a repetition of images and 

symbols, which have created the inherited (Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal) memory of ‘who we are as Aboriginal people’ and what 

cultural constructions ‘about us’ have been developed through the 

cultural aesthetic interface. The installation focused on objects and 

images that have been passed down through everyday experiences and 

how these within the cultural aesthetic interface continue to carry a 

legacy of proof of cultural positioning influences through these 

everyday forms.  
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The gaawi-li (regurgitate) 2009 installation was a collection installation. 

See illustration 6.3 to 6.6.  Objects and texts focused on myths and 

archetypes as projected in the cultural aesthetic interface were installed 

into the space. Myths and archetypes such as the ‘noble savage’, 

‘Aborigine as object /subject’, ‘empty lands’, ‘primitive’, ‘uncivilised’, 

‘spiritual’, ‘child-like’, ‘sublime’ and others were displayed in the work 

alongside embedded symbols of ‘Aboriginality’ such as the boomerang, 

animal skins, art work and artefacts.  

 

 

illustration 6.3 

Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [wall detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 

 

On a surface level, Gaawi-li is a large towering installation of kitsch 

Aboriginal paraphernalia, culturally constructed historical texts and 

education materials, juxtaposed against scar tree paintings and 

homogenised Aboriginal designs and artefacts. However, the work 

featured a crime scene, the outlining of a dead body on the ground, 

which served to question the assertions, myths and archetypes. See 

illustration 6.4. This referenced the myth of the ‘the dying race’ and 

exposed the placelessness experienced by Aboriginal peoples through 

these imposed cultural constructions. This outline of death also 
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represented the assumptions being made about groundwork of 

Aboriginal people located in the previous installation.  An overlay of 

found objects against manipulated artworks (scar tree representations) 

assisted in describing the tensions and relationships located within the 

cultural aesthetic interface.  

 

 

illustration 6.4 

Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [floor detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 

 

When Aboriginal people ‘read’ and ‘view’ images and symbols 

constructed through an imposed Eurocentric aesthetic, we make 

choices to accept or reject these images of ourselves. As artists, we 

also make choices about re-presenting, dismissing, disputing or 

privileging these representations in our artworks and practices. Without 

Indigenous standpoint theory, these choices become an unconscious or 

unregulated critique and therefore unknowingly contribute to the 

corpus of archetypes, myths and symbols that represent ‘us’ within the 

aesthetic cultural interface.  
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illustration 6.5 

Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 

 

Gaawi-li (2009) generated many discussions. Most of these centred on 

the specific objects within the installation and an individual’s familiarity 

with these throughout their lives. The old educational materials and 

books, core to social studies teaching in the mid- to late-1960s, were of 

particular interest. Remnants of these constructions still exist within 

schools today.  The relationship between text and image is a powerful 

tool. As a teacher and educator, I know and understand this 

relationship well. I have found the way this can impose a dominant 

aesthetic and paradigm particularly interesting and this concept has 

been evident in my praxis over the years. The Gaawi-li (2009) 

installation created an engagement with the audience that was not 

expected. I assumed that my husband’s and my obsession with 
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collecting this kitsch ‘Aboriginal’ paraphernalia and books with negative 

representations of Indigenous peoples was a fetish isolated to a few 

individuals and artists (antique collectors, Davina Kelly, Julie Gough, 

Tony Alberts and others). It was interesting how common these 

archetypes and objects were to Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal viewers. 

The legacy of these works within the domestic experience was 

highlighted through conversations with various visitors to this space.  

 

 

 

illustration 6.6 

Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 

 

My passion and obsession for collecting these objects and texts had 

been based on both a personal crusade to remove these objects from 

circulation and to one day develop a library and museum of these 

objects. In this way, they could be used as a teaching tool for the wider 

community and, in some cases, to assist in exploring the humour, 

paradox and irony now evident in them. I must admit that many of 

these objects and texts have created many comical moments amongst 

our family and friends. I had previously used these in my work as 

permanent elements to sculptures.  However, as they became more 

and more expensive and inaccessible, I had stopped using (and re-

conceptualising) them in my praxis as I preferred to maintain and grow 

our collection at home for a future purpose.  
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illustration 6.7 

Dreise (2009) 

gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [detail]  

Mixed media, kitsch, books, tea towels, kangaroo skins, various sizes  

5m x 4m x 7m 

 

Gaawi-li (2009) installation was made up of selected pieces from our 

home collection and that of fellow artist Davina Kelly. Together, they 

highlighted our personal obsession with these objects and the 

discourses around these that filtrated our homes on a regular basis.  
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They are a physical testament to the legacy and power of the cultural 

aesthetic interface; objects and actors such as these, have mediated the 

position and place of Indigenous people within the domestic and everyday 

experience of Indigenous and non-Indigenous people.  It is within these 

common experiences that a hidden memory of time or attitude is 

unravelled. The very physical existence of these objects provides a map of 

thought and image that has woven itself into the very fabric of our 

society. They cannot be re-written or re-imaged, as some might try to do 

within our national history. In the cultural aesthetic interface, these 

objects and actors collectively contain the trace memories and slurs of our 

past and our present, in black and white, ceramic and plaster, paper and 

cloth.  

 

Although successful in eliciting various audience responses, the 

installations didn’t provide a resolution to particular questions; rather, 

they presented me with more questions. Can Aboriginal art move 

beyond a mere narration, representation or challenge of these myths, 

tropes and archetypes of Aboriginal people?  

 

By exposing patterns of colonialism through these objects and texts, 

can an artist break the cycles of representation located within the 

cultural aesthetic interface? Does the inclusion of these objects and 

texts within the gallery context as ‘modern art’ contribute to the 

misrepresentation and discourse ‘about Aboriginal people’ that already 

exists in Australian society? Or worse, by exposure through art, do 

these images, tests and objects reaffirm and transform Aboriginal 

representations to audiences locally, nationally and internationally? 

 

There is a fine line here. How Aboriginal artists resolve this in their 

work is important as there the power in influencing the cultural 

aesthetic interface can inturn create or reaffirm negative cultural 

assumptions about Aboriginal peoples, our art and our cultural 

practices.  This role of the artist is fore fronted within this project. 
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cpk 

 

On the opposing wall to Gaawi-li (2009), a formal installation of 30 

photographs with text overlays (country, place and kin) was located. 

See Illustrations 6.8 and 6.10. cpk (2009) installation within Gaawi-li 

(2009) acknowledges the tensions existing within the cultural aesthetic 

interface in representing both  ‘placeness’ and ‘placelessness’ within an 

artwork. In 2002, I developed similar works as a part of a larger solo 

exhibition, country place kin, for the Noosa Regional Art gallery. Within 

this current research, I revisited this work to investigate how text 

overlayed onto a photograph influenced viewers understanding of my 

sense of placeness and placelessness. The cpk (2009) installation 

combined images taken while on place-based residence - from natural 

bushland, farming properties, sacred sites and a mission in Angledool 

where my nanna and other relatives had resided, and subsequently 

removed. The text layered on top of the photos referenced the 

relationships featured within the photograph below the surface of the 

transparency film. Kin, for example overlayed a photo of a scare tree 

from the area; Place, overlayed a picture of a small church at Angeldool 

and Country, overlayed a photograph of the Angeldool mission site.  

 

 
 

illustration 6.8 

Dreise (2009) 

cpk installation [detail]  

Photographic print, archers paper and acetate  

8in x 10in [30 individual prints]  

 

Theoretically, by using Eurocentric aesthetic codes, the English 

language, a re-conceptualisation of the artwork should be minimal, 

particularly when a logical relationship between image and text is 
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made.   The process of layering text and image creates new possibilities 

within the cultural aesthetic interface. Here, Aboriginal art could be said 

to be both a ‘black’ and ‘white thing. The merger of text and image 

assists the navigation of tensions between cultural perspectives through 

language. The overlay of clear acetate sheets on matte photographs 

creates a reflection of light and shadows within the work. This 

interaction between text, image and environmental variables (such as 

light, shadows, viewer movement) expose the interplays and 

interactions within the cultural aesthetic interface and placed the viewer 

within this as both observer and part of the work (reflection).  

 

 

illustration 6.9 

Dreise (2009) 

cpk installation [detail]  

Photographic print, archers 

paper and acetate  

8in x 10in  

[30 individual prints]  
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The creation cpk 2009 imposed an educational and instructive 

narrative, which also delimited the intended meaning.  The didactic 

nature of this approach caused limitations on the reception of this 

work; symbols referenced in the photographs were overpowered by the 

simplicity of the text.  Observations and discussions about these works 

suggested that, where a viewer did not have any relationship to the 

spaces depicted within the photograph, the work was read simply as 

my relationship to country.  

 
 
illustration 6.10 

Dreise (2009) 

cpk installation [detail]  

Photographic print, archers paper and acetate  

8in x 10in [30 individual prints]  
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The use of familiar text did not assist the reading of the work; rather, it 

seemed to inhibit it. Western ideas about the terms ‘country’, ‘place’ 

and ‘kin’ were imposed onto these works and simple conclusions were 

drawn from the work. The Western language then delimited in this case 

the viewer aesthetic.  

 

This raised the question that when English is used within a work of art 

who is the intended audience? Is the power of the word as problematic 

as the symbolic reading of a work?  

 

Cpk (2009) also raised questions around the use of English as apposed 

to Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay languages within my art. In this 

exegesis, names of works have been provided with translations. During 

my exhibitions, this translation did not exist (as described previously 

for Nginu balaa yaal 2009). This ‘non-translation’ created a tension for 

mono-linguistic viewers; it also privileged the position of Aboriginal 

languages within my praxis. Would having an exhibition title translated 

to English change, disturb or interrupt the viewing of the work? Is 

translation an important function within the appreciation and 

positioning of Aboriginal art in the industry?  

 

The translation of Aboriginal concepts located in language into English 

will always create discrepancies and confusion. Language being tied to 

culture, acknowledges that many concepts understood within Aboriginal 

communities do not exist in western society, so translation often 

becomes difficult. This mediation of language and stories within the 

cultural aesthetic interface could shift the power from the reception of 

the artwork to the Aboriginal artist; albeit, depending on who and what 

the discourse within the artwork involved. In this sense, Aboriginal art 

is a ‘black thing’; created, controlled and mediated by the artist. If the 

non-Indigenous curator, agent or arts worker however mediates the 

translation for a specific audience or purpose, the work becomes a 

‘white thing’.  
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I analysed the role and use of text in my work. This reflection 

reaffirmed the power of being able to write in the language familiar to 

my community and talk directly to particular people without other 

voices interrupting or intercepting this conversation. It also encouraged 

me, and others, to maintain and rejuvenate our languages in a variety 

of ways beyond the spoken and song language. Being able to challenge, 

or even shift, the dominant discourses of the English language and 

mono-linguistic worldviews towards a focus on a Aboriginal voices 

through the written language, is a powerful way within the arts to 

project sovereignty within my work, and the work of others.  

 

Leading out of this space, through the corridor to the next space, two 

images were juxtaposed. On one wall, at the entrance to the space, 

images of scar trees (signposts of place) were assembled. On the other 

wall, behind the entrance, a series of images commenting on the 

position of Aboriginal art were found. These works described Aboriginal 

art as a ‘black thing’, and, together, these small photographic 

panoramas, installed between the cavity into the next space, provided 

a comment on the cultural aesthetic interface in which the viewer is 

always navigating, participating and contributing. See illustration 6.11 

and 6.13. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
illustration 6.11 

Dreise (2009) 

Gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [exit cavity detail]   

Photographic prints 

Various sizes [24 individual prints]  
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illustration 6.12 

Dreise (2009) 

Gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [exit cavity detail]   

Photographic prints 

5in x 3in [9 individual prints]  
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illustration 6.13 

Dreise (2009) 

Gaawi-li (regurgitate) installation [exit cavity detail]   

Photographic prints 

5in x 3in [9 individual prints]  
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intaface 

 

The installation intaface (2009) referenced individual and communal 

representations of Place with a focus on the role of the built environment 

on the placelessness of Aboriginal people. White square architectural 

mouldings were laid out on the floor in a linear grid, which referenced the 

imposed white aesthetic interpretation of land. Within these mouldings, 

mementos of country were installed. Sand, shells, charcoal, bones, rocks, 

dried brush box and miniature ground paintings were installed. Each 

individual piece represented a narrative of placeness or placelessness.  

Surrounding this floor work were a line of photographs exhibited on the 

walls around the space. Three sides of the space included images, mostly 

black and white, of my country. These had been taken while previously in 

residence on country. The third side of the space depicted a series of 

photographs showing a burnt McDonalds sign against a stark blue sky.  

 

Intaface considered the point of juncture where two objects touch and 

intersect. Within this artwork, my understanding of the cultural aesthetic 

interface unravelled. The cultural aesthetic interface is a complex set of 

physical, visual and metaphysical interactions and relationships, through 

which objects and their intersections highlight other intersections and 

interfaces. This installation sees this ‘intaface’ as three-fold. See 

illustrations 6.14 to 6.20. 

 

 

illustration 6.14 

Dreise (2009) 

intaface 

installation 

[floor detail]  

mixed media 

ephemeral 

installation 

photographs, 

architectural 

forms, sand, 

plants, shells, 

bones, found 

objects, ochres, 

brush wood 
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Firstly the installation exposes the visual (and other) interaction where 

two knowledge systems, Western and Indigenous, meet and intersect. 

Linear forms in space intersect with cyclic patterns in space. Social 

memory of space, Aboriginal and the coloniser, collide. In this space the 

discursive languages of the coloniser; the ‘white spatial aesthetic’ bind 

these interactions and blind the viewer. Values of whiteness, through 

objects and actors within space, are privileged over the values of Others. 

This ‘intaface’ describes the placenees and placelessness exposed through 

this intersection. This intersection is seen through the contrasted use of 

architectural forms confining country and space. Within the installation 

individual mouldings also paid homage to the historical intersection of 

these knowledge’s – bones become a metaphor for this.  

 

 

 

 

 
 
illustration 6.15 

Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [wall detail] 5in x 3in [170 individual prints]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, architectural forms, sand, 

plants, shells, bones, found objects, ochres, brush wood 

 

Secondly, within the work, knowingness within Australian spaces that 

privileged Aboriginal relationships to this country is highlighted. This 

connection is placeness. It is an understanding of space that moves 

beyond considering spaces, and the objects and actors within them, as 

linear representations of history to the present. It does not require the 

position (or artefacts) of the coloniser to be present. This placeness 
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creates an understanding that the objects and actors within the space, 

both human and ancestral are active participants of spaces we occupy.  In 

the work past relationships within country are revealed. The use of scar 

tree symbols as ‘marking’ places in country has been mimicked upon the 

work. Symbols used in the work, retold stories of communal space, 

women’s space, men’s space, dance grounds and burial grounds. This 

interpretation of space, this relatedness (Alderfer 1969, Hagerty , Lynch-

Sauer, Patusky, Bouwsema, Martin 2007), is an immersion with 

relationships to and with spaces beyond the colonial. The cyclic 

understanding of space brings the past into the now and the present into 

the past. Aboriginal presence is central within the space and revealed as 

metaphors through ochre, sand, shells and grass. These images collapsed 

the notion of ‘nostalgia’, through a purported continual cycle of cultural 

survival and intimate knowingness of space. This cyclic interrelationship of 

Aboriginal peoples deeply rooted within over one hundred thousand years 

of narrative, experience and interaction with spaces across Australia is 

presented through the work as a patterned reoccurrence within the 

architectural mouldings. This placeness is a legacy and existence which far 

exceeds white / black, Indigenous and Western intersections located 

within cultural interface.    

 

 

 
illustration 6.16 

Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [wall detail] 5in x 3in [170 individual prints]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, architectural forms, sand, 

plants, shells, bones, found objects, ochres, brush wood 
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illustration 6.17 

Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [installation detail]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, architectural forms, sand, 

plants, shells, bones, found objects, ochres, brush wood 
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Third, ‘country’ is enabled to speak for itself within the work. Although the 

voice of the land is steeped within the cultural aesthetic interface, 

impacting on our relatedness to spaces, this movement of country in 

space is also a separate entity. The active voice of the space privilege 

tracks of the ancestor, ripples of the earth, the sky, the trees, the wind 

and the mud. Photographs surrounding the floor installation, the rocks, 

grasses and dirt, reminded us of these intersections. Movements of 

energy across passages of time and spaces enable the land to speak to us 

in its own voice. The work translated this knowingness through implanting 

social memory of the ancestor and land onto the space. These experiences 

of space have, and will continue to, mark the spaces through eternity. 

Representing these cyclic phenomena was difficult. A soft soundscape 

featured trickling water, wind and pulsations of a heartbeat was installed 

into the space. Cyclic activity in country transcends time and space, and 

collective imprints of social memory, vibrations of multiple realities and 

the pulsations of past and current interactions within a space are 

experienced. The soundscape layered the wind, water and heartbeat 

sounds at times to create an illusion of this intersection within space. 

Movement of visitors to the space mediated the experiences of this 

installation and understanding these cyclic phenomena. A movement 

sensor installed within the space revealed the soundscape intermittently. 

In the same way that our actions and reactions within a space impact on 

country and our ancestors, this movement was revealed. At times the 

soundscape did not reveal itself at all to viewers however previous 

intersections left a patterning of memories within the space.  

 

These three space-based realities impacted on my praxis by both 

delimiting and opening up possibilities for what can and can’t be done 

within a space, particularly those spaces existing outside of a built 

environment.  
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illustration 6.18 

Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [floor detail]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, architectural forms, sand, 

plants, shells, bones, found objects, ochres, brush wood 

 

intaface (2009), specifically referenced the architectural and urban design 

features within the cultural aesthetic interface. Architectural-designed and 

urban planned spatial environments within colonised Australia privilege 

western spatial aesthetics. Historically, the land, landscape and natural 

environments of Australia were deemed ‘void’ or ‘wilderness’ unmarked by 

civilisation. They were terra nullius, land belonging to no one. These 

spaces could be brought, sold, even gifted as a commodity by the 

coloniser and were shaped and formed into a nation. This view of country, 

and of Aboriginal lands, as passive within Australia was and is untrue. 

However, with the passage of time and the legacy of colonisation, our 

maps today confirm this western spatial aesthetic as truth and the values 

imposed on the Australian scape in the past still reside today. Maps of 

country, street directories, leasehold arrangements, urban planning and 

architectural design are imposed cultural constructs, a legacy of the white 

spatial aesthetic.   
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Consequently this artwork argues (through mouldings vrs dirt, photos 

of a McDonalds sign vrs photos of bark) that where buildings and the 

constructed environment are valued as ‘civilised’, a binary is also 

present where a lack of infrastructure is seen as ‘uncivilised’. Within 

this discourse, the coloniser perceived Indigenous people as existing in 

a ‘primitive’ state. The land void of ‘visible’ material possession and 

industry confirmed a new modern nation could continue to develop. 

Sand and dirt in the installation represent this illusion of emptiness in 

country.  

 

illustration 6.19  

Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [wall detail] photgraphs 8in x 10in [6 individual prints]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, architectural forms, sand, 

plants, shells, bones, found objects, ochres, brush wood 

 

The square white architectural mouldings in this work act as metaphor 

for the white spatial aesthetic, which attempts to control and construct 

the cultural aesthetic interface; our placeness in space and the voice of 

country. Although this work seems to privilege post-colonial and 

whiteness discourses, lining the space with photographic images of my 

personal experiences of placeness within country presented my 

omniscient view of this negative interaction between Western and 

Indigenous knowledge’s. Strategically hovering images around the 

space was based on the three ‘intafaces’, as described above. The floor 

installation, intaface, referenced individual and communal 

representations of Place (placeness and placelessness).  
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illustration 6.20 

Dreise (2009) 

intaface installation [floor detail]  

mixed media ephemeral installation photographs, architectural forms, sand, 

plants, shells, bones, found objects, ochres, brush wood 

Through the use of mixed imagery and found objects, this work asserts 

that cultural constructions imposed on space, actual or perceived, result 

in an individuals sense of placeness or placelessness. Developing this 

work, various forms of Place were highlighted. Symbols used as scar 

tree designs and in ground paintings were layered into architectural 

mouldings. Bones and relics of skulls were embedded within the work 

to expose the historical legacies and marking of spaces by warfare, 

massacre and attempted genocide. A variety of plants were installed 

into the mouldings, some native and some introduced. These living 

relics of the colonial intaface within the cultural aesthetic interface were 

juxtaposed against dead reeds and brushwood collected from country. 

The plants in the work became a powerful metaphor of placeness and 

placelessness, of survival and death. Rocks, shells and other objects 

were used to reference the ways in which these are perceived 

differently from an Indigenous and non-Indigenous value positions and 

spatial aesthetics. For example to a non-Indigenous observer shells 

might have been interpreted as an object of nature, a memory of the 

beach a reminder of a holiday. From my perspective these shells 

represented midden sites and an ongoing legacy of survival and 
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narratives of communal relationships in space. These middens 

expressed and hold the activity of the past in the present through 

vibrating the interactions within a space. They vibrate placeness within 

the work. The shells however also represent a legacy of removal. Shells 

removed from a beach or inland sea without permission of the local 

custodians. They are also a representation of placlessness in the now. 

These objects and their performances within spaces they have 

occupied, created layered metaphors and narratives within the work 

reflective of the cultural aesthetic interface.   

Our interactions with the world encompass conscious and subconscious 

responses both to space and Place.  Sensory perception to space is 

reactionary; both a conscious reply to the physical world and an 

unconscious or intuitive response to space spanning both time and 

experience. In our everyday experience and interactions, it is a sense 

of Place, rather than the structure of space, which frames our 

behaviour:  

Our sense of place is a cultural or communally-held 
understanding of the appropriateness of styles of behaviour and 
interaction, which may be organised around spatial features but 

is, nonetheless, quite separate from them (Harrison and Dourish 
2006) 

Within Australia, a white spatial aesthetic creates power and imposes 

normative ideologies within space. A ‘system’ of privileged discourse is 

embedded within the spatial environment; Place (placeness and 

placelessness) becomes a consequence. Intaface (2009) exhibits the 

complexity of this relationship. It used objects as metaphors to 

interrogate the way in which an artwork can demonstrate an artists 

Place without becoming reconceptualised or re-fragmented through a 

privileged discourse.  

The viewer responses to the intaface (2009) installation varied. The 

work was well received, however, simple readings of the work were 

common. Although the work attempted to present the complexities of 
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the cultural aesthetic interface, without privileging the white discourse, 

the size of the room and the space itself (being inside and 

compartmentalised) impeded this response. The work would have been 

better situated outside in an open area, within an underpass or mall. 

This would have allowed a better realisation of the potential interactions 

that the cultural aesthetic interface has within the everyday 

environment of passers-by. Taking installation out into the environment 

in this way would also allow country to speak through the work, and to 

me, in the process of its creation. As a result, the work may have 

looked much more different. The work was successful in that potentially 

oppositional forces, positive and negative, Indigenous and non-

Indigenous, in the work were balanced and all three place based 

realities wee realised. The execution of the floor work has opened new 

possibilities to develop similar work in the contexts of the street scape 

of mall, where space based responses could be installed within the 

mouldings.  

the white room 

 

The fourth space, the white room (2009), was a small 2 metre x 3 

metre space. It was painted white and installed in the centre of the 

larger gallery space creating isolation from the other spaces in this 

exhibition. Only one door into and out of the space was provided. In the 

white room (2009), the viewer was confronted by textual 

representations and childlike responses to imposed Eurocentric 

constructs of Aboriginal peoples. Words such as; ‘boong’, ‘coon’, 

‘nigger’ and ‘half-caste’ were installed against statements like ‘you 

should just get over it’, ‘Aboriginal people are not black like those in 

other countries’, ‘why can’t we just be the same’ and other politically 

and socially referenced quotes. See illustrations 6.21 to 6.31.  

This work was drawn directly from the black experience: It spoke to a 

white viewer, directly at the power and position advocated through the 

spoken and written word. It considered the cultural interface, and 

cultural aesthetic interface, that is navigated daily by Aboriginal peoples 
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and the resulting placelessness experienced. During the exhibition, the 

white room became a time of contemplation for many participants; 

where viewers often emerged from the space in a highly emotional 

state. Expressions of sadness, shame, guilt and anger were commonly 

elicited. This intense viewer reaction gave a good indication of the way 

in which artworks can become a form of cultural agency in representing 

placelessness.  

 

 

illustration 6.21 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  
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illustration 6.22 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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illustration 6.23 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  
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illustration 6.24 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  

Non-Indigenous reactions to the white room (2009) installation may have 

been due to the shock of considering how and when white privilege and 

power, particularly in the use of language, matters. The installation did 

not aim to provide solutions to the audience; rather, it presented linguistic 

and social positioning of how whiteness, as an imposed construct in the 

everyday, affects various relationships and situations for Aboriginal 

peoples. Within the cultural aesthetic interface, whiteness emerges in 

written text, images and language-use of the everyday. This continually 

impacts on the assumptions, representations and understandings of 

Aboriginal people. This reality is often not recognised by non-Indigenous 

peoples and this was apparent during the exhibition. Several times I was 

confronted by tearful and sobbing viewers whom were shocked and 

saddened by the white room.  

In researching this work, I talked with many Aboriginal people and non-

Indigenous people including migrants, to understand the ways in which 

Aboriginal people are described through language. Jean Phillips, Gordon 

Hookey, Davina Kelly, Naomi Franks, Paula Dewis, Victor Hart, Sonya 
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Hunter, Sue Beetson and my family were all significant contributors to this 

installation. I sought to locate references from my home and general 

public libraries. I felt like there would be no end point to this aspect of the 

project. The more I looked, the more I found. The more this was 

discussed, the more that unraveled. In developing a ‘list’ of quotes and 

sayings about Indigenous peoples, I almost filled an A3 sized visual diary. 

I had started to transcribe these on white plaster tablets to be used in the 

installation.  

 

illustration 6.25 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  

Below is a moment I shared with Jean Phillips in discussing my reactions 

to this research; 

One day in the studio, I became quite ill. The intensity of what I was 

uncovering was sickening. I knew this, I understood this, I had 

experienced some of this. To see these statements physically evolve into 

layers and layers of text and image sickened me. I threw up. My practical 

understanding about white privilege deepened within this critical mass of 

textual and oral representations (and misrepresentations) of my mob. I 
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sat in the corner of my studio, sobbed and wrote as many statements as I 

could ‘about’ whitefellas. I could only come up with half a page of notes, 

compared to my reams of paper about Blackfellas. I was disappointed, sad 

and angery all at the same time.  

Systems of dominance are so entrenched in our society that they affirm 

whiteness as the imposed spatial aesthetic. Language has become a 

powerful tool of the coloniser. Standard Australian English privileges 

whites.  Through language and text Aboriginal peoples position within 

Australian society, and internationally, have been mediated and 

controlled. Through language and text, cultural constructions of Aboriginal 

people have been patterned throughout our history. Within the discourse 

on ‘Aboriginal art’ this language of power has mediated the cultural 

aesthetic interface through the privileging white spatial aesthetics. Power 

discourses have shaped the categorisations of Aboriginal art as urban, 

traditional, remote, contemporary, authentic, commercial and otherwise. 

Liner passages of time, place and ideology are established though artificial 

binaries to support a legacy of privilege and power. ‘Past to present to 

future’ ideals dismiss holistic narratives and palimpsests of space. A false 

picture of how the past influences the present is located in the language 

of the coloniser; making past injustices easy to dismiss in the present and 

simple binary calculations to occur.    

In Aboriginal art:  

Past=traditional  

Present = modernity 

Tradition in an urban context = Nostalgia  

Tradition in a remote context = Connection to Country  

This narrative of space continues….  

Urban=Assimilated  

Tradition in urban = not Authentic 
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Tradition in remote = Authentic  

Lets continue….. 

Tradition = Connected to Country 

Traditional = Cultural + Spiritual  

Urban = Disconnected from Country 

Urban = Political + Activism   

The legacy of these notions is tracked back through time and place. 

Where… 

Past = history 

Tradition = Primitive 

So then… 

Past = Primitive 

Contemporary = Westernised  

Present = Civilized  

If these binaries are applied to western forms of art many of these labels 

drop out of the equation and the binaries imposed seem logically 

restrictive.  

Therefore,  

tradition = past where a past is civilized and tradition is authenticated (ie, 

tradition becomes a legacy of Eurocentric art movements as collective and 

individual creative responses within society).  

If we continue this then we could assume that; 

contemporary = present and urban = city location;  

remote = outback location;  
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colonial = past;  

post-modern = future;  

Folk art = naïve;  

decorative = craft and art = beautiful;  

craft = traditional and so on.  

So in terms of ‘traditional’ Aboriginal art, we have come full circle.  

If we follow that;  

Aboriginal art = past = tradition  

and tradition = primitive  

then by applying western aesthetics;  

tradition = craft = folk art = decorative = naïve = primitive.  

If this is ‘right’ does primitive = art? or artifact? or some other kind of 

relic of the past?      

The Eurocentric aesthetic consists of systems of dominance and privilege 

that are maintained and patterned discursively, linguistically, visually and 

institutionally within our colonised world. The aesthetic codes of whiteness 

benefit many and subjugate many. They don’t push Other ways of 

knowing and being into the margins, they compartmentalize ‘the Other’ 

within a predetermined paradigm. Like round pegs in square holes, these 

power positions map out and dictate the boundaries in which Aboriginal 

people, art and artists are to be located. This compartmentalization 

however is not static.  It can move depending on the nature and purpose 

of the power discourses being privileged. For example, my work can be 

political, urban, or spiritual, depending on the institutional framing of it. 

This does not mean that all artists do not experience similar 

compartmentalisation within the industry; as ‘we’ as artists collectively do. 

However, this sameness among artists is illusionary as ‘Others’ to whites 
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are often categorised and curated by virtue of race or background (eg, 

Torres Strait Islander Art, Aboriginal art, Indigenous art, Western desert 

art, Urban Aboriginal art, Gamilaraay art, Asian art, Oriental art and so 

on) while we rarely see ‘white’ artists categorised by their ‘race’. The 

exception to this is the categorization of exhibitions and works as  

“European art” or “western art” and sometimes (less so recently) 

“Australian Art”. These limited categories are usually used to describe the 

white spatial aesthetic devoid of the Other.    

Within the white room (2009) the issues of racial privilege surfaced. These 

seminal works have developed into a series of works - cartoons that will 

take me years to complete. Each cartoon will represent my visual diary 

research and it was this project that commenced this journey.  

       

illustration 6.26 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square  
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In challenging racist positions, the white room also made me assess the 

extent to which I was pushing a superior voice within the space. In 

challenging these categories of racism; from the blatantly explicit, such as 

‘boong’, ‘coon’, ‘nigger’, ‘primitive’ and ‘aggressive’ to more covert forms 

such as ‘I treat everyone the same’, ‘we are all human’, ‘I don’t see 

colour’, I was also very conscious of the journey that many non-

Indigenous people are on in individually understanding their own positions 

of power, privilege and racism. I developed an interest in the defensive, 

sad and guilt-laden positions of audiences. I was acutely conscious of how 

these conversations and emotions impacted on me.  

This understanding of racial privilege is a constant journey all people in 

colonised societies must make in order to shift power balances. One task 

is to find appropriate mechanisms through my art to assist others with 

this journey. Being too aggressive or didactic may result in a reaffirmation 

of peoples beliefs; for example that Aboriginal people = aggressive = 

resistance = activism = urban = assimilated. However being too subtle or 

minimalist could miss the point and affirm that Aboriginal people = subtle 

= soft = unassuming = powerless.  

     

illustration 6.27 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  
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illustration 6.28 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  

3m x 2m square 
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illustration 6.29 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  
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illustration 6.30 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  
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Despite some generalizations in this section, these ideas are important 

within my praxis and they impact directly on my processes. Presenting a 

defensive self-righteousness view through my work, in an already 

discursively bound contestable area, is unlikely to offer me any progress 

in the capacity to see my work as a form of cultural agency for change 

within society.  The very fact that I am doing a PhD - privileged to be able 

to do my own art and explore my own praxis (albeit limited by financial 

capital) - demonstrates that I and many other Aboriginal artists including 

Bell, Ah Kee, Watson, Alberts and Foley, are products of some of the 

values and privileges afforded to “us” through whiteness.  Is this then a 

redundant discourse and a means to project a collective voice within an 

imposed aesthetic? The fifth space in this nginu balaa yaal (2009) 

exhibition spoke directly to this analysis of my standpoint position and the 

position of others within the cultural aesthetic interface.  

 

illustration 6.31 

Dreise (2009) 

the white room [detail] 

mixed media ephemeral installation  

chair, water colour, ink, colour pencil, graphite, pastel and charcoal on chalk 

board, nails,  acrylic paint  
3m x 2m square  
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kangatrublue  

The fifth, and final, room drew from all previous spaces. It moved from 

a didactic response to placeness and placelessness to a more minimal 

and conceptual approach. See illustrations 160 to 169. 

 

Works developed for this kangatrublu series and kangatrublu 

installation (2009) space included objects wrapped with layers of rice 

paper and 1970s sewing patterns. Featured within the installation were 

- Kangaroo skins (real and reconstructed); wrapped clap sticks, 

coolamons and boomerangs; piles of shredded patterns and rice paper; 

found objects; sound scape and implanted memory. The room 

comprised of six walls, designed in an L shape format.  

 

The entrance wall was the maniac wall; an installation of photocopies, 

text, found objects, string, pins, thumbtacks and photographs. See 

images 6.32 and 6.33.  

 

 

illustration 6.32 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  
[detail Maniac wall] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 
photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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illustration 6.33 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail Maniac wall] 
mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found 
objects, string, pins, photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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On two of the walls 7 large reconstructed kangaroo skins (approx 2m x 

1m each) hung horizontally across the walls and wrapping around the 

corner of the installation. See images 6.34 to 6.37. 

 

illustration 6.34  
Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 

 

 

illustration 6.35 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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illustration 6.36 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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illustration 6.37 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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A large kangaroo skin towered over a pile of shredded rice paper and 

patterns on the opposite sited of the installation, which emanated the 

sound of a dialogue between an Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal woman 

discussing race. See image 6.38.  

 

illustration 6.38 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 

 

This constructed sound scape looped in the space only once; then was 

silenced. A memory was cast on the space. On two other walls small 

independent sculptural works with wrapped boomerangs, coolamons 

and clap sticks were installed. See images 6.39 to 6.41.  
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illustration 6.39 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 

 

 

illustration 6.40 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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illustration 6.41 

Dreise (2009) 

kangatrublu installation (2009)  

[wall detail] 

mixed media installation – photocopies, text, found objects, string, pins, 

photographs 3 meters x 2 meters 
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The works in kangatrublu installation and series (2008-2009) used the 

layering of dressmaker patterns as a metaphor for the palimpsest of 

representations and ideas ‘about’ Aboriginal people located within the 

cultural aesthetic interface. Dressmaker patterns, as designed and 

constructed by a designer, translate a pattern significant to an 

individual and are collectively recognised. From these patterns, a 

seamstress creates a garment following the design parameters. As a 

metaphor for race, racism and cultural constructions, these works show 

how patterns from our ancestors are developed through tradition, 

passing down knowledge of the world around us. These patterns 

construct Others and mediate the way in which Others are seen and 

experienced. Within this intersection of knowledges, patterns also help 

us to construct ideas of ‘ourselves’ from a variety of experiences and 

past patterns or behaviours.  

 

The pattern metaphor is significant as it enables white and black, to 

consider our standpoints and existence within this cultural interface. 

Patterning in my work enables the edge voice to be re-constructed and 

understood in terms of the complex intersections of knowledge’s, 

representations and negotiations. This makes the once invisible, visible. 

The layering and over layering of patterns, within the construct of a 

kangaroo skin shape, acknowledges and privileges origins of thought 

and belief. In using patterning value is placed on Indigenous 

knowledges. This layering still enables the recognition of discursive 

constructs located with these knowledges. This work of patterning, and 

re-patterning, respects the position and power of the creative process 

and values tradition while enabling change to occur as a re-imaging 

within this new pattern-making. New garments are created, fashioned 

from multiple positions for multiple purposes.  

 

kangatrublu installation 2008-2009 commented directly on the cultural 

aesthetic interface. Patterning is common not just within the domestic 

but also within the built environment and therefore this provides a 

familiarity within the works for audiences. In the built environment, 

plans and patterns of country and places are constructed from patterns 
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of value and belief; they ripple through society as patterns of power 

and privilege in buildings, architecture, urban design and planning. This 

work considers how Aboriginal artists, influence the understanding and 

constructing of ‘us’ within this patterning. It also considers how these 

archetypes of self (Aboriginal people) are left as a legacy, used, 

patterned and re-patterned within the arts industry and, more broadly, 

society.   

 

re-constructing space  

 

In response to place-based research and I developed a series of 

ephemeral site-specific works aimed at challanging the way I worked in 

nature, pushing the boundaries of my own standpoint on placebased site 

specific art. Within this investiagtion I brought culturally constructed 

objects from the everyday to specific sites, imposing an aestheic within a 

space. Several site specific works developed in this way. These included: 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa tread lightly (2009) Ringtail creek, Yuwanma-li 1 & 2 

the returning (2009), Golis day out 1 (2009) Lake Cootharaba Boreen 

Point, Golis day out 2 (2009) Ringtail Creek State Forest, Mammy 

(2009)series and lastly Con-sign (2010) installation Maroochydore 

botanical gardens for the Treeline Project (2010). These are discussed in 

this section.  

 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa  

 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa (tread lightly) (2009) installation Ringtail creek 

focused on producing a product, series of photographs, from connecting 

domestic objects to an environmental space. I questioned wheather 

domestic objects; a beach towel with a commercial print, a lampshade 

base, a wall hanging and a small stuffed cotton doll, could make an 

impression on a space. These four images created a discourse about 

how the past impacts on the present. When hung together the objects 

themselves speak. Within their intersections the cultural aesthetic 

interface is revealed.     
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illustration 6.42 

Dreise(2009) 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa (tread lightly) [detail]  

various sizes photographic images [10 in total] 

 

       

illustration 6.43 

Dreise(2009) 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa (tread lightly) [detail]  

various sizes photographic images [10 in total] 
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illustration 6.44 

Dreise(2009) 

ngayu-gi gabanbaa (tread lightly) [detail]  

various sizes photographic images [10 in total] 
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Yuwanma-li 1 (the returning) (2009) was developed on site at Pomona 

as an analysis of representantions found within the images and objects 

of Aboriginal people from the 60s and 70s. These objects; plaster faces, 

hobby text velvert paintings and Browning Downing plates were 

gathered from my home and bundled off in the car to the Sunshine 

coast. Yuwanma-li 1 (2009) posed the question, what if the images of 

Aboriginal people could be returned to nature, how would they be 

situated?  

 

illustration 6.45 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet paintings  

10m x 6m  
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illustration 6.46 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet paintings  

10m x 6m  

 

In choosing a site I already had an idea in mind. I wanted to display 

the objects in a forest like setting with a layering of images and 

objects, to give the illusion of display in the ‘wild’. We soon located a 

site along the Ringtail Creek state forest road in Pomona. The objects 

were gathered up and carried to the site. The depth of field for the 

photograph was important so the choosing of the site was made my 

me. In previous place-basedexperiences I felt the space in a sense 

choose me, rather than the other way around. I did not smoke the area 

or ask permissions in my ususal way, although I did find myself 

wispering to each tree as I drove a small stake into its bark.  

 

illustration 6.47 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the 

returning ephemeral 

installation [detail]  

Mixed media including 

nature, kitsch objects, 

plates, velvet paintings  

10m x 6m  
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illustration 6.48 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet paintings  

10m x 6m  
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illustration 6.49 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet paintings  

10m x 6m  
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illustration 6.50 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet paintings  

10m x 6m  
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Predictably the work provided an image I was looking for. The strong 

profiled faces against the paperbark gave an illusion that the object and 

tree were mering. So too the painted velvert works and printed plates 

against the nature bushland, presented an irony in the work. In taking 

these objects back to the bush I was able to re-construct a new 

narrative of their being. They were now not historical or nostaligic 

relics, but part of a larger discourse in the everyday marking of spaces.  

 

illustration 6.52 
Dreise(2009) 
Yuwanma-li 1 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  
Mixed media including nature, kitsch objects, plates, velvet paintings  

10m x 6m  

illustration 6.51 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 1 the returning 

ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including nature, 

kitsch objects, plates, velvet 

paintings  

10m x 6m  
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Yuwanma-li  

 

Yuwanma-li 2 the returning (2009) was constructed the same way 

under the same principles. It focused however on two stovking dolls 

previously made by Browning Downing when she was a student at 

college. Within our family home these stocking dolls were efigies of 

myself and my husabned Jason. May and Jay, as ‘subjects’ in ‘the 

bush’ and ‘the beach’ were being observed. They are the idealic 

Aboriginal couple, in love randavouing with nature, sublime and 

happy, frolicing in the sunshine.  This image has been painted over 

and over within Australian history, and having these dolls installated 

was a translation of their yuwanma-li, their returning to this sublime 

space. A space that that had not been in for some years. Lost in 

translation then is the role that these two objects play in our 

everyday lives. They have generated comical and lighthearted 

converstation between family and friends, have been used as models 

in ‘family portraits’ and have shifted in staus from book ends to 

decorative figurines within our loungue room. They have also opened 

up serious discussions about the role of these images within 

Australian society, from the classroom to the bbq area, from the 

kitchen to the loungue. Re-locating these objects in nature focuses 

our gaze and reading of them in a past context, and in doing so  

delimits the way in which they can be interpreted or read within the 

art.  

     

 

illustration 6.53 
Dreise(2009) 
Yuwanma-li 2 the 
returning ephemeral 
installation [detail]  
Mixed media including 
Browning Downing 

stocking dolls and 
nature  
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illustration 6.54 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 2 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including Browning Downing stocking dolls and nature  
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illustration 6.55 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 2 the 

returning 

ephemeral 

installation [detail]  

Mixed media 

including Browning 

Downing stocking 

dolls and nature  
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In all of these works the photgraph became important. Not just as a 

record of process, but more importantly as an artwork in itself. The 

power of a photograph then, in this sense to reframe an object in 

nature, an emphemeral moment in time, is significant. Where my 

praxis has critisied this approach, in desperately seeking the 

emphemeral, the moment and response to nature, within nature, my 

eyes were blurred to these new possibilites. In saying this the 

processes are very different. One is collaborative and reponsive to 

the space which centralises the space or Place within the work. The 

other centralises the artist as creatress of Place within the space. The 

space along with the other objects imposed in the work, become 

mere actors for a designated purpose. A purposed aimed at moving 

the ephemeral into the permanent.      

 

illustration 6.56 

Dreise(2009) 

Yuwanma-li 2 the returning ephemeral installation [detail]  

Mixed media including Browning Downing stocking dolls and nature  
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Golis day out 

 

Golis day out 1 (2009) Lake Cootharaba Boreen Point and Golis day out 

2 (2009) Ringtail Creek State Forest were constructed communally with 

the assistance of artist friends Pauline Casely-Hayford and Davina Kelly. 

These works in their playfull and saterical tones made reference to the 

way in which the everyday of Aboriginal people, and more so too ‘black 

people’, are re-constructed through the white spatial aestheitc as 

‘illegal’, ‘subversive’, ‘sexual’, ‘drunkedness’, ‘mob like’ and so on. 

Images of an  Aboriginal family having a picnic or a tea party or 

climbing trees in a park are more often than not constructed in 

negative ways by an observer. This is a collective experience found 

within the cultural aesthetic interface. See illustrations 6.57 to 6.69.  

 

 

illustration 6.57 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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illustration 6.58 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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illustration 6.59 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 

 

 
 

illustration 6.60 

Dreise (2009) in 

collaboration with Kelly 

and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media 

installation 

Various sizes and locations 

[photographic images 

120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen 

Point 
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illustration 6.61 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 

 

 
illustration 6.62 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

 Collection of the artist  

 Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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illustration 6.63  

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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illustration 6.64 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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illustration 6.65 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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illustration 6.66  

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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illustration 6.67 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford   

Golis day out 1  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Lake Cootharaba & Boreen Point 
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Illustration 6.68 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford  

Golis day out 2  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Ringtail Creek State Forest 
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Illustration 6.69 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Kelly and Casely-Hayford  

Golis day out 2  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Ringtail Creek State Forest 

 

Mammy  

 

Mammy (2009) Pauline’s backyard Pomona, further developed this 

positon by considering our interconnected blackness. Pauline is from 

Ghana and her west African heritage although rarely the topic of our 

yarns, connects her expereices with mine is so many different ways. As 

most Aboriginal people speak to each other in a knowing which is 

framed through historical expereinces and practices, so too Paulines 

blackness connects us. This collective and communal voice is important 

to place based work and through Mammy (2009) raw experiences of 

the domesticated and the historical are mutually shared. See 

illustrations 6.70 to 6.72.  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
illustration 6.70 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Casely-Hayford  

Mammy  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Pauline’s backyard Pomona  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
illustration 6.71 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Casely-Hayford  

Mammy  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Pauline’s backyard Pomona  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

illustration 6.72 

Dreise (2009) in collaboration with Casely-Hayford  

Mammy  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

Various sizes and locations [photographic images 120cm x 80cm] 

Collection of the artist  

Pauline’s backyard Pomona  

 

 

In this sense Ngagya minyaayawaa (I am somewhere at) series (2010) 

Boreen Point discussed in section six place based praxis, was an 

extension of play-based work exploring my position as subject within 

place. This work, photographed by Casely-Hayford, was a performative 

work that evolved out of the place-based installations constructed 

within this site at Boreen Point. Ngagya minyaayawaa (I am 

somewhere at) series (2010) is different though, rather than a 
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mediated happy snap in Country the work poses my Place as being 

both Placeness and Placelessness. Through the iconic mixture of the 

union jack and a treaty now shirt, the performative and collaborative 

work, suggests strength in a shared placelessness by exposing its voice 

within Place. See section six place based praxis illustrations 4.30-4.33. 

 

In creating these works we found that the playbased discouse, laughter 

and political consiousness in our chatter assisted us in feeded off each 

other. Our perspectives and viewpoint sas individual artists materialise 

within the nature of the work. Paul Carter (2004) calls this ‘material 

thinking’. I like to think of it more as murrun (direct translation ‘alive’ 

but understood as living activity within a space), the creative discourse 

located within the cultural aesthetic interface. Within works of art, 

currently forming in collaborative work or soon to be realised 

individually or collectively in the future, this murrun is a translation of 

the intersections between artists thoughts and ideas. This cultural and 

creative capital is hard to pin down as truly owned then by one artist. 

This murrun is truly visable within the collaborative womans practices 

from home and too these types of place-based collaborations. For me 

murrun is not limited to the langauge of artists and creative 

collaborators, for the land still speaks, the environment speaks and too 

others outside of the creative process speak. The cultural aesthetic 

interface therfore is made up of muuran emerging an intertwining from 

the everyday experiences as well as the constructed creative processes.   
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Con-sign 

 

Con-sign (2010) was developed as a part of the Treeline project (2010). 

The work was developed out of a response to the confined and 

constructed spaces (gardens) located within the Maroochydoore botanical 

gardens. This was a second work developed as a pat of the lead artist 

program for the Treeline project (2010), which enabled me to fully explore 

and scrutinise Western spatial aesthtics. The Treeline project (2010) and 

other work developed as a part of this is discussed in section six place 

based praxis.  

 

When visiting the botanical gardens prior to the comment of this project I 

was overwhelmed by the way in which a large sculpture garden had been 

imposed within the space. Amongst a tree line of native plants and 

vegetation, large towering sculptures and manicured lawns were cut 

within the landscape. A variety of works from overseas artists dawned the 

garden.  The descriptions on plaques talked about connections to space, 

to place and to nature. Language and text were used as devices to 

convince viewers of the connection these ‘plonk art’ works had to the 

garden space. As I looked around the botanical gardens, this space 

seemed out of context to the narrative of the space found within other 

areas of the garden. The children’s area for example was made out of 

natural plants, and small sculptures of Australian wildlife assisted children 

in navigating this space. Water and natural vegetation flowed well with 

pathways and the reintroduction of local plants to the gardens.  

 

While walking around the gardens I overhead some women talking about 

the space prior to their volunteer involvement. ‘It was empty, an empty 

space’ was asserted. This interpretation of space ignores the histories and 

narratives of the space. Traditional custodianship, the activity of the 

ancestors, colonization and conquest, land degradation, and the re-

imaging of the space over time were all lost within this linear and mono-

dimensional view of space.  
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Con-sign clarified my thoughts about the imposed Eurocentic constructs 

as they apply to space. The installation directed attention to imposed 

Western spatial aesthetics located within the project brief. The work 

responded to the constructs of the ‘catchment collective’, the ‘artists 

brief’, the ‘garden’ and the ‘scientific hypothesis’ used as a part of the 

Treeline projects foundation.  

 

Con-sign (2010) involved three different interconnected installations. It 

drew on orange bunting from the botanical gardens as a key metaphor for 

marking space. This bunting was associated to three construction sites 

near to where these works were to be located. The works therefore 

created a dialogue between these constructions sites; within the sculpture 

garden, a developing eating area and an exotic garden and the installation 

works. See illustration 6.73.  

 

 

illustration 6.73 

Dreise (2010) 
Photograph [5in x 8in]  

Construction site communal eating area Maroochydore botanical gardens 
2009 [Stay White (2010) installation in background] 
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Three installations form part of the Con-sign (2010) work. Stay White, 

focused on the sale of the Western ideal of ‘Terra Nostalgia’; B.A.Hooker, 

focused on Darwinist based notations of the exotic ‘ TerraExotica’ and the 

third Raide & Horde centered around ‘TerraAustralia’ centralising the 

mono-dimensional view of space. See illustrations 6.74 to 6.78. 

 

These works spoke directly to spatial aesthetics imposed on land. They 

commented on historical and current perspectives of commodification, 

mapping and clearing of land, whilst also exposing the legacy of 

Eurocentric cultural constructions imposed upon Aboriginal peoples within 

Australia.  

 

illustration 6.74 

Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-Hayford  

Stay White Terra Nostalgia (2010) developed as a part of the larger Con-sign 

installation series [three works and public performance]  

Various sizes  

Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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illustration 6.75 

Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-Hayford  

Stay White Terra Nostalgia (2010) developed as a part of the larger Con-sign 

installation series [three works and public performance]  

Various sizes  

Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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illustration 6.76 

Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-Hayford  

B.A.Hooker TerraExotica (2010) developed as a part of the larger Con-sign 

installation series [three works and public performance]  

Various sizes Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  

 

 

illustration 6.77 

Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-Hayford  

Raide & Horde TerraAustralia 

 (2010) developed as a part of the larger Con-sign installation series [three works 

and public performance]  

Various sizes Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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illustration 6.78 

Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-Hayford  

Raide & Horde TerraAustralia 

 (2010) developed as a part of the larger Con-sign installation series [three works 

and public performance]  

Various sizes  

Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  
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During a celebratory event in May 2010 as a part of the larger Treeline 

project (2010) these parcels of land were ‘sold off’ to the highest bidder. 

Artist Pauline Casely-Hayford became the alter ego of ‘Mrs Rushell 

Ourway’ a flamboyant and focused white real-estate agent. Casely-

Hayfords performance in the sale of these works was not scripted. Her 

improvisations bounced off the space and also the audiences involved 

within the auction. As the visual artist of the installations, I had limited 

control over this role of this sales person on my work. The event, the 

auction, became both a comical and satirical performance that enhanced 

the imposition of Whiteness within the space. Casely-Hayford remained in 

character for most of the day and during the event she was asked to leave 

by several volunteers who were assisting with the promotion of art-in-

nature. Her language was terse and her movements were tense and self-

centered. Mrs Rushell Ourway offended many artists and naturalists by 

suggesting that the land (in the botanical gardens) could easily be cleared 

for skyscrapers and apartments. Comments such as - “Yes, yes it would 

be wonderful to see all these scatty natives pulled out and replaced by 

conifers and lovely hedges…” “so this is your art? In the pond? Why would 

you bother? It looks like an old boot. Would have been better left at the 

bottom of the bog don’t you think?” “coming through, yes, yes coming 

through…surely people can see that I am busy…moving around this place 

like there is something to look at”....”oh you did this garden? …a group of 

volunteers? …oh yes, well that doesn’t matter we can easily get a 

professional in to remove all of the plants and lay some nice green turf” 

..”if you cant look after this that’s ok we can just sell it off at a better 

price to the Chinese.. so it’s a great investment” – became a banter that 

would continue throughout the day an into the Auction of all three of the 

spaces (the installation). See illustrations 6.79 and 6.80.  
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illustration 6.79 

Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-Hayford  
Public Auction [Mrs Rusell Ourway] (2010) a part of the larger Con-sign 

installation series [three works and public performance]  

Various sizes  

Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  

 

I am not sure how I would define the audience reaction to the installation 

work as I felt the performance of Mrs Ourway possibly outshone their 

significances. I was pleased with the visual outcome in translating a sense 

of Place within a space. The narratives between the preexisting materials 

in the space and the installations were significant. This use of materials 

made the work, as compared to the ‘constructions’ sites, invisible. This 

relationship within space is often hard to achieve through ‘plonk art’ such 

as this within an art-in-nature context. In this case this process was 

successful as I was required several times during the day to point out 

where the installations were, as audiences had walked directly past these 

thinking they were ‘construction sites’ within the garden. As a result of 

this work I have commenced the development of a series of signs for 

installation within the gallery context. As individual pieces I felt they were 

extremely powerful in translating an understanding of Whiteness as an 
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imposed spatial aesthetic.  The development of these signs is attributed to 

many discussions with my husband Jason who was a significant 

contributor to this work. Thus in totality Con-sign (2010) is a unique 

collaboration between myself, Jason Dreise and Pauline Casely-Hayford.  

 

 

 

illustration 6.80 

Dreise (2010) in collaboration with Dreise J. and Casely-Hayford  

Public Auction [Mrs Rusell Ourway] (2010) a part of the larger Con-sign 

installation series [three works and public performance]  

Various sizes  

Marochydoore Botanical Gardens  

 

Con-sign (2010) as place-based site-specific collaborative work 

questioned the perceptions of Place within the confines of the botanical 

gardens and Australian society. It made visible those things that are 

illusionary to Westerners but experienced as placelessness by Aboriginal 

people daily. It questions - Can Aboriginal Place be realised and not re-

conceptualised within a colonised space?  
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section nine: finding buyawila-li – a changing discourse  

 

significances, insecurities changing the discourse     

 

This section considers the resolutions made within my reseach in 

seeking to envision Place through my art. During the project, my praxis 

was a tool to test and resolve the tensions within the cultural aesthetic 

interface; to understand the extent to which I mediate this discourse, 

now and in the future. Multiple creative practices and approaches were 

employed to elicit various audience responses and to gauge the extent 

to which I understood the role of my own art as a mediator within the 

cultural aesthetic interface. I came to understand my praxis as both 

translator and receiver within the cultural aesthetic inteface. As an 

active part of this interface, my work as both object and actor within a 

space, challenged and confirmed various constructions of myself as 

‘Aboriginal artist’, as ‘Aboriginal woman’, and of ‘Aboriginal peoples’.  

 

During this project, many ideologies and beliefs within my practice had 

either been confirmed or dismissed as illusionary. I was able to confirm, 

from localised examples, that Indigenous people translate common 

aesthetic and cultural understandings into a shared appreciation of art 

works developed by Aboriginal artists. This collective knowingness gives 

power to my work as it speaks directly to Aboriginal people. This is 

significant as my purpose for art making is confirmed through the voice 

of the collective which places the non-Indigenous as the Other, in the 

margins and on the peripheries of ‘our’ common discourse.  Although 

this is highlighted within this project, in a sense, it is not deliberate. 

Rather, I believe it represents the power of Aboriginal art to always 

remain a ‘black thing’.  The collective dialogue which exists between 

Indigenous people, locally and globally, is viable within our work as 

place; it is predicated on tradition, knowledge, sufferance, activism, 

and, ultimately survival.  

 

Through my research, I came to understand that ‘Aboriginal Place’ 

within artworks is located within colonial spaces; it will always be re-
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conceptualised through Western spatial aesthetics existing in the 

cultural aesthetic interface. These have developed from patterns of 

behaviours (collective and individual), power discourses, cultural values 

and histories located within the cultural interface. Also located here are 

tracks of knowingness ‘about’ Aboriginal people in the everyday and 

through domains of knowledge. These ‘knowings’ about ‘ourselves’ as ‘a 

people’ have developed collectively through the cultural aesthetic 

interface. They impact on our ‘knowings’ as ‘Aboriginal artists’ and ‘our 

artworks’.   

 

Within my praxis, I have become more conscious of the ways in which 

colonisation intervenes on my work for a viewer positions and how 

whiteness as an imposed spatial aesthetic will mediate the responses to 

my work. In considering this further, I resolved that I needed to make 

these conflicting spatial values explicit in some cases. In saying this, 

this project has moved beyond an experiential responsiveness to space. 

It has pushed the boundaries of merely presenting ‘whiteness’ or 

‘power privilege’ didactically within my work.  I have come to 

understand that Aboriginal place is also a construct, representative of 

both connections to country and to placelessness from country. It is a 

sensory relation to space that is both placeness and placelessness at 

the same time. This Place is influenced by the cultural aesthetic 

interface, personal relatedness, (Barton 2004) and the voice of country 

itself (as an active participant in this discourse). The scope of 

representing these new parameters of Place in my work became greatly 

layered.   

 

In conjunction with this, within my research, I had interrogated “the 

communal” in an attempt to move beyond archetypes of ‘nostalgia’ and 

‘the past’ as vividly real within the cultural aesthetic interface. It was 

challenging to collapse memoirs of communal practices within my 

praxis whilst ensuring that these communal practices, and our woman’s 

business, remained culturally situated and protected within our 

community. My praxis needed to shift and merge in order to both 

reveal this communal presence, and also develop in a way that 
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protected this performative community based practice from the colonial 

gaze.  

 

In continuing this research, my praxis had also considered multiple 

realities for understanding and responding to Aboriginal art. Western 

spatial aesthetics privilege Western knowledge domains of anthropology 

and ethnology, when Aboriginal art attempts to decolonise and 

deconstruct these tropes and archetypes, an unravelling of the 

everyday experience occurs. It has been difficult within this 

disentanglement to focus specifically on one aspect of this reality. In 

reducing the discourse to one area, installation, I have found that other 

‘misconstructions’ and forced realities are imposed. During the latter 

part of my project, my praxis aimed to represent this complexity in a 

holistic way. It focused on exposing the cracks and intersections within 

the cultural aesthetic interface and, in doing so, my Place within the 

work.  

 

It needs to be understood that the imposed Eurocentric aesthetic 

delimits the power of the artwork to break cycles of Aboriginal (and 

non-Aboriginal) representation located within the cultural aesthetic 

interface.  I sought to decentralise this power through centralising my 

voice as an Aboriginal artist (and woman) and, to an extent, the 

collective voice of Indigenous women. This position was however did 

not intend to limit my ability as an artist to represent my own questions 

and appose mainstream positions located within my community. By 

applying patterning and repetition within installations, I aimed to 

develop works which presented the ideal that ‘Aboriginal art’, 

‘Aboriginal artists’ and ‘Aboriginal art practices’ are discursively bound 

to complex sets of social relations, visual archetypes, Indigenous 

knowledge systems, Western knowledge systems and imposed spatial 

aesthetics. Through layering of found objects, historical and current 

day, within installation I was able to present cycles of representation 

and cultural constructions that are historically bound but located within 

spaces of the everyday.  
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Within this latter phase of my project, I aimed to seek the ways in 

which I could show a viewer how this complex set of interactions both 

limits and creates possibilities within the cultural aesthetic interface, for 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples. I approached this in two ways. 

The first, discussed in this section, refers to the development of works 

within constructed spaces (the gallery), and focused on representing 

the cultural aesthetic interface from my own standpoint.  The second, 

discussed in the next section of this exegesis, describes work developed 

within the environment (nature based). As revealed by this research, 

this work becomes both communal and individual.   

 

During this phase of my research, I desperately sought my buyawila-li, 

the constructed force within my own Aboriginal aesthetic. I wanted to 

explore and interrogate the values I had brought to, and projected 

within, the cultural aesthetic interface through my work.  As seen from 

this research, power and narrative shift fluidly between the artist, the 

work and the viewer. This power shift extends to the institution, 

context (space) and country (locale) within the cultural aesthetic 

interface by mediating the modes of production and display, the 

sensory and physical receptions within spaces.  

 

A discussion of the cultural aesthetic interface moves beyond a semiotic 

analysis where signs, symbols and the signified assist in the meaning-

making located within a work of art. The cultural aesthetic interface 

layers this Western framework to reveal multiple discourses, 

assumptions and cultural misreading of works created by Indigenous 

peoples. It stops the linear analysis of art from audience to artwork, 

artwork to audience, artist to artwork, by exposing (recognising and 

challenging) the cultural situatedness of all involved in this process of 

‘meaning making’ or ‘new knowledge’. This cultural and value based 

semiotic reading of artworks are exposed as illusionary. This discourse 

exposes what I would term ‘reciprocity failure’ (a term borrowed from 

photography). Reciprocity failure impacts on the domain constructions 

(eg; urban and traditional) of Aboriginal art within the Australian art 

industry, as well as its collective compartmentalisation and reception. 
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Reciprocity failure in photography is “the failure of light intensity and 

exposure time to act reciprocally when their values are extremely high 

or low, sometimes affecting the colour characteristics of the resulting 

photograph” (Encarta:1999). In the case of the cultural aesthetic 

interface, this ‘reciprocity failure’ is the failure of objects (things, 

artefacts, artworks, and at, times artists1) to expose and actors 

(designers, artists, viewers, curators, institutions) to acknowledge, the 

cultural assumptions and influences, shared history and time 

relationships intersecting within the cultural aesthetic interface. These 

relationships constantly influence the creation, mediation and reception 

of ‘Aboriginal art’, art by ‘Aboriginal peoples’, art by ‘Aboriginal women’ 

or more broadly, ‘Aboriginal peoples’ within the Australian art industry 

and, broader still, society.   In acknowledging reciprocity failure, the 

revering, writing, selection and reviewing of ‘Aboriginal art’ in the 

mainstream media must change.  The discourse must collapse the 

imposed binaries of ‘urban and remote’, ‘traditional and contemporary’. 

It must move away from the assumptions of ‘how’ or in ‘what way’ 

Aboriginal artists should create, but rather ‘why’ we create. The cultural 

aesthetic interface is therefore also an introspective theoretical space 

for both artist and viewer.  

 

Within this section, subsections b to f, I discuss some key works and 

residencies that helped me find my buyawila-li. For the duration of the 

project, my focus resided primarily with installation; other forms of 

creative practice became secondary to this expression. Outside of the 

scope of this project, painting, photography and mixed-media sculpture 

were not eliminated from my praxis. Rather, this need to deepen my 

investigation within one studio area assisted me to refine my praxis for 

the purpose of critical creative inquiry within the parameters of this 

project. This investigation impacted holistically on my praxis outside of 

this project because it changed the discourse in my work where my 

                                                 
1 In locating the artist as ‘object’ I draw from post-colonial writing and theory, which recognises the Other as ‘subject’. In this sense the role of Aboriginal 

artists within colonised spaces will be as both object and actor. Art analysis might argue the fact that this is similar to all artists in that understanding their 
work the artist context and background are generally considered. Within the cultural aesthetic interface however this collective analysis in normative within 
the discourse of western artists where ‘culture’ is rarely visible. Within the cultural aesthetic interface however the ‘culture’ of the Other often precedes any 
understanding of the art which is often seen as oppositionally apposed to the viewers culture (western in this sense).   
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standpoint, including my insecurities, is no longer illusionary. They 

become a truthful reflection of Place within my work.    

 

intaSpace  

IntaSpace (August 2009) installation and associated exhibiton developed 

out of the premise that understanding the cultural aesthetic interface 

exposes the centralisation of power within artworks. See images 209 to 

16 and appendix b: current praxis images (2008 - 2010). Whiteness 

theory exposes the invisible centralisation of power within colonised 

countries. In this way Whiteness theory intends to make visible white 

(Eurocentric) epistemological, ontological, cosmological, political and 

social assumptions and privileges, so that dominant positions are not 

neutralised or normalised. As seen through my research, particularly from 

Balima –baa (2008) and the white room (2009) in niginu balaa yaal 

(2009), a focus on the assumptions of the dominant culture alone 

decentralises and marginalises the voices of Aboriginal people. Through 

subaltern methodology, ‘Aboriginal art’ can project experiences and 

standpoints of the artist through either centralising dominant paradigms 

or centralising the voice of the artist (or Aboriginal peoples).  

 

IntaSpace (2009) was a solo exhibition held at the Tribune Street 

Gallery in Southbank, Brisbane. The space was divided into two areas. 

A large ‘main gallery’ space with a room based installation and a 

smaller space exhibited sculptural works and works which were created 

within the space over the time of the exhibition. The installation Ground 

(2009) was developed within the main gallery space. See illustration 

209. This work was made from a variety of found objects, including 

paddle pop sticks, straws, nails, plumbing materials, plastic knives and 

forks, corks, ochres, jar tops. The installation purposefully exposed the 

various interfaces located within this space.  
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illustration 7.0 

Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009)  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 

 
 

By the end of the exhibition, the second space had three distinctive 

‘type’ works displayed; found object sculptures wall installations and 

individual wall hangings. See illustrations 7.0 to 7.12. These works 
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referenced values related to land, communal voice and relationships 

and intersections between these.  

 

In attempting to represent the power of both Western and Indigenous 

knowledge within IntaSpace (August 2009) and also the complex 

trajectories that exist within the cultural aesthetic interface, I drew on 

three fundamental influences. The first was the need to reference the 

communal practice of dance and ground painting within my work. This 

influence extended my understanding of Aboriginal art as a ‘black thing’ 

with deliberate attention on the Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay visitors to 

the exhibition. The second was to show how Western ideology around 

land and the built environment continues to dramatically impact on the 

sovereignty of Aboriginal people. This Western aesthetic influences the 

mapping and marking of spaces; the use and abuse of localised 

resources; and the architectural design and development of spaces. The 

third influence was drawn from the cultural aesthetic interface where 

Western values are centralised, habitualised and institutionalised in the 

everyday. A complex trajectory of aesthetics, symbols, text, objects 

and imagery create power positions and tensions between Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal people. Negative cultural constructs of Aboriginal 

peoples are exposed in the artwork where the commodification and 

commercialisation of Aboriginal art and experiences is a product. 

 

By referencing my communal practice of dance and ground painting 

Ground (2009) was predominantly a ground-based installation. The 

work featured a combination of colours including: black, which 

referenced the Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay people; white, the imposed 

aesthetic; silver, the built environment; beige, the environment; and 

red, the pain and blood language found within the intersections 

between black and white. Gamilaraay and Yeeralaraay symbolism from 

ground painting and stories were used to map the work. Within this 

centralised communal frame the intersections were located. Knives, 

forks, spoons and plates described the Western interpretations of 

Aboriginal art within the industry, as a ‘white thing’. These objects 

implied that Aboriginal artists and our artworks were to be consumed. 
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Ochres were packaged and bound to the discursive language of the 

circle within ‘Aboriginal art’. This linked the past to the present by 

packaging culture into a preordained framework, bound to tradition but 

also existing in the everyday.  

 

Ground (2009) drew on my love of tools and hardware: nails, bolts and 

piping described the intersection between black and white notions of 

country. Referencing the urban and architectural environment opened 

up possibilities for viewers to consider the roles and relationships these 

objects of power have within society. Black drainage pipe was used to 

frame the work. This was particularly interesting as the object, that 

contained ripples and holes, became representational of my own 

standpoint. Objects placed on either side of this tubing interacted with 

the tubing to create a variety of intersections and discourses. The holes 

were particularly important as the object was able to represent myself 

as both a receiver of information and translator of this information at 

the same time. In a sense the fluidity of this piping helped me to 

describe the cultural aesthetic interface; objects (artwork or myself as 

‘subject’) and actors (the institution, the values, the elements in 

spaces) move sinuously through particular aesthetic frames.   

 

Through objects located within ‘domestic’ and ‘institutionalised’ spaces I 

was able to reference woman and the everyday within the cultural 

aesthetic interface. Buttons became a metaphor of control, woman as 

object, within the legacy of Australian history. The reference to 

domestic service, and treatment of Aboriginal women, was heightened 

through the choice of colours, red and white. Pins and needles 

referenced the role of the parent in constructing ideas of Aboriginal 

people for children. Paper clips became a metaphor for policy-making 

and the control of Aboriginal people in society. Corks and straws 

referenced privileged space through a simple constructed pattern; 

white people drinking alcohol in a park = a gathering (white straws), a 

bbq or picnic whereas Aboriginal people drinking in a park = 

displacement and alcoholism (wine corks). These discourses overlap 

and interplay on Aboriginal art within the cultural aesthetic interface. 
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The narrative of ‘collecting’ and the repetitive patterns within the work 

indicated a collapse of time and patterns of representations.   

 

 

illustration 7.1 

Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 

 

By elevating the black piping, myself on the wall, I spoke directly to the 

role of art and the belief of permanency in art. These were both issues I 

had struggled with during the project. These associated and 

disassociated sectors between floor and the walls of the gallery space 

reflected a distant yet relational, stance to the ephemeral groundwork. 

See illustration 7.3.  
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illustration 7.2 

Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 

 

 

illustration 7.3 

Dreise (2009)  

IntaSpace (2009) [wall detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Aboriginal art as a ‘black thing’ focused on the Gamilaraay and 

Yeeralaraay visitors to the exhibition. This was done by referencing the 

ground painting approaches from our area. It was also referenced with 

the Gamilaraay and Yeerlaraay languages within dhiiyaan (2009) see 

illustrations 7.4 to 7.6, Yinggil (2009) see illustration 7.7, mine 1 and 2 

(2009) see illustrations 7.8 to 7.10, mined (2009) see illustration 7.11 

and mine-dah (2009) see illustration 7.12.  

 

   

Illustration 7.4 

Dreise (2009)  

Dhiiyaan ephemeral 

wall installation in 

IntaSpace (2009) 

[wall detail] 

Ephemeral mixed 

media installation 
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Illustration7.5 

Dreise (2009)  

Dhiiyaan ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009) [detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 
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Dhiiyaan (2009) was a work developed in the space during the 

exhibition period. See illustrations 7.4 to 7.6. A combination of white 

gloves centralised words representing my dhiiyaan, my family. In this 

sense, the buttons represented my relationship with each person 

depicted.  

 

 

Illustration 7.6 

Dreise (2009)  

Dhiiyaan ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009) [detail] 

Ephemeral mixed media installation 
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Yinggil (2009) was developed in the same way. See illustration 7.7.  

It was a response to the reactions made within the space. I found many 

questions arose from the work; the intensity of being in the space as an 

active participant was exhausting. Yinggil (2009) was created as a 

stencilled and sewn work with two parts. One part represented my 

emotional response to the space; the other part was an artefact, a 

bulanggian. I was yinggil, (tired), and I needed a bulanggian, (a 

blanket). As a joke, this work became a two-fold response to the space 

which spoke directly to my mob; it satirically explained my position. 

The exotic emphasis and discussions around my work in this space had 

been so intense that I needed to respond in a simple way.  

 

 

Illustration 7.7 

Dreise (2009)  

Yinggil (2009) ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009)  

Cloth, paint, thread and spray paint  

1500mm x 1800mm 
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Mine 1 (2009) was a collection of ochres and pipe clay that had been 

ground down and displayed on an inverted ant moulding, normally used 

in the separation of housing stumps. See illustration 7.8 to 7.9. This 

work also embedded a pile of fine recycled rubber, which to interrupt 

the meaning making of the work was also used in Mine 2 (2009). See 

illustration 7.10.  

 

 

Illustration 7.8 

Dreise (2009)  

mine 1 (2009) ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009)  

ochres, aluminium and rubber  

1700mm x 20mm  

 

 

mine 1  (2009) Mixed media installation ochres pipe clay rubber 

At a surface level, these works spoke directly to the destruction and 

commodification of land, sacred materials and sites, within the process 

of mining and industry. However, the work also spoke directly of the 

intersections of Western and Indigenous knowledges as located within 

the cultural aesthetic interface. Mine 1 and 2 (2009), were developed 

within the space in response to viewer reactions and discussions about 

Mined (2009) and Mine-dah (2009).  
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Illustration 7.9 

Dreise (2009)  

mine 1 (2009) ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009) [detail] 

ochres, aluminium and rubber  

1700mm x 20mm  

 

 

Illustration 7.10 

Dreise (2009)  

mine 2 (2009) ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009)  

ochres, aluminium and rubber  

30mm x 20mm  
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Illustration 7.11 

Dreise (2009)  

mined (2009) ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009)  

Cloth, paint, thread and spray paint  

130mm x 1800mm 
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Illustration 7.12 

Dreise (2009)  

Mined-dah (2009) ephemeral wall installation in IntaSpace (2009)  

Cloth, paint, thread and spray paint  

80mm x 1600mm 
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These works were layered materials of the domestic, sewn and 

stencilled curtains and remnants of fabric. Within Mine (2009) a play on 

words was found. Gunidjarr and Buwadjarr, meaning mother and father 

respectively, were transformed within a layering of meaning. They were 

understood through English language text (my country mind, my 

country mine, my country mined), which underlaid the domestic 

curtain. An intersection of knowledge, ideology and the everyday 

resulted. Mining was the metaphor here. The text educed a surface 

reading of the relationship to mining; however, the play of words and 

language should have revealed a more complicated discourse. In 

contrast to this Mine-dah (2009) made explicit reference to the land 

and the legacy of land rights. The words, “Not-4-Sale”, layered under 

the domestic curtain, directed attention to the commodification of land. 

However, in referencing both mother and father in the work, I was able 

to layer the meaning within the work to infer a deep relationship with 

family and kin, one that cannot be bought or sold, commodified or 

transacted. This premise is important within my work as it repositions 

the marginalised voice as powerful. These works spoke to the idea that 

no matter what has been imposed on Aboriginal peoples, family 

relationships, experiences and beliefs that have developed out of 

Aboriginal Place (placelessness and placeness) will always be uniquely 

Aboriginal. They cannot be erased or lost.   

 

Overall this exhibition was a critical point within this project. The 

Ground (2009) installation was particularly important; from studio 

practice, trial and error, I was able to develop a way of working that 

was uniquely my own – temporal groundwork installation created with 

found objects, which referenced my communal cultural practices in 

country whilst exposing the many trajectories of the cultural aesthetic 

interface. This mode of working represented my standpoint well and 

spoke directly to the cultural aesthetic interface. Through this work, I 

was able to relocate a collective ephemeral practice rooted in tradition 

and community, into an individual work that presented and challenged 

my Place (my placeness and placelessness) within the cultural aesthetic 

interface.  
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interFace  

 

During September 2009 and December 2009, through the Indigenous 

Peoples Unit, Southbank Institute of TAFE, Brisbane Australia, I was 

engaged in a residence. This residency involved developing work on site 

within the Kurilpa gallery (the TAFE Indigenous peoples gallery) in 

response to student interactions within this space and the institution. 

As I was located in the Indigenous Peoples Unit art room, my work 

obviously responded to interactions with Indigenous students. I also 

developed work in response to other students within the TAFE. In this 

section I will focus on some key creative outcomes from this residency.  

 

An application of subaltern theories within my praxis has been useful in 

order to critique and understand a variety of audience responses to my 

work. It has assisted me to consider the position of others within my 

work. In developing and testing installation work within my studio, I 

noticed that I became less framed by the circumstances of my creating. 

I noticed a shift in my praxis in the studio / gallery; previously my 

installation work had seemed preordained to a space, but now it 

seemed much more responsive to the space, and the place and 

placelessness located there. This responsiveness to space had 

previously only resided in my work within the natural environment. See 

illustrations 7.13 to 7.28. and also appendix b: current praxis for 

details on works described in this section.  

 

the tribute 

 

My first work for the IntaFace residency (2009) aimed to respond to the 

environment around me. This response involved a number of factors, 

including many interactions within the TAFE. This first work, the tribute 

(2009), highlighted a few relationships. See images 7.13 to 7.15. By 

sharing cigarettes and conversation I became closely connected to a 

Torres Strait Islander student, Peter, at the TAFE. At the time, he was 

developing an installation work of Dahris, the significant feather 
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headdresses, which originated from Murray Island and are used within 

dance throughout the Torres Straits.  During the installation 

development, I noticed that a large number of florescent light bulbs 

had been thrown out by the cleaning agency of the TAFE. I secured 

these for this work. In addition to this, the Kurilpa gallery is opposite a 

Muslim prayer space where followers of Islam pray daily in a routinely 

ordered manner to which I was not accustomed. Students from this 

religion come from many parts of the world including Australia, 

Indonesia, Lebanon, Turkey, Bangladesh, and Fiji. During this time, 

large earthquakes and tsunamis had claimed the lives of many people 

across the world, including Sumatra and Somalia. The tribute (2009) 

became a response to all of these intersections. Though it was not fully 

recognised at the time of development, I had been longing for a shift in 

my praxis, which this truly represented.  

 

The tribute (2009) was predominantly a ground installation, based on 

the centralised strength of our creation story. A large circular 

groundwork was developed from the discarded light bulbs. Their 

fragility spoke to me of both the fragility of life, as well as the 

discarding of the belief in the imposed spatial aesthetic. A headdress 

referencing the dhari adorned the work; it described the need for 

artworks to consider the intersection between cultures. Objects from 

the consumer society and the built environment were used within this 

headdress, the centre of the circle and the periphery of the circle. 

These referenced the impact of constructed spaces and imposed 

cultures within the world. However, as they laid against the fragile light 

bulbs, which represented the lives lost to natural disaster, these 

manmade objects were also fragile in the larger context of nature and 

the environment.  Hanging above this work was a woven dance skirt, 

made of red plastic. As a symbol of Aboriginality, it hung like a cross 

over the groundwork. Woven loosely in the knots of this skirt were the 

images of loss, the blood of human suffering and the intersections of 

realities. I wondered during the loss of life overseas whether my plight 

within my project was privileged and unimportant.  

 

The tribute (2009) Mixed Media Installation  
Kurilpa Gallery 
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illustration 7.13 

Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop sticks, 

nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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illustration 7.14 

Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop sticks, 

nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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illustration 7.15 

Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop sticks, 

nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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This work made me think deeply about my broader role as an artist. 

Once more, I reflected on my methods and my Place. Was there a role 

for Aboriginal art to move beyond the cultural aesthetic interface, 

colonial and post-colonial discourses, in order to reveal the sensibilities 

and emotional responses from country, gained from environmental 

impact and natural disasters? Could new responses affect local and 

global communities more broadly?  I was consciously sensitive to the 

environment and the sustainability of environments. For the first time 

in my praxis, I started to broaden my parameters in the ways I 

mediated my work.   

 

Subaltern methodologies made me push my own discursively-bound 

understandings about Aboriginal art into a position where I was able to 

consider migrant positions and responses, not just to my own work, but 

to Aboriginal art and Aboriginal people more broadly. This has 

strengthened my need to represent communal and individual placeness. 

To make visible the essences of place-thinking and woman’s ceremony, 

within a contestable knowledge space, in a form that is less didactic 

and does not jeopardise its situational or cultural importance. 

Consequently, I am able to talk from my centre ‘about’ issues and 

responses to my world in a way that makes me feel connected to 

spaces. In work like the tribute (2009), I am able to draw from my own 

personal experiences and cultural positioning to offer condolences and 

an emotional position to the environment’s response to a constructed 

world. The tribute (2009) became an angelic ephemeral ground 

painting which spoke of loss from a variety of positions. It privileged 

Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay communal woman’s practice but it also 

acknowledged my responses to the world, locally and globally.    

 

In a continuing response to the space, the art work Messnullius (2009) 

was developed in collaboration with students from the Indigenous 

Peoples Unit of the TAFE. Artist Davina Kelly oversaw this work. This 

work aimed to develop a community public art product where the 

Indigenous art students led other students within the TAFE, in a 

collaborative work based on the voyage of peoples to Australia. The use 
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of a boat as metaphor for Australia and journey was interesting. 

Narratives of colonization emerged with various personal student 

commentary focused on refugee status, language, homesickness and 

visions for a better future. Messnullius (2009) became a small ground 

installation. It was developed in the hope that it would encourage 

student engagement within this evolving student installation. It was 

collaborative and considered Indigenous, colonial, migrant and refugee 

positions within the waves of nationalism and identities found within 

Australia. See illustrations 7.16 & 7.17.  

 

illustration 7.16 

Kelly, Dreise and students of Southbank TAFE (2009) 

Public art project  

Mixed media temporal installation 

IPU South bank Brisbane [extenal area]  

Grounds of the Southbank TAFE 
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 

illustration 7.17 

Dreise (2009)  

Messnullius  

Mixed media temporal installation  

Grounds of the Southbank TAFE 

IPU South bank Brisbane [extenal area]  

Mixed media including light globes, jar tops and paddle pop sticks.  
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silent witness 

Silent Witness (2009), developed in the Kurilpa Gallery space, spoke 

directly to the cultural aesthetic interface and the illusionary 

compartmentalisation of Indigenous knowledge from Australia’s history. 

See illustrations 7.18 to 7.20. It considered reciprocity failure, as 

discussed in section eight: constructing space.   

 

 

 
Illustration 7.18 

Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop sticks, 

nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Illustration 7.19 

Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop 

sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  

 

 
Illustration 7.20 

Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop 

sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
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While in residence at the TAFE I was located in many discussions 

“about” Aboriginal people. Discussions revealed how many students had 

learnt their knowledge ‘about us’ from books, texts, exhibitions and 

artworks.  Silent Witness (2009) was developed in response to the gaps 

and silences found within this oral record of Aboriginal people. Official 

records of Australian history, tourism texts and television have 

continued to omit Aboriginal perspectives, historically and today. 

Constructed realities of Australian history and Aboriginal peoples 

therefore exist. This work represents the intersections between 

presenting a black and a white history separately, as apposed to a 

shared Australian history. It exposes the gaps and silences experienced 

in the cultural aesthetic interface, and the motives for these. The 

metaphor of a red ribbon in packaging the narrative of Australian 

history to various audiences is used to challenge the multiple realities 

located within colonised societies. This includes both ‘black histories’ 

and ‘settler histories’.  

Silent Witness (2009) describes non-Indigenous artists’ contributions to 

culturally constructing Indigenous peoples in their artworks and 

therefore in the minds of non-Indigenous viewers. The work proposes 

that many non-Indigenous artists (particularly in the past) have 

assisted in representing Aboriginal peoples as ‘primitive’, ‘passive’, 

sublime’, ‘exotic’ and ‘romantic’.  While developing this work, I started 

to question the role of artists within the cultural aesthetic interface. If 

art became a social construct, reflective of the time, then evidence 

within the cultural aesthetic interface should reveal artists commenting 

about this shared history. I looked for evidence to support that, 

somewhere within Australian history where visual artists tried to make 

sense of this mess. I looked for artists who tried to represent ‘our’ 

history as shared; who attempted to challenge the societal views of 

Indigenous people; who discuss the brutality being inflicted upon 

Indigenous people through warfare, discriminatory government 

practices, domestic presence of slavery, the abuse of Aboriginal 

children, and the hypocrisy of the museum as representing Aboriginal 

people. To my disappointment, I found very few artists with this ‘social 
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consciousness’; the very few exceptions being Drysdale, Durack and 

Tillers. This realisation made me question the role of artists in 

responding to and mediating Aboriginal experiences through art.  

Silent Witness (2009) represented my deepened understanding of 

reciprocity failure. By omission and misrepresentation, where art and 

artists within the cultural aesthetic interface, contribute to the 

illusionary silences of Indigenous people and become active participants 

and contributors to the Australian historical narrative and national 

identity. Through linked concentric circles a collectivistic response to 

colonisation was represented. Within this installation, the cries of past 

Aboriginal generations go unheard. They are silenced by images within 

the cultural aesthetic interface of a romantic past, the passive and 

sublime existence of Aboriginal peoples against a developing national 

identity. The work describes the images developed by artists purporting 

to represent our national identity. The silencing of Aboriginal voice 

within these images and the Eurocentric representations of Aboriginal 

peoples by non-Indigenous artists continue to influence today’s society. 

As seen in Silent Silent Witness (2009) this void of consciousness seeps 

through the pipes of towns and cities making it difficult for everyday 

people to connect the dots or fill these voids.  The reciprocity failure of 

artists is imaged in the collections of our state and our nation within art 

galleries, books, posters and the media. 

Silent Witness (2009) questioned why Aboriginal artists voices are 

silenced in art history and marginalized within the cultural aesthetic 

interface. Wine corks show an Aboriginal artist position as marginalized 

against the non-Indigenous artist in influencing the Australian national 

identity. The work exposed the stronghold of the Eurocentric aesthetic 

through nails; white straws and blood red paddle pop sticks.  Attempts 

by Indigenous artists to highlight particular positions are dispersed as 

waste products (‘aggressive’, ‘rebellious’, ‘angry’, ‘primitive’, ‘artifact’, 

‘mythology’, ‘uneducated’, ‘fabricated’, and so on) from the drainage 

pipes of society.  
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kangarutrublu 2 

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) built on the work developed within nginu balaa 

yaal (2008) where patterning of ideology and assumption about 

Indigenous people through the passages of time are represented. See 

images 7.21 to 7.25 and appendix b: current praxis for details of this 

work. The work consists of four kangaroo shapes installed with found 

objects on the floor, three skins constructed with 1970s patterns and 

rice paper installed on the far wall and a series of oil paintings on 

opposing walls in the space. The icons and images of the kangaroo, as 

both a totemic relation to my people and also a significant icon of 

‘Australianess’ were referenced.  

 

The location of the Kurilpa gallery in relation to international students 

supported the development of this work. With international students 

constantly posing questions about Aboriginal people, I was continually 

aware of how Aboriginal peoples within Australian history and society 

today are represented. I became acutely conscious of the development 

of Australia’s national identity, its influence within the cultural aesthetic 

interface, and how this continues to change overtime.  

 

In considering how our national identity was formed I was drawn to the 

work of Williams who has written extensively on how countries develop 

their national identities in order to position themselves internationally. 

(Williams 1985). Williams argues that in the 1970’s and 1980’s New 

Zealand began to reconstruct its knowledge in Maori terms, Williams 

sates that a 'crisis of emptiness' caused by the continued silencing of 

Indigenous voices was felt (Williams 1985:3). Williams considered the 

different positions employed by Australia and New Zealand as they 

shifted into a new national (and international) positioning. He argued 

that Australia positioned itself as 'part of Asia' and promoted itself as a 

vibrant multicultural destination, and that New Zealand, embraced 

biculturalism and acknowledged its cultural situation as a Pacific nation 

(op. cit).  
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      illustration 7.21 

     Dreise (2009)  

     Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [detail]  

     Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

     Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop   

     sticks, nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

     10m x 6m space  
      image Carl Warner  
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illustration 7.22 

Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  

 

 
illustration 7.23 

Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane Mixed media. 10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
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As a result, the historical patterns of settler consciousness assisted in 

changing the way in which these countries reconfigured their nations to 

the world as well as domestically. He also points out that both countries 

had very different ways in which ethnicity was enlisted - immigrant 

versus Indigenous as these Nations began to rid themselves of 

embarrassing histories and re-conceptualise ‘white’ and Other history 

discourse.  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) installation extended the pattern metaphor in 

considering how to represent the positions of a shared history, the 

ideals of nationalism and narratives of country. The work questions the 

formation of the Australian national identity and the possibility of this 

being open to a re-imaging. A layering of shared history was created 

within the floor aspect of the installation. Through the solid kangaroo 

shaped forms on the floor, the work shows how the ‘settlers’ have been 

privileged through land ownership, privileged positioning and the 

resulting generational acquisition of wealth. In the floor work two 

‘empty’ forms of kangaroo skins were shaped with white rocks and laid 

alongside the solid forms. These empty voids project placelessness of 

Aboriginal peoples; the dispossession of Aboriginal people from 

traditional lands and the resulting generational poverty. On the central 

wall three kangaroo patterned skins hang, towering over the floor 

installation. This reminds us of the complex layers of history 

experienced by all Australians.   

 

Five topographical skin-like / ground-like oil paintings were hung on the 

sidewalls of the space. See illustrations 7.22, 7.23 & 7.25. They spoke 

of the work of the Aboriginal artist; the mediation of the work within 

history to remain subordinate within the cultural aesthetic interface, 

neither omniscient nor representative of it.   
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illustration 7.24 

Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
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illustration 7.25 

Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
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Aboriginal art here remains located within the ‘cultural’, the ‘spiritual’ 

and the ‘connected to country’. This culturally constructed reality of the 

role of the Aboriginal artist is distinctly different to the forming of an 

Australian national identity, which overtime privileged technological 

advancements, the built environment, opening up of country, and the 

development of a modern civilisation. These works create a deeper 

layer within the installation by directly responding to the role and 

position of Aboriginal art within the formation of the national identity.  

 

reciprocity  

Reciprocity failure of artists within the cultural aesthetic interface 

brought me to consider the role of individuals and institutions within 

the building of a nation state, an identity based on illusionary 

constructs. See illustrations 7.26 to 7.27. In Reciprocity (2009), I 

turned my attention to Christianity as a western ideal and mediator of 

nationalism. The work builds on and integrates components of other 

installation work.  However, ‘collaborative practice’ here is aligned to 

past experiences with students, rather than woman’s practice in 

country. This move in my praxis is significant as it shows a further shift 

towards pushing the boundaries of ground painting through a removal 

and omission of the didactic links to cultural practice.  Reciprocity 

(2009) reflects the role of Christianity in removing and re-shaping 

Indigenous cultural practices through a Western paradigm. In order to 

‘assimilate’, ‘integrate’ and ‘smooth the dying pillow’ for Aboriginal 

people the sacred and spiritual are replaced by the progressive and 

civilised. 
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illustration 7.26 

Dreise (2009)  

Reciprocity (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media light globs, nails , paddle pops and paper  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
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Christianity has been privileged over other religions in Australia. This 

continual bias is apparent in the cultural aesthetic interface, by the 

number of churches, catholic temples and kingdom halls, compared to 

maraes, synagogues, mosques, me’ae, pagoda or to ‘ceremonial 

grounds’ or ‘community grounds’, found within a town, suburb or city. 

The symbols of Christian religion are located within collective national 

holidays and exported to the masses through images and symbols 

found in the everyday. Christian ideals about the family are located in 

three bedroom dwellings.  These often have a master or parents room, 

larger and separate from children’s rooms.  

 

 

 

illustration 7.27 

Dreise (2009)  

Reciprocity (2009) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media light globs, nails , paddle pops and paper  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
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Within Indigenous communities, the impact of Christianity within the 

lives of local peoples is collectively recognised when viewing through 

the cultural aesthetic interface. The ‘coming of the light’ in the Torres 

Straits is depicted in sculptures, dance dress and art. Symbols of the 

cross-mixed with localised Aboriginal designs are found in communities 

which have emerged out of missions and forced removals.  Within the 

cultural aesthetic interface, Christianity is clearly strong. Within the 

Australian art industry it occupies a space with religious art but also 

infiltrates the images of the ‘colonial’, the ‘past’, the ‘Western’ and the 

‘international’. There is a lack of Christian reference within the 

Australian art scene, including artworks by Aboriginal or Torres Strait 

Islander artists exposing this shared history and notable the merger of 

Christian and localised cultures.  The role and motive of the gallery in 

mediating this type of work within an Aboriginal arts discourse is 

questionable.  

 

Reciprocity (2009) directly questions the mediation of Aboriginal art 

within the gallery context. The work affirms that the place of ‘traditional 

Aboriginal art’ is firmly rooted within the gallery context. However, it 

questions the inclusion of ‘urban Aboriginal art’ in the gallery as a mere 

product of the times, hypothesising that there is a vested national 

interest to purport to be representational and compassionate to 

Aboriginal people’s struggle by presenting some forms of Aboriginal art 

but not others. The artwork argues that artworks by Aboriginal artists 

that expose the binaries of urban vrs traditional as illusionary are 

silenced within the gallery context. This includes work such as Christian 

based Aboriginal art, ‘airport art’, ‘commercial Aboriginal art’, 

‘intertwined Torres Strait Islander and Aboriginal art’, art which deals 

with a legacy of past policy in the present ‘Aboriginal crime, abuse, 

alcoholism, neglect, mental illness, homelessness and so on.  

 

This is exemplified in the ‘commercial Aboriginal art’ form that 

according to current ‘aesthetic values’ and ‘protocols’ cannot be 

highlighted in the industry as ‘Authentic Aboriginal art’. Homogenised 

symbols and images of ‘pan-Aboriginality’, which have been culturally 
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constructed, embedded and normalised within society, are often 

ignored as ‘inauthentic’ and preferences for ‘localisation’ (or 

regionalism) is espoused. A paradox exists as these images and 

representations of Aboriginal art (generic concentric circles, dots, cross-

hatch) which are expressed through a commonality of symbols and 

forms, if not always context, stem from both localised Indigenous 

cultures and the representations of ‘authentic Aboriginal art’. In the 

course of history and time, they were both taught to Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal people through the cultural aesthetic interface as 

‘authentic’ representations of Aboriginal art.  Although a little 

incomplete in his argument, Marshall Bell (2010) presents this 

perspective in his exhibition and catalogue essay “Why I paint like 

that”. This paper and associated exhibition argues that these common 

symbols used by Aboriginal artists are rooted in both tradition and 

colonial processes. They are not limited to a few locations within 

Australia, rather are the essence of understanding who we are as 

Aboriginal peoples. He argues that no one has the right to say what 

images and symbols he can or cannot use within his artworks.  It will 

be interesting to see if he has presented his position strongly enough 

for state and national galleries to consider his work outside of the 

commercial domain, in the same way his brother Richard has been 

privileged.   

 

By presenting the gaps and silences embedded within the cultural 

aesthetic interface, Reciprocity (2009) aimed to question the galleries 

mediation of art.  The work centralised the ‘nation’ as an illusionary 

construct created through institutions and Western ideology. While it 

argued that Christian belief is centralised within this discourse, the 

work respected the voice of the land, Aboriginal people and Aboriginal 

art, as central to the formation of this nation state. As in much of 

Australian history, the work silenced the position of Torres Strait 

Islanders in this history, however it recognised the emergence of the 

Other voice on the ‘edge’ and on the ‘border’, through migrant and 

‘multi cultural’ narratives. Reciprocity (2009) disrupted this nation 

building as it removed certain discourses from its history and privileged 
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some over others. It challenged the tensions in the representations of 

‘truth’, in securing neat binaries for Aboriginal art to ‘lie’ alongside 

other forms and categories of art.   

 

Within the Australian art scene, a duality of positioning (Urban is to 

Rural as Traditional is to Contemporary as Spiritual is to Remote as 

Activism is to City) of Aboriginal art is obvious. Within the constructs of 

the gallery context, the curatorial brief, or even the art magazine, it is 

easy to separate Traditional Aboriginal art from Christianity, Spiritual 

forms of Aboriginal art from Religion, Activism in Aboriginal art from 

Nationalism and so on. It is easy to ‘disown’ racism as ‘anti-Australian’ 

(or ‘un-Australian’), political narratives as individual narratives, black 

history as separate to white history (edge, marginalised and victim). 

However, it is incomprehensible to consider Aboriginal artwork within 

the cultural aesthetic interface as reflective of, and reproducing new 

representations of, culture and ‘our nation’ through a variety of 

intersections stemming from the past.   

 

Reciprocity (2009) represents the silences located within a labelling of 

Aboriginal art. It questions the values of authenticity and validity, 

cultural capital and social capital that are imposed on artworks and 

their artists. The installation considers the power of a select few that 

mediate and authenticate artworks by Aboriginal artists for the gallery 

context.  

 

bundaa-gi 

 

Bundaa-gi The falling (2010) Kurilpa Gallery was created after a 

weeklong residency with the Catchment Collective (discussed in Section 

six: place based praxis). This installation reconceptualised ‘green art’ 

within the gallery context. See illustrations 7.28 to 7.29. The 

installation responded to the drive to the Sunshine Coast from Brisbane 

where forestry processes mark both sides of the highway.  
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illustration 7.28 

Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
 

The work commented on the role of forestry in destroying sacred places 

and commodifying nature. By representing meeting place symbols, 

concentric circles made from stone and plastic, as separate to the main 

installation, I emphasized the disconnectedness to country and exposed 

placelessness of Aboriginal people. This work saw new possibilities 

emerge in a confirmed space by shifting a response to another space 

into the gallery context.  A focus on the ephemeral through the use of 

both natural and recycled materials opened the scope of the work to 

layered meanings. Environmental, cultural, place-based, spiritual and 

emotional responses to environmental degradation are elicited in the 

work. The extent of the falling then transcends spaces, time and 

experiences and opens up to audiences a new typology of place 

communally experienced within the world.   
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illustration 7.29 

Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space  
image Carl Warner  
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resnullius   

 

Resnullius (2010) was a large installation and solo exhibition developed 

within the Project Gallery of the Queensland College of Art. This work 

explored the continuing colonising process occurring in Australian since 

invasion. The installation explored the historical and social connections 

of the colonising process located within the cultural aesthetic interface, 

and exposed the imposed Eurocentric aesthetic and placelessness of 

Aboriginal people within Australia. Within this exhibition, the construct 

of ‘modern civilisation’, based on imposed Western aesthetic principles 

of permanency and settlement, was explored. See illustrations 7.30 to 

7.37 and appendix b: current praxis for more detail of this work.  

 

 

illustration 7.30 

Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   
image Carl Warner  

 

Over the last ten years, there has been some controversy as to the 

meaning of terra nullius. Its definition has extended along a continuum 

- from a mere empty land, to land with no one, to the absence of 

civilised society. Regardless of the definition, terra nullius (as a term, 

doctrine, principle or moral position) has been used to describe and 

justify the unlawful invasion of Aboriginal lands (Indigenous nation 

states) within Australia and throughout the world. In all these debates, 

the common law term of res nullius has been relatively omitted from 
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the discussions. This is important to this research as the term focuses 

on law (and ideology) concerning objects and spaces and the ways in 

which they are perceived (spatial aesthetics). 

 

Res nullius is a Latin term derived from Roman law whereby res 

(objects or anything that can be owned) are not yet the object of rights 

of any specific subject (citizen under the law). Such ‘objects’ are 

considered owner-less property and are usually free to be owned. In 

this context, native animals or plants are res nullius until they become 

someone’s property or until that abandoned property is ‘found’ and 

occupied through vesting ownership. A bird is res nullius until it has 

been caged.  Land is res nullius until it has been fenced. A river is res 

nullius until it is dammed. Therefore, in English common law, if an 

object is perceived lost or abandoned, it is res nullius, and will belong 

to the first taker. 

 

Res nullius is applicable in public international law through terra nullius.  

A nation may control an ‘unclaimed territory’ and gain control when one 

of its citizens enters the territory (through discovery, exploration or 

conquest). In considering the implications of res nullius within the 

aesthetic cultural interface, we must consider the impact of Eurocentric 

spatial aesthetics on the application of res nullius on Aboriginal people 

and Aboriginal land.  

 

In order to own land, one must occupy the land. Under common law 

objects and things (the land, waterways, trees, animals and so on) are 

res nullius until they have been occupied through vesting ownership.  

Vesting ownership moves into spatial aesthetics. The view of the land is 

valued spatially as either ‘vacant’ or ‘occupied’. In a western sense then 

spatially: 

occupation = settled where occupation = built environment, so,   

ownership of waterways = use of waterways where use = dams and 

canals; so,   

ownership of land = use of land where use of land = fencing, farming, 

clearing, etc.  
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I know this is a simple analogy when considering common law, property 

rights and land rights. However, within this mess of colonial power, and 

the privileging of Western spatial aesthetics, this past continues to 

impact on the present and results in the placelessness of Aboriginal 

people today.  

 

Resnullius (2010) aimed to collapse my praxis into a cohesive way of 

representing the ideals and questions presented in previous work to a 

larger audience. See illustrations 6.69 to 6.77. I spoke then specifically 

to the impact of res nullius within past and present receptions of 

Aboriginal art. The key installation component of the exhibition involved 

two large gallery spaces, and a floor installation that wrapped around a 

dividing wall in the space. The right side of the installation focused 

predominantly on the impact of the Eurocentric aesthetic in mediating 

cultural constructions of Aboriginal people. Books and objects, which 

misrepresent Aboriginal peoples or omit Aboriginal peoples, cascaded 

off the window ledge at the end of the installation.  These complement 

jars of kitsch Aboriginal paraphernalia and Browning Downing plates, 

which are dotted through the white and metal domestic and found 

objects. An open suitcase with a ground painting design created with 

ochre’s from Dirranbandi and a closed suitcase is featured in the centre 

of this side of the installation. The representation of commodification of 

Aboriginal art and tradition is quite clear in the work. On the right side 

of the installation the visible objects and artifacts disappear. Nails, 

metal rods, building materialism metal domestic objects and recycled 

plastic are patterned through the space. An image of Australia features 

in the centre of this side of the installation.  Industrial development and 

re-patterning within society is a feature of this aspect of the 

installation.  

If we consider an application of res nullius within the late 1700s and 

early 1800s, Western spatial aesthetics dictated the ways in which the 

land was perceived by the west as ‘occupied’ by Aboriginal peoples. The 

‘permanent’ was privileged and these imposed spatial aesthetics 

dictated and mediated the ways in which Aboriginal cultures, societies 
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and artworks were received.  

From my standpoint, prior to and at the commencement of 

colonisation, Aboriginal spatial aesthetics presents ‘the occupation of 

lands’ as existing within a cyclical set of relationships (relatedness and 

connectiveness) between the environment and people based on 

localised ideologies and practices. The people did not own the land; the 

land and the people were engaged in growing up country and 

protecting country together.  They were mutually dependent on each 

other. This relatedness was evidenced through seasonal purposeful 

movement, sustainable practices, ontological and cosmological beliefs, 

and complex social organisations. Art practices and processes were 

located within seasons, the shifts in nature, land and body rhythms.  

As a response to cultural practices and seasonal movement within an 

area, the ‘ephemeral’ and the ‘process’ of arts creation, which was 

almost always communal, was privileged over the product. In this 

sense, ‘settlement’ was more to do with social and cultural order, 

intercultural relationships and agreements between groups, rather than 

‘permanency’ within a built environment. Through white eyes, this 

‘occupation’ and mutual existence was invisible. It was well outside of 

the scope of the ‘white spatial aesthetic’.  However, permanency, as a 

concept did exist within our communities. This is evidenced through the 

marking of sites and spaces within country; scar trees, rock markers, 

designated sites (middens, fish traps, dance grounds, burial grounds, 

camps and so on) and art became critical descriptors of the permanent 

occupation of spaces.  

This research is not a socio-cultural or legal study into the occupation 

and ownership of lands, rather, it looked at the way in which European 

spatial aesthetics contributed, and still contributes, to the cultural 

aesthetic interface between Indigenous aesthetics and Western 

aesthetics. Through my research, I became more interested in how this 

intersection could be represented within art.   
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illustration 7.31 

Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   
image Carl Warner  
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illustration 7.32 
Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   
image Carl Warner  

 

In the exhibition Resnullius (2010), my work asserted that if Aboriginal 

people, and our art, are to move beyond imposed spatial aesthetics, we 

must develop work at the cultural aesthetic interface. This work must 

be centered on our own Aboriginal epistemology and ontology, but also 

be reflective of the various intersections and trajectories of Western 

and Indigenous knowledges, in our lives. In order to do this we must 

firstly recognise that the past impacts on the present, we must 

explicitly express the representations and misrepresentations of the 

cultural aesthetic interface to centralise our own positions, our Place, 

within our work. Resnullius (2010) became then a culmination of ideas 

and responses within the cultural aesthetic interface. Through ground 

painting and with objects of the everyday I was able to collapse linear 

time impositions placed on Aboriginal art. The work was neither past 

nor present.  
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Resnullius (2010) also challenged the position of colonial and post-

colonial theory within art. Colonial theories criticise the political 

ideologies that legitimise invasion, occupation and exploitation of 

Aboriginal lands. I was able to privilege the process of developing 

‘ephemeral’ space-based work, over the imposed aesthetic of 

‘permanency’. My work was not a commodity, to be brought and sold; 

Rather, it was an experience of Place in a particular space at a 

particular point in time.   

Post-colonialism advocates for a transcendence ‘beyond colonising’ to 

critical analysis into forms of human exploitation, normalisation, 

repression and dependency. Emerging from colonial and post-colonial 

discourses are various visual tropes and archetypes of Aboriginal 

people. These intersections within the everyday interest me, as 

presented in dillybag (2010).  

 
illustration 7.33 

Dreise (2010)  

Dillybags (2010) in resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx  image Carl Warner  
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The repetition of 1960s paraphernalia, iconic Aboriginal representations on 

domestic objects and kitsch objects within Resnullius (2010) heightened 

the awareness of these objects within the everyday. Audiences responded 

to the use of familiar books, objects, toys, and other texts in the work. 

This familiarity assisted in highlighting imposed aesthetics within the 

exhibition.  

 

Within the installation I focused on a collective inherited memory of 

Australians of ‘who Aboriginal people’ are within the colonial and post-

colonial frame. Passed down, experienced and collected within the 

cultural aesthetic interface, these objects and images of Aboriginal 

people, of nationalism, of normalisation, of civilised and of the West, 

are inscribed into our lives.  They are linguistically, physically, 

psychologically and symbolically passed down through everyday 

experiences. 

In an attempt to decolonise and deconstruct these tropes and 

archetypes, Resnullius (2010) explicitly presented the movement and 

patterns of colonialism within a multi-layered work. This moved beyond 

a mere narration of the Eurocentric aesthetic, or an attack on 

‘whiteness’.  It also moved beyond an isolated representation of an 

Aboriginal aesthetic, or a collective homogenisation of Aboriginal art 

and experience. Resnullius (2010) presented a new position of Place 

aimed at eliciting and challenging viewers’ responses in order to break 

cultural constructions, and cycles of representation and imposed spatial 

aesthetics.   

The work was located within and across two distinctive spaces that 

joined in the centre.  It positioned the viewer within the work, where 

they made choices on which way they would walk, left or right, into the 

interface or away from it, either towards the didactic elements or the 

inferences from the abstraction. See illustration 7.30.  
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illustration 7.34 
Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [wall ledge detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   
image Carl Warner  
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The work did not establish the binaries of tradition verses urban; 

rather, it chose to transcend these positions by collapsing them onto 

each other.  It referenced many discourses within Aboriginal art and 

Aboriginal cultures. A Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay woman’s aesthetic was 

located in the ephemeral, the communal and the symbolic 

representations and formed the basis for the planning out of the 

installation work. Whiteness as an imposed spatial aesthetic was 

highlighted through the use of colour and found objects.  

The ephemeral (transient, temporary and responsive place-based 

practices) within this work provided me with the opportunity as an 

Aboriginal artist (as subject) and woman, to always be present in and 

with the artwork. This research, and this work, assumed that 

‘permanency’ disconnects an artwork from the artist and its place-

based position (relatedness, connectedness to country).  The ‘product’, 

a permanent saleable artwork, is privileged within the cultural aesthetic 

interface where whiteness is the imposed spatial aesthetic. In 

understanding space and place, phenological, ontological and 

epistemology differences between black and white, become 

irreconcilable. Aboriginal place within artworks will always be re-

conceptualised through white spatial aesthetics existing in the cultural 

aesthetic interface.  Therefore, the ephemeral verses permanent, 

commercial verses authentic, becomes scrutinised. This point is further 

emphasised within the work place space time 1-3 (2010) and cult cha 

cha 1 – 3 (2010).  See illustrations 7.35 and 7.36.   

 

 Illustration 7.35 

Dreise (2010)  

place space time #1 of 3 from 

series place space time (2010) in 
resnullius (2010) ephemeral 

installation  

[wall detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank 

Brisbane  

Mixed media including oil and ochres 

on canvas, zippers  

[1200mm x 190mm]  

20m x 10m2 space approx   
image Carl Warner  
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Illustration 7.36 

Dreise (2010)  

cult cha cha 1 – 3 (2010) in resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation  

[wall detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including oil and ochres on canvas, zippers [1200mm x 190mm]  

20m x 10m2 space approx   
image Carl Warner  

 

 

 

illustration 7.37 
Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral 

installation [floor detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank 

Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, 

sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, 

books, jars, kitsch objects, 

building materials and recycled 

plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   
image Carl Warner  
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Resnullius (2010), represents the ‘process’ behind my work, which 

privileged the ephemeral over the imposed aesthetic. Nakata suggests 

an Indigenous standpoint has to be produced.  It is not a simple 

reflection of experience, nor is it some sort of hidden wisdom, it’s a 

pre-existance in the everyday waiting to be brought to light (Nakata 

2007:11).  During this project, this distinctive form of analysis has 

been both a discursive construction and an intellectual device to 

persuade others and elevate what might not have been the focus of 

attention by others. “This work is not deterministic of any truth. Rather, 

it lays open a basis from which to launch a range of possible arguments 

for a range of possible purposes” (Nakata 2007:11).  

 

Resnullius (2010) represented Place, my placeness and placelessness, 

within this mess we call the Australian art industry. For the first time 

within this work, I felt that my position as a Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay 

woman, with non-Indigenous ancestry, as an artist, dancer, female, 

mother, sister, aunt, educator, lover, community member and friend 

were all truthfully represented. Resnullius (2010) assisted me to 

confirm the buyawila-li (the force behind my work) within my praxis – 

the contradictory, the ephemeral, the tensions and adhesions, the 

communal and the individual but ultimately my Place.    

 

Resnullius (2010), InterFace (2009) and InaSpace (2009) together 

exposed a changing discourse within my artist practice. Ephemeral 

installation that can speak directly to the cultural aesthetic interface and 

also represent it was achieved though this body of work. I would argue 

that these make the most significant contribution to this research and 

demonstrate my ability as an artist to maintain cultural agency within my 

artwork, where my Aboriginal Place was exposed and not reconceptualised 

by the viewer.  
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section ten: desperately seeking the ephemeral – conclusion  

 

Through praxis-based research, this project has explored the role of the 

Eurocentric aesthetic as impacting on the development and reception of 

my artworks. Systems of dominance and privilege were explored 

throughout the project resulting in two solo exhibitions Balima-baa 

Finding Place (July 2008) Chinchilla White Gums Gallery and nginu balaa 

yaal (January 2009) The White Box Gallery QCA South Brisbane. These 

exhibitons exposed audience responses to various forms of Aboriginal art 

which explored a variety of discursive, linguistic, visual and institutional 

cultural constructs of Aboriginal peoples.  

 

The pattern metaphor and repetition through photographs and objects 

within installation became important within the research in representing 

multiples of realities of space, white and black, and the complex 

trajectories of the cultural aesthetic interface. Patterning in my work 

enabled the edge voice to be re-constructed and understood in terms of 

the complex intersections of knowledge’s, representations and 

negotiations. This made the once invisible, visible. The layering and over 

layering of patterns, within the construct of a kangaroo skin shape for 

example in kangarutrublu (2009) acknowledged and privileged the origins 

of thought and belief. In using patterning value is placed on Indigenous 

knowledges. This layering still enabled the recognition of discursive 

constructs located with these knowledges. This work of patterning, and 

re-patterning, respects the position and power of the creative process and 

values tradition while enabling change to occur as a re-imaging within this 

new pattern-making.  

 

The project and the associated artworks confirmed that the aesthetic 

codes of whiteness benefit many and subjugate many. They don’t push 

‘Other’ ways of knowing and being into the margins, they 

compartmentalise ‘the Other’ within a predetermined paradigm. 

Significant within this research was the self-reflective praxis to developing 

an Aboriginal artistic standpoint. From exploring a variety of artworks and 

styles earlier in the project, I was able to analyze how my artworks 
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positioned myself and other Aboriginal people within a ‘victim’ or marginal 

voice. I worked towards pushing the boundaries of the imposed 

compartmentalization place on my work and myself as artist. In doing so I 

developed an understanding that these forms of compartmentalization of 

Aboriginal peoples and or art are not static, they move depending on the 

nature and purpose of the power discourses being privileged. I came to 

understand how my work can be political, urban, spiritual and communal 

depending on the institutional framing of the work and my own purpose. 

Over the duration of the project I pushed the boundaries of these 

representations through site-based installation and exposed ways in which 

my placenes and placelessness can be presented through my work.  

 

This understanding of racial privilege is a constant journey all people in 

colonised societies must make in order to shift power balances. During the 

nginu balaa yaal (January 2009) I came to understand the need to find 

appropriate mechanisms through my art to assist others with this journey. 

Being too aggressive or didactic resulted in a reaffirmation of peoples 

beliefs; for example that Aboriginal people = aggressive = resistance = 

activism = urban = assimilated. However being too subtle or minimalist 

missed the point and affirmed that Aboriginal people = subtle = soft = 

unassuming = powerless.  

Within my praxis, I have become more conscious of the ways in which 

colonisation processes intervene on my work and viewer positions of 

them. Within the project I resolved that I needed to make these 

conflicting spatial values explicit in some cases. The project moved 

beyond an experiential responsiveness to space by pushing the 

boundaries of merely presenting ‘whiteness’ or ‘power privilege’ 

didactically within my work. Through the white room (2009) installation I 

became aware of the power of the cultural aesthetic interface and the fine 

balance involved in visually representing the impact of whiteness on 

Aboriginal peoples through an artwork and in engaging the viewer in a 

way that supports a reconciliation and change. This work and associated 

installations, helped me to understand my role as an artist in presenting 

an ‘Aboriginal standpoint’ on whiteness and power discourses existing in 
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society, and also for my artwork to become a form of cultural agency 

whereby power structures are not only challenged, but also changed.  

During the project I often found that I was continually asserting a position 

for Aboriginal cultural and communal practice to exist within a 

contemporary arts context. In fighting against the ‘spiritual’ ‘cross-

cultural’ emphasis, I argued that although my praxis was located in an 

ephemeral experience of Place, my praxis was uniquely mine. This praxis 

had not stemmed from an inherited right of being  ‘Indigenous’ or 

‘Aboriginal’. It was not a search for cultural identity or nostalgic inquiry. 

Rather this process of working ephemerally within Country has developed 

from my personal relatedness to Country and community, a work ethic 

that is tireless, and an Gamilaraay / Yeeralaraay based ontological and 

epistemological position, which has developed over time affording me the 

opportunities of understanding space in my own way.  

What was critical to the project was the assumption that non-Indigenous 

peoples can attain experiences of Aboriginal Place through discourse and 

‘cross-cultural’ and that through this collaboration a ‘secret’ wisdom or 

connection to country will be exposed. In answering the question, “Can 

artworks become a form of cultural agency where Aboriginal Place is 

recognised and not reconceptualised?” I found limitations in both the 

notion of ‘Aboriginal Place’ as a homogenised position, and in the purpose 

of ‘Aboriginal art’ as ‘cultural agency’.  This brought forth two distinct 

questions within the research.  

Are there some commonalities in an ‘Aboriginal Place’ or is this critique 

mediated by non-Indigenous peoples attempt to seek an understanding of 

country that is located outside of their control?  

Is there an imposed assumption that ‘Aboriginal art’ is always located in 

or discursively bound to a cross-cultural or reconciliation agenda?  

Is there not a role for non-Indigenous artists and artworks within the 

Australian space and reconciliation agendas?  
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Through this research I have come to understand that Aboriginal Place is 

also a construct, representative of both connections to country and to 

placelessness from country. Place, as a concept created a collapsing of 

time and space within the cultural aesthetic interface and resolved my 

position as an artist to represent many realities (positive and negative, 

placeness and placelessness) and relationships (spiritual, emotional and 

physical and also past and present) within spaces.   Within the cultural 

aesthetic interface, ‘space’ encompasses objects and actors, which 

transcend time and Place (placeness and placelessness). These spaces we 

occupy are not just linear representations of a shared past, rather they 

are physical realities of the now which involve performances of the 

ancestor, the spiritual world, social memories and lived experiences. It is 

a sensory relation to space that is both placeness and placelessness at the 

same time. This Place is influenced by the cultural aesthetic interface, 

personal relatedness and the voice of country itself (as an active 

participant in this discourse). The scope of representing these new 

parameters of Place in my work became greatly layered.  

 

Aboriginal Place within artworks located within colonial spaces will 

always be re-conceptualised through Western spatial aesthetics existing 

within the cultural aesthetic interface. Ethnoaesthetics extended this 

critique within the project by forcing me to seek a new voice to 

understand and name my buyawila-li, the constructed force within my 

own Aboriginal aesthetic. Through ephemeral installation I have been 

able represent Aboriginal Place. During eight significant site-based 

residencies I was able to find resolution in presenting my Place and I 

exposed the muurun (the life force) of the space. These residencies 

included: 

 

 gayarra-gi Southwest Queensland [Dirranbandi, Thallon and St 

George] North West New South Wales [Angeldool and the Narran 
Lakes] (3 weeks June – July 2007)  

 yugal wunn.guwi Southwest Queensland [Bungunya (May), 

Dirranbandi (June), Mitchell (July), Begonia (July) and Dulacca 
(July)] (2 weeks May - June 2008)  

 nhalawilbayn Southwest Queensland [Dirranbandi, Thallon and St 
George] (4 weeks April [one week] (3 weeks May 2009) 
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 Art-in-Nature The Catchment Collective Tewantin (1 week 
November – December 2009)  

 yuwanma-li [Pomona] (five days January 2010)  
 Golis day out [Pomona and Boreen Point] (five days January 2010)  

 InterFace Kurilpa Gallery [Southbank Institute of TAFE Indigenous 
Peoples Unit] (3 months September – December 2009)  

 Treeline project  [Maroochydore Botanical Gardens] (2010) 

 

Creative works and praxis in site-based residences has supported me in 

resolving tensions in documenting my work and in representing and 

responding to various places. The ngagya minyaayaawaa (I am 

somewhere at) series 1 and 2, and Contemplating the Balonne series 

(2008-9) commenced a significant change within my process in 

representing my Place and the cultural aesthetic interface. The resulting 

artworks recognise the way in which the cultural interface both limits 

and informs a discourse on Aboriginal Place.  

 

In this project I saw creative praxis (including place making) as inscribing 

my story ‘into’ the land, rather than ‘on’ the land, and in doing so I was 

led by the story of the land itself. This was a cyclic process, a reactionary 

and interconnected process within space. These interactions became both 

mine and at the same time belonging to my Country.  The legacy of our 

collaboration is then forever inscribed then into this space. I wondered if 

Indigenous artists (or people) could experience space in this way. 

Somerville questioned, how can I [as a white woman] have a sense of 

belonging in the Australian landscape? (1999:128). I questioned if this 

belonging, a Western belonging, is also already inscribed on Australian 

spaces. Further, I considered how the inscriptions of others, white and 

black, have impacted on my own Place. As an artist seeking my Place in 

my art, these complex trajectories of space and time, Western and 

Aboriginal, female and male, collapsed within the duration of the project.   

In presenting discussions around the cultural aesthetic interface I have 

built on the work of leading academics and opened a new discourse for 

artists and artist researchers, designers and architects, curators and art 

critics to analyse the complex trajectories and intersections located 

within the arts industry. A discussion of the cultural aesthetic interface 
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has moved beyond a semiotic analysis to reveal multiple discourses, 

assumptions and cultural misreading of art works created by 

Indigenous peoples. It has argued for a new hetroaesthetic to be 

developed based on Aboriginal and Western aesthetic values in order to 

ensure that Aboriginal artists, our artworks and our peoples are do not 

experience place alienation from the industry or society more broadly. 

Through the development of this new hetroaesthetica, the linear 

analysis and compartmentalisation of Aboriginal art might be removed 

or at the very least shifted.  

 

This project has exposed a ‘reciprocity failure’ which has impacted on 

the way whiteness has been transformed through the Australian scape 

and too the way in which Aboriginal peoples and our art have been 

culturally constructed. The reciprocity failure of art institutions, writers 

and critics has established domain constructions (eg; urban and 

traditional) of Aboriginal art and in turn has caused a collective 

compartmentalisation and reception of Aboriginal art and Aboriginal 

artists within Australian society. Reciprocity failure is the failure of 

actors (designers, artists, viewers, curators, institutions) to 

acknowledge, the cultural assumptions and influences, shared history 

and time relationships intersecting objects (things, artefacts, artworks, 

and at, times artists1) within the cultural aesthetic interface. In 

acknowledging reciprocity failure; the revering, writing, selection and 

reviewing of ‘Aboriginal art’ in mainstream media must change.  The 

discourse must collapse the imposed binaries of ‘urban and remote’, 

‘traditional and contemporary’. This project has moved away from the 

assumptions of ‘how’ or in ‘what way’ Aboriginal artists should create, 

rather it has explored the reasons behind ‘why’ we create. The cultural 

aesthetic interface has also become an introspective theoretical space 

for both artist and viewer.  

 

                                                 
1 In locating the artist as ‘object’ I draw from post-colonial writing and theory, which recognises the Other as ‘subject’. In this sense the role of Aboriginal 

artists within colonised spaces will be as both object and actor. Art analysis might argue the fact that this is similar to all artists in that understanding their 
work the artist context and background are generally considered. Within the cultural aesthetic interface however this collective analysis in normative within 
the discourse of western artists where ‘culture’ is rarely visible. Within the cultural aesthetic interface however the ‘culture’ of the Other often precedes any 
understanding of the art which is often seen as oppositionally apposed to the viewers culture (western in this sense).   
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Within my research, I interrogated “the communal” in an attempt to 

move beyond archetypes of ‘nostalgia’ and ‘the past’ as vividly real 

within the cultural aesthetic interface. It was challenging to collapse 

memoirs of communal practices within my praxis whilst ensuring that 

these communal practices, and our woman’s business, remained 

culturally situated and protected within our community. My praxis 

shifted and merged in order to both reveal this communal presence, 

and also develop in a way that protected this performative community 

based practice from the colonial gaze.  

 

My praxis had also considered multiple realities for understanding and 

responding to Aboriginal art. Western spatial aesthetics privilege 

Western knowledge domains of anthropology and ethnology, when 

Aboriginal art attempts to decolonise and deconstruct these tropes and 

archetypes, an unravelling of the everyday experience occurs. It has 

been difficult within this disentanglement to focus specifically on one 

aspect of this reality. In reducing the discourse to one area, installation, 

I found that other ‘misconstructions’ and forced realities are imposed. 

During the latter part of my project, my praxis aimed to represent this 

complexity in a holistic way. It focused on exposing the cracks and 

intersections within the cultural aesthetic interface and, in doing so, my 

Place within the work. 

 

The interSpace exhibition (2009) was a critical point within this project. 

Ground (2009) installation was particularly important; from studio 

practice, trial and error, I was able to develop a way of working that 

was uniquely my own – temporal groundwork installation, created with 

found objects, which referenced my communal cultural practices in 

Country whilst exposing the many trajectories of the cultural aesthetic 

interface. This mode of working represented my standpoint well and 

spoke directly to the cultural aesthetic interface. Through this work, I 

was able to relocate a collective ephemeral practice rooted in tradition 

and community, into an individual work that both presented and 

challenged my Place (my placeness and placelessness) within the 

cultural aesthetic interface. This process and studio practice was further 
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explored through the interface (2009-10) residency. Individual 

installations created resolution within the selection and manipulation of 

materials and exposed broader responses to space.  

 

Resnullius (2010) and Con-Sign (2010) challenged the position of 

colonial and post-colonial theory within art and society. Colonial 

theories criticise the political ideologies that legitimise invasion, 

occupation and exploitation of Aboriginal lands. In this installation I was 

able to privilege the process of developing ‘ephemeral’ space-based 

work, over the imposed aesthetic of ‘permanency’. My work was not a 

commodity, to be brought and sold; rather, it was an experience of 

Place in a particular space at a particular point in time.  Post-

colonialism advocates for a transcendence ‘beyond colonising’ to critical 

analysis into forms of human exploitation, normalisation, repression 

and dependency.  

 

Emerging from colonial and post-colonial discourses are various visual 

tropes and archetypes of Aboriginal people. These intersections within 

the everyday were important to the research and became embedded 

within the creative outcomes of the project. Dillybag (2010) and 

creative outcomes from the intaSpace (2009) residency provided good 

examples of this. Patterns of behaviours (collective and individual), 

power discourses, cultural values and histories located within the 

cultural interface were represented through found objects, building 

materials and plastic. Tracks of knowingness ‘about’ Aboriginal people 

in the everyday and through domains of knowledge where patterned 

into installations through the use of kitsch objects, texts and other 

domestic and building materials and objects such as paddle pop sticks, 

nails, nuts, bolts, paper clips and curtain hangers. This repetition of 

images, metaphor and symbols within Resnullius (2010) heightened the 

awareness of the role and position of objects and texts within the 

everyday and how they are physical evidence of the cultural aesthetic 

interface and significant actors within space.  
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By developing praxis at the cultural aesthetic interface I have been able 

to represent the aesthetic and physicality of this contestable space 

between two seemingly opposed knowledge systems. The cultural 

aesthetic interface takes up Nakata's (2008) temptation in the 

translation of the intersection between Western and Indigenous 

knowledges through a focus on the ‘physical’, ‘visual’, ‘sensory’ and 

‘spaces’ occupying our everyday experiences. The cultural aesthetic 

interface makes visible the imposed Western aesthetic physically 

located within our everyday worlds and the environments we inhabit. It 

focuses our attention on the role of the designers of space, the actors, 

objects and artworks within these spaces and their role in patterning 

the cultural interface through physicality’s of spaces and creative 

works. In doing so the cultural aesthetic interface exposes the Place of 

Aboriginal artists and Aboriginal aesthetics, the position of non-

Indigenous artists and Western aesthetics as personal, communal and 

performative.   

 

By investigating the cultural aesthetic interface through my praxis, I 

have been able to challenge the assumed power of the Eurocentric 

paradigm and its influence on my work as ‘Aboriginal art’. This creative 

investigation focused on the complex intersections found in my life, on 

my own terms, and through this process I was able to locate and 

centralise my own truth, my personal aesthetic and Place within my 

work. A non-Indigenous artist too might take up this challenge to 

consider how the Eurocentric paradigm influences their work, the 

reception, promotion and the presentation of their work and how they 

might be open to the influences of Aboriginal aesthetics.  

 

In developing an understanding of my own ‘Aboriginal’ aesthetic I 

became aware of the ways in which Western aesthetics impacted on my 

work. The cultural aesthetic interface created a omniscient position 

where I as an Aboriginal artist could come to understand how my 

beliefs about myself (Aboriginal artists) have been formed; how my 

work (Aboriginal art) is influenced and centralised; what constructions 

of myself (as Aboriginal) and others (including whites) do my works 
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translate; how and why my Place (Aboriginal placeness and 

placelessness) and art (Aboriginal art) is manipulated in our community 

and in the industry, and what control I (as Aboriginal artist) have over 

these. Through creative practice I have explored these discourses in a 

variety of ways during this project.   

 

In creating emphemeral and site-specific art works I found that 

playbased discouse, laughter and political consiousness was a result of 

communal perfomances within a space. When perspectives and 

viewpoints of individual artists working collaboratively materialise 

within the nature of the work ‘material thinking’ occurs. (Carter 2004) 

This murrun (living activity within a space) became visable within 

womans practices from home and place-based collaborations explored 

later within the research. Murrun withinthis project was not limited to 

the langauge of artists and creative collaborators, for the land still 

speaks, the environment speaks and too others outside of the creative 

process speak. The cultural aesthetic interface was recognised as being 

made up of muuran emerging from an intertwining of the everyday 

experiences as well as the constructed creative processes. 

 

This project has led to a significant body of work that has answered the 

research question - Can artworks become a form of cultural agency 

whereby Indigenous Place is realised not reconceptualised? 

 

Through ephemeral site-specific art I have been successful in 

investigating and representing how ‘Aboriginal art’, ‘Aboriginal artists’ 

and ‘Aboriginal Place’ within the cultural aesthetic interface is 

expressed, mediated and controlled. This process of re-imagining 

spaces has implications not only for Aboriginal art or Aboriginal artists, 

but also for the marginalisation and placelessness of Indigenous 

peoples within Australian society more broadly. This re-imaging of the 

cultural aesthetic interface was at the root of this inquiry, which started 

to unravel within this designated project. It will take time and 

collaboration beyond this project and within the arts industry (including 

design and architectural industries) for spaces to be re-imagined and 
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for these to pattern a resulting and ongoing change (a shared 

placeness) within future societies. It is hoped however that this inquiry 

commences a new discourse for understanding buyawila-li, the 

Aboriginal aesthetic and its agency to change the culture of seeing and 

forgetting within this country.    
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appendix a: past praxis images (1986 – 2008)  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Dreise (1987) Stolen raku, emu feathers, ochres, 20cm x 25cm,  
image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1990) Tiddas mixed media, 15cm x 20cm,  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1990) Slavos lend a hand mixed media, 15cm x 20cm,  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1991)  

Tools of the Trade  
mixed media, 15cm x 120cm,  

image collection of the artist 
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Dreise (1991) Marked mixed media, 15cm x 20cm,  
image collection of the artist  
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Dreise(1993) Ancestor country raku, emu feathers, ochres, 120cm x 
150cm, various heights  

image collection of the artist  
 

 

 
 

Dreise (1988) Mother yerns raku, 40cm x 40cm,  
image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1991) Empty Vessel 1 raku, 40cm x 60cm x 15cm,  

image collection of the artist  
 

 
 
Dreise (1992) Empty Vessel 2 raku, 40cm x 40cm x 20cm,  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1991) Colour of Fear mixed media, various sizes (60 mouse 

traps), detail image collection of the artist  
 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 
Dreise (1992) #1 from Tukka Time Series mixed media, 30cmx20cm 

image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Dreise (1992) #3 from Tukka Time Series mixed media, 30cmx20cm 

image collection of the artist  
 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1992) #6 from Tukka Time Series mixed media, 30cmx20cm 

image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1992) #7 from Tukka Time Series mixed media, 30cmx20cm 
image collection of the artist  

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1992) #10 from Tukka Time Series mixed media, 30cmx20cm 
image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1992) #15 from Tukka Time Series mixed media, 30cmx20cm 
image collection of the artist  
 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1992) #16 from Tukka Time Series mixed media, 30cmx20cm 

image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1993) #2 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

20cmx10cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 
Dreise (1993) #3 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

20cmx10cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1993) #4 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

20cmx10cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1993) #7 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

15cmx10cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1993) #10 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

20cmx10cm image collection of the artist 
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1993) #12 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

20cmx10cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1993) #13 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

20cmx10cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1993) #14 from Bottled Up Series mixed media and glass jars, 

20cmx10cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994) I am makin’ a golly cake mum #1 mixed media, 

50cmx30cmx50cm image collection of the artist  

 
 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994) I am makin’ a golly cake mum #2 mixed media, 

50cmx30cmx50cm image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994) #2 from Bundled Up series books and ribbon, various sizes, 

image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994) #3 from Bundled Up series books and ribbon, various sizes, 

image collection of the artist  

 

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994) #4 from Bundled Up series books and ribbon, various sizes, 

image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (1994) #5 from Bundled Up series books and ribbon, various sizes, 
image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994) #7 from Bundled Up series books and ribbon, various sizes, 

image collection of the artist  

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994) #8 from Bundled Up series books and ribbon, various sizes, 

image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994-5) #2 from Bundled Up series 2 velvet paintings, pastels, 

drawings and ribbon, various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994-5) #3 from Bundled Up series 2 velvet paintings, pastels, 

drawings and ribbon, various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1994-5) #5 from Bundled Up series 2 velvet paintings, pastels, 

drawings and ribbon, various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1999) Scrub Marks Gouache on Canvas  
image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1999) Waiting  

Gouache on Canvas  
image collection of the artist 

 

 
 

Dreise (1999) Strong Woman Gouache on Canvas  
image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1999) Chosen One 

Gouache on Canvas  
image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1997) #5 from My Country series mixed media and glass 

jars, various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1997) #7 from My Country series mixed media and glass jars, 

various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1997) #1 from Preserve series mixed media and glass jars, 

various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1997) #3 from Preserve series mixed media and glass jars, 

various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1997) #5 from Preserve series mixed media and glass jars, 

various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1997) #7 from Preserve series mixed media and glass jars, 

various sizes, image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (1997) #8 from Preserve series mixed media and glass jars, 

various sizes, image collection of the artist  

 
 
 



 

 

518 

 
 
Dreise (1999) Someone’s Watching 

Oil on Canvas 180cm x 340cm  
image collection of the artist  
 

 
 



 

 

519 

            
 

Dreise (1999) Muurun 1 and 2  
Oil on Canvas 28cm x 120cm  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (1999) Ancestor country  
Mixed media Installation  
Noosa Regional Art Gallery  

100cm x 270cm x 240cm  
image collection of the artist  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 

521 

 
 

Dreise (2001) Self Portrait with Nan  
Oil on Canvas, 150cm x 390cm, [detail]  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2001) Inside Oil on Canvas, 30cm x 40cm  

image collection of the artist  
 

 
Dreise (2001) Home Coming Oil on Canvas, 30cm x 40cm  
image collection of the artist 
 



 

 

523 

                  

 
 
Dreise (2001) The Mourning Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 30cm  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2001) A day in the Park Oil on Canvas, 40cm x 30cm  

image collection of the artist  
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

525 

 
 

 

Dreise (2001) Federate Assimilate Regurgitate oil Mixed media installation 3m x 

3m x various heights up to 420cm image collection of the artist 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 

 

526 

 
 
Dreise (2001) Nigger Lover  Mixed Media 60cm x 40cm x 15cm  

image collection of the artist  
 

 
 
Dreise (2001) Small Things  Mixed Media 60cm x 20cm x 15cm  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2001) Privilege Mixed Media 40cm x 40cm x 10cm  
image collection of the artist  

 
 
 

 

 
 

Dreise (2001) Home making installation 2001, Detail 
Mixed Media various 30cm x 5cm x 3cm  

(40 wire brushes)  
image collection of the artist  
 



 

 

528 

 
 

Dreise (2001) Flight of Fancy 1  Mixed Media 15cm x 10cm x 2cm  
image collection of the artist  

 

 
 

Dreise (2001) Flight of Fancy 2  Mixed Media 15cm x 10cm x 2cm  
image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2001) My Little Gunya  Gouache on Archers Paper 45cm x 60cm  
image collection of the artist  

 

 
 
Dreise (2001) Nans Watching  Gouache on Archers Paper 60cmx 45cm  
image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2001) Mission Magic  Gouache on Archers Paper 180cm x 40cm  
image collection of the artist  
 

 

 
 

Dreise (2001) I am not an animal Gouache on Archers Paper 45cm x 
60cm image collection of the artist 
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (2000) #1 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 
25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (2000) #1 [detail] The weight of things series Mixed Media, 
25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (2000) #2 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 
25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (2000) #3 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 
25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (2000) #4 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 

25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (2000) #5 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 

25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (2000) #6 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 
25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (2000) #6 [detail] The weight of things series Mixed Media, 

25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 

Dreise (2000) #7 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 

25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 
Dreise (2000) #8 The weight of things series Mixed Media, 
25cmx30cmx15cm approx. image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2002) 

Silly Billy Dilly Bags 
Mixed Media image collection of the artist  
 

 
 



 

 

583 

 
 
Dreise (2002) 

#2 from Genocide Series   
Mixed Media ochres, plastic dolls and jars image collection of the artist 

 
 

 
 

Dreise (2002) 
Feserate Assimilate Regurgitate  

Mixed Media flag, metal, ceramics, plastic and thread  
image collection of the artist 
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Dreise (2007) Journey Mixed media Installation commissioned for Uncle 
Steve Mam, Black Peppers Gallery Detail 

image collection of the artist  
 

 
 
Dreise (2007) Mens Business Mixed media Installation commissioned for 
Uncle Steve Mam, 105cm x 80cm x 60cm Black Peppers Gallery  

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2007) Journey  Mixed media Installation commissioned for Uncle 
Steve Mam, Black Peppers Gallery Detail image collection of the artist  
 

 
 
Dreise (2007) Journey Mixed media Installation commissioned for Uncle 

Steve Mam, Black Peppers Gallery Detail image collection of the artist 
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Dreise (2007) Journey Mixed media Installation commissioned for Uncle 

Steve Mam, Black Peppers Gallery Detail image collection of the artist 
 
 

 
 
Dreise (2007) Journey Mixed media Installation commissioned for Uncle 

Steve Mam, Black Peppers Gallery Detail image collection of the artist 
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Dreise (2007) Journey Mixed media Installation commissioned for Uncle 

Steve Mam, Black Peppers Gallery Detail image collection of the artist 
 

 

 
 
Dreise (2007) Journey Mixed media Installation commissioned for Uncle 

Steve Mam, Black Peppers Gallery Detail image collection of the artist 
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Dreise (2007) Aunty Ruthie Mixed media Installation commissioned for 
Aunty Ruth Hegerty, Noonga Reconciliation Group Detail  image collection 
of the artist  

 

 
 

Dreise (2007) Aunty Ruthie Mixed media Installation commissioned for 
Aunty Ruth Hegerty, Noonga Reconciliation Group Taigum 3 panels 
slumped glass, wood and metal 4000cm x 1000cm   

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2007) Aunty Ruthie Mixed media Installation commissioned for 

Aunty Ruth Hegerty, Noonga Reconciliation Group Taigum 3 panels 
slumped glass, wood and metal 4000cm x 1000cm   

image collection of the artist  
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  
mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 

Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  
Seven Silences series  
mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 

Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  
Seven Silences series  

mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 
Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  
mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 
Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  
mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 

Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  
mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 
Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  
mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 
Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  

mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 

Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  

mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 

Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  

Seven Silences series  

mixed media concrete steel tiles [detail] 
Woodford Folk Festival Grounds Australia Council for the Arts funded 
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Dreise (2002)  
Interconnectedness #1 

oil on canvas 
1400m x 700mm [three panels] 
 

 
 

 
 
Dreise (2002)  

Interconnectedness #2  
oil on canvas 

1400m x 700mm [three panels] 
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Dreise (2002)  

Small things from my country #1 and #2 
mixed media door mat rush, fronds and plastic   
200mm x 100mm 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Dreise (2002)  
nans country door mat  
mixed media door mats, ochres on board  

1200m x 800mm each [three panels] 
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Dreise (2006) 
Fater sister mother  

oli on canvas  
800mm x 600mm  
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Dreise (2006) 
I will paint you with blood  

oli on canvas 
800mm x 600mm  
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Dreise (2006) 

long ago the people danced here 
they were also murdered here 

oli on canvas  
800mm x 600mm  
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Dreise (2006) 

rock spider #1 
oli on board 

1200mm x 1200mm  
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Dreise (2006) 

rock spider #2  
oli on board 

1200mm x 1200mm  
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Dreise (2006) 
rock spider #3  
oli on board 

1200mm x 1200mm  
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Dreise (1999) 

The process of Reconciliation 
Oil on canvas 

1600mm x 800mm  
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Dreise (1998) 
Massacre  

Oil on canvas 
600mm x 400mm  
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Dreise (2002) 
Diary extract 

Graphite  
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Dreise (1999) 

Diary extract 
Graphite  
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Dreise (2002) 
Ancestor series #1 and #2 
Oil and vermiculite on canvas 

800mm x 600mm  
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Dreise (2002) 
Bush tucker time  
Mixed media on board  

1200mm x 600mm  
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Dreise (2005) Yeeralaraay Dance Performance and Ground Painting Installation 

Buderim, mixed media, image courtesy of Tamara Rosman  
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Dreise (2004) Femine Country Installation [in progress] Floating Land  

Noosa, mixed media, image courtesy of Davina Kelly  

 

        
 

Dreise (2004) Femine Country Installation [details] Floating Land  Noosa, 

mixed media, image courtesy of Davina Kelly  
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Dreise(2002) Yeeralaraay Dance Ground  Dirranbandi, ochres and charcoal on country, 

image collection of the artist    
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appendix b – current praxis (2008 – 2010)  
 
 

 
 
Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009)  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 

 
 

     
Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 

 
 

        
 
Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

Ground (2009) in IntaSpace (2009) [detail]  

Ephemeral mixed media installation 

6m x 4m approx 
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Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media 10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media 10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media 10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

the tribute (2009) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media 10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop sticks, 

nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation [detal]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop sticks, 

nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Silent witness (2009) ephemeral installation [detal]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media including light globes, plaster, recycled rubber, paddle pop sticks, 

nails, curtain hooks, safety pins and architectural mouldings.  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  

 

 
 

Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Kangarutrublu 2 (2009) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media oil on canvas  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Reciprocity (2009) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media light globs, nails , paddle pops and paper  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Reciprocity (2009) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media light globs, nails , paddle pops and paper  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2009)  

Reciprocity (2009) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media light globs, nails , paddle pops and paper  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space  image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation [wall detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

The falling (2010) ephemeral installation [floor detail]  

Kurilpa Gallery South bank Brisbane  

Mixed media brushwood, rocks, recycled plastic  

10m x 6m space  

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   

image Carl Warner  
 

 
 

Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

Dillybag in resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx   

image Carl Warner  
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Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx  image Carl Warner  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

  
 

 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx  image Carl Warner  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 
Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx  image Carl Warner  
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 
 
Dreise (2010)  

resnullius (2010) ephemeral installation [detail]  

Project Gallery QCA Southbank Brisbane  

Mixed media including ochres, sand, suitcases, plastic cutlery, books, jars, kitsch 

objects, building materials and recycled plastic  

20m x 10m2 space approx  image Carl Warner  

 
 

 






